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Content-based instruction (CBI) is a pedagogical approach in which language classes 
are integrated with students' content subject(s). Although the term CBI remains new 
in China, the approach itself has great potential among Chinese students as EFL 
learners. It is the aim of this thesis to evaluate the effectiveness of CBI in further 
education in China, where the students learn English as a compulsory course 
alongside a content subject that relates closely to their future career. 

Following a substantial literature review, a two-month CBI programme was 
conducted at Wuhan Law College (WLC). The programme serves as a case study for 
the research project, and action research characterizes my role in the programme. 
Interviews with many content and language teachers from higher and further 
education in China provided valuable information about course materials, teaching 
techniques, students' development and course assessment in CBI classes. This 
information contributed greatly to the success of the CBI programme in WLC. In 
addition, students and teachers kept diaries, and teachers wrote reports reflecting on 
their experience. 

The programme ran for a short period (i.e. two months) and involved a limited 
number (i.e. 36) of students. However, a variety of research methods used in the 
programme (e.g. student diaries, teachers' reports, teacher diaries and interpersonal 
communications, etc.) provided a rich set of qualitative and quantitative data. As 
revealed by these data, the students developed their language abilities, content 
knowledge and cognitive skills during the CBI programme. Close co-operation 
between the language and the content teachers was critical to the programme. Team
teaching was an effective means of CBI teacher development. Due to the similarities 
between Chinese colleges, research findings in this thesis should provide valuable 
information and suggestions about the effective application of CBI in further 
education settings in China as an EFL context. 
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Introduction 

It is probably the case in a very large number oflanguage classrooms throughout the 

world that students' biggest wish is to be able to speak the target language as fluently 

(and maybe accurately) as its native speakers. This has happened to me during my 

nine years of teaching English at Wuhan Law College (WLC) in China. The pattern 

was broken one day when I asked my students whether they would like to be a fluent 

English speaker or a competent user ofthe language in the legal field. The latter was 

preferred by most WLC students. A question is thus raised: what kind of English 

should we teach in language classes at WLC? To be more specific, should we teach 

them the English for general communication or the English for the legal profession? 

Furthermore, will the students be automatically motivated if they are taught what 

they want to learn? 

English is a foreign language in China. Very few college students learn English for 

the purposes of studying, living or working in English speaking countries. However, 

most students have realised the significance of English as an international language 

for global communication, in which China plays a big role. Here comes another 

question: For what purposes do we teach English in further education in China? 

Should we teach English as a foreign language or as a second language? 

Most language classes in Chinese colleges are presented by Chinese teachers as 

non-native English speakers. The traditional grammar-translation approach is widely 

used in these language classes with basic interpersonal L2 communication as the 

pedagogical objective. To a certain extent, traditional language classes are effective 

in introducing fragments oflanguage rules and uses. However, the students' 

interpersonal L2 communicative skills are far from native-like. For example, they 

can understand 'what are you doing' but do not have a clue about 'what are you up 



to'. Moreover, as a non-native speaker, the language teacher is not always able to tell 

whether an expression is native-like or non native-like. Thus a third question comes 

into play: How do we teach English in Chinese colleges? 

Background 

Content-based instruction (CBI) has been practised as a new approach in China since 

the 1980s (Brinton et aI., 1989: 77). Language centres were established as joint 

endeavours of the University of California, Los Angeles and three Chinese 

universities in Beijing and Guangzhou. The CBI programmes in these centres were 

considered by Brinton, et al. (1989: 83) as unpromising: The foreign experts 

complained about their heavy workload while the domestic lecturers were not 

impressed by their low rates of pay. Unfairly shared workload between the teachers 

may affect the teaching efficiency and therefore the effectiveness of a pedagogical 

approach. However, it is surely not the only factor to judge the appropriateness of the 

approach. The students' say should never be overlooked. 

The CBI approach has been applied in some primary and secondary schools in China 

since the mid-1990s. English is used to teach regular school subjects such as 

mathematics, biology and computer science. According to Hu (2002: 34-35), the 

results of these CBI programmes are encouraging. However, as he continues, 

English-medium instruction is not needed in basic education since all the subject 

courses can be accessed through the L1. Moreover, the lack of suitable teaching 

materials and qualified teachers makes the implementation of CBI rather problematic 

and unrealistic. Hu's (2002) argument reveals two pedagogical issues: what is needed 

by the students may not always be desirable for the teacher and vice versa. Secondly, 

considering the students' background and learning experience, CBI can be used as a 

means oflanguage teaching and/or access to content knowledge; 

In 2001, an official announcement of English-medium subject matter instruction was 
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made by the Ministry of Education in China (document No.4 ofthe Ministry of 

Education, China). According to the announcement, English-medium instruction 

should be conducted in mainstream higher education classrooms, especially in highly 

technical subjects, such as bio-technology, information technology, financial and 

legal fields. Since then, there has been an increasing popularity of CBI in higher 

education settings in China. 

Not all the university CBI courses in China are effectively conducted, and a 

large-scale practice of CBI in primary and secondary schools may end up in failure 

(Hu, 2002: 35). However, all these CBI cases, successful and unsuccessful, have 

provided invaluable information for practising the approach in further education 

setting, which is a rarely touched-upon field in China. 

About the thesis 

Based on my English teaching experience in WLC and the development of CBI in 

secondary and tertiary education in China, my thesis focuses on the effectiveness of 

CBI in further education in China. The research is conducted in order to answer the 

following questions: 

1. Is CBI an appropriate methodology for WLC as a further education college 

and, by extension, for other specialist further education/colleges in China? 

2. How effective is CBI in developing WLC students' EFL proficiency? 

3. How and how much do CBI courses contribute to WLC students' content 

mastery? 

4. How effective is CBI in developing WLC students' cognitive skills? 

5. What kind of reaction does a CBI programme elicit from content teachers in 

WLC? 

6. What kind of reaction does a CBI programme elicit from other language 

teachers in WLC? 
3 



As the first step to tackle these questions, a literature review is conducted and 

reported on in chapter one of the thesis. The purpose is to attain a better 

understanding of CBI. In this chapter, the concept of CBI is studied from various 

perspectives including the definitions of CBI and its theoretical and pragmatic 

supports. A working definition of CBI is also proposed in this chapter. Due to the 

considerable overlap between CBI and EAP (English for academic purposes), a 

substantial part of chapter one is devoted to the discussion of the relationship 

between the two approaches. A review ofthe theoretical and practical origin of CBI 

is followed by the discussion of its advantages and potential challenges. 

Based on Chinese educational culture, the history of CBI in China is introduced as 

the other focus of chapter one. The introduction helps one to understand that 

accommodation and justification have to be made for an effective application of CBI 

in various academic settings in the Chinese context. 

Chapter two describes the methodology used for the research project. A case study of 

CBI in Wuhan Law College (WLC) is introduced as 'what I would do' for the 

research while action research characterizes 'how I did it'. A variety of methods are 

adopted including questionnaires, interviews, work diaries, participant observation, 

etc. to attain qualitative and quantitative data. 

There are many types of case studies. According to McDonough and McDonough 

(2000), a case study can be based on a single subject (e.g. student, course or school) 

or on a group of subjects (e.g. teachers, students or schools). The former focuses on 

the intrinsic value of the study while the latter places more emphasis on the 

generalizability of the data collected from the study. Although the case study in my 

research is more likely to be intrinsic, similarities between colleges in China help to 

increase the generalizability of the research findings. 
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Since my research aims to evaluate the effectiveness of CBI in WLC and other 

further education setting in China, action research is the major characteristic of my 

project. The rationale is that a theoretical approach in education (i.e. CBI in this case) 

can only be understood, evaluated and developed through a series of reflective 

procedures. Similarly, case study, as the other approach to my project, enables me to 

appreciate various CBI models and relate them to my teaching practice in a specific 

setting (i.e. WLC in this case). 

Chapter three provides a detailed illustration of how the above mentioned methods 

are used to obtain data and information for my research project. It can be viewed as a 

narrative account of the two-month CBI programme in WLC. The chapter describes 

the three stages of establishing an effective CBI model in WLC. During this process, 

I participate in the programme and modify the teaching procedures in the CBI classes 

as a CBI teacher, and I observe classroom activities and collect data for analysis as 

an action researcher. 

Chapter four provides a thematic account of the field research and addresses the 

research questions directly. Unlike chapter three where the data are revealed in 

accordance with the process ofthe programme, chapter four aims to analyse these 

data from the perspective of the research questions. Therefore, 'student' and 'teacher' 

are the two key words in interpreting the data. Administrative issues are also tackled 

at the end of chapter four as a vital factor in a successful CBI programme. 

The thesis is concluded with answers to the research questions. Outcomes of the CBI 

programme in WLC suggested that CBI is suitable for WLC students as well as those 

in other further education colleges. However, a CBI course can hardly be effective if 

it is applied in isolation from other approaches including grammar-translation, 

task-based and communicative language teaching. 

In sum, it is the aim of my research project to re-conceptualize CBI against the 
5 



background of language approaches in general, and to investigate the values of CBI 

in further education in China in particular. This thesis concerns issues of what, when, 

and how in the CBI approach. What represents an issue regarding the concept of CBI 

and its relationships with other language teaching approaches. The issue of when 

clarifies at what stage in students' education CBI should be applied. It addresses the 

relationship between language learning and students' content and cognitive abilities. 

The issue of how tackles problems during the application of CBI in the local context 

of WLC. It is expected that the outcome of my research can provide some useful 

information about researching and practising the CBI approach in other further 

education settings in China. 
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Chapter 1 Literature Review 

Introduction 

Content-based instruction (CBI) has enjoyed increasing popularity since the 1980s. 

The tenn CBI has gained wide acceptance in education institutions in the United 

States. In the United Kingdom as well as other European countries, however, CLIL 

(Content Language Integrated Learning) seems more popular (Grenfell, 2002). Since 

most CBI courses take place in academic settings and aim at both language 

acquisition and academic success, the approach inevitably shares some common 

ground with English for Academic Purposes (EAP) as a subset of English for 

Specific Purposes (ESP) (Robinson, 1991). One of the aims of this chapter is to 

compare CBI with EAP and CLIL so as to achieve a better understanding of various 

forms of language and content integration. 

Similar to ESP, the CBI approach distinguishes itself from traditional language 

teaching models by identifying language as a means to real-world purposes rather 

than an end oflearning language for its own sake. In this thesis, real-world purposes 

refer to the CBI or EAP learners' academic achievement and/or professional success. 

Teaching language skills as means to research, study and communicate in the 

language may be the aim of most, ifnot all, EAP courses and some CBI courses. 

However, many CBI courses place more emphasis on knowledge and infonnation in 

academic subject(s). Since the target language is used as the medium of classroom 

instruction, students are expected to learn the language as by-product ofthese CBI 

courses. 

As another form of language and content integration in education, CLIL has received 

considerable popularity in European Union (EU) countries. Since CLIL courses in 

these countries are conducted for political, economical and cultural reasons, language 
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is learned not only as a pragmatic skill (means) but also as educational subject (end). 

Apart from receiving content knowledge, the CLIL students are also expected to be 

bi- or multi-lingual as the result of CLIL courses. 

Another aim of this chapter is to find the place of CBI in content and language 

integrated approaches by differentiating the approach from or linking it to some other 

language teaching approaches and methodologies. The attempt to achieve this aim is 

generated during my study of the concept ofCBI. There are a number of books and 

articles about CBI. However, there seem to be different understandings of the 

concept. Different perceptions of CBI accordingly lead to a diversity of pedagogical 

approaches. A complex definition of CBI is provided by Stryker and Leaver (1997), 

who view CBI as a philosophical orientation, an instructional method, a pedagogical 

design, or a framework for the language teaching system as a whole (Stryker and 

Leaver, 1997: 5). Various definitions of CBI proposed by researchers and educators 

reveal a variety of perceptions on language, content, and integration, which are 

introduced in this chapter. 

There has been limited practice of CBI in China. Some researchers (e.g. Hu, 2002: 

30 and 35) argue that there is a 'lack of solid empirical research' in CBI and that the 

approach should be restricted to 'a small number of elite schools'. The CBI approach 

has been adopted in many Chinese universities. However, the teaching model tends 

to resemble L2 content courses, in which English is the only medium of content 

instruction. It is the third aim ofthis chapter to provide a historical review of CBI in 

China from the mid nineteenth century to the early twenty-first century. 

The literature review in this thesis is intended to provide a solid theoretical 

background for empirical research in CBI. The literature review also indicates that 

there is very limited practice of CBI in further education in China, hence scarcely 

any basis for empirical research. Six questions concerning the effectiveness of CBI in 

further education colleges in China are raised from the literature review and to be 
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answered through the case study of a CBI programme in Wuhan Law College (WLC) 

in China: 

1. Is CBI an appropriate methodology for WLC as a further education college 

and, by extension, for other specialist further education colleges in China? 

2. How effective is CBI in developing WLC students' EFL proficiency? 

3. How and how much do CBI courses contribute to WLC students' content 

mastery? 

4. How effective is CBI in developing WLC students' cognitive skills? 

5. What kind of reaction does a CBI programme elicit from content teachers in 

WLC? 

6. What kind of reaction does a CBI programme elicit from other language 

teachers in WLC? 

This chapter is composed of eight sections. Sections one to seven focus on the 

development of CBI as an approach to language learning, whereas the eighth section 

introduces some Chinese educational culture in general and CBI in China in 

particular. The study of the CBI literature helps to establish a clear understanding of 

CBI, while an introduction to language teaching in China as an EFL context provides 

better understanding about why and how CBI can be used to facilitate English 

language learning. 

The first section ofthis chapter introduces a collection of various CBI definitions. 

Behind these definitions is the agreement that language is learned more effectively as 

a tool of subject matter study. The CBI approach features in the employment of 

subject content, authentic language use, and the focus on learners' real world needs. 

It is also in this chapter that the concept of CBI is contextualized in EFL (English as 

a foreign language) settings. The three main characteristics are introduced as criteria 

of CBI in the second section of this chapter, where the link and differences between 

CBI and EAP are also discussed. 
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Section three of this chapter focuses on the relationship between CBI and other 

content-language integrated teaching approaches and methodologies. These 

approaches and methodologies include L2 content instruction, bilingual education, 

grammar-translation and the task-based approach. 

Following the introduction of the concept of CBI, the theoretical and pragmatic 

supports for the approach are discussed in the fourth and the fifth sections. 

Pedagogical practices in L1, L2 and FL instruction provide anecdotal models of CBI. 

Theories in second and foreign language teaching facilitate the establishment of CBI 

as an approach to autonomous and continuous learning: it fosters learner autonomy 

by explicit and implicit introduction of learning strategies; it encourages continuous 

learning by integrating language learning with the learners' study in the academic or 

professional domains. Although neither ofthese two characteristics is CBI-specific, 

the combination of them has rarely been emphasised in other pedagogical 

approaches. 

Despite the increasing popularity of CBI, the effectiveness of this approach is still 

subject to further evaluation. In the sixth and the seventh sections ofthis chapter, the 

advantages and some challenging issues in the CBI approach are discussed. 

Section eight focuses on CBI in China as an EFL context. The Chinese educational 

culture is introduced at the beginning ofthe section. Following the cultural 

introduction, we proceed to a historical review of CBI in China. The historical 

review aims to introduce the anecdotal CBI practice in the 1860s, as well as the 

participant reaction to the integrated instruction in the 1980s. English-medium 

instruction was officially encouraged by the Chinese government in 2001. This 

educational policy has been connected, and in most cases equated, to other fonns of 

content and language integration such as ESP and bilingual courses. All these 

English language teaching models have received great popularity. However, the tenn 

CBI remains relatively new in education in China. 
10 



1.1 What is CBI? 

Content-based instruction (CBI) has been generally understood as an integrative 

approach with dual focus on language skills and content mastery. However, a 

diversity of definitions of CBI has been proposed by researchers and educators from 

different aspects. Different perceptions of language, content and the balance between 

them in integration raise the diversity of the concept of CBI as a whole. The main 

purpose ofthis section is to provide a broad view of the definition of CBI, as well as 

the three conceptual issues concerning the definition. 

1.1.1 Definitions ofCBlfrom a diversity of aspects 

Different aspects of language and content integration have been provided by 

language teaching researchers and practitioners with diverse theoretical perspectives 

and pragmatic experiences. Some (e.g. Mohan, 2001) insist that language instruction 

should be integrated with content subjects because they are mutually dependent. 

Some (e.g. Snow and Brinton, 1997) view the integrated approach as a new 

pedagogical wave, connecting language learning to its real-world use. Others (e.g. 

Stryker and Leaver, 1997) see the content-based instruction in rather complex 

perspectives which concern philosophy, methodology and pedagogy. 

Although a good number of researchers have agreed that language and content 

teaching should be integrated, a clarified concept or framework of language and 

content integration is still under debate. The breadth ofthe three key tenns, i.e. 

language, content and integration adds heat to the arguments. 

1.1.1.1 A functional linguistic view of CBI 

From a functional linguistic aspect, Mohan (1986) insists that language and content 

should be learned at the same time. This statement is based on his Knowledge 
11 



Framework (see table 1.1), in which Mohan argues that any social activity is a 

combination of knowledge (theory) and action (practice). 

{

Theory 
Activity 

Practice 

Classification 

Description 

Principles Evaluation 

Sequence Choice 

Table 1.1 Knowledge Framework (Mohan, 1986) 

As can be seen from table 1.1, theory is used to classify, guide and assess one's 

practice. These roles of theory are summarised by Mohan as classification, principles 

and evaluation. Practice reflects, realises and enriches one's theory framework. In 

Mohan's words, practice includes activities such as description, time sequence and 

choice. Activity is therefore a process empowered by the duality oftheory and 

practice. For example, the practice of getting car insurance is composed of one's 

knowledge of car insurance (theory) and driving a car and having a car accident 

(practice). The process may not necessarily be initiated by learning the theory and 

will not be completed with the practice. In other words, activity is a reciprocal 

process driven by the interaction of theory and practice. 

Applying the Knowledge Framework to language learning, Mohan sees language as 

a type of social activity within various discourse contexts. One can only learn the 

language code through contextualised content messages. During the process of 

language activity, one learns not only the language but also the content. The 

interrelationship between language and content is explicitly described as follows: 

if code is divorced from message, content is excluded; if form is divorced from function, 

there is no functional grammar; if language is divorced from discourse, there is no account 

of larger units of discourse, and so no account of the role of discourse abilities in academic 

reading and writing, for instance. 

(Mohan, 2001: 112) 
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Viewing from a sociological aspect, Mohan (1986) argues that language learning is a 

process of activity supported by two inseparable elements: language rules as theory 

and language use as practice. The reciprocal process of language theory and language 

practice establishes and enriches one's language framework. 

Being influenced by Mohan's argument about the inseparability oflanguage and 

content, some researchers oversimplifY the process of content and language learning. 

Kramsch (1993: 4), for example, claims that students acquire content as they receive 

the instruction in the new language forms. This argument neglects the impact of other 

social factors on content and language acquisition. In other words, language does not 

always provide the full access to content knowledge. 

Mohan's Knowledge Framework emphasises the significance of language and 

content integration. However, as claimed by Mohan (2001), the Knowledge 

Framework is not a teaching methodology in itself and cannot be used as pedagogical 

guidance. The framework does not provide explicit support for CBI either, in which 

content is the basis of language instruction. 

1.1.1.2 A pedagogical aspect of CBI 

Based on Mohan's argument that language is an activity within social contexts, and 

therefore can only be acquired through contextualized practice, Brinton and her 

colleagues (e.g. 1989, 1997) claim that effective language instruction should be 

integrated with a particular content. They also provide a clarified concept of content. 

According to Brinton, et al (1989), in academic settings, content refers to regular 

subject matter that students are currently learning such as mathematics, geography, 

and history, etc. Since the content-area materials are used for language teaching 

purposes, CBI is defined as "the integration of particular content with 

language-teaching aims" (Brinton, et al. 1989: 2). In this sense, CBI advocated by 
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Brinton, et al is content-based language teaching, although students' academic needs 

are taken into account in the CBr curriculum. 

Brinton et al (1989) list five rationales for CBr on the basis of pedagogical practice 

and research theories in second language acquisition: 

1. Language learning should be related to the leamer's eventual uses of the 

language; 

2. Effective learning occurs when student motivation is increased by 

informational content involved in language classes; 

3. Effective language teaching should link the learners' present language 

proficiency with previous learning experience, existing content knowledge 

and the academic environment; 

4. Language teaching should be focused on contextualized use rather than 

sentence-level usage; 

5. The process of understanding relevant content provides the learners with an 

opportunity to develop linguistic and cognitive skills. 

The five rationales emphasise the pedagogical effect ofthe CBr approach. As pointed 

out by Williams (1995), the integrative approach provides a meaningful basis for 

language teaching and speeds up the process of L2 mainstream success. However, 

some sociolinguistic factors are overlooked in these rationales. First of all, in some 

EFL contexts like China, English as the target language neither has official status nor 

is frequently used for daily communication. Most EFL learners do not have eventual 

opportunity to use the language. Nor do they have linguistic demand for immediate 

content success. Secondly, the learners may not be motivated to learn the language 

which they do not see the practical value of. Thirdly, it might be ideal but impractical 

for a teacher to have full information of the learners' language and content learning 

experiences. Concerning the fourth rationale, contextualized use should be at the 

centre of language teaching; however, this does not necessarily diminish the 
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significance of focusing on sentence-level usage. Sometimes, the language teacher 

may find explicit instruction on language rules necessary and effective. Finally, 

understanding the language input does not always lead to the acquisition of the 

language. Nor does it improve the learners' cognitive abilities. Other factors 

including teaching techniques, learning environment and educational culture, etc. 

also have impact on the learners' linguistic and cognitive development. 

It is not my intention to deny the effectiveness ofthe CBI approach by questioning 

the five rationales. However, CBI teachers in EFL settings should be aware of the 

impact of social and educational culture on language learning, which is discussed 

later in this chapter. The discussion is supported by the data collected from a CBI 

case study in Wuhan Law College (see chapters three and four). 

In educational practice, there are a number of types of CBI. Due to the different 

perceptions and applications of content, language and integration, the CBI umbrella 

can be even broader. Brinton et al.'s (1989) classification seems to be well known 

and frequently quoted. They identify three basic types of CBI: theme-based 

instruction, sheltered instruction and adjunct instruction. 

Theme-based instruction is named as theme-based language instruction. In this 

approach, language activities are organized by a major theme or a series of themes 

related to non-linguistic areas. Language skills are the primary target oftheme-based 

instruction. Allowing great flexibility of the range and difficulty of content topics, 

the theme-based approach is applied to learners at various levels of L2 proficiency. 

Sheltered instruction is specified by Brinton et al. as sheltered content instruction. It 

is provided as a content course to L2 students. These students are sheltered from their 

peers who are native-speakers ofthe target language. The course is taught by the 

subject teacher and language used in the sheltered classes is normally modified and 

simplified for the sake of effective communication. In the sheltered classroom, 
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teachers use physical activities, visual aids, and the environment to teach important 

new words for concept development in mathematics, science, history, home 

economics and other subjects. The goal of the program is to mainstream the students 

gradually. Therefore, both content mastery and language development are expected 

of the students. 

Adjunct instruction is identified as a paired model by Wesche (1993). In this CBI 

model, L2 students are enrolled with mainstream students in a content course, and 

are sheltered from them in a language course. The Language course aims at 

specialised discourse and academic skills in the content subject, while the content 

course instruction bears a certain degree oflanguage sensitivity. Although language 

teachers and content instructors maintain priorities in their own field, they work as a 

team to help the students with their academic success. 

Brinton et al. 's classification of CBI is identified as prescriptive and criticised for 

being theoretically problematic by Davison and Williams (2001: 57). As they 

claimed, "at the theoretical level, this categorisation has the problem of incorporating 

two different entities in the labels being proposed, and therefore leads to problems in 

classifying different types of practice". Adjunct and sheltered instruction are 

classified according to the form of the programme, whereas theme-based instruction 

refers to the content in the course. Meanwhile, sheltered and adjunct models seem 

irrelevant to an EFL setting where there are no native speakers of the target language. 

1.1.1.3 CBI as subset of integrated language and content teaching 

Brinton et al. 's (1989) term 'content-based (language) instruction' is rejected by 

Davison (1993, cited in Davison and Williams, 2001) since the term conflates a 

variety of integrative models with different emphases. Based on some further 

understandings of the complexity in language and content integration, Davison (1993, 

cited in Davison & Williams, 2001: 58-59) proposes a descriptive framework. 
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Curriculum Theoretical Teaching Curriculum Program Teacher 

Focus model/approach materials function type/student roles 

groupings 

Language Pre-communicative e.g. Learning Language ESL intensive Direct ESL 

teaching approaches English in syllabus or similar instruction, 

Australia needs classes no content 

(CSC, 1976) influence 

'Contextualised' Early 'weak' e.g. Language 

language communicative Cambridge syllabus with 

teaching approaches course contextualisation 

materials 

Situational e.g. Using Language 

approaches, e.g. the System syllabus with 

Action Sequence (Corbel, content 

approach (Corbel, 1986) dimension 

1986) 

Functional-notional e.g. English Language (ESP/EAP Direct ESL 

approaches (e.g. in Focus syllabus loosely oriented instruction 

Wilkins, 1976) (Allen and linked to content classes) 

Widdowson, syllabus 

1974) 

Geme-based e.g. ESP Units ofworkl'de 

approaches, e.g. materials facto' language 

GemeTheory (Gallaghan & syllabus built 

(Rothery, 1984; Knapp, 1989; around content 

Martin, 1986; Christie et al. syllabus 

Christie, 1987; 1992) 

Derewianka, 1991) 

Topic approaches, Teaching Units ofworkl'de (content 

e.g. Topic approach English facto' language teacher as 

(Gleland and Evans, through syllabus resource) 

1984) Topics presenting as 

(Gleland and content syllabus 

Evans, 1984, 

1985,1988) 

'Simultaneous' Intuitive practices? Mainstream Collaborative 

integrated class with teaching and 

language and some similar / or ESL 
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content teaching needs ESL support / 

classes team 

teaching 

Genre-based e.g. Rothery Partial Mainstream 

approaches, e.g. & Stenglin, language-based class or ESL 

Genre Theory 1994; Love, 'syllabus' adjunct / 

(Rothery, 1984; 1996) embedded in parallel 

Martin, 1986; content syllabus classes 

Christie, 1987; 

Derewianka, 1991) 

Activity-based Language-based Mainstream 

approaches, e.g. units of work in class or ESL 

CALLA (Chamot & content syllabus adjunct / 

O'Malley, 1992, parallel 

1994) classes 

'Language - e.g. Science Language-based Mainstream ESL teacher 

conscious' Exercises adjunct units of class with as resource 

content teaching (O'Toole, work embedded ESL 

1989) in content perspective or 

syllabus sheltered 

instruction 

'Language Across e.g. Marland, Language- Mainstream 

the Curriculum 1977 conscious class with 

approaches, e.g. activities language 

Barnes, 1976; embedded in awareness 

Britton, 1979) content syllabus 

Content teaching 'Immersion', e.g. 'Language - rich' Mainstream NoESL 

natura11earning content syllabus class influence 

(Cambourne, 1988) 

'Submersion' 'language - poor' Mainstream 

content syllabus class 

Table 1.2 Davison's (1993) descriptive framework of integrated language and 
content teaching 

Similar to Brinton et al. 's classification, Davison's (1993) framework introduces 

approaches applied in an English-speaking environment (the USA), where the 

students are non-native speakers of English. As can be seen in table 1.2, this 
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framework clearly distinguishes different models of integration and provides fairly 

detailed information and suggestions on curriculum focuses, teaching materials and 

teacher roles, etc. By putting language and content in the same framework, Davison 

proposes a common ground for language and content teaching. Curricula in 

Davison's framework are either language- or content-based and indicate a continuum 

between language teaching and content teaching. As commented by Davison and 

Williams (2001), an important distinction of this framework is that 

language and content integration is seen as a cline ranging from 'contextualised' language 

teaching to 'language-conscious' content teaching. Curriculum focus is defined according 

to the varied significance, depth of treatment and internal coherence of the language and 

content elements of the curriculum. 

(Davison and Williams, 2001: 60) 

Davison's framework broadens the CBl umbrella by pointing out that there is great 

flexibility in language-content integrative curricula. This framework seems to 

support the argument on the weaker and stronger forms of CBl (see figure 1.1 on 

page 24), which is introduced in the following section. 

Three examples can be introduced to help one's understanding of Davison's 

framework as well as the weaker and stronger forms of CBL Schleppegrell and her 

colleagues (2004) introduced a CBl course to a group of history students, who are 

also ESL learners, through a functional linguistic approach. The aim of the course is 

'to develop academic language by focusing on the meaning-making potential of the 

historian's language choices' (Schleppegrell, et ai., 2004: 67). The focus here seems 

to be very much on language. With a concurrent focus on language and content, an 

aviation English course is delivered to the Chinese students at Civil Aviation 

University of China (Wang, 2007). The students in the course are expected to 

establish 'not only a good grasp of English skills, but also a conscious command of 

professional knowledge' (2007: 121). The rationale behind the course is that 
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'knowing a restricted "language" would not allow the speaker to communicate 

effectively in a novel situation or in contexts outside the vocational environment' 

(Mackay and Mountford, 1978: 5, cited in Wang, 2007: 123-124). A third example is 

reported by a content teacher on the development of her ESL students in the 

mainstream (Rosenthal, 2000). With the effort for achievement in English-medium 

content courses, together with the effort they make in the totally unrelated English 

language classes, the ESL students 'graduate from college not only with an academic 

degree but also with bilingual proficiency' (2000: 87). 

The argument of language and content continuum has been accepted by an increasing 

number of researchers and practitioners (e.g. Wesche & Skehan 2002). However, it 

lacks a theoretical support for the constitution of curriculum focus and the process of 

curriculum design. The resolution ofthis problem can be found in section 1.4: 

theoretical supports for CBI. 

1.1.2 Towards a definition 

Mohan (1986) views language and content integration as an example of his 

Knowledge Framework. Brinton and her colleagues classify three types of CBr as a 

new approach to language teaching. Davison (1993, cited in Davison and Williams, 

2001) proposes a descriptive framework which provides a common language to talk 

about content and language teaching. They all see CBr or language and content 

integration from one particular aspect. Compared with their frameworks, the 

definition of CBr provided by Stryker and Leavers seems rather complex. They see 

CBr from the perspectives of philosophy, methodology and educational pedagogy. 

According to Stryker and Leaver (1997:5), CBr is "at once a philosophical 

orientation", meaning that language does not make sense if it is not connected with 

or does not contain content; "a methodological system", emphasising the 

effectiveness and efficiency brought about by integration of language and content; "a 
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syllabus design for a single course", which can be illustrated by various CBI models 

such as adjunct teaching and sheltered instruction; "or a framework for an entire 

program of instruction", since CBI serves as a new concept in language education. 

We have seen that CBI is viewed by different practitioners in many different ways. 

For the purpose ofthis study, though, a working definition of CBI needs to be 

clarified. This definition applies to the research programme as WLC introduced in 

chapter three. CBI is an approach in which the teaching is focused on a subject 

matter. The target language, i.e. English in the WLC case, is the main medium of 

instruction, while Ll is used to facilitate teaching and classroom communication. 

During the course, students are expected to develop their content-related target 

language competence and knowledge in the content area itself. 

A general definition of CBI also needs to be given in order for a clear understanding 

of this thesis including the case study conducted for the research. This section is an 

attempt to define different forms of CBI in the continuum of language and content 

learning (see figure 1.1 on page 24). 

1.1.2.1 Content-language integrated instruction (CLII) as the ideal fonn of CBI 

CBI derives from the intertwining relationship between language, as a means to 

convey content meaning, and content, as information transferred through language. 

As claimed by Mohan (2001), there is no such thing as 'language in itself', nor is 

there 'a pure language in use'. On the one hand, content can be learned through 

language as a medium and from a linguistic perspective. In Halliday's (1978) words, 

learning is a linguistic process. On the other hand, language learning occurs, or at 

least starts, when the content meaning conveyed by the language is understood. 

According to the original definition of CBI provided by Brinton, et al. (1989), the 

advantages of this approach lie in its pedagogical efficiency since the learners receive 
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'two for one'. That indicates that content-language integrated instruction (CLII) is 

the ideal fonn of a successful CBI programme. In CLII classes, students develop 

content knowledge and increase their language proficiency at the same time. This 

fonn of CBI resembles content and language integrated learning (CLIL), although 

CLII advocates view the integration from the teacher's aspect while CLIL places 

more emphasis on learning and the learner. The CLIL approach, which is quite 

popular in many European universities, was coined by David Marsh from the 

University of JyvaskyUi in Finland (Tidblom, undated online resource). In the CLIL 

programme, students learn a content subject through a target language and learn the 

target language via studying the content subject. 

1.1.2.2 Content-based language instruction (CBLI) as the weak fonn of CBI 

In teaching reality, not all the CBI classes reveal an ideal balance between the 

language and the content. Some practitioners, who in most cases are language 

teachers, argue that language is the primary goal of the CBI approach (e.g. Snow, 

1991 and Peterson, 1997, etc.). They define CBI as 'the integration of particular 

content with language-teaching aims' (Brinton, et at. 1989: 2, italics mine), and the 

teachers' primary job is to teach the language (Brinton & Holten, 2001: 250). This 

fonn of CBI can be categorized as CBLI (content-based language instruction). CBLI 

is the weak fonn ofCBI since the approach is at the language extreme of the 

language and content learning continuum (see figure 1.1 on page 24). 

Theme-based programmes (Brinton, et at., 1987) are pedagogical examples ofCBLI. 

In these programmes, the content subject is selected to meet the language teaching 

aims. In this sense, CBLI, as the weak fonn of CBI, resembles EAP courses due to 

the pedagogical focus on language. To be more exact, both CBLI and EAP aim to 

foster language skills via the study of content-area materials. However, they differ 

from each other to a certain extent. EAP, as a subset of ESP, shows more dependence 

on systematic need analysis, which involves discourse analysis of subject-area texts 
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and consultations with academic experts. In theme-based courses, however, the 

systematic analysis may not always be a prerequisite. Focusing on the general four 

language skills, topics in theme-based courses may be unrelated to one another, and 

the teachers select or adapt content materials according to the target levels of 

language skills (Brinton, et al., 1987: 15). As summarized by Flowerdew and 

Peacock (2001: 181), "theme-based instruction focuses on developing overall 

academic skills and is not targeted at a particular discipline". EAP may be a weaker 

form of CBI, but certainly not the weakest compared with CBLI. 

1.1.2.3 Language-based content instruction (LBCI) as the strong form of CBI 

While some argue for the priority of language skills in CBI (e.g. Brinton and Holten, 

2001), others emphasize content mastery as the pedagogical objective of the 

approach (e.g. Mohan, 2001). They define CBI as an approach in which content 

knowledge is introduced through the medium of the target language. During the 

process of acquiring the content knowledge, students are expected to develop the 

related language skills incidentally. This approach can be labeled as LBCI 

(language-based content instruction) since it aims at content mastery in the language 

and content learning continuum (see figure 1.1 on page 24). 

Sheltered and immersion programmes (Brinton, et al., 1987 and Genesee, 1987) are 

examples of LBCI. In these programmes, content knowledge is introduced by 

teachers with awareness of the level of students' target language proficiency. In 

sheltered courses (Brinton, et aI., 1987), content knowledge is introduced by a 

subject lecturer, who is normally a native speaker of the target language. Bearing in 

mind that all the students in sheltered courses are at the same time learners of the 

target language, the content teacher may adjust or simplify the language for 

instruction. The sheltered programme distinguishes itself from pure L2 content 

courses by sheltering the L2 learners from the students who speak the target language 

as their mother tongue. The sheltered courses also differ from EAP courses for the L2 
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learners because of the focus on the content. 

As another example ofLBCI, immersion programmes (Genesee, 1987) provide 'at 

least 50 percent of instruction during a given academic year' through the target 

language. Students as the L2 learners are therefore regarded as 'immersed' in the 

programme. The number of school subjects involved in the programme is the major 

feature of immersion. According to Genesee (1987: 1), "programmes in which one 

subject and language arts are taught through the second language are generally 

identified as enriched second language programmes". 

Language Content 

CBLI CLII LBCI 

Figure 1.1 Different forms of CBI in the continuum of language and content learning 

Although CBLI and LBCI can be viewed as the weak and the strong forms of CBI, 

one should not stick to either form in the teaching practice. In other words, the 

learners' needs do not normally stay the same during different stages oflearning. As 

suggested by Brinton and Holten, 

inherent in eBl is a tension between language on the one hand and content on the other. 

Thus, while from the theoretical point of view it is argued that content presents an ideal 

vehicle for language to be presented, the practitioner is often left to his or her devices to 

decide when, how and even whether this presentation of language should occur during the 

act of teaching. 

(Brinton and Holten, 2001: 241) 

To sum up, there are different forms of CBI. However, these forms should not be 

viewed as isolated as they seem to be in figure 1.1. First, both language and content 

are a developmental continuum. The study and the use of content knowledge cannot 
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be restricted to or fully introduced by the curriculum. Meanwhile, language is 

dynamic, socio-culturally specific and situationally dependent and therefore should 

not be taught in isolation from the specific content and context. Secondly, students' 

needs in content and language vary in different learning stages, and different 

pedagogical focus is therefore demanded. Finally, the learners' development in 

language skills may facilitate comprehension of the content materials, while a good 

command of content knowledge may contribute to language development. To some 

extent, the inherent relationship between language and content allows them to serve 

as scaffolding to development in content areas. 

1.1.3 Contextualizing CBI in EFL settings 

Since the purpose of this thesis is to evaluate the effectiveness of CBr in further 

education in China, it is worthwhile viewing CBr from an EFL perspective. The CBr 

approach has given rise to considerable interest in many ESL and EFL settings. 

Application of CBr seems to be affected by the two different types of EFL contexts 

as argued by Blue (1996): English speaking countries as a foreign language context 

for non-native students and non-English speaking countries where students study the 

language. 

English-speaking countries like the UK, Australia and the US, etc. set an EFL context 

for overseas students. Almost all the subject courses as well as EAP courses are 

taught through the medium of English. These courses can be viewed as at the strong 

end of the CBr scale. At the end of the English-medium content study in this kind of 

EFL context, most of the overseas students succeed in their academic pursuits. 

However, it is hardly convincing to say that the students' academic success is closely 

linked to the English-medium classes (Long, 1983). rn other words, English-medium 

instruction may not improve the students' academic English language skills, at least 

not all of the four basic language skills are well developed in this strong CBr fonn. 
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Studying and working in the University of Southampton, I have had the chance to 

talk with many overseas students in the U.K. about their language and content 

development in an English-medium teaching environment. I conducted some 

informal interviews with some overseas students while I was traveling or working 

with them. They are from Asian countries such as China, Vietnam and Thailand, 

where English is normally used as a foreign language. These students are studying in 

the University of Southampton for a Master's degree in commercial law, risk 

management and international banking, etc. The following is transcription of part of 

an interview with a Chinese law student concerning his study experience in this 

British university. As he said, 

We cannot wait to go back to our own room or library. What the teachers are talking about 

is just hard to understand. We may be able to understand some of the instruction if we pay 

enough attention. However, who can concentrate on the instruction in a foreign language 

for over fifteen minutes? It is more sensible for us to find out the right materials, read it and 

discuss it with my friends in my own language. 

(Transcribed from the informal interview in Ll, translation mine) 

From the experience of these students as EFL learners, it seems that overseas 

students may, at least at the beginning of a course of pure L2 content instruction, 

resort to Ll materials or consult their Ll peers for content information. The 

English-medium classes are, to some extent, a waste of time, if not a torture. By 

working hard on the combination of Ll and L2 content sources, these students may 

eventually receive high marks from their content teachers who value content 

meaning considerably. 

Similar to these overseas students, many other EFL students in English-speaking 

countries find it hard to learn the language concurrently with the content knowledge. 

However, at the end of the one-year study, most of them have made remarkable 

progress in both general and content-specific language skills. They receive the 
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Master's degree successfully and are capable of communicating with their subject 

teachers, peer students and the local residents in English. Their language 

development may, to a large extent, result from a massive exposure to the target 

language. 

Compared with overseas students in English-speaking countries, CBr learners in 

non-English-speaking countries generally have far less chance to practise the 

language. They may not even need English to access content knowledge and 

information. rn this kind ofEFL context, such as China, all the content subjects are, 

or can be, taught in the students' Ll. Teachers and students communicate with a 

shared mother tongue. Pure English-medium instruction can only be conducted by a 

few qualified CBr teachers to a group of students with high English language 

proficiency. Abundant supplementary Ll content materials and teacher-student L1 

communication outside of CBr classes are also applied to reinforce the content 

knowledge. Apart from introducing academic language skills to a limited number of 

students to study abroad, most of these CBr classes seem to echo the language policy 

ofthe government. This language policy in education may be based on the expansion 

of English as a global lingua franca. However, it may take a while for the educational 

practitioners to realize that English-medium content instruction not only prepares 

Chinese students to study overseas but also attracts students from other countries to 

study in Chinese universities. 

1.2 CBI and EAP: the relationship 

According to definitions of CBr proposed from different aspects, the approach seems 

to bear some resemblance to other language teaching approaches, especially when 

the concept of CBr is fixed in a broad umbrella of content and language integration 

(see table 1.2 on page 18). It might be problematic to claim a clear-cut distinction 

between CBr and other language approaches. Concerning the involvement of 

academic subjects, as well as the academic setting where CBr is conducted, it is even 
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more difficult to draw a strict line between CBI and EAP. There are two main 

purposes of this section: finding out the distinguishing features of the CBI approach 

as one, and comparing CBI with EAP as the other. 

1.2.1 Characteristics of CBI 

Stryker and Leaver (1997) summarise three characteristics of the CBI curriculum. 

These characteristics can also be viewed as criteria of CBI. First of all, involvement 

of the content subject in the CBI curriculum differentiates this approach from general 

purpose English (GPE) -oriented language approaches as well as the L2 mainstream 

courses. Related to the first characteristics, materials used in CBI courses are 

content-centred, so are the language skills introduced in the classes. Finally, with the 

recognition of the students' needs in present content study and future work, CBI aims 

to meet students' immediate academic need and to support autonomous and 

continuous learning. 

1.2.1.1 Subject-matter core 

As the first characteristic, subject-matter core differentiates the CBI approach from 

traditional language approaches including grammar-translation approach and 

notional-functional approach. In these approaches, academic subject information is 

rarely introduced. It is even rare for content mastery to carry pedagogical importance 

in traditional language classes. In CBI, however, subject-matter is the core. In other 

words, the CBI curriculum is designed with content knowledge at the centre. The 

language skills should be introduced, implicitly or explicitly, in order to facilitate 

content study. Meanwhile, the CBI teacher or curricular designer should be 

concerned with the sequencing ofthe content (Stryker and Leaver, 1997: 289). For 

example, the subject themes and topics introduced in the CBI classes, as well as the 

language activities, should progress from the simple and elementary level to an 

abstract and advanced level. 
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Surely the difference between CBI and other language approaches lies not only in 

what to teach but also in how to teach. For example, the grammar-translation 

approach emphasises the significance of raising the students' consciousness to 

linguistic rules in language teaching (McDonough and Shaw, 1993). Communicative 

language teaching emphasizes interaction as both the means to and the ultimate goal 

oflearning a language (Nunan, 1989, 1991). Advocates ofCBI believe that the 

involvement of relevant subject matter knowledge may motivate the students to be 

more actively engaged in language activities and thus develop the relevant skills. 

A content-driven CBI curriculum does not necessarily mean that CBI replaces or can 

be replaced by L2 mainstream courses, where the content is introduced in the target 

language (e.g. immersion programme). In L2 mainstream programmes, content is the 

sole focus of teaching. Language skills are expected to be acquired by students as 

incidence or by-product of the L2 medium instruction. In contrast, most CBI classes, 

if not all, value explicit and/or implicit language teaching. In weaker forms of CBI, 

moreover, content information is involved to contextualise language learning. The 

accomplishment of content introduction is often out of consideration. 

1.2.1.2 Authentic language and texts 

According to Stryker and Leaver (1997), the second criterion of CBI focuses on the 

authenticity of teaching materials and language activities. Authentic materials are 

generally understood as course books and other texts produced by and for native 

speakers of the target language. Difficulties raised by the language and content can 

be reduced by teachers' selective use of the materials. For example, CBI teachers 

may choose intermediate course books used in the UK to teach college students in 

China. They may also resort to Ll sometimes due to the complexity of the 

knowledge in question. 

Considering an in-depth interpretation of authenticity, inappropriate use of authentic 

materials may risk losing authenticity. An authentic text produced for the native 
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speakers of the language may not be authentic when it is used for L2 learners. 

Language used for classroom teaching may not be authentic compared with the 

language used in the target situation. In short, language teaching cannot be authentic 

without a precise analysis of the L2 students' knowledge background and learning 

experience. 

As pointed out by Van Lier (1996: 127), authenticity is not a product, or language 

property, nor is it language use. Instead, it refers to "a process of validation, or 

authentication" (italics as original). This argument echoes Hutchinson and Waters' 

(1987) suggestion that activities based on the text are more important than the 

genuine text itself. One should take into account not only authentic texts but also 

authentic purposes (i.e. what to teach) (Dudley-Evans & St John, 1998). Authentic 

materials should be authenticated by the teachers and the students through 

self-evaluation (i.e. who to teach), understanding the purpose of learning as well as 

the situation. 

1.2.1.3 Focus on specific needs of specific student groups 

Meeting the needs of specific students may not be CBI-specific. It should be taken 

into account in all kinds of instruction. What distinguishes CBI from other 

approaches including ESP is that, being closely linked to the students' subject matter 

study, CBI aims to help the students develop specific language skills, maintain a 

better understanding of content knowledge and gain cognitive skills that benefit the 

students academically and professionally. 

Learners' need has caught increasing attention since ESP (English for specific 

purposes) emerged with the instructional focus shifting from teacher to learner and 

from teaching to learning. By categorising ESP into EAP (English for academic 

purposes) and EOP (English for occupational purposes) (e.g. Dudley-Evans & St 

John., 1998), ESP specialists seem to focus on what to teach/learn and how to teach 
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(e.g. team-teaching by Dudley-Evans & st. John, 1998). Some language learning 

strategies are also introduced (e.g. O'Malley & Chamot, 1990). However, students 

are not given ample opportunities to practise these strategies to learn how to learn. 

This is not only because ofthe limited time for practice provided by these courses, 

but also because the content involved in the course does not generate much practice 

opportunities. 

In CBI, not only the students' language, academic and cognitive needs are taken in to 

account, but also their need to continue learning and be lifetime learners (Brinton et 

at., 1989, Snow and Brinton, 1997, Stryker and Leaver, 1997). Teachers can only 

introduce a very limited amount of knowledge and information in the class. Students 

need to be informed of the limitation of classroom knowledge and encouraged to 

learn what they need or want to know. The huge space of the unknown world in 

various areas also requires students to keep an open mind and update their 

knowledge framework when needed. In a sense, learning is a lifetime job. Students 

need to be able to learn when they want to. That is the aim of CBI. 

1.2.2 eBI and EAP: the link and differences 

The existence ofCBI-oriented articles in ESP journals (e.g. 'content-based language 

instruction in a tertiary setting' by Flowerdew, 1993) and the concurrent existence of 

CBI and EAP in the same article (e.g. 'content-based English for academic purposes 

in a Thai university' by Owens, C. in Crandall and Kaufman (Eds.), 2002) indicates 

that there is a close link between CBI and ESP lEAP. 

Johns (1997) summarizes the link between CBI and ESP by arguing that "ESP is a 

super-ordinate term for all good ESLIEFL teaching, and CBI is a central force in this 

movement" (1997: 363). In her argument, ESP is viewed from a broader aspect 

including the traditional grammar-translation approach, the functional approach and 

the communicative approach, etc. Any of these approaches can be classified as good 
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language teaching as long as they meet the learners' needs. For example, the 

traditional approach may be good if grammar is what the students need in learning a 

language, and communicative approach should be adopted if there is more demand of 

communication with the language. 

CBI contributes to the ESP movement by relating language teaching to language use 

in the target situation in real world. In academic settings where language classes tend 

to be EAP-oriented, CBI as 'central force in ESP movement' may be interpreted as 

that the approach relates subject knowledge and information with relevant language 

skills. For example, general introduction of knowledge in various academic 

disciplines may contribute to EGAP (English for general academic purposes) courses, 

while in-depth study of materials in specific content area may serve ESAP (English 

for specific academic purposes) courses. From this aspect, CBI is seen as an 

approach to EAP. 

In contrast with Johns' argument, other language teaching researchers and 

practitioners like Flowerdew (1993: 123) insist that CBI is a logical extension of 

ESP lEAP. This is based on the viewpoint that language skills learned from EAP 

classes will finally be used for study or research in particular content areas. 

The argument that CBI is an approach to EAP reflects the fact that language learning 

is related to language use, and therefore systematic introduction of content 

knowledge should be involved in academic language teaching. The argument of CBI 

as a logical extension ofEAP indicates language use as the final target oflanguage 

learning. However, this argument seems to separate CBI from EAP and only apply to 

the strong forms of CBI. The link between EAP and CBI is tackled in more detail as 

follows. 
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1.2.2.1 CBr as an approach to EAP 

Johns (1997) argues that CBr is subordinate to EAP. Her argument is echoed by 

Brinton and Holten (2001: 251) who claim that "CBr is a highly effective method of 

delivering EAP instruction" and Song (2006: 420) who views CBr as "a widely 

adopted pedagogical approach to EAP". 

The argument of CBr as an approach to EAP may be based on the belief that "the 

goal of CBr is to provide a meaningful context for language teaching to occur" 

(Brinton & Holten, 2001: 240). Since strong forms of CBr emphasize the function 

side of the language while many EAP courses stress on the form, their relationship 

concerns the accuracy/fluency problem. By arguing that CBr provides a meaningful 

source of linguistic instruction, Master (2000) views CBr as giving a context for 

grammatical teaching. As he claims: 

Content-based instruction is an ideal means of assuring the integration of [form-focused 

instruction]. By dealing with grammar within the context of understanding content, many of 

the original criticisms of the grammatical syllabus are satisfied: students no longer deal with 

decontextualised sentences or spend years learning isolated rules that inhibit their spoken 

fluency. 

Master (2000: 94) 

Disagreeing with Master's view ofCBr as contextual base oflanguage instruction, 

Brinton and Holten (2001: 248-249) argue that more systematic attention should be 

paid to overt language teaching. They provide three factual reasons for their 

argument: 1) the students expect more grammatical instruction and correction so that 

they can develop their language proficiency; 2) lacking adequate training, most CBr 

teachers struggle with the meaning-form balance in their pedagogical practice; and 3) 

the importance of advanced language proficiency in students' academic success is 

underestimated in many academic settings. 
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It might be true that advanced target language proficiency is desirable for students. 

However, one needs to consider the teachers' role in conducting learner needs 

analysis in a wider dimension. According to Hutchinson and Waters (1987), learners' 

needs consist of 1) what is required oflearners in their target situations, 2) what they 

lack currently compared with what they have learned, and 3) what learners 

themselves want to learn. Recognition of the three components oflearners' needs 

may help one to realize that 1) students might not always know what will be 

demanded of them in their future work places; 2) there should be a coherent link 

between students' old and new knowledge and 3) what teachers are teaching might 

not be what students want to learn. 

Concerning language and content teaching, it is the teacher's responsibility to guide 

students to realize that overt grammatical instruction does not necessarily lead to 

improved accuracy. The achievement of linguistic accuracy requires correct 

understanding of the content, rich opportunities of communicating in the language, 

and full recognition of the contextual environment. A simple example can be that a 

good academic presentation may not be spoiled by misuse of tense and personal 

pronoun. At the same time, accurate use of each lexical and syntactical item is 

certainly not enough for any good presentation. 

The view of CBI as an approach to EAP may be based on the pedagogical fact that 

subject content enriches students' opportunities to practise the language and therefore 

contextualize language teaching. Meanwhile, it may be true that language teaching 

calls for 'systematic and principled attention' (Brinton & Holten, 2001: 251) due to 

CBI teachers' headache in timing language and content instruction and 

administrators' insufficient recognition of the importance oflanguage proficiency. 

Nonetheless, EAP should not be viewed as the end of academic language instruction. 

As Van Lier (1996: 90) claims, "We do not teach linguistics because it is there, but 

because it helps us to solve language problems in real-life tasks". 
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1.2.2.2 CBI as extension ofEAP 

In contrast to some linguistic researchers and educators' view of CBI as an approach 

to EAP, others like Flowerdew (1993: 123) insist that CBI should be a logical 

extension of ESP lEAP. In this argument, EAP is considered as an approach to 

prepare linguistic abilities for content area communication and exploration. 

In accordance with Flowerdew's argument, academic linguistic skills acquired in 

EAP courses should be used for study and research in content fields. The advantage 

of CBI lies in the recognition of language not only as a process of learning but also 

as a tool to learn. 

Flowerdew's argument emphasizes language use rather than usage. In EAP classes, 

the students may build certain amount of vocabulary and learn sentence structures 

and discourse features that appear in academic texts. Language skills and learning 

strategies acquired in EAP classes provide considerable help for the students to 

understand content lectures and accomplish academic tasks. However, these skills 

and strategies do not necessarily bring about immediate academic success, especially 

when most EAP courses run only six to ten weeks before the students enter in L2 

mainstream classes. The learners need further exposure to how the academic lexis 

and register markers etc. are used in specific content texts and contexts. They also 

need richer opportunities to experience the use of language skills by completing 

various content-related tasks. During this process of further exposure and experience, 

students practise language skills, evaluate learning strategies and develop content 

competence. In a sense, CBI may not be powerful enough to replace EAP. However, 

it provides a closer link between academic language and content study, and therefore 

provides more readiness for students' study or research in the L2. 

The argument also indicates that there exists a threshold level of language 
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proficiency before students are ready for L2-medium content courses. That is, 

students need to be prepared with "a database of language used in content classes as 

a basis for fostering the acquisition of higher level communicative abilities within the 

limited code available in the content classes" (Flowerdew, 1993: 133). Meanwhile, 

they are educated to understand "the role that is expected of them" so as to develop 

their cognitive abilities. 

Pedagogical practice of prototypes of CBI has proved that a certain level oflanguage 

proficiency should not, or may not always, be a prerequisite of CBI. According to 

Grabe and Stoller (1997: 5), earlier versions of CBI were used in K-12 programmes 

(i.e. publicly-supported schooling system applied in the United States, Canada and 

other countries, which provide prior-college education staged from kindergarten to 

the 12th), immigrant language courses and university-level education. Pedagogical 

difficulties are raised by content and language integration. However, it is down to 

teachers to adjust the level of language and content difficulty involved in CBI 

classes. 

It is understandable that students might be daunted when their subject course is 

introduced in an unfamiliar language. However, teachers, supported by their own 

learning experiences, should analyze why students struggle and predict learners' 

improvement during the programme. It is not unusual to see the student progress 

under reasonable high pressure, which helps to explain the why students feel less 

stressed when the programme has been running for a certain amount oftime. As 

stated by Brinton and Holten (2001: 244), "in their end-of-course evaluations, the 

students were less vocal and less consistent ...... in their calls for more instruction 

in grammar and vocabulary". However, the students' less explicit demand for formal 

linguistic teaching should not be ignored. Some of them might be convinced by the 

power of CBI. The others might just give up complaining due to the teachers' 

persistence with the approach. There is no need to sacrifice accuracy to fluency. 

Accurate use of grammatical and lexical items is what students need if that is what 
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they lack. However, maintaining the priority of linguistic accuracy does not 

necessarily call for explicit language instruction. Implicit language teaching can also 

be effective. 

In language teaching, there is doubtless great value in paying attention to students' 

cognitive abilities. Most ofthese abilities including questioning, note taking and 

critical thinking, etc., are transferable and therefore can be used to facilitate content 

development. However, students' cognitive abilities may not be improved merely 

through teachers' reminding or infonning students of what are expected of them by 

the content and the language departments. This may result in limiting the 

development of the students' critical thinking skills and self reflection. Since the 

students' self-decision is denied, the course then loses its authenticity (Van Lier, 

1996). 

In sum, the view of CBI as extension of EAP emphasizes the importance of academic 

language skills in students' content study. However, seeing language learning as the 

starting point of academic success may result in isolating language from the content, 

language use from the usage. Researchers who view CBI either as extension of or as 

approach to EAP stand on the common ground that there is link between CBI and 

EAP. 

1.2.2.3 Common ground between CBI and EAP 

The common ground between EAP and CBI may be based on the fact that both of 

the approaches are conducted in academic settings, and on the belief that all good 

language teaching should be purposeful and meaningful. As summarized by Johns 

(1997), 
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1. Language instruction in both ESP/EAP and CBI is related to 'the contexts and demands 

of real language use'. 

2. The content and activities in the language classroom are meaningful to the students 

since they focus on the target situation. 

3. 'Genuine language and authentic classroom activities' in both CBI and ESP/EAP 

'encourage the transfer oflanguage skills and content to real life '. 

(Johns, 1997: 363-364) 

Johns has certainly summarized some common ground between CBI and EAP. 

However, not all the arguments in the summary are as clear and convincing as they 

might at first appear. First of all, language skills in ESP/EAP and CBI may not 

always be more useful than those introduced in general purpose English (OPE) 

classes. In other words, not all the students learn language for academic or 

professional purposes. Some students may learn the language for specific purposes; 

however, some may learn the language due to their interest in the general use of the 

language. Therefore, EAP and CBI are only suitable for students who have particular 

interest in specific subjects. 

Secondly, it is not known how powerful focusing on the target situation is for 

making meaningful content and activities. This is especially true when the students 

do not have working experience in any academic or professional field and therefore 

lack a full understanding ofthe target situation. 

Finally, there is no clear demonstration of' genuine language' and' authentic 

activities'. According to Widdowson (1979), genuineness refers to a property of 

language samples that are not created for the sake oflearning the language per se. 

Therefore, an article from the newspaper can be a genuine piece of language, but it 

may not necessarily help to create authentic opportunities for language use. 

It is the purpose of this section to summarize some more similarities between EAP 
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and CBI. In order to reach the summary, it is helpful to take a look at the criteria of 

the two approaches. 

Strevens' (1988) four absolute characteristics of ESP/EAP are frequently quoted and 

may be referred to as the criteria ofEAP. According to Strevens, ESP/EAP courses 

should be 

1. designed to meet specified needs of the learner 

2. related in content (i.e. in its themes and topics) to particular disciplines, occupations and 

activities 

3. centred on the language appropriate to those activities in syntax, lexis, discourse, 

semantics etc., and analysis of this discourse 

4. in contrast with 'General English'. 

( Strevens, 1988, cited in Flowerdew and Peacock, 2001: 13) 

Spanos (1987: 229) proposes five basic criteria of successful CBI. As he argues, 

1. Language teaching should be related to the eventual uses to which the learner will put 

the language 

2. The use of informational content tends to increase the motivation of the language 

learner 

3. Effective teaching requires attention to prior knowledge, existing knowledge, the total 

academic environment and the linguistic proficiency of the learner 

4. Language teaching should focus on contextualised language use rather than on sentence 

level usage 

5. Language learning is promoted by a focus on significant and relevant content from 

which learners can derive the cognitive structures that facilitate the acquisition of 

vocabulary and syntax as well as written and oral production 

(Spanos, 1987: 229) 
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As can be seen, the most obvious similarity between EAP and CBI is that they both 

focus (English) language teaching on specific skills. In other words, the two 

approaches aim to meet the needs of specific student group/so These students may 

share similar language learning experience, interest in specific content area, or a 

similar purpose for learning the language. This similarity is reflected in Strevens' 

(1988) criteria 1 and 4 of EAP and Spanos' (1987) criterion 1 of CBI. 

The other similarity lies in their relating language teaching to the knowledge and 

information in specific content subjects. As shown in Strevens' (1988) criterion 2 of 

EAP and Spanos' (1987) criteria 2 and 5 of CBI, both approaches take into account 

the role of relevant content knowledge in increasing language learners' motivation. 

This is not to say that the involvement of content knowledge leads to an automatic 

increase in motivation. However, students may have more practical opportunities 

when the language and the content subject that students are concurrently studying 

playa supplementary role to each other. As illustrated in Spanos' (1987) criterion 5 

of CBI, relevant content may help learners to acquire lexis and syntax in the area, 

while the learners' cognitive abilities may be developed during the process of relating 

the specific content meaning to linguistic forms. 

To sum up, both CBI and EAP direct language teaching to the specific needs of the 

specific student group. Therefore, the general content involved in language classes is 

restricted to specific areas which students are studying. In this way, students may be 

better motivated and more actively engaged in language activities. However, 

motivation is also affected by teaching methods, the learning environment and the 

personalities of students as individuals. 

1.2.2.4 Differences between EAP and CBI 

As discussed previously, student needs provide the common ground between EAP 

and CBI. However, it is also student needs that differentiate the two approaches from 
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each other. As argued by J olms (1997), 

(ESP/EAP) courses are often designed for adult students whose needs are more immediate, 

identifiable, and specific than those of children. These courses tend to be short, needs-based, 

and focused. 

CBI is generally a multiskill approach, integrating the four skills in order to make the 

language learning experience authentic and to reflect the learning styles and strategies of 

the variety of students enrolled (Chamot & O'Malley, 1987). ESP has often been limited to 

one skill 

(Johns, 1997: 365) 

When there is more demand for language skills, the language class tends to bear 

more features of EAP, while the CBI approach may be more appropriate when 

content knowledge is at the centre of the learners' interest. In pedagogical reality, 

either of the approaches could be adopted to teach a student group or a particular 

student in different learning stages. Therefore, disregarding the weak and the strong 

forms of CBI, pedagogical focus is the first element in the differences between EAP 

and CBI. 

a) Content meaning vs. linguistic fonn 

As can be seen from Strevens' (1988) ESP/EAP criterion 3, EAP takes place in the 

form oflanguage instruction; the pedagogical focus is often on linguistic forms in a 

specific academic area including syntax, lexis and discourse, etc. An aviation English 

course for colleges and universities in China, for example, follows a framework in 

which corpus study of the language and register and/or discourse analysis in the field 

(Wang, 2007). However, EAP can also include, for example, TBL (task-based 

learning) with a focus on meaning and accomplishing a task. 
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According to Spanos' (1987) CBI criterion 3, CBI bears the primary responsibility of 

teaching content knowledge rather than 'sentence level' language usage. The relevant 

language skills are expected to be acquired incidentally during the content-related 

activities, including searching for content materials, accomplishing content tasks, 

engaging in content-area discussion, etc. In a sense, content study initiates language 

acquisition in the CBI classes. 

b) Immediate help vs. life-long support 

According to Johns (1997: 365), EAP courses 'are often designed for adult students 

whose needs are more immediate, identifiable, and specific'. As adults, most EAP 

students have immediate needs for specific language skills. Some expect to compose 

articles with a high academic standard. Others may be more interested in how to 

make the most of the L2 content lectures and materials. These students go into the 

EAP courses with clearly defined purposes and come out with immediate use of the 

specific language skills. 

In the CBI approach, however, students mayor may not have decided on their major 

subject. The approach can therefore be applied in secondary schools (e.g. CLIL in 

many European countries) and university education (e.g. English-medium subject 

classes in Chinese and Thai universities). The content involved in CBI classes is 

normally a subject matter in the regular curriculum. Apart from developing 

multi-language skills in a specific subject matter (Johns, 1997), the CBI approach 

also develops a democratic learning environment due to the communicative 

interaction between the teacher and the students. That is, students are guided to be 

responsible for their integrative learning, while the teacher may not be the expert in 

either the language or the content field. 

By taking into account students' previous and current knowledge and experience, 

CBI broadens students' opportunities to develop, practise and evaluate their cognitive 
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skills. The target language as the medium of content instruction may not necessarily 

produce short-tenn effects on students' content development compared with the L1 

or L2 content classes. However, the development of cognitive abilities and critical 

skills may foster learner independence and autonomy, and therefore contribute to 

long-tenn academic success (Song, 2006). 

To sum up, both EAP and CBI focus language instruction on the learners' academic 

needs, and therefore integrate language learning with content targets. However, most 

EAP courses are linguistically-oriented, while CBI places more emphasis on content 

meaning. The EAP approach meets the students' immediate language needs in 

various content subjects, while CBI may have a long-tenn effect on the learners. 

The relationship between EAP and CBI reflects the different emphasis placed on 

language and content in pedagogical practice. There are different approaches to both 

EAP and CBI, but they can all be seen as a continuum, with a focus on language at 

one end and a focus on content at the other. On the one hand, the aim of academic 

success in EAP requires the involvement of content materials to make language 

learning meaningful. On the other hand, overt and/or covert instruction in linguistic 

fonns, including lexical items, registers, and discourse markers, is needed in the CBI 

approach since they may not be acquired through mere exposure to the language. 

1.3 The link between CBI and other approaches and methodologies 

There are many successful examples of CBI in various education settings and 

contexts. However, the approach itself does not guarantee success. An effective CBI 

course depends heavily on the teachers' understanding of the approach, which is 

closely related to their ability to differentiate CBI from and link it to other 

approaches. This section compares CBI with four approaches and methods: L2 

content teaching, bilingual education, grammar-translation and task-based learning. 
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1.3.1 CBI is not L2 content teaching although text-based L2 content is used in 

class 

L2 content teaching refers to the content classes where the target language is the only 

medium of teaching. This approach is similar to immersion programmes, where 

content mastery is the main purpose of instruction. Students are expected to acquire 

the language as a by-product of the approach. However, immersion students might be 

'submerged' if their language and content background is not strong enough to 

support their understanding the language and the content introduced in the classes. 

Although there is a certain amount of L2 use in CBI classes to introduce some 

content-area information, CBI is different from L2-medium content teaching. First of 

all, in many EFL contexts like China, the students access most, if not all, the content 

area information through the L1. It is more convenient for teachers and students to 

purchase L1 content materials than those written in L2. Most content courses are 

taught in L1 as the mother tongue of both the teachers and the students. 

Secondly, the students' content study is not the only focus of the CBI classes. The 

use of L2 content texts in CBI may lead to an in-depth understanding of some 

content-related concepts and information. Sometimes, however, the students' 

content-area language skills may carry more weight in the CBI curriculum. Both the 

language and the content can be at the centre of different stages of a CBI programme. 

1.3.2 CBI is not bilingual education although both L1 and L2 may be used in the 

approach 

Since both L1 and L2 can be used in CBI classes, there is a misunderstanding that 

CBI is bilingual education. The purpose of bilingual education is to develop the 

students' L1 and L2 knowledge and help them to be bilingual and bicultural (Spolsky, 

1998, cited in Widdowson, 2003). Although some CBI students may achieve a 
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bilingual state, bilingualism is not the aim of the CBI teachers' use ofL2 or L1 + L2. 

It is not unusual in CBI and EAP classes for students to try to find the L1 equivalents 

of the L2 items, while the teachers are focusing on the L2 as the target language 

(Widdowson, 2003: 154). Instead of bilingualism and biculturalism, the CBI 

approach aims at students' development in the content, the L2 and cognitive skills. 

1.3.3 eBl and the grammar-translation approach 

The concurrent language and content teaching makes CBI an evolutionary approach. 

However, an effective CBI programme may depend heavily on appropriate use of 

some traditional methods. 

In an EFL context like China, most students receive L2 skills through the 

grammar-translation approach before they enter further or higher educational settings. 

This English language teaching method in traditional language classes in China 

includes introducing grammatical items, practising the usage of words and 

expressions and sentence level translation into L1. This method is believed to be 

effective in helping the students understand and memorize the text (Wang, 2007: 

123). 

The use of traditional language methods in CBI can also be found in CLIL (content 

language integrated learning) programmes in many ESL settings including France 

(see Grenfell, 2002: 61) and Gennany (see Grenfell, 2002: 84). It may take time for 

the students to accommodate to CBI as an integrative approach. However, the 

effectiveness of the grammar-translation approach in introducing linguistic rules 

indicates that the CBI teachers do not need to avoid explicit language teaching 

through the traditional approaches. 
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1.3.4 eBI and the task-based approach 

CBr is regarded as a new approach due to its concurrent focus on language, content 

and the students' cognitive abilities. However, this aim is hardly achievable through 

activities in CBr classes. According to Van Lier (1996: 43), 'language development 

occurs between lessons rather than during lessons' (italics original). Tasks can be 

used as an effective way of balancing what is done in the classroom and what is done 

outside of the classroom. Skehan (1998) proposed four criteria that tasks in the CBr 

approach should satisfy: 

• (content) Meaning is primary. 

• There is a goal which needs to be worked towards. 

• The activity is outcome-evaluated. 

• There is a real-world relationship. 

Skehan (1998: 268) 

Concerning Van Lier's (1996: 43, as quoted above) argument that learning happens 

after class, one more criterion may be (and this is certainly the case in WLC): there is 

a reasonable gap between the classroom knowledge and abilities required for the 

fulfillment of the task. 

Content-related tasks, as well as the student homework, provide opportunities for the 

students to practise the language and content knowledge that is introduced in CBr 

classes. The process of completing these tasks also helps students to develop their 

cognitive skills. They need to decide what kind of information to use and how to 

attain the information. Students experience a process of information analyzing and 

synthesizing before presenting the information. 

rn brief, the task-based approach can be used by teachers to improve the efficiency 

and effectiveness of CBr classes. These tasks are normally content-oriented but can 
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also be language-oriented. Teachers can decide on the difficulty of the tasks 

according to the students' language and content background. The popularity of the 

task-based approach in CBI is also reflected by CLIL teachers in European countries. 

As reported by Wolff (2002), 

a growing number of CLILIMLAC teachers are also trying to introduce project work, 

independent learning, and learning strategies into classroom pedagogy. They have realised 

that there is great pedagogical potential in a CLIL learning environment. Although in general 

these teachers base their teaching on written materials from various sources, they also have 

their pupils work on these materials more independently in small groups by giving them tasks 

to solve and by encouraging them to use other materials at their disposal. These materials can 

be language materials (dictionaries, grammars) but also content subject materials (authentic 

materials from other sources, for example reviews, text-books, the internet). 

(Wolff, 2002: 84) 

1.4 Theoretical support for CBI 

Although the tenn CBI seems new compared with EAP, the approach is supported by 

language learning theories and practices. In other words, CBI is a concept with deep 

roots but a new name. 

According to Snow and Brinton (1997), the major theoretical support for CBI comes 

from Krashen's (1985) Comprehensible Input Hypothesis, Swain's (1985) Output 

Hypothesis, and Cummins' (1984) framework oflanguage proficiency. Another 

significant support is contributed by O'Malley and Chamot (1990), with their widely 

quoted argumentation on the Cognitive Academic Language Learning Approach 

(CALLA). 

Krashen's comprehensible input hypothesis, as suggested by Snow and Brinton 

(1997), has an influential effect on CBI, as it relates language fonn to meaning and 
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language learning occurs when the meaning is understood. Krashen focuses his 

hypothesis on the L2 learners' speaking abilities. As claimed by Krashen (1985), it 

is not helpful to force the learners to speak prematurely. Similar to Krashen's 

hypothesis, Swain's output hypothesis also places much emphasis on speaking. This 

hypothesis, however, provides a more balanced foundation for integrated instruction 

of language and content, which claims the importance of language production in the 

process oflanguage learning. Cummins' theoretical framework oflanguage 

proficiency provides another theoretical support of CBI, which links language skills 

to academic success. CALLA by O'Malley and Chamot enriches the theoretical 

foundation of CBI by taking into account students' development in cognitive 

abilities employed in language and content learning. The similarity between 

Cummins' framework and CALLA lies in the focus on the L2 learning in academic 

settings. 

1.4.1 Krashen's Comprehensible Input Hypothesis 

Krashen's (1985) comprehensible input hypothesis is considered by Snow and 

Brinton (1997: 6) as the initial theoretical origin ofCBI. Meaningful and 

understandable input plays a vital role in both L2 acquisition and content study 

(Snow & Brinton: 1997). 

In his five hypotheses with 'comprehensible input' at the centre, Krashen (1985) 

argues that acquisition of a language occurs only under the condition that the learner 

receives sufficient and understandable input with reduced anxiety. Comprehensible 

input is regarded as the essential environmental ingredient for L2 acquisition. In this 

environment, the learners acquire incidentally the target language in a 'natural 

order'. Meanwhile, they are willing to learn the language when the 'affective filters' 

is low due to the comfortable and unstressed learning environment. As Krashen 

argues, 
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People acquire second languages only if they obtain comprehensible input and if their 

affective filters are low enough to allow the input 'in'. When the filter is 'down' and 

appropriate comprehensible input is presented (and comprehended), acquisition is inevitable. 

It is, in fact, unavoidable and cannot be prevented. 

(Krashen, 1985: 4) 

Among Krashen's five hypotheses, the narrow input hypothesis contributes more to 

the theoretical support for CBI. He argues that: 1). Linguistic factors should be 

narrowed down to the main stream, for specific subject matter requires a certain 

amount of syntax, vocabulary, and sentence structures. However, these linguistic 

properties are in most cases cross-domain (Krashen, 1985:82); 2). Subject concepts 

should be introduced in the target language first in order to reduce the difficulty and 

amount of mainstream terminologies, and to increase students' familiarity with 

complex social and professional background information; and 3) Input in the 

content area takes more advantage of students' background knowledge, and 

therefore provides more comprehensible input, which results in greater 

understanding and ability in the subject matter study. As claimed by Krashen 

(1985:82), narrow input 'builds in' the target language rather than 'adds' the 

language to the content area knowledge. 

Krashen's input hypothesis has encountered criticism from different aspects. 

Theoretically, McLaughlin (1987: 55-56) argues that Krashen's Comprehensible 

Input hypothesis 'does not score well' against any ofthe four criteria for a good 

theory, i.e.1) definitional precision and explanatory power, 2) consistency with what 

is known, 3) richness in predictions, and 4) falsifiability. From some social realistic 

aspects, the sufficiency of comprehensible input is questioned by a number of 

teachers and researchers (e.g. Swain, 1985, McLaughlin, 1987; Van Lier, 1996, 

Grenfell, 2002 and Mitchell and Myles, 2004). First of all, understanding the 

meaning does not lead to the ability to use the language. As Van Lier (1996: 44) 

says, learners, even the very well motivated ones, just cannot make their mouth say 
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'those things' the way native speakers do. Secondly, the input may not be 

understood as fully as the L2 learners think it is. Furthermore, things understood 

may not be the things needed or wanted by the learner due to the language learning 

environment. 

Krashen's input hypothesis may be a poorly-based theory which fails to consider 

other factors in language learning. However, this hypothesis has been very 

influential and it provides essential theoretical support for CBI by calling for a shift 

of pedagogical focus from language form to content meaning. Although 

understanding the meaning is not the sole basis of language acquisition, learning 

cannot occur if the meaning is not understood. By involving meaningful content in 

language classes, CBI aims to enhance students' opportunity to understand the 

usage of language and to experience how the language is used in order to express 

content meanings. This has been a very important principle for CBI. 

Overestimating the significance of comprehension might be one of the weakest 

spots of Krashen's hypothesis. Comprehension alone does not lead automatically to 

language learning, students learn a second language by actually using it. As 

McLaughlin put it, "unless learners tryout the language, they are unlikely to get the 

kind of feedback they need to analyze the structure of the language" (1987: 50). 

Also, the learners themselves would not have a sense of achievement in language 

learning until they are able to produce meaningful output with it. Swain's (1985) 

output hypothesis, which is discussed in the following section, thus comes into play 

as a second theoretical support for CBI. 

1.4.2 Swain's Output Hypothesis 

By questioning the sufficiency of comprehensible input in L2 instruction, Swain 

(1985) argues that learners need to use the language for communicative purposes in 

order to learn the language. To set a contrast with Krashen's hypothesis of 
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comprehensible input, Swain's theory is named as comprehensible output 

hypothesis. Instead of a sole focus on meaning, the output hypothesis calls for a 

certain degree of attention to language form in various content areas and social 

contexts. 

Swain's output hypothesis is based on her reassessment of French immersion 

programmes in Canada, where students in these programmes are provided with rich 

comprehensible input. The programme seems successful in developing receptive 

language skills since most immersion students achieved high level of reading and 

listening abilities. However, findings of the studies on the immersion programme 

also reveal weak productive skills ofthe students. As argued by Swain, despite 

high-level comprehension skills and communicative fluency, the students' 

grammatical accuracy remains low. According to Swain, the main reason for the less 

advanced productive skill is that students are not 'pushed' to produce a large amount 

of language output. 

After proposing the output hypothesis, Swain extends the scope ofthe hypothesis by 

suggesting that form and meaning are equally important (Tarone & Swain, 1995). 

The concurrent emphasis on fonn and meaning derives from the belief that the 

purpose of language is communication, and all meaningful communication derives 

from a successful combination of formal accuracy and relevance to content and 

context. 

Three main functions of output are later identified by Swain (1985, 1993, and 1995). 

First, it provides opportunity to test acquired knowledge. In other words, output has 

a hypothesis-testing function. By being pushed in the process of meaning 

negotiation, learners can be more accurate in their production. As argued by 

Schachter (1984), the learners are given the chance to tryout ways of expressing 

their ideas and to learn from the feedback, positive or negative. 
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A second function of output refers to its metalinguistic function (Swain, 1995: 126). 

It provides opportunities for the learner to learn the language by using the language. 

During this process, the learner reflects on their language use by engaging in more 

syntactic processing. Through speaking, writing and communicating in the target 

language, the learner increases his/her awareness of language form, meaning, as 

well as the relationship between form and meaning. 

Closely related to the first and the second function, output triggers noticing of a gap 

between what the learner wants to express, what he/she can express, what he/she 

expresses and how the information is interpreted by interlocutors. In other words, 

active and interactive use of the language raises the learners' consciousness of their 

linguistic problems and their temptation to seek the resolution (Swain, 1995: 

125-26). 

Applied to CBI, Swain's output hypothesis suggests that the students' opportunities 

for creative production should be increased in order for them to negotiate the 

content area knowledge as well as the knowledge oflanguage. By engaging in 

content-related language activities, learners can study and check their newly 

acquired linguistic items by referring to positive and negative feedback. During this 

process, content knowledge and information may also be exchanged, interpreted 

and reinforced. The teachers' role is thus to design appropriate tasks and activities 

for output production. 

Swain's output hypothesis based on the limitation of input hypothesis has its own 

limitations. On the one hand, the hypothesis does not provide pedagogical guidance 

on when students should be engaged in output production. On the other hand, Swain 

emphasizes that students should be 'pushed' to use the language. In pedagogical 

reality, many students may participate in classroom activities when they are forced 

by authorized power. Most students may practise more actively if they are 

motivated rather than pushed. In addition, teachers may need to encourage student 
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participation by providing linguistic, academic and strategic skills. 

Swain's output hypothesis and Krashen's input hypothesis provide theoretical 

support for CBI by recognizing the role of content meaning in second language 

learning. We shall now consider the relationship between content meaning and 

linguistic form in language learning as well as the significance of L2 learning 

strategies. Content-related language competence is specified by Cummins as 

cognitive academic language proficiency (CALP) in an early formulation, while 

O'Malley and Chamot (1990) provide teachers with a guide to teaching language 

learning strategies. 

1.4.3 Cummins' Framework of Language Proficiency 

Cummins (1979) identifies two kinds of language skills fostered in and demanded 

of immigrant pupils in different communicative settings. Cognitive Academic 

Language Proficiency (CALP) refers to language skills required for academic 

success, whereas the term Basic Interpersonal Communication Skills (BICS) refers 

to language abilities acquired by the learner from social conversations. The 

distinction aims to draw attention to the very different time periods required by 

immigrant children to acquire conversational fluency in L2 as compared to the 

academic L2 proficiency. Cummins' research finds that although L2 learners may 

become conversationally fluent in English (BICS) within two years, it typically 

takes five to seven years for them to develop "grade level academic second 

language skills" (CALP). 

Cummins' BICS/CALP distinction is used by many researchers (e.g. Crandall, 1987) 

to explain why students with native-like conversational L2 skills struggle to 

understand academic contents presented in the language. Cummins argues that 

BICS is acquired more quickly than CALP because the learning takes place in 

'context-embedded' communicative situations. The learners therefore receive 
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abundant contextual support to get the meaning through, for example, gestures, 

signals, physical objects, etc. In contrast, the development of CALP occurs in 

academic settings with reduced contextual support but high academic and cognitive 

demands. 

Based on the further development of his BICS/CALP distinction, Cummins 

(1984:12) proposes a framework oflanguage proficiency. In this framework, 

language proficiency is conceptualized along two continua: contextual support and 

cognitive demand. As shown in table 1.3, the horizontal continuum indicates the 

range of contextual support available for meaning expression and perception. The 

vertical continuum concerns the degree of cognitive involvement in language and 

content tasks and activities. 

A 

COGNITIVELY 
DEMANDING 

D 
CONTEX~------------~----------------

EMBEDDED 
B 

COGNITIVELY 
UNDEMANDING 

C 

CONTEXT
REDUCED 

Table 1.3 Cummins' (1984) Framework of Language Proficiency 

Cummins' theoretical framework seems to secure itself by overcoming the 

disadvantages in the dichotomy of BICS / CALP. However, it is not difficult to see 

the indication ofBICS in quadrant Band CALP in quadrant D. Meanwhile, the 

existence of quadrant C remains subject to question due to the value of language 

proficiency with little context support and cognitive demand. As pointed out by 

Frederickson and Cline (1996), for example, 
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Those aspects of language use which were formerly described as BICS, therefore, are located 

in the new model, within the bottom left hand quadrant, being involved in tasks which are 

cognitively undemanding and embedded in meaningful context. Those aspects of language 

use which were formerly as CALP can be found in the top right hand quadrant where the 

child is engaged in cognitively demanding tasks where there is little supporting context. 

(Frederickson & Cline, 1996: 15) 

Cummins' framework provides important tools in curriculum planning and 

assessment. The teacher can, according to students' specific needs and learning 

difficulties, provide appropriate contextual support while creating various cognitive 

demands in tasks and activities. At the same time, they may collect valuable 

information about students' weakness and strength in language study. 

Cummins' framework explains the significance of contextual support and content 

knowledge in language development. Learning academic language may be 

supported by content knowledge, while academic language proficiency may 

broaden academic access. Although this framework does not point directly to CBI, 

it provides pedagogical guidance in CBI classes. According to students' language 

proficiency and their content background, the teacher can adjust the degree of the 

involvement of content information, the use of the target language and the related 

tasks and classroom interactions. 

Hall (1996) proposes a good example of Cummins' framework in educational 

practice. For students with learning difficulties, the teacher may reduce the 

cognitive requirement and provide rich contextual support. With the development of 

students' language proficiency, the teacher can increase the cogn~tive demand while 

ensuring comprehension through concrete contextual support. To very able students, 

tasks with high cognitive demands and low contextual support should be provided 

much more often. 
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In teaching reality, however, there is not always a close link between the two 

elements. As pointed out by Blue (1996), "the higher up the academic ladder you 

climb, the less important language proficiency seems to be", and "students from 

certain language backgrounds can actually do quite well in certain subjects with a 

lower level of language proficiency". 

With respect to Blue's (1996) discussion on language proficiency and subject 

success, Cummins' theoretical framework also contribute to CBI by relating 

language teaching to students' academic achievement. As claimed by Cummins, 

students need to build up cognitive academic language proficiency while they are 

learning content information. This is because: 1) L2 students cannot wait for 5-7 

years before they make the commitment to subject matter study instructed in the 

second language; and 2) the students' complex educational needs require them to 

learn more complex language skills in academic domains. To a certain extent, 'the 

language of CALP is the language of academic content areas' (Snow & Brinton, 

1997: 8). Involvement of content-area information in CBI classrooms, along with 

visual/audio materials and objects, contextualizes students' language learning. 

Language classes therefore have the potential to develop content and cognitive 

abilities (Leung, 1996: 31). 

Like other theories, Cummins' framework oflanguage proficiency has been 

criticized. A major criticism of Cummins' framework concerns social factors 

involved in language learning and language use (Edelskey et al., 1983; Genesee, 

1984; Wiley, 1996 and Edelsky, 1990, etc.). As argued by Genesee, this framework 

lacks 'a serious and detailed understanding of the broader social context in which 

language development and use occur' (1984:26). Contextual support is not the only 

access to language development, while cognitive ability dose not directly lead to 

academic language development. 
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1.4.4 O'Malley and Chamot's (1990) CALLA approach 

Cummins' framework discussed in the previous section identifies the developmental 

relationship between language and academic study. Cognitive demand in academic 

language learning is noticed by Cummins but a detailed demonstration is yet to be 

provided. The gap is filled by O'Malley and Chamot (1990) with their cognitive 

academic language learning approach (CALLA). The approach can be seen as the 

fourth theoretical support for CBI as it emphasised the significance oflearning 

strategies in content and language integrated learning. A feature ofthis framework 

lies in its emphasis on learning strategies. 

CALLA is a programme designed initially to develop the academic language skills of 

students with limited English proficiency. This model includes three curricular and 

instructional components: content subjects, academic language skills and learning 

strategies. The rationale of CALLA is that language is a complex skill developed 

through extensive practice and feedback before reaching an autonomous level 

(O'Malley & Chamot, 1990: 191). 

O'Malley and Chamot (1990) develop the CALLA model on the basis of the 

Strategic Teaching Model by Jones et al. (1987), which is designed for teachers of 

native students. The aim of this model is to introduce learning strategies through 

various content-area tasks. Teachers act as model to demonstrate how learning 

strategies are used through thinking aloud in the class. At the same time, they act as 

assistants to help students develop their own learning strategies. Students are 

expected to study content subjects more effectively with learning strategies acquired 

through strategic teaching. Language development is scarcely addressed since the 

model is originally designed for teaching in L1 contexts. 

Relating learning strategies to L2 students' language and content development, 

O'Malley and Chamot design a model of cognitive academic language learning. The 
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model consists of three components: content area topics, academic language skills 

and learning strategies in both language and content. Direct teaching in learning 

strategies is at the centre of CALLA model. 

According to Oxford (2001: 166), learning strategies refer to skills in information 

presentation, interpretation and application. The aim is to make learning more 

efficient and effective. In the CALLA model, O'Malley and Chamot claim three 

basic types oflearning strategies, respectively, metacognitive, cognitive, and 

affective strategies. Cognitive strategies relate to thinking processes in learning, 

metacognitive strategies refer to learners' understanding of the importance of 

thinking skills, while affective strategies indicates the impact of personal feelings on 

learning. Strategies in this model are extended by Oxford (2001), who argues that 

there are six major strategies in language learning. Respectively they are labelled as 

cognitive, mnemonic, metacognitive, compensatory, affective and social strategies. 

Cognitive Strategies help students reinforce existing information and link it to the 

new information (O'Malley and Chamot, 1990, Oxford 2001). Examples of this kind 

of strategies are: guessing through contextual clues, induction and deduction, taking 

notes, information re-organization, etc. 

Mnemonic Strategies help the learner to memorize new infonnation according to a 

specific order/string. For example, they can remember a word by grouping it with 

words containing the same meaning, or relate new information to the resources such 

as a sound, a gesture, or a page in the book, etc. 

Metacognitive Strategies refer to students' understanding about the purpose and 

significance oflearning strategies. They are divided into two types by Oxford (2001: 

167 -68). In the first type of metacognitive strategy, language learners are viewed as 

individuals. Therefore, the learners are encouraged to learn with their favourite 

strategies, which take into account their specific interests, needs, situations, and 
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personalities. The second type focuses on the learning process in general. Examples 

of this kind of strategy are planning a study schedule, collecting relevant resources, 

and setting a clear goal oflearning. 

Compensatory Strategies are normally used to support meaning negotiation. This 

kind of skills includes synonyms, gestures, etc. Compensatory strategies may be 

viewed as cause of incidental language learning or acquisition. 

Affective Strategies refer to the leamer's feelings and awareness in language learning 

process and environment including anxiety, anger, feeling of achievement, etc. Not 

all these so called strategies are facilitative in language learning. As claimed by 

Oxford (2001: 168), "negative attitudes and beliefs can reduce learners' motivation 

and harm language learning". 

Social Strategies are also advocated by communicative language teaching 

practitioners. This type of strategies involves social and cultural factors so as to be 

distinguished from compensatory strategies. Participating in group work and 

cooperative learning are two examples of social strategies. 

The success of strategic instruction is reflected in the way it develops language 

proficiency in listening (Johnson, 1999), speaking (Dadour and Robbins, 1996), 

reading (Park-Oh, 1994), and writing (Sano, 1999). According to Oxford, strategy 

instruction can result in greater use of acquired strategies, reduce anxiety, increase 

motivation, and even generate new strategies adapted to the individual leamer's 

specific needs and purposes. However, the teaching itself can be challenging. It 

depends to a large extent on teaching strategies as well as on how many learning 

strategies are recognized and introduced by the teacher. 

The contribution of CALLA to CBI lies in integrative teaching of content knowledge, 

language skills and learning strategies. The integration aims to produce effective and 
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independent learning. As claimed by O'Malley and Chamot (1990: 210), students use 

learning strategies to serve their present objectives of developing academic language 

skills and achieving success in mainstream classrooms. The students' final target is to 

become autonomous learners in both language and content study. Although neither 

strategic nor continuous learning is CBI-specific, teachers may found it more 

practical to introduce and practice learning strategies in CBI classes. A major reason 

for this is related to the more flexible content curriculum in CBI than in the regular 

content curricula. In a sense, content topics in CBI classes need to be well 

sequenced but a full introduction of the content subject is not always a must in CBI. 

In the CBI programme in WLC (Wuhan Law College, see chapter three), for example, 

four legal units (See Appendices VII to X) are selected as the content in the CBI 

classes for a group of law students. 

So far, four frameworks are introduced as the theoretical support for CBI. Krashen 

claimed that only comprehensible input is needed for language learning to occur. 

Swain's output hypothesis indicates that students should be pushed to practise the 

target language skills in language learning. By identifying the cognitive demands in 

L2 content study, Cummins' framework of academic language proficiency points out 

the importance of cognitive language proficiency required for academic success. 

Finally, O'Malley and Chamot's CALLA model suggests that second language 

learning involves complex strategies. Development in these strategies involves and 

benefits language and content study, although this is not unique to CBI. 

1.5 Practical support for CBI 

CBI has received profound support from language learning theories. As an approach 

to language teaching, this approach grows out of positive and negative results of 

language teaching practice. Three language teaching movements are introduced and 

discussed in this section as practical supports for CBI. Findings in Immersion 

programmes imply that students can and should learn a second language during their 
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study in other academic subjects. The language across the curriculum movement 

(LAC) suggests that language and content are initially interwoven, and the students 

should learn the language, either Ll or L2, thought extensive exposure to and actual 

use of it. The popularity of Language for Specific Purposes (LSP) among particular 

groups of language learners suggests that language learning is learned more 

effectively when the content involved in language classes meets the students' needs 

in real life. 

1.5.1 Immersion programmes 

As a noticeable innovation in L2 education during the last four decades, Immersion 

programmes emerge with the aim to find a more effective way of learning a second 

or foreign language (Lambert & Tucker, 1972). The programme is initiated by the 

assumption that second or foreign languages are learned more effectively when the 

young learners are immersed in the L2 environment. In other words, the essential 

access to a target language lies in extensive exposure to the language in a natural 

communicative setting (Brinton, et aI., 1989: 8). In immersion programmes, 

language teachers work as models oflanguage use, facilitators oflanguage learning, 

and mediators of subject matter teaching (Burger, et at., 1984). 

The first immersion programmes were conducted in Canada in September, 1965. 

French was used as a second language in teaching regular subject matter, such as 

mathematics and science (Genesee, 1987). Since then, immersion programmes have 

been developed in the United States, where alternative forms of immersion have 

been applied to the teaching of languages including French, German, Spanish, 

Japanese, and Chinese. Immersion programmes have been successful and therefore 

popular: immersion students' competence in content subjects is comparable to that 

of students who learn mainstream through L 1, while their receptive language skills, 

i.e. reading and listening comprehension have reached a native-like level. 

Immersion students' socio-linguistic competence has also improved. However, these 
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students showed a low level of grammatical accuracy in language production, i.e. 

speaking and writing. 

According to Genesee (1994), three lessons are to be learned from immersion 

programmes: firstly, a second language is learned more effectively when it is 

integrated with content study. In addition, opportunities for using the target 

language can be beneficial in second language acquisition. As summarized by 

Swain (1985), immersion students did not develop a high level of grammatical 

accuracy in L2 speaking and writing because they were not pushed to produce a 

large amount of L2 output. Finally, an effective curriculum and pedagogy should be 

carefully designed to integrate language and academic objectives. That is, L2 

content teachers should be linguistically sensitive so as to produce comprehensible 

input. L2 input can be 'incomprehensible noise' if the language and content are not 

justified to the learners' current level. However, oversimplified language and 

content may hinder the L2 intake since it fails to raise students' consciousness to the 

new language structures. 

1.5.2 Language across the curriculum (LAC) 

As another practical support for CBI, the Language across the Curriculum 

movement (LAC) is initially applied to L1 education in England in the 1970s, under 

the policy that language education should cross over curricular areas. In this 

movement, language and content are inter-woven together and all the content 

subjects involved serve the purpose oflanguage teaching. It is believed that 

language proficiency is developed through its actual use in content areas. 

LAC began with the programmes for reading and writing across the curriculum, 

which implied a methodological transition from learning to write and learning to 

read to writing to learn and reading to learn. Four basic tenets of LAC are claimed 

by Corson (1990): 
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1. language develops mainly through its purposeful use; 

2. learning often involves talking, writing, shaping and moving; 

3. learning often occurs through talking, writing, shaping and moving; 

4. language use contributes to cognitive development. 

(Corson, 1990: 74) 

The four tenets of LAC are expanded to second and foreign language education. As 

suggested by Grenfell (2002: 132), in theory, any language can be taught through 

any subject. It is on this assumption that LAC is expanded to second and foreign 

language learning. The LAC movement seems to have a particular impact on 

language education in many European countries. LAC is thus developed as MLAC 

(modern languages across the curriculum). 

In MLAC, students are encouraged not only to practise the acquired language skill 

but also to use the language as a tool to get access to new content or linguistic 

knowledge. In a sense, wide language use is the core ofMALC. According to 

Jurasek (1993 :99), the learners need to learn, to think and to live in the language. 

1. 5. 3 Language for specific purposes (LSP) 

The final language programme introduced in this section is the movement of 

Language for specific purposes (LSP). As a well-known model in language teaching, 

the history of LSP can be traced back to the 1960s (Hutchinson & Waters, 1987). 

Courses in LSP are nonnally aimed to meet the language needs of specific student 

groups. LSP learners are nonnally adults with working experience or university 

students with certain language proficiency (Robinson, 1991). The following features 

are generally identified to describe LSP courses: 
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1. LSP is goal directed. The language is learned not as linguistic product but as an access to 

occupational or academic success. 

2. The courses are designed according to needs analysis. 

3. There is usually a specified time period for the courses. 

4. Students are likely to be adults or university students. 

5. Students are or will be engaged in similar subject area studies. 

(Robinson, 1991) 

These features indicate that LSP focuses on who is being taught and what they need 

to learn. Needs analysis therefore plays a central role. In this sense, LSP is an 

approach in which the language curriculum is designed on the basis of a specific 

area of knowledge for specific student groups. As claimed by Sager et al. (1980: 69), 

this special language teaching approach is restricted to communication among 

specialists in the same or closely related areas. 

LSP distinguishes itself with the characteristic, needs, and purposes of its relatively 

homogeneous learners. Common ground between LSP and CBI lies in the 

involvement of content materials and real-world application of the language. Since 

CBI is normally conducted in academic settings, there is considerable overlap 

between CBI and EAP. 

So far, definitions of CBI have been introduced and discussed as well as its 

theoretical and pragmatic supports. The following two sections are focused on 

advantages of CBI and potential challenges the approach may encounter. 

1.6 Advantages of CBI 

Learning knowledge oftwo areas, i.e. language and content in one programme, i.e. 

CBI, makes efficiency a widely recognized advantage of the approach (e.g. Snow & 

Brinton, 1997 and Stryker and Leaver, 1997). Furthermore, the CBI approach is 
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claimed to enhance students' motivation and increases language leaming 

opportunities. The two advantages jointly meet the leamers' need in language 

leaming. Four elements are introduced in this section as advantages of CBI: 

efficiency, motivation, leamer needs and opportunities. 

1.6.1 CBI promotes teaching efficiency 

The CBI approach generates a content-involved and language-sensitive leaming 

environment by taking into account both students' second language proficiency and 

their subject matter study. In CBI classrooms, concurrent involvement oflanguage 

and content area knowledge makes students get 'two for one' (Wesche, 1993: 58). 

In CBI classes, language leaming is facilitated by language use in various 

communicative contexts related to the subject matter. That is, language teaching in 

the CBI approach is shifted from a contextual to an inter-textual perspective 

(Widdowson, 1993), and from accumulative leaming of language rules to intensive 

study oflanguage use. In this sense, language acquisition becomes a progressive 

process owing to the coherent content involvement. As argued by Kasper: 

Content-based ESL courses present students with discipline-based material in a meaningful, 

contextualized form in which the primary focus is on the acquisition of information ....... as 

students acquire information through sophisticated linguistic input, they move to more 

advanced levels of language processing. 

(Kasper, 1997: 310) 

In teaching reality, language processing is related to processing content infonnation. 

During the processing of language and content knowledge through various 

strategies, there is potential for students to develop cognitive skills. Although none 

of the three, i.e. language, content and cognitive abilities, is CBI-specific, they 

jointly contribute to efficiency as a first advantage of the CBI approach. A good CBI 
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curriculum therefore leads to a 'three for one' effect. 

The enhanced teaching efficiency in CBI classes is not only reflected by how much 

knowledge and skills are introduced by the teacher but also by how the knowledge 

and skills are learned by students. Most teachers in traditional language classes feel 

that their teaching is more likely to resemble 'gardening in a gale' (Hawkins, 1987: 

97, cited in Van Lier, 1996: 43): The teachers plant 'tender seedlings' of the target 

language in the class, which are blown away as soon as the students go out into the 

corridor and the playground. In this sense, the teaching can hardly be fruitful 

without the students' forcing themselves to regularly recall what has been 

introduced in the L2 classes. 

Language to which students are exposed in CBI classes may not be as rich as that in 

general language classes. However, students may receive better quality of 

exposure-language in CBI classes. In Van Lier's (1996: 45) words, "the learner can 

make sense of it, is receptive to it, and makes an effort to process it". CBI materials 

may be initially "inauthentic" when they are selected from commercial textbooks. 

They become "semi-authentic" when teachers relate these materials to learners' 

language and content proficiencies through tasks and activities. They can only be 

"clearly authentic" when the learners use the knowledge and skills gained through 

these materials in the target settings (Belcher, 2006: 138). In other words, no material 

is authentic until the authenticity is raised by the teachers and realized by the learners. 

CBI classes provide opportunities for teachers and students to authenticate the L2 

materials and therefore to enhance the teaching and learning efficiency. 

1. 6.2 eBI enhances students' motivation 

Motivation is regarded as important in language learning, if not learning in all 

subject areas. With respect to second language learning, Corder claims bravely and 

bluntly that "given motivation, it is inevitable that a human being will learn a 
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second language if he is exposed to the language data" (1981: 8). Compared with 

Corder's statement, second language teaching reality is much more complicated. 

Motivation is a complex concept. In addition, good knowledge about motivation 

may not be adequate for teachers to motivate their students. 

According to Van Lier (1996), motivation involves interplay between innate and 

extrinsic factors. These factors are categorized as intrinsic motivation and extrinsic 

motivation (Deci & Ryan, 1985). The former refers to one's innate psychological 

needs for competence, relatedness and autonomy, whereas the latter refers to 

external impact on one's behavior such as rewards, praise and punishment etc. A 

close link between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation should be regarded as not only 

an advantage of CBI but also a principle that all CBI courses should follow. 

The learners' intrinsic motivation is normally enhanced at the beginning stage of 

CBI classes due to the freshness ofthis pedagogical approach. Many students may 

enjoy the course because of the new teaching format. However, learning is not 

always a matter of fun. Extrinsic motivation therefore comes into play in order to 

make learning desirable. CBI enhances the students' extrinsic motivation since it 

relates language skills to students' current subject study and future academic or 

professional success. Extrinsic motivation thus supports learning in and outside the 

classroom. As concluded by Krueger and Ryan, 

The availability of foreign language components in courses from other disciplines 

promises not only to motivate students to begin language study initially, but also to 

continue to practice it after completing their formal language study per se and thereby to 

retain their skills. 

(Krueger & Ryan, 1993: 7) 

Being interested in the content-related language skills and feeling the need to know 

how to use them, the students are better motivated to engage in a variety of 
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content-related tasks. In order to fulfill the tasks, they need to fill the gap between the 

known and the unknown infonnation. Students take the responsibility to figure out 

what is known, what they need to know, where and how to find the infonnation and 

what to do after finding it. 

1. 6.3 CBI meets learner's needs 

Learners' needs have been interpreted from many aspects. According to knowledge 

and skills required in different periods, some researchers (e.g. Robinson, 1991) 

define learner needs as present needs and future needs. Some (e.g. Hutchinson and 

Waters, 1987) view learner needs as different demands recognized from different 

perspectives. These needs may be considered as requirements of the employment 

market, inadequate education that has been offered by teachers and knowledge and 

skills that are desirable for students. In this section, another classification of learner 

need is introduced, which includes objective needs and subjective needs. The 

fonner concerns academic demand in present study and future work. The latter 

refers to affective and cognitive factors involved in the process of learning. 

CBI meets the leamer's objective needs (Brindley, 1989; Robinson, 1991; 

Widdowson, 1981) since it aims language teaching at academic and professional 

success. In CBI classes, there is introduction of both content knowledge and the 

relevant skills. Many learning tasks require students to recall and reinforce present 

and previous subject knowledge and experience. Like many ESP courses, working 

skills in the content field may also be introduced. In an EFL context such as China, 

the real needs mainly refer to content-related language skills required by 

competition for better job opportunities. For example, students with proficient 

English language skills in their respective subject areas are more likely to be 

employed by international finns, which nonnally are related to a high pay rate. 

CBI also meets the leamer's subjective needs (Brindley, 1989), which are related to 
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affective factors and cognitive skills. Activities in CBI classes may take into 

account students' individual or group interest, their previous experience, as well as 

the expectations with regard to subject matter study. The affective filter is therefore 

lowered. Meanwhile, multi-dimensional information addressed in CBI activities 

encourages students to engage in, interact with and synthesize information from 

various sources. Learning strategies including cognitive skills are thus acquired by 

the students. The dual focus on learners' objective and subjective needs makes CBI 

classes enjoyable and beneficial to students. 

1. 6 4 eBI provides more opportunities for language use and usage 

Focusing language learning on learners' needs, CBI increases opportunities for 

students to participate in various learning activities (Grabe and Stoller, 1997). As 

argued by Grabe and Stoller, 

CBI lends itself to student-centered classroom activities; in content-based classrooms, 

students have opportunities to exercise choices and preferences in terms of specific content 

and learning activities. Because there are many avenues for exploring themes and topics in 

content-based classes, student involvement in topic and activity is increased. 

(Grabe and Stoller, 1997: 20) 

Content-area materials provided in CBI classes expose students to use and usage of 

the target language, i.e. how the language is used, in their specific field. Language 

learning is thus meaningful and purposeful. Guided by content knowledge as the 

focus of the CBI curriculum, students may seek and select supplementary materials 

according to their own needs and interests. In some CBI courses where the teacher 

is not the expert in the subject area, students become more independent. They may 

bring self-selected or self-produced content materials to discuss with other students, 

and ask the teacher for linguistic help. 
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With content as the basis of CBI classes, student opportunities are increased due to 

the dual involvement of the language and the content topics. Learners may take 

more responsibility for their own study by deciding what to learn and exploring how 

to learn. Leamer autonomy (Tudor, 1997) can therefore be fostered. The CBI 

approach may also help to create a democratic learning atmosphere by offering an 

information gap between the teacher and the students. In other words, CBI teachers 

may not be the expert in both the language and the content fields. They can learn 

from their students who may contribute valuable materials to the class. In this 

process, the teacher's role is expanded: they are not only teachers but also learners. 

In addition to controlling and monitoring classroom activities, they provide 

guidance and assistance. 

It is worth noticing that the CBI approach may offer students more learning and 

practice opportunities, however, not all the CBI students are willing or able to take 

advantage of these opportunities. This may be closely related to the students' 

personality, learning experience and their educational cultural background (e.g. Hu, 

2002), which are introduced in section eight of this chapter and sections one and 

two of chapter three. 

To sum up, the advantages of CBI lie in the enhanced motivation for language 

learning, increased opportunities for language exposure and practice, focused 

instruction on learners' needs, and improved teaching efficiency resulting from the 

content and language integration. However, the realization of these advantages 

depends heavily on a set of factors including teacher education, administrative 

support, participants' access to relevant materials, etc. A number of challenges and 

practical issues in the implementation of the CBI approach are discussed in the 

following section. 
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1. 7 Challenging issues of CBI 

The advantages of CBI, especially its relating language study to learners' real-world 

needs, make it appealing in many language teaching settings. The implementation 

of CBI requires efforts in a variety of dimensions, and therefore is challenging in 

practice. Stoller (2004) highlights some common issues encountered by CBI 

teachers: 

1. content selection and curriculum sequencing 

2. manipulation of language items driven by content themes and topics 

3. the balance between subject content and language structures 

4. development of course materials 

5. content- and language-area support from faculties 

6. cooperation between academic and language instructors 

7. institutionalization of eBI 

8. course evaluation in terms of students' content and language development, and programme 

effectiveness. 

(Stoller, 2004: 267-68) 

Resolutions to the first four challenges on Stoller's list are closely linked to 

interdisciplinary cooperation between the language and the content departments. 

This cooperation is a challenging issue in itself, as can be seen from items five and 

six of Stoller's list. The issue of institutionalization of CBI (item seven) addresses 

administrative support of the local educational setting and the educational policy of 

the country as a whole. The last one, i.e. course assessment, may be the most 

challenging issue since it demands expertise in many different domains and 

addresses new ways of evaluation. It therefore depends upon a high level of 

interdisciplinary cooperation. 

In addition to Stoller's list, the impact of educational culture on the teacher's role 
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and the students' involvement in classroom activities is not to be ignored. Due to the 

specificity and complexity in administration and education in different cultures, this 

section focuses on three dimensions: teacher development, the issue of teaching and 

course assessment. 

1. 7.1 Teacher development 

Kasper (1997: 316) for example, argues that the content-based teaching method has a 

stronger impact on students' perfonnance than does the teacher. However, the 

teacher's role is not to be ignored. The question as to how much knowledge in the 

other field should be obtained by the CBI teachers from the language and the content 

departments remains unanswered. Ideally, a CBI teacher should maintain a dual 

commitment to the language and the content fields (Hellekjaer & Simensen, 2002). 

Realistically, some (e.g. Dudley-Evans & St John, 1998) argue that it is enough for 

the teachers to know about one area while keeping respect and intellectual curiosity 

for the other area. Others (e.g. Howe, 1993) claim that it might be risky for language 

specialists to teach the content subject. 

In this section, the issue of teacher development concerns two sub issues: teacher 

resources and teacher education. That is, who should lead CBI classes? What 

constitutes a qualified CBI teacher? 

One major reason for the limited practice of CBI, especially in EFL settings, is the 

shortage ofteacher resources. As argued by Murphey (1997) and Grenfell (2002), 

there is lack of content teachers who can teach in the target language and language 

teachers who possess expertise in the given subject matter. Even teachers with 

degrees in both language and subject fields find it difficult to present content area 

knowledge with appropriate target language accommodated to students' language 

and content proficiency (Hellekjaer & Simensen, 2002). 
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The issue of teacher resources has been hotly discussed. Some researchers (e.g. 

Kirschner & Wexler, 2002) believe that instructors with language expertise are not 

able to teach content-based language courses since they lack the qualifications and 

the authority to act as experts in the field in question (Kirschner and Wexler, 2002: 

176). On the other hand, some (e.g. Carson, 2000; Murphy, 1996; Peterson, 1997; 

etc.) insist that CBI courses should be presented only by language teachers, 

preferably those with content qualifications, since content-based language 

instruction is language instruction (Peterson, 1997: 158). Other CBI advocates (e.g. 

Hansen and Hammen 1980: 104) argue that language-subject courses can be 

provided by either language teachers or language-discipline teams. A 

recommendable resolution may lie in the collaboration between language and 

content faculties (Johns & Dudley-Evans, 1980; Dudley-Evans & Johns, 1981). 

It is important to clarify the roles of the language and the content teachers for 

effective cooperation in a CBI programme, especially when team-teaching is 

involved. It is the aim of this section to demonstrate the language teacher's roles as 

mediator, cooperator and content leamer, and the content teacher's roles as subject 

advisor, curriculum designer and language learner. 

1. 7 .1.1 Language teachers' roles 

A standard model of a CBI class normally aims at the students' concurrent mastery of 

language and content. A CBI course thus may have a similar requirement to a CLIL 

one. According Rasanen et al. (1996), in order for a language teacher to teach a 

non-language subject through the target language, he/she needs to develop abilities in 

the following areas, 

• subject-specific vocabulary; 

• language used in social interaction; 

• discourse features (i.e. organization of spoken and written texts, conventions); 
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• fluent expression; 

• classroom management language. 

(Rasanen et aI., 1996: 285) 

The above mentioned skills are ranked in order of importance. For language teachers, 

it might be both important and effort-demanding to achieve a good command of 

content-specific vocabulary and discourse features in the area. Most language 

teachers may be provided with some content training or the chance of teaching in 

co-operation with content teachers before or at the beginning stage of teaching a CBI 

course. This particular experience indicates that language teachers work as 

co-operator and content learner in most CBI classes. 

a) Language teacher as mediator 

Dudley-Evans (2001: 227) describes the language teachers' role in EAP courses as 

'to interpret on behalf of the students what the subject teacher meant in his or her 

lecture or in an examination question'. To perform this role, they may need to consult 

subject lecturers or relevant academic materials. Dudley-Evans' (2001) argument 

seems to echo Swales' (1988) teacher-student triangle (see figure 1.2), in which the 

language teacher acts as an intermediary between the students and the content 

teachers. 

Subject teacher 

Language teacher till ~ Student 

Figure 1.2. Language teacher as intermediary in the teacher-student triangle 
(Swales, 1988) 
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The term intermediary is developed by Gibbons (2003: 249) as mediation. As he 

argues, the term mediation is used to "characterise the linguistic and discourse 

choices made by teachers in the content-based ESL classroom". The mediation aims 

to link students' language and content study with the college or university as the 

micro sociocultural setting and the academic society or professional community as 

the macro sociolcultural setting. 

Gibbons' (2003) view of the language teacher as mediator derives from a 

sociocultural theory of second language acquisition (SLA). According to this theory, 

second language learners are neither processors of input nor are they producers of 

output. They realistically participate in various language activities as speakers and 

hearers. Their language development is therefore a continual process which grows 

along with content knowledge, which may be viewed as another continuum. In a 

broader view, the continuum might be seen as a process where the learners take 

advantage ofteachers' help, become autonomous, and finally achieve independent 

language and content competence. 

At the centre of Gibbons' (2003) mediation hypothesis is collaborative interaction. In 

content-based classrooms where team-teaching is involved, the language teacher 

interacts with the content teacher and the students so as to shorten linguistic and 

content distance between the teacher and the learners. Since mediation takes place in 

the fonn of natural and spontaneous interaction, content knowledge involved in the 

interaction might not always be limited to the curriculum. Therefore, at a lower level, 

the language teacher mediates to link the students' current content knowledge and 

their language abilities. At a higher level, the mediation may lead to broader 

knowledge and specific language applied to and required by the academic 

community (Gibbons, 2003: 250). 

In CBI classes, there are several approaches to teachers' mediation. As pointed out by 

Gibbons, 
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Teachers mediate language and learning in several ways: mode shifting through recasting, 

signalling to the students how they can self-reformulate, indicating where a reformulation is 

needed but handing this task over to the leamer, and modelling alternative ways of 

recontextualising personal knowledge. 

(Gibbons, 2003: 267) 

It seems that teacher mediation described by Gibbons resembles to a great extent 

team-teaching that occurs in ESP courses for international students in British 

universities (Dudley-Evans & Johns, 1981). In these settings, classroom interaction 

and instruction are conducted by both the language and the content teachers in the 

target language. The teacher-teacher interaction provides students with rich exposure 

to the target language, whereas teacher-student interaction provides opportunities for 

the students to practise the language with proficient speakers. In a sense, the 

language teacher as mediator helps the students to learn the language by knowing 

how language makes meaning in different discourse communities. 

b) Language teacher as co-operator in content teaching 

It takes a mutual effort from the language and the content teachers to link the 

learners' linguistic competence to the target academic register. Language teachers 

should keep updated information about the students' content development through 

close cooperation with the content teachers. However, not all the content experts are 

willing to share their pedagogical progress and student portfolios due to the 

competition for promotion within the department. Requests for content knowledge 

and student background from the language teacher may also be rejected even if it 

aims to facilitate students' content development. Due to the lack of trust and 

confidence in language teachers' personalities and knowledge background, some 

content teachers may regard language teachers' help as ineffective and unnecessary. 

Therefore, an effective co-operation may be greatly dependent on a good personal 

and professional relationship between the language teacher and the content 
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department. 

It is not unusual to see that content lecturers in many CBI classes are not confident 

about their target language proficiency, and language experts have to be responsible 

for most of the pedagogical activities including course design and student assessment 

(e.g. Brinton et aI.1987). However, that is not the result of the CBI approach but 

the outcome ofthe lack of co-operation and understanding between the language and 

the content departments. By encouraging inter-disciplinary co-operation, CBI 

provides a platform where language and content teachers can appreciate each other's 

teaching strategies and pedagogical philosophies. Mutual respect may thus be 

established. In a sense, inter-disciplinary co-operation may help the content and the 

language teachers to develop a certain degree of expertise in the other area, although 

great effort is required from both sides. 

Co-operating with content teachers not only means that language teachers should 

participate in pedagogical activities with content lecturers, they also need to be 

prepared to learn content knowledge. 

c) Language teacher as content learner 

Considering the complexity of knowledge and infonnation in content areas, language 

experts as CBI teachers should always be cautious about conceptual issues in the 

content area and keep an open mind to content knowledge they have learned. 

Expressions in content texts might easily be misinterpreted due to limited content 

knowledge and experience of the language teacher. A good example of this can be 

found in Howe (1993), where 'of immemorial antiquity', meaning 'before 1189' in a 

law text, was misunderstood by the language teacher as 'older than any person's 

memory'. A safe way of avoiding teaching incorrect content information may be 

not to omit it but to reinforce the relevant content knowledge before teaching. 
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The students' expectations of content mastery require language teachers to equip 

themselves with fundamental knowledge and information in the content area. This 

does not necessarily mean that language teachers should be content experts. However, 

nor does it excuse the language teachers when they focus their teaching only on what 

they feel secure about, i.e. the linguistic forms. The willingness and effort to learn the 

content knowledge from various sources are vital to language teachers in CBI 

classes. 

The most convenient or direct help might be from the content department. It is 

reasonably understandable if the content teacher feels reluctant to spare time helping 

the language teaching; even the language might be content-relevant. Nonetheless, 

few content teachers will refuse to take their responsibility for delivering content 

knowledge. Many of them will appreciate the language teachers' help with accurate 

content knowledge introduction. 

1.7.1.2 Content teachers' roles 

As shown in figure 1.1 (on page 24), there are stronger and weaker forms of CBI. 

Content teachers may participate in various CBI classes but not always as the main 

presenters. Their roles vary in different CBr forms. In strong forms of CBI, where the 

courses involve a systematic introduction of the content knowledge, they may work 

as course presenters and curriculum designers. In the weaker forms of CBI, where 

academic language skills carry more weight and the courses are led by language 

experts, content teachers may work as subject consultants and language learners. 

a) Content teacher as subject advisor 

Similar to their role as subject advisors in the EAP approach, content teachers in CBI 

contribute clarification of content infonnation as well as precise assessment of 

students' subject matter development. Content teachers' role as advisors is reflected 
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in Swales' (1988) triangle (see figure 1.2 on page 74). They provide language 

teachers with information about students' content background and recommend them 

relevant content materials. However, the systematic involvement of content 

knowledge as a thread of the CBI curriculum requires content teachers to participate 

in curriculum designing. Meanwhile, the language target of the CBI approach as well 

as the tendency to have one-teacher classrooms means that content teachers should 

develop competent target language proficiency. 

b) Content teacher as curriculum designer 

With the involvement of content knowledge in the CBI approach, the CBI 

curriculum should keep systematic track of the students' content knowledge. A pure 

repetition of content knowledge introduced in L1 or L2 content classes can be boring 

and unchallenging to students. Introducing new content knowledge in a CBI course 

without considering the students' learning experience in the content area may raise 

unnecessary difficulties, since content learning is a systematic and developmental 

process. Both repetition and ignorance of the students' content background may 

reduce students' activeness and therefore hinder the occurrence oflanguage learning. 

As suggested by Van Lier (1996: 171), "in order to learn, a person must be active, 

and the activity must be partly familiar and partly new, so that attention can be 

focused on useful changes and knowledge can be increased". 

In CBI classes, students' heavy workload is due to the new content knowledge and 

the unfamiliar language as medium of instruction as well as the expected language 

skills as part of the aim of the CBI approach. The content teachers' expertise is 

crucial to make a smooth link between the students' old and new content knowledge. 

Content teachers may also provide valuable pedagogical infonnation on classroom 

activities by creating appropriate tasks and topics for students to perform and discuss. 

The involvement of content teachers in CBI does not mean to produce a 

content-driven curriculum. Its real purpose is to establish a link between the 
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students' content background and the dually-focused instruction, and therefore to 

make CBI classes more student-centred. 

c) Content teacher as language learner 

The concurrent presence of teachers from the language and the content departments 

may be confusing and distracting to students (Dudley-Evans, 2001). It may also lose 

administrative support for financial reasons. This is especially true in less developed 

countries and the countries where most content teachers are non-native-English 

speakers. Even in an English-speaking country, where content teachers are most 

probably native-English speakers, they may need to be linguistically aware in order 

to make the content teaching comprehensible to the overseas students. These 

linguistically-sensitive content classes may also bear CBI characteristics if the dual 

purposes are met. 

The CBI approach aims to improve the students' linguistic skills by providing 

extensive meaningful exposure to the language in a specific content area. This aim 

cannot be achieved without an increasing use of the language in the content 

instruction. Content teachers therefore need to develop their own content-related 

language skills. These skills can be acquired through a variety of sources including 

attending a language course, learning from materials written in the target language 

and consulting language experts, etc. However, learning the language with their 

students in the CBI classroom can also be very effective. 

There are mainly three advantages of content teachers as language learners in CBI 

classes are. First of all, it provides opportunities for content teachers to share 

language learning experiences with their students. By attending CBI classes as 

language learners, content teachers may update their own learning. This also helps 

content teachers to view CBI classes from the learners' perspective and therefore to 

develop their teaching skills. Secondly, it facilitates inter-disciplinary cooperation by 
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increasing mutual understanding and respect. During the process of playing the 

students' role, content teachers may build further understanding and appreciation of 

the language teachers' workload, teaching style and teaching philosophy. A third 

advantage of content teachers as language learners lies in the fact that it adds a 

democratic environment to the triangular relationship (see figure 1.2) between the 

language teacher, the subject teacher and the students. As a language learner, the 

content teacher may need to participate in activities in CBI classes and complete 

homework afterwards. This may help students to understand the equality between 

them and their teachers in the face of unknown knowledge. Owing to the equal status 

in the classroom, the content teacher may exchange language learning strategies and 

experiences with the students. 

While acting as language learners in the CBI classes, content teachers should also 

bear in mind the fact that they are CBI teachers. Their role is to facilitate language 

teaching and encourage language learning. This means that content teachers should 

set a brave example when questions need to be asked or answers need to be given by 

students. However, both the language and the content teachers should contribute less 

when students are competent and confident to perform tasks. The practice 

opportunities are more important to students than they are to content lecturers. 

To sum up, both language and content teachers should develop their knowledge in 

the other field. Language experts may need to develop expertise in and to familiarize 

themselves with some other subjects (Blue, 1981: 62-64). It might be hard for them 

to be an expert in a subject area. Due to the variety of students' subject matter, it is 

nearly impossible for language teachers to develop a high level of expertise in all 

content areas. However, they can familiarize themselves with some relevant content 

knowledge by eliciting information from students or consulting subject matter 

teachers. As argued by Blue, 
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It can be a useful exercise for the student to explain the subject matter to the teacher, who 

will ideally have sufficient background knowledge at least to be able to help the learner 

define the linguistic categories and analyse his own linguistic needs. 

(Blue, 1981: 64) 

1.7.1.3 Teacher education 

Another sub-issue concerning CBl teacher development is 'what elements constitute 

a qualified CBl teacher'. Although language instructors may be preferable in 

content-based language instruction, the function of CBl teachers is not restricted 

merely to linguistic knowledge delivery. As argued by Chamberlain (1980: 103), the 

content-driven curriculum in CBl courses requires language teachers to learn about 

the subject or subjects, and take an interest in them although these teachers may not 

like the subject(s). 

It is further claimed by Blue (1988) that teachers should introduce learning skills 

and language abilities across the disciplines (EGAP, i.e. English for general 

academic purposes) as well as skills in a specific subject (ESAP, i.e. English for 

specific academic purposes). Therefore, language teachers who do not hold in-depth 

content expertise should maintain a working knowledge of the related subject 

matter(s), and be able to provide appropriate language support at the same time. 

This working knowledge can be illustrated as in table 1.4. 
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Subject-Specific Subject-Specific 

Content Knowledge Pedagogical Knowledge 

Subject-specific Pedagogical 

language knowledge language knowledge 

L1 L1 

Subject-specific Pedagogical 

foreign language knowledge language knowledge 

L2 L2 

Foreign-Language Foreign-Language 

Competence Pedagogical Knowledge 

Table 1.4 Knowledge framework for CBI teachers (Hardy et aI., 2002: 189) 

As can be seen in table 1.4, to compose a competent CBI knowledge framework, the 

language teacher should possess proficient content-specific knowledge presented in 

both L1 and L2. The L1 is used to facilitate meaning comprehension when students' 

target language proficiency is either inadequate or unavailable. Content-related L2 

knowledge is categorised by Snow et al. (1989) as content-obligatory language and 

content-compatible language. Content-obligatory language refers to language that 

must be used to understand content information presented in L2. It includes subject 

matter terminologies, subject-specific classroom discourse, and subject-specific 

knowledge etc. Content-compatible language refers to language that can be taught 

and practised in CBI classes. Elements in this kind oflanguage may not be 

obligatory since other language options are available or necessary. At the same time, 

CBI teachers are required to possess pedagogical L1 and L2 knowledge. The former 

is used to clarify content information in students' mother tongue, whereas the latter 

is used to help students resolve problems in L2 learning. 

The knowledge framework in table 1.4 implies a demand of a high level of L 1 and 

L2 proficiency. In CBI classes, the curriculum addresses teachers' content 
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knowledge, language proficiency, and pedagogical expertise. Hellekjaer and 

Simensen's (2002: 185) skill list can be recommended in CBI teacher education (see 

table 1.5). 

Subject-matter SecondlForeign Pedagogical 

knowledge language proficiency requirements 

• Subject-specific • Advanced oral and written • Theories III language 

terminology proficiency acquisition and content 

• Subject-specific • Language for subject study 

classroom discourse tenninology and discourse • Pedagogical knowledge in 

• Knowledge of the features language and subject matter 

features of subject • Language for classroom • Teaching practice 

-specific texts management 

Table 1.5 Skill list for CBI teacher education 

The skill list indicates that a successful CBI course involves inevitably cooperation 

and collaboration between the language and the content teachers as a team 

(Dudley-Evans & Johns, 1981). In addition to in-depth knowledge of content and 

language, a qualified CBI teacher should also maintain other factors for effective 

education, for example, teaching techniques, experience, and attractive personalities. 

1. 7 .1.4 Principles for teacher development for CBI 

A successful CBI course depends not only on the teachers' professional abilities but 

also on their attitude towards the approach. This section proposes a few principles for 

CBI. However, they should not necessarily be viewed as CBI- specific. 

a) Students are responsible for their own study, but the teacher should be willing 

to provide assistance and be capable of doing so. 

In the CBI progamme, students are encouraged to be responsible for their study by 

selecting materials and solving content- or language-related problems in their own 
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ways. Teachers even let the students decide the coverage of their homework. 

Students' responsibility for their own study, however, does not relieve the teachers of 

their role as assistants in the students' overall development. It is true that a language 

teacher should not attempt to be a "pseudoteacher ofthe subject matter" (Robinson, 

1991: 87). However, the risk of introducing inaccurate content information can be 

reduced through team-teaching or other forms of inter-disciplinary co-operation. 

Teachers may allow students to be critical about any information presented in the 

CBI classes and encourage them to explore the information through various 

resources. This is also a process in which language teachers develop their knowledge 

in the content field. 

While providing students with information and advice for effective learning, it is also 

essential for teachers to reflect on their academic and pedagogic capability and 

attitude. They need to pay attention to new approaches and keep an open mind to 

criticism of the approaches they have applied in the classroom. Self-improvement is 

critical, although it can be challenging in most cases. 

b) Authentic materials need to be used in the classes, but it is the teachers' 

responsibility to authenticate the materials. 

A significant role of CBI teachers is to authenticate the materials. Materials used in 

CBI classes can be regarded as inauthentic not only because these materials are 

written in L2. Students' needs and their educational background should also be taken 

into account when teachers select the materials. Meanwhile, students should be 

encouraged to seek materials from various sources. 

It is on the basis of precise needs analysis that teachers select the CBI materials. 

However, it requires further effort for the teachers to authenticate them. Needs 

analysis enables the teachers to know what the students need to learn, while 
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authentication addresses the students' genuine belief that they are doing what they 

need or want to do. Authenticity is, as stated by Van Lier (1996: 13, italics original), 

"the result and the origin of awareness and autonomy". 

c) The CBI approach contains motivational factors, but the effectiveness of these 

factors depends on how motivating the teacher is. 

The CBI approach aims to enhance the students' motivation in language learning by 

involving meaningful content materials in language classes. However, teachers' 

effort is needed to motivate the students: an approach can be motivational but the 

students might not be motivated. In other words, motivational and motivating are two 

different concepts. The former is related to choosing appropriate teaching method 

and materials, the latter values the appropriate application of the method and 

materials. In order to motivate their students in the CBI classes, it is important for 

teachers to understand the inter-dependence of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. 

According to Deci et al. (1991: 328, cited in Van Lier, 1996: 110), "intrinsically 

motivated behaviors are engaged in for their own sake - for the pleasure and 

satisfaction derived from their performance". By contrast, extrinsically motivated 

behaviors are related to the outer world reward and self-evaluation of the behaviors, 

which are affected by a variety of external factors. Based on the understanding of the 

interdependence of the intrinsic and extrinsic motivation, the teachers should strive 

to make the in-class activities enjoyable for the students. At the same time, they 

should also make the students realize that learning is not always fun. Effort is 

demanded for any type of studying, especially in academic settings. 

Needs analysis again plays a central role in the students' motivation. The teachers 

need to know about the students' objective needs (Tudor, 1997) by analyzing 

infonnation provided by the content expert or relevant data. They also need to be 

aware of the significance of an ongoing analysis of the learners' subjective needs 
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(Tudor, 1997), including the learners' self-evaluation of their language and content 

abilities, recognition of target situations and their expectation from the CBI classes. 

1. 7.2 The issue of teaching 

Related to teacher development, teaching is another challenging issue in CBI 

classes. The CBI approach distinguishes itself from other language approaches by a 

dual commitment to language and content. In this section, we shall focus on 

teaching strategies and the team-teaching approach. The former concerns strategic 

learning and teaching, while the latter addresses the responsibilities ofthe content 

and the language specialists in integrated courses. 

1.7.2.1 Teaching strategies 

In CBI classes, the target language is used to introduce subject-specific information 

and relevant activities. Therefore, the CBI approach is a form of contextualized 

language learning and language-supported content-area communication. The 

difficulty and complexity in content-related language activities, however, generate 

communicative stress and cognitive load (Nunan, 1989 and Robinson, 2001). It is 

therefore the teachers' responsibility to help and encourage students to learn how to 

learn through the process oflearning. This can be realised through strategic teaching 

of learning strategies. Larsen-Freeman (2000) proposes a number of principles in 

CBI, by which she suggests the teacher's role in building the teaching on students' 

previous experience and scaffolding the linguistic content (2000: 140). These two 

principles can be summarized as follows. 

The first principle in a CBI programme is 'guiding rather than giving'. In CBI 

classrooms, the cognitive and linguistic demands in content materials and tasks 

require CBI teachers to guide the learner with 'contextual clues' rather than provide 

them directly with content or language knowledge (Larsen-Freeman, 2000: 140). The 
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persistent use of guiding clues will eventually reduce the boredom of content texts 

and difficulties in language learning, and foster students' thinking skills. With the 

guidance provided in CBI classes, students develop cognitive skills and acquire 

learning strategies, which help them to be autonomous and independent learners. 

As a second principle, 'exemplification rather than simplification', concerns 

technical use of the target language. In CBI classes, the target language is sometimes 

simplified by teachers to facilitate content comprehensibility. However, the 

simplified language does not always guarantee accurate interpretation and 

comprehension. Moreover, the linguistic modification deprives students of sufficient 

exposure to the authentic content-specific target language. In addition, the direct 

decoding ofthe target language reduces learners' cognitive engagement in 

content-language integrated learning. Exemplification generates better 

comprehension without sacrificing linguistic difficulty and authenticity. On the one 

hand, examples provided by CBI teachers allow the learners to recall and reinforce 

content and language knowledge they have previously acquired. On the other hand, 

students build up their competence, confidence and learning interest during the 

process of overcoming linguistic difficulties and utilizing related cognitive and 

content skills. 

The CBI approach requires language teachers to develop their content knowledge, 

while content experts develop their language sensitivity. At the same time, they all 

need to maintain and make the best use of their respective expertise. According to 

Strevens (1988), teachers are neither prevented from using their linguistic 

proficiency, nor are they required to become content specialists; though a profound 

knowledge background in both language and content is ideal and favourable for 

CBI classes. To achieve this goal, team-teaching, which is introduced in the next 

section, provides an effective, though by no means exclusive approach. 
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1.7.2.2 Team teaching 

Teachers' concurrent language and content competence is desirable in CBI classes 

due to students' dual commitment to the two domains. Interdisciplinary cooperation 

serves as an important condition when a CBI course is led by a content expert or a 

language teacher. To a certain extent, the language teacher can only deliver the 

course effectively with active co-operation of subject teachers. 

As ESP researchers and practitioners, Dudley-Evans and St John (1998) identify 

three levels of cooperation between the language and the content departments: 

co-operation, collaboration and team-teaching. On the first level, i.e. co-operation, 

the language teacher contacts the content teacher for information about students' 

learning experience in the content area, expectations of the content depmiment, the 

use of content-related tasks, and so on. On the second level, i.e. collaboration, the 

language and the content teachers work together outside the classroom to design a 

collaborative curriculum. Subject topics, classroom activities and course assessment 

are decided during the collaboration. Team-teaching, as the highest level, involves 

the dual presence of the language and the content teachers in the same classroom. 

According to Dudley-Evans and St John (1998), a key condition of successful 

team-teaching is the clearly defined roles of content lecturers and language teachers. 

Both of them should base the teaching on their respective expertise while making an 

effort to gain information in the other field. 

Team teaching is also a key to successful CBI classes (Stoller, 2004). In CBI 

classrooms, language teachers work as linguistic assistants, content infonnation 

collectors and content learners. As linguistic assistants, they provide explicit or 

implicit instruction on language fonn; hence they facilitate content-related 

communication. As content information collectors, they contact content experts in 

order to receive a wide range of content area infonnation including the students' 
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content development. In order to possess a 'working knowledge' in the content area, 

language teachers engage in a systematic study by attending content classes, 

consulting content experts and even learning from their students. As a result, they 

develop a good understanding of students' content needs. 

Team-teaching can be challenging since it addresses cross-disciplinary support and 

administrative policy as well as interpersonal relationship between the teachers in 

the team. 

First of all, team-teaching may cause some change in the language and content 

curriculum. Much, ifnot all, of the CBI curriculum is content-driven (Widdowson, 

1993), which means language teaching is based on a coherent and systematic 

introduction of content knowledge. Some training offered by the content department, 

if possible, can be very helpful. At the same time, content teachers need to adjust 

the curriculum so that content knowledge introduced in CBI classes is not merely a 

repetition of what the students have learned in the Ll or L2 mainstream classes. 

Secondly, interdisciplinary cooperation may add to the workload of language and 

content teachers. For example, language teachers need to spend much time learning 

subject matter knowledge, collecting related information and preparing an 

integrative teaching plan, etc. The work cannot be completed without content 

teachers' help. Concerning the time issue in team-teaching, Johns and Dudley-Evans 

(1980: 21) suggest that language teachers should make the maximum use of content 

assistance within the minimum consulting time. Some administrative, especially 

financial, support may encourage effective team-teaching. 

Administrative policy may provide extrinsic motivation for the content and the 

language teachers to co-operate. However, as argued by Chamberlain (1980: 103), 

team-teaching is rather a question of attitude than of abilities. It requires willingness 

and team spirit. Effective team-teaching may result from positive professional and 
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personal relationships between the teachers in the team. 

1. 7.3 The issue of assessment 

A question that CBI advocates have to answer is its effectiveness, which addresses 

the issue of assessment in integrated classes (Snow and Brinton, 1997 and Stoller, 

2004). Should the course be evaluated according to students' language development? 

Or should content mastery be the sole standard? If the integrative approach is to be 

judged, should both language experts and content teachers have their say? 

Qualitative approaches such as interviews, students' performance observations, as 

well as self-evaluation made by teachers and learners may provide data about the 

effectiveness of CBI courses. However, these data may not be as straightforward as 

a traditional pen-and-paper exam. 

Three criteria of assessment are recommended in this section. However, they can 

only be used as a guide to rather than methodologies ofthe CBI assessment. First of 

all, with regards to learning and thinking strategies involved in the approach, 

assessment should not only aim to check what the students are taught, but also what 

they should have learned. For example, it is easy to test whether the student knows 

the definition of a concept in the content area. However, much more work needs to 

be done to evaluate the student's ability in interpreting and utilizing concepts in 

specific academic and linguistic contexts. The CBI teacher or test designer may ask 

students to illustrate and demonstrate the concept in their own words in the target 

language, and apply the concept to the subject context as well as other possible 

contexts. This kind of tests helps to solve the problem of assessment in CBI. 

However, subjectivity in marking may affect the validity of the test result. 

The second criterion refers to multi-dimensional use of test items. As argued by 

Cohen (1991: 488), "an item may test one point ... or several points .... Likewise, a 

given objective may be tested by a series of items". The teachers or test designers 
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should bear in mind that a pen-and-paper test is not the only form of assessing 

students' general competence. Talking with the students, marking their homework, 

observing their in-class perfonnance may provide valuable infonnation about 

students'development. It is also a normal case that a piece oflanguage, written or 

spoken, may reflect students' multi-dimensional progress or deficit. For example, a 

poorly accomplished essay in CBI classes may result from less advanced language 

skills, conceptual misunderstanding of content knowledge, and/or lack of 

presentation strategies. 

Finally, assessment should not be only conducted at or as the end of teaching. This is 

because the purpose and value of tests and assessment are not only to evaluate 

learning as a result of teaching, but also to evaluate teaching itself. Learning is a 

developmental progress, so is teaching. As pointed out by Canale (1984, cited in 

Cohen, 1991: 493), a good assessment should bear not only validity, reliability and 

practicality, but also acceptability and feedback potential. Students may fail or 

succeed in one test for various reasons. Frequent and multi-dimensional tests may 

provide updated information about learners' needs at different stages, which can be 

applied to guide teaching practice. 

A framework of assessment suggested by Short (1993) seems to satisfy the above 

mentioned three criteria. The framework is shown in table 1.6. The philosophy 

behind this framework is that the intricate relationship between language and 

content, as well as the integrated language-content approach, calls for an integrated 

framework of assessment. Variable tools and clarified objectives are two features of 

the framework. 
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W 

H 

A 

T 

HOW 

Checklist Anecdotal Student self- Portfolios Performance Written Oral Student 

inventory record, teacher evaluation manipulative essays, reports interviews 

observation reports 

Problem solving 

Content area skills 

Concept 

comprehension 

Language use 

Communication 

skills 

Individual 

behavior 

Group behavior 

Attitudes 

Table 1.6 Short's (1993) Framework of assessment in CBI 

According to Short's framework, students' abilities in CBI courses are assessed 

according to their competence in problem solving, content-area knowledge, concept 

comprehension, language use, communication strategies, classroom behaviours as 

individuals and group members and their attitude. To achieve these assessment 

objectives, a variety of measures are suggested: teacher-generated skill checklists, 

students' self-evaluations, teachers' observations on students' in-class performance, 

oral and written reports, etc. 

These measures generate a natural and less-stressful environment for teachers and 

students to jointly evaluate the effectiveness of the CBI approach from their own 

perspectives. It is important to clarify that tools in this framework need to be used 

carefully and selectively according to different objectives. 

1.8 CBI in higher education in China 

CBI superficially leads people to believe that academic success derives simply from 

language-content integration. The cultural dimension is missing or not sufficiently 
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noticed. Teachers who share the same cultural background with their students may 

develop teaching techniques on some anecdotal cases, the nature of their culture 

being taken for granted. Foreign teachers stick with their own teaching 

methodologies because cultural factors are too complex and deep-rooted for them to 

accommodate, or because they wish to bring some fresh air by introducing their 

teaching styles to a different culture. 

Awareness of cultural issues is particularly valuable since it provides a common 

ground for lecturers and students to understand each other. Domestic teachers may 

improve their teaching by reflecting on virtues and limits of traditional approaches. 

Foreign lecturers, through cultural information, may understand why students from 

different cultural settings behave and react differently in their classes. 

There are two components of this section: Chinese educational culture and the 

history of CBI in China. The former helps to establish a basic understanding of some 

factors in education in China. The latter provides a historical review of content and 

language integration in the country. 

1.8.1 Education in Chinese culture 

Flowerdew and Miller (1995) developed a framework for L2 lecturers to understand 

their students' learning behaviour in the City University of Hong Kong. The 

framework consists of ethnic culture, local culture, academic culture and disciplinary 

culture. Ethnic culture includes social-psychological factors that affect the behaviour 

of teachers and students. Local culture refers to features in the local setting which 

may be familiar to the native teachers and students but not to the foreign lecturers. 

These features include learning environment, physical location of the setting, 

administrative system and interdisciplinary relationship, etc. Academic culture 

provides infonnation about the value of a particular academic subject, peoples' 

understanding of its contribution to the society, and so on. Disciplinary culture 
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relates to norms, theories and terms contained within a specific discipline. The 

purpose ofthis section is to provide a general understanding of Chinese educational 

culture. 

1.8.1.1 Teacher as academic authority 

Chinese educational culture is influenced by Confucianism. The role of the teacher is 

highly respected. For Confucius, the teacher is as noble and respectable as one's 

spiritual leader. It is widely accepted that the teacher should be treated as the heaven, 

the earth, the emperor and the parents. There is an old saying that' a teacher for one 

day is a father for the whole life'. 

Chinese students are normally seen to hand in their homework to their teachers with 

both hands and with a slight bow. It is widely accepted that the students should stand 

when talking to the teacher with their hands at the back or on both sides of the body. 

The teacher stands for spiritual leader and academic authority to the students. The 

role of the teacher is identified as 'to propagate doctrines, to deliver knowledge and 

to resolve doubts'. Therefore, as Flowerdew and Miller (1995) argue, Chinese 

students rarely question the knowledge delivered by their teachers. 

1.8.1.2 Highly motivated academic achievement 

Academic success is highly valued in traditional Chinese culture and remains a 

significant influence on students' motivation. In old times, academic achievement of 

an individual was seen as a means to glorify the whole family member including the 

dogs and chickens. It is widely believed that the possibility of academic success can 

be enhanced by the political and financial condition of the family. For most students 

from less developed areas and those without a strong family background, higher 

education is the only path to a desirable lifestyle. 
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In this type of cultural setting, students have a very high instrumental motivation to 

learn for a good job or a sense of achievement. 

1.8.1.3 Learning as a process of knowledge receiving 

Being influenced by the previous two factors, most Chinese students play the role of 

receivers during the process of learning. Diligence is regarded as the most important 

factor for academic success. Many students spend most of the time learning almost 

everything in the course books. Rather than selecting the infonnation that is valuable, 

students are encouraged to get as much infonnation as possible by the motto 'every 

page-turning is beneficial'. 

It is unusual for students to question what is written in the books or what is said by 

their teachers. For most of them, learning is a process of receiving knowledge, 

although the knowledge they have learned mayor may be not used in their future 

career. 

1.8.1.4 Learning as a process of thinking 

Although critical thinking, i.e. questioning what to learn and how, is not emphasised 

in traditional Chinese culture, teachers seem to encourage independent and cautious 

thinking. Students are required to complete their homework with no copying and 

little discussion with their peers. 

Cautiousness is highly valued in Chinese culture. It is regarded as wise to 'think 

three times before acting' (here three means many). As commented by a lecturer in 

the United States: 
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American students start to answer a question before they know what they are going to say. 

Chinese students wait until they are sure of what they are going to say before they speak. 

That makes the American professors really mad. 

(Flowerdew & Miller, 1995: 357) 

In fact, not only the American or western professors are frustrated with their silent 

Chinese students. Chinese teachers also struggle when they wait for answers and 

questions. Most of them do not get an answer when they ask if the students have any 

problems in learning the subject. Some students keep quiet because they do not know 

where to start since they have so many questions to ask. Some feel afraid of losing 

face by asking stupid questions. Some respect their teachers so much that they tend 

to find the answer themselves rather than wasting the teachers' time. Some may tum 

to other fellow students since it is an easier way with less pressure. Some may not 

bother since the class is over and they just want to have a break. 

The four features in this section are by no means exhaustive. They reveal a small part 

of educational culture in China, which is changing every day with the development 

of the country herself. The infonnation in this section is expected to draw the 

teachers' awareness to cultural factors when developing their teaching strategies. 

1.8.2 CBI in China: a historical review 

According to Brinton and her colleagues, early CBI programmes were introduced in 

China during 1980 and 1985. The approach was conducted in some educational 

centres as a joint endeavour of University of California, Los Angeles and three 

Chinese universities in Beijing and Guangzhou (Brinton et al., 1989: 77). Bearing in 

mind that CBI refers to an approach in which a target language is used as medium to 

teach other subject matters, however, CBI started to exist in Chinese educational 

settings from the time of the Foreign Affairs Movement in the 1860s. It is the 

purpose ofthis section to provide a historical review of CBI in China between the 
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1860s and the 1890s, as well as a recent discussion of the students' and the teachers' 

reaction to CBr courses started since the 1980s. 

1.8.2.1 CBr in China during the Foreign Affairs Movement (the 1860s to the1890s) 

English language teaching started in China in the mid nineteenth century during the 

Ching Dynasty (Dzau, 1990, and Cortazzi & Jin, 1996). It was part ofthe educational 

movement in the Foreign Affairs Movement (Yang Wu Yun Dong, as it is called in 

Chinese) between the 1860s and 1890s. Foreign schools were established during this 

period. Content experts from all over the world were invited to teach in their own 

languages. Western mode of instruction was also introduced. The theme of the 

Foreign Affairs Movement (F AM) in the educational field is the teaching of 'western 

languages, western techniques, western administration and western arts' (Xia, 1992). 

Teaching modes, teaching materials, teacher resources and student population, as 

well as the settings are introduced as follows. The introduction shows that foreign 

language education in these three decades helps to establish a prototype of CBr in 

China. 

a) Educational settings 

During F AM, over 30 schools were established for advanced education in western 

language, science and military technologies. Among these schools, the most famous 

three are the Capital School of Languages (Jingshi Tongwen Guan, as it is called in 

Chinese) founded in 1862, Beiyang Western School (Beiyang Xixue Xuetang, as 

called in Chinese) founded in 1895 and the Nanyang Public School of Nan yang 

(Nanyang Gong Xue, as called in Chinese) founded in 1896. The Capital School of 

Languages is known as today's Beijing University. It was the first language school in 

China. Beiyang Western School was re-named as Beiyang University in 1896. It was 

the first university in Chinese history, and now known as Tianjin University. Finally, 

Nanyang Public School was then developed into five Jiaotong Universities in Beijing, 
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Shanghai, Xi'an, Chengdu in mainland China and XinZhu in Taiwan. Teaching and 

administration in the latter two schools followed an American mode when they were 

established. 

Another school under the powerful influence of F AM is the School of Tsinghua, 

which now enjoys world fame as Tsinghua University. The school was established in 

1911. English-medium instruction was the tradition of this school. The original aim 

was to prepare students for academic courses in the universities in the United States 

(http://www.news.tsinghua.edu.cn). 

b) Teaching modes 

Integration of language and content teaching during F AM experienced a process 

from a language-oriented approach to an adjunct mode. At the initial stage, teaching 

in F AM schools aimed to provide the government with interpreters and translators in 

various content fields. However, this was not always the case. Foreign languages 

were used as medium in content classes in South China during the same period. For 

example, in a school named Tang Yi Ju, run by the bureau of navigational affairs in 

Mawei, Fujian Province, English and French lessons were provided concurrently 

with content subjects such as shipbuilding and engine designing, etc. 

With the further development of diplomacy and foreign trade, increasing attention 

was paid to natural science and military technology. Foreign scholars in chemistry, 

astronomy, calculus and shipbuilding, etc. were invited to teach in their own 

languages including French, Russian, German and English. Some language courses 

were offered to help students understand the L2 subject matter classes. This teaching 

mode is similar to Brinton et al. 's adjunct model. Content learning carries more 

weight in teaching. As claimed by Ferguson (cited in The History of Jiaoto ng 

University, 1986), who was once the administrator of Nan yang Public School, the 

(English) teaching in Nanyang Public School was not to encourage the mastery of 
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(English) language, but to facilitate students' reading and writing in their (content) 

study. 

c) Teaching Materials 

Since most content subjects during FAM were new to the traditional Chinese system, 

there was hardly any content teaching material written in students' L1. Two types of 

content materials were brought by foreign scholars: original content course books 

produced for students in western countries and content materials developed by 

content experts in a foreign language to Chinese students. 

In Nanyang Public School, for example, all the teaching materials used for high 

school and college-level education, including reference books, were imported from 

the United States. Materials for English language courses were the original course 

books used in the United Kingdom. As argued by two American professors, Sheldon 

and Vanderbreak, who taught Electrical Engineering and Civil Engineering in 

Nanyang Public School, the four years of study in Nanyang Public School provided a 

smooth access for Chinese students to receive further (Master's degree) education in 

the United States (The History of Jiaotong University, 1986). 

Some teacher-developed materials were also used for university level education in 

Nanyang Public School. Examples ofthis kind of materials are Materials of 

Construction and Experiments in the Material Testing Laboratory composed by 

Professor Pulver and Experiment Instruction in Electrical Measurements and 

Dynamo-electric Machinery and Notes on D. C. Machines written by Professor 

Sheldon and Professor Thompson. Domestic professors also took part in the 

development of course materials. However, these materials were also written in 

English as a foreign language to students, for example, Notes on Engineering 

Chemistry by Professor Xu Mingcai, and Railway Mechanical Engineering by 

Professor Yong etc. 
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d) Teacher resources and student population 

During FAM, most teachers were visiting scholars from the western countries such as 

France, Russia and the United States. They taught language courses and academic 

subjects in their own languages. High payment was one of the main attractions to the 

foreign scholars. There was a great difference in the salary between domestic and 

foreign teaching staff. In the Capital School of Languages, for example, foreign 

lecturers were paid over 10 times more than domestic teachers (Xia, 1992). 

At the beginning stage ofFAM, as described previously, language was the main 

purpose in most modem schools. Therefore, only young learners under the age of 

fifteen and with high level intelligence were selected to study in language schools. 

Thirty teenage learners were sent by the government to study in the United States 

every year between 1872 and 1875. With the increasing cognitive demands of 

content study in the integrative classes, the age of learners was expanded to twenty, 

and later to over thirty (Xia, 1992). These students later became nationally and 

internationally well-known for their excellence in the field of foreign language 

education and other academic domains. 

It can be seen that at the early stage of content-based teaching in China, most CBI 

teachers were native speakers of the target language. The language was learned 

during the process of the subject matter study, and eventually used as a tool for 

academic and professional achievement. 

When the advocates ofFAM lost their political power, foreign language teaching and 

the employment of foreign lecturers encountered a sharp decline. The condition 

remained with little change until the open policy of the Chinese government in the 

late 1970s. 
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1.8.2.2 The wave of CBI since the 1980s 

In the late 1970s and early 1980s, some education centres were established as a joint 

endeavour of University of California, Los Angeles and three Chinese universities in 

Beijing and Guangzhou (Brinton et al., 1989: 77). A number of visiting scholars as 

native English speakers were invited to teach the language and subject matter courses. 

CBI models were thus introduced into the Chinese educational system. 

These models brought some fresh air in language education in China since some 

content knowledge including western culture were introduced and integrated through 

the CBI approach. However, much effort was needed for effective team-teaching. As 

commented by Brinton et al. (1989: 83), "the main burden for maintaining the 

effectiveness of the teams has fallen to the American teachers. The Chinese teachers 

have not been entirely equal partners on the team". Brinton and her co-workers 

attribute the Chinese teachers' inactive and inadequate involvement to lack of 

language confidence and lower payment compared with the American experts. 

Cultural and economic factors should be considered as the main reasons for the 

Chinese teachers' modest participation in the team. These factors are further 

explained in the following three paragraphs. 

Chinese teachers, no matter how high their English language level is, may not 

consider themselves linguistically proficient when compared with American teachers. 

They may play the role of learners rather than teachers or partners especially when 

the courses focus more on language skills. Even as learners, these Chinese teachers 

may not have as much practice opportunity as the students. According to educational 

culture in China, teachers should know more than students. Therefore, it is regarded 

as losing face if the teachers make mistakes in class. Chinese teachers may be more 

cautious when they regard themselves as models of teachers in the country. 
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Different economical treatment between the American and the Chinese teachers may 

be another reason for their unequally shared workload. Although the foreign teachers 

may not have been paid ten times more than their Chinese colleagues in the 1980s, 

their salary was much higher than the nonnal income standard in China. At that time, 

China was not as developed as in the twenty-first century. However, the Chinese 

government had to pay reasonably high salaries to teachers from developed countries 

so they can keep a similar living standard as in their own countries. 

There has been an enonnous change after nearly three decades. The world has 

witnessed rapid political and economic development in China. English has received 

an increasing importance due to its wide use in international communication, so that 

English language teaching is now much more use-oriented (Hu, 2002). There is a 

stronger link between English learning and academic success. 

1.8.2.3 CBI in the twenty-first century 

Fonnal English language education starts in the third year of primary education and 

English is learned as an independent subject. While traditional grammar-translation 

remains the main approach to language learning, the language classes in primary and 

intennediate settings tend to be more communicative. That means students are 

regarded as the centre of education and they need more opportunities to practise the 

language. There is increasing popularity of language and content integration in 

further (i.e. colleges) and higher (i.e. universities) education in China. English for 

specific purposes and English-medium subject teaching are the two main fonns. 

In 2001, an official announcement on English-medium subject matter instruction was 

made by the Ministry of Education in China (document No.4 of the Ministry of 

Education, China). According to the official report, English-medium instruction 

should be conducted in mainstream classrooms, especially in highly technical 

subjects, such as bio-technology, infonnation technology and those in the financial 
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and legal fields. It is expected that in three years time, up to ten per cent of university 

subject courses are to be taught through the medium of English. 

CBI in higher level education in China is introduced in chapter three as a general 

background of the case study ofCBI in Wuhan Law College. The introduction is 

from three aspects: course materials, teachers' preparation and the participants' 

reaction. 

Summary 

It has been the aim of this chapter to develop a thorough understanding of CBI before 

the effectiveness of the approach in further education in China is evaluated as the 

final purpose of this research project. 

The first section of this chapter introduces a collection of definitions of CBI from 

various aspects. Some definitions focus on the intertwining relationship between 

content and language (e.g. Mohan, 1986). Some locate the concept in school settings, 

where content is referred to as subject matter in the regular curriculum (e.g. Snow 

and Brinton, 1997). Some view the concept ofCBI as rather complex (e.g. Stryker 

and Leaver, 1997). There also exists a viewpoint that CBI leads the learners from 

learning language for its own sake to using the language as a way of gaining access 

to subject information (e.g. Crandall and Kaufman, 2002). 

A working definition of CBI applying to the CBI programme at WLC is that CBI is 

an approach in which the teaching is focused on a subject matter. The target language 

is the main medium of instruction, while L1 is used to facilitate classroom teaching 

and communication. During the course, students are expected to develop their 

content-related target language proficiency and to achieve academic success. 

The dual involvement of language and content in CBI classes addresses distinctions 
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between CBI and other language and content integrated approaches. An in-depth 

discussion about the links and differences between CBI and EAP, L2 content 

teaching, bilingual education is conducted as the second and the third sections of this 

chapter. There is also a discussion of methodology, including grammar-translation 

and task-based approach. The discussion points to the working definition of CBI in 

this chapter: language and content are the dual focus of the approach, both L1 and L2 

may be used as the medium of instruction in CBI classes. 

As an approach supported by many fundamental theories and practices in language 

education (see sections four and five in this chapter), CBI has many advantages (see 

section six). The main advantages ofthis integrative approach lie in the enhanced 

motivation for language learning, increased opportunities of language exposure and 

practice, focused instruction on learners' needs and improved instructional efficiency 

resulting from integrated learning. The most distinctive advantages of CBI may be its 

strength in enhanced student motivation and practice opportunities. The dual 

involvement oflanguage and content in CBI also encounters considerable challenges 

in reality. Section seven of this chapter introduces eight challenging issues suggested 

by Stoller (2004). These issues are summarised as problems in teacher development, 

teaching methods, course materials and assessment. 

The last section of this chapter provides a historical review of CBI as well as some 

educational culture in China. It is hoped that the introduction provide a fundamental 

background for a further discussion of the advantages and challenges of CBI through 

a case study at WLC. 
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Chapter 2 Methodology 

Introduction 

It is the purpose of this chapter to discuss the methodology applied to my research 

project. As argued by Bell (1999), research objectives decide the particular 

methodology used in a research project. Therefore, I shall recall my research 

questions before the discussion of the research methods. 

Six questions are to be tackled and answered in and after my fieldwork. Respectively, 

they are as follows: 

1. Is CBI an appropriate methodology for WLC as a further education college 

and, by extension, for other specialist further education/colleges in China? 

2. How effective is CBI in developing WLC students' EFL proficiency? 

3. How and how much do CBI courses contribute to WLC students' content 

mastery? 

4. How effective is CBI in developing WLC students' cognitive skills? 

5. What kind of reaction does a CBI programme elicit from content teachers in 

WLC? 

6. What kind of reaction does a CBI programme elicit from other language 

teachers in WLC? 

Among these six questions, the first one is the core of my research project. It is to be 

answered on the basis of the results of the other five questions. Questions 2 to 4 aim 

to evaluate the effectiveness ofCBI on WLC (Wuhan Law College) students' 

linguistic, academic and cognitive development. Answers to questions 5 and 6 may 

reveal the impact of CBI on language and content teachers in WLC. 

These questions derive from my attempt to introduce the CBI approach to college 
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level education in China. According to my teaching experience in Wuhan Law 

College in China, students are more enthusiastic in EFL learning when some law 

information is integrated in language classes. Therefore I started this research 

believing that content-based instruction (CBI) may be appropriate in WLC. However, 

the appropriateness of CBI in WLC cannot be evaluated unless the approach is 

applied in the actual setting. In the mean time, this new approach may elicit different 

attitude and reactions from teachers and students. A fair judgement of this approach 

can only be achieved when both the teachers and the students are highly motivated 

and actively involved as major participants in the CBI practice. 

Although a case study is not a research method itself, it is an appropriate 

teacher-generated approach (McDonough & McDonough, 1997: 203). The case 

study is adopted as an approach in my field work since it helps to explain 'what I did' 

in order to evaluate the effectiveness of CBI in WLC. Action research is introduced 

as the character of my field research and it helps to explain 'how I did it'. Being 

involved in the CBI programme in WLC as a teacher and coordinator, I have the 

opportunities to reflect on the development of the programme and modify procedures 

in CBI classes. This process makes my field work more action research-oriented. 

Section one of this chapter introduces the case study as an approach to evaluate the 

effectiveness of CBI in WLC. Validity, reliability and generalizability are also 

discussed. Section two is an attempt to characterise action research. In this section, I 

chose a series of reflective procedures to evaluate the effectiveness of CBI through 

contextualized practice. The rationale behind this practice is that a theoretical 

approach in education can be understood, criticised and developed through 

educational practice itself. To make this practice a productive process, self-reflection 

is always needed. Section three demonstrates the procedures of implementing a CBI 

research programme in WLC. The procedures reflect a spiral cycle of action research. 

The final section of this chapter introduced other methods applied in my research. 

These methods include interviews, questionnaires and personal communications etc. 
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2.1 Case study as an approach to my field work 

As argued by McDonough and McDonough (1997: 203), a case study is not in itself 

a research method. Instead, it employs methods for various research purposes. Case 

studies are regarded as the most appropriate approach for teacher-generated research. 

This is because, according to Simons (1987: 72), studies of single cases enable 

teachers to appreciate descriptions of individual situations in education and relate 

them to their own teaching practice. 

2.1.1 Categorisations of case study 

There are different types of case study. According to Cohen et al. (2000: 185), a case 

study can be based on hours of structured participant observational materials (e.g. 

Acker, 1990, cited in Cohen et al., 2000) or on years of unstructured 

non-participation observation (e.g. Boulton, 1992, cited in Cohen et al., 2000). From 

the outcome of the study, case studies can be classified as exploratory, descriptive 

and explanatory (Yin, quoted in Hitchcock and Hughes, 1995 and cited by 

McDonough and McDonough, 2000). According to the purposes of the study, Stake 

(1995, cited in McDonough and McDonough, 2000) argues that there are three types 

of case studies: intrinsic (the study is focused on a single student, course or school), 

extrinsic (the study is based on data collected from a group of teachers, students or 

schools) and instrumental (the study on something with the purpose of explaining 

something else, e.g. illustrating students' development by examining the teacher's 

performance). 

Concerning my research project, the case refers to a two-month CBI programme in 

WLC. There are two reasons for choosing WLC as the context of my research. The 

first reason is related to Simons' (1987: 66) statement that "case studies must not 

only be based on actual schools, they must report authentic situations". In my case 

study, the authentic report is based on a thorough understanding of the setting. I have 
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been teaching English in WLC for nine years, and was head of the English 

department between 2000 and 2003. This experience enables me to understand the 

background and development ofWLC. It also provides access to little known 

infonnation about WLC. In other words, I am familiar with the administrative 

structure ofWLC and able to receive infonnation from relevant departments. 

The other reason for conducting my case study in WLC concerns Simons' statement 

that "the case-study must not only be authentic and detailed ... it must also be 

rigorously accurate and impartial" (1987: 67). Many years of working experience in 

WLC, as well as a good interpersonal relationship with other staff, enables me to 

receive full support, including detailed infonnation about the teaching staff, 

administration, local culture and student population, etc. Accuracy of the data and 

infonnation is guaranteed through frequent contact with teachers and students during 

the programme. Follow-up infonnation is also accessible through continuous contact 

with WLC after the CBI programme. All the above contribute to an impartial report 

on my case study. 

There are different types of case studies. As mentioned earlier in this section, case 

studies are identified as exploratory, descriptive and explanatory by Yin, or 

descriptive, interpretative and evaluative by Merriam (both quoted in Hitchcock & 

Hughes, 1995). My case study seems to be the combination of exploratory, 

descriptive, interpretative/explanatory and evaluative. It is exploratory because CBI 

has not previously been practised in WLC. The programme is more likely a pilot 

study and many elements including course schedule and credibility are subject to 

further development. It is descriptive because the case study provides a detailed 

introduction of the contextual background and the process of the programme in WLC. 

It is interpretative because the case study aims to establish a better understanding of 

the CBI approach and to seek for an appropriate CBI model for college level 

education in China. Finally, the case study is evaluative since the CBI programme in 

WLC is conducted in order to assess the effectiveness of CBI against the cultural and 
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educational background in China. 

WLC represents college level education in China because it shares with other 

colleges curriculum prescribed by the central government. Therefore, in a sense, case 

studies in any Chinese college can be representative. CBI programme in WLC may 

provide valuable infonnation and implications about applying the approach to other 

Chinese colleges. However, no two colleges are completely the same. The approach 

should be adopted by other college teachers through adaptation and accommodation, 

which are components of action research. 

2.1.2 Methods used in the case study 

As mentioned in the previous section, the case study of CBI in WLC combines 

features of many types of case studies. It is exploratory, descriptive and evaluative. 

Many research methods are used to study the CBI case in WLC in order to gather as 

much infonnation as possible so as to increase the validity and credibility of the 

research. Data collected through these methods are either qualitative or quantitative. 

A piece of action research, which is introduced later in this chapter, is applied to 

characterize the case study approach. The fonner introduces 'what I did' and the 

latter explained 'how I did it'. Methods introduced in this section may overlap those 

introduced in the cycles of action research. In order to avoid over-repetition, this 

section focuses on research methods such as observation, diaries and reports etc. The 

use of other methods including questionnaires and interviews for the case study are 

illustrated later in section 2.4. 

2.1.2.1 Descriptive observation 

Naturalistic and descriptive observation is regarded by Cohen and Manion (1989: 

125) as central to every case study. In my case study, observation takes place in CBI 
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classes as a natural setting. 

The naturalistic observation (Cohen et aI., 2000: 310) is applied as the main type of 

observation in the CBI programme in WLC. Students are at the centre of the 

observation. The three CBI team teachers, the two law lecturers and I, observe 

students' facial expression, sometimes as participants and sometimes as 

non-participants, to see if the knowledge introduced by the teacher is comfortably 

accepted or is above the general level of students' ability. The result is discussed at 

the CBI team meetings in order to improve the teaching effect. 

CBI teachers also participate in students' activities to facilitate or assess student 

development. They pay attention to students' performance in group discussion. They 

may either adjust the teaching spontaneously according to students' reactions or 

discuss it at team meetings. Information acquired through observation may also be 

confirmed with programme students through informal conversation. 

2.1.2.2 Narrative and analytic diaries 

The case study in WLC is exploratory since it is more likely a pilot study for further 

practice and research (McDonough and McDonough, 1997: 206). A large amount of 

work needs to be done for the smooth progress of the CBI programme, including 

seeking political, financial and academic support. In the light of classroom 

observation, teacher-student conversation and team meetings, etc. procedures and 

teaching modes during the programme are under continuous modification. A record 

needs to be kept for the purposes of teaching and research. 

Programme diaries and course reports are contributed by the language teachers and 

students in WLC. Programme students are required to keep a leamer's diary 

(McDonough and McDonough, 1997: 127-130), informing of what they have learned 

every day from the CBI classes. They also need to submit a study report everyone or 
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two weeks, depending on their overall workload. These diaries and reports are in 

most cases narrative, recalling the gains and expressing the commitment to hard 

work. 

As a teacher and researcher in the CBI programme, I keep work diaries after each 

CBI class, recording and reflecting on the teaching procedures, other teachers' 

comment and suggestions, as well as students' progress. This type of diary is 

classified by McDonough and McDonough (1997: 131) as the teacher's diary. I also 

keep a memorandum of each CBI team meeting. These diaries and memoranda are 

both narrative and analytic. On the one hand, they provide an insightful view of what 

has happened in CBI classes as well as the impact of CBI on the. participants. On the 

other hand, feedbacks from teachers and students are to be analysed carefully before 

group decisions are made. Communication with the programme students and team 

meeting are aimed to reduce the 'subjectivity' (McDonough and McDonough, 2000: 

135) of the diaries and memoranda. It is hoped that modified teaching modes and 

procedures based on the feedback may largely encourage students' engagement in the 

teaching programme and research project. 

The two law lecturers are also asked to compose course reports at the end of the CBI 

programme. The reports need to record the programme students' development in the 

content area and analyse if the development is related to the CBI approach in the 

programme. The two law lecturers are also asked to reflect on their own development 

during the CBI programme concerning language and content integration in teaching 

practice. The main reason for requiring only one programme report from the content 

teachers is due to their heavy workload in teaching their own courses, attending CBI 

team meetings and other valuable contributions to the programme. 

2.1.2.3 Follow-up information collection through online contact 

The two-month CBI programme is successful due to the combined effort from the 
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administration, teaching staff and the students. However, the time limit may leave the 

participants with an impression that the research programme is conducted for the 

sake of research alone. In other words, the teacher and student participants may 

interpret the research as a process that starts with data collection and finishes with 

conclusions based on data analysis. Most programme students hoped that they have 

provided adequate information for my research at the end-of-programme discussion. 

In order to clarify that the aim of my research is to improve the teaching practice, I 

keep contact with some programme students and teachers of their free will. E-mail 

and online chat are the two main forms of contact after I came back to Southampton 

University from WLC to continue my research project. The contact has three 

functions: it helps to establish a better understanding of infonnation that has been 

collected during the programme. Some missing information can be re-collected 

through online contact. In addition, it provides an opportunity to update the 

infonnation about the on-going impact of CBI in WLC. Very importantly, the 

follow-up contact indicates that teaching practice is consistently the centre of my 

research. 

The use of these methods is illustrated along with the introduction to the action 

research in the following sections. Other methods including questionnaires and 

interviews are introduced in detail in section 2.4. 

2.2 Action research as character of my field work 

By using WLC as a case, I attempt to study the effectiveness of CBI. I am involved 

in the case study not only as the researcher, but also as a teacher in CBI classes. 

During the CBI programme in WLC, I reflect on experience in each CBI class and 

seek an appropriate teaching mode for an effective CBI in WLC. This process 

resembles characteristics of action research. In a sense, action research is a 

significant part of my research. 
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2.2.1 Concept and characteristics of action research 

Stenhouse (1975) is one ofthe earliest advocates of action research in the United 

Kingdom. He argues that teachers should carry out research on the basis of their own 

classrooms because 

The uniqueness of each classroom setting implies that any proposal even at school level-

needs to be tested and verified and adapted by each teacher in his own classroom. The ideal 

is that the curricular specifications should feed a teacher's personal research and 

development programmes through which he is increasing his own understanding of his own 

work and hence bettering his teaching. 

(Stenhouse, 1975: 143) 

The idea of teachers' studying their own work is developed by Donald Schon's (1983) 

theory of reflective practice. As he claims, "when someone reflects-in-action, he 

becomes a researcher in the practice context" (1983: 68). 

Without disagreeing that a teacher can also be a researcher, some researchers see 

teaching and researching as entities oftwo distinctive fields. As argued by Brumfit 

and MitcheH (1989: 10), for example, 'research is a type of contemplation ... while 

teaching is a type of action'. 

Researchers like Brumfit and Mitchell (1989) might view teaching and research as 

belonging to different behavioural dimensions. The former involves more action 

while the latter is more thought- demanding. However, there is a tight link between 

teaching and research. On the one hand, research is valueless if its result cannot be 

used to explain, evaluate and improve teaching practice. On the other hand, any 

teaching is a process of introducing, applying and assessing research product. 

Despite the hot debate on action and research, the term action research is neither a 

conventional type of research, nor is it a pure action. It 'juxtaposes' and 
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'amalgamates' action and research by emphasising that "reflecting on action allows 

the development of a critical distance from the real-time action itself' (McDonough 

& McDonough, 1997: 22). In this sense, action research is rather a principle or 

methodology for practical development. The teacher can only develop his or her 

teaching practice by continuous reflection on the process and outcome of each class. 

Standing on the common ground that action research is a type of reflective practice 

aiming at improvement of the practice, action research advocates such as Elliot 

(1991), Kemmis (1993), and McNiff (2002), etc. view its character from different 

aspects. 

Viewing action research as a process of reflective practice with practical 

improvement as its product, Elliot (1991: 51) argues the ethical and philosophical as 

characteristics of action research. It is ethical because the aim of action research 

reflects one's interpretation in the value of the improved practice. It is philosophical 

because the means to improve the practice indicates one's practical philosophy. 

A definition of action research given by Kemmis and McTaggart (1988: 5) and 

Kemmis (1993: 177) summarises three central characteristics: it is self-reflective, 

practical and collaborative (1993: 186). Action research is seen as a learning process 

involving a self-reflective spiral of 'planning, acting, observing, and reflecting' (1993: 

178). According to Kemmis, 

Action research is a form of self-reflective enquiry undertaken by participants in social 

(including educational) situations in order to improve the rationality and justice of (a) 

their own social or educational practices, (b) their understanding of these practices, and 

(c) the situations in which the practices are carried out. 

(Kemmis, 1993: 177) 

Self-reflection is therefore the first characteristic of action research. An action 
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researcher is meanwhile a practitioner. In other words, there is no distinction between 

the researcher and the practitioner. Teachers study their own teaching and learn from 

their own experience. This process of self-reflection is also continuous and 

developmental. As seen by McNiff (2002: 13), there is always achievement, but there 

is never a final result. "A final result does not exist. We are always on the move". 

A second character of action research is that it is practical. Rather than research 

about practice, action research is practice itself. The topic or objective ofthis 

research derives from problems in one's personal experience. These problems are to 

be solved by the change, adjustment and evaluation of one's own practice. 

Although action research is research into one's own practice, it is rarely conducted 

individually. Collaboration is the third character of action research. The practice of 

action research is always related to and reflected by other people as participants or 

outsiders. Collaboration helps to enhance the credibility and validity of action 

research outcomes (Bums, 1999). The outcome, as well as the process of action 

research as practice, may influence other people's practice. It is from this aspect that 

McNiff (2002) claims personal and social values of action research. At a personal 

level, action research provides a new aspect ofteachers' practice. It involves an 

innovative process of doing, reflecting, adjusting and improving. At a social level, 

action research invites collaborative participants. The process and product may 

therefore influence others' behaviour and attitude. 

There are a number of definitions of action research, while different approaches to 

action research are applied for different purposes. In the field of education, action 

research is seen as 'any inquiry teachers undertake to understand their own practice' 

(McCutcheon and Jung, 1990: 144). The purpose of educational action research is for 

the teachers to improve their own practice. As argued by Cohen and Manion (1994: 

192), this improvement can only be achieved through changing their attitude and 

behaviour, since these action researchers play roles not only as teachers but also as 
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inquirers or researchers during the process. This process may also bring about 

changes among their students. 

The three characteristics of action research extend the role of the professional teacher 

as potential educational researcher. The spiral cycles in action research bear 

considerable resemblance to Wallace's (1998: 13-4) framework of inquiry-based 

professional development. This inquiry can only be categorized as research when it 

involves systematic data collection and analysis. As argued by McDonough and 

McDonough (1997: 23), 'reflecting is the basis for research, not the research itself'. 

However, it is reasonable to say that a teacher is on the way to research when an 

action research project is carried out. 

2.2.2 My action research as a reflective practice-theory cycle 

I came across the tenn of action research when I was doing my MA research methods 

courses. However, it was during the process of my field practice that I started to 

obtain further understanding of the three central characteristics of action research, 

respectively self-reflection, practicality, and collaboration. 

First of all, my research is self-reflective because it follows a spiral of 

action-reflection cycles (see McNiff, 2002: 40-41). The cycle of planning, acting, 

observing and reflecting in my field research programme is illustrated in the next 

section. To be brief in this section, I would prefer to name it a self-reflective 

practice-theory cycle. This is because the process of my research reflects the 

relationship between practice and theory. 

The relationship between practice and theory has been referred to as the chicken-egg 

cycle. As seen by McNiff (2002: 35), "theory is lived in practice and practice 

becomes a fonn ofliving theory". In my case, as far as CBI is concerned, the 

research follows a sequential framework of my EFL teaching practice in WLC- CBI 
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theory - my CBI practice in WLC- my WLC-specific CBI procedures. Self-reflection 

occurs within the practice-theory sequences. The aim is to identify the issues in the 

practice and solve them so as to improve the practice. A sample cycle is presented 

below as in table 2.1. 

Practice: Traditional approaches have been applied in my EFL 

classes in WLC. These approaches seem to be appropriate since: 

-=:::::---,J L'----=_ -------Reflection: 1. there seems to be something missing. What has 

been learned is much less than what has been taught. What has 

been taught is scarcely what is used for real life needs. 

2. Subject matter related language items seem to be more 

interesting to the students. They pick these items up quickly and 

are more willing to use them. 

Theory: The integration of English language and content 

knowledge may be a better approach. 
r-------------------~ 

Practice: After conducted a wide literature review on CBI, I carried 

out the integrative content-language programme in WLC. 

Reflection: 1. CBI procedures should be adjusted and modified 

continuously during the programme. 

2. Data are to be collected and analysed during and after the 

programme. 

A new cycle of theory- (reflection) - practice - (reflection) starts. 

Table 2.1 My CBI practice-theory cycle 
(loosely based on McNiff, 2002) 

Although I seem to play the central role in the self-reflective cycles, the whole 

process is by no means an individual practice. Collaboration also fits into my 
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research programme. Each phase of self-reflection involves evaluation and decision 

making. It is dangerous to make a decision on my own judgement. Cooperation of 

other inside participants and outside observers is crucial. 

Collaboration exists throughout the whole process of my field research. It is the 

research into my own practice. It is, in a way, personal, but by no means isolated. 

Modifications and changes at each stage of the programme have reflected the power 

of group decision and serious consideration of the students' reaction. Evaluation of 

the programme is also based on group judgement and students' improvement. 

Participation of students and co-workers is a key element for the completion, if not 

success, of my research. 

My field research is also practical. First of all, it derives from my professional 

concern. Research questions related to this concern can only be answered through 

practice. Secondly, the aim of this research is to improve my educational practice. 

Thirdly, my role as a participant also makes my research as a practice rather than 

about the practice. Last by not least, the collaborative character of my research may 

create practical value. For the student and teacher participants, this research is also a 

process of learning through experiencing. 

Finally, since my field practice of CBI is conducted in WLC, it may not be possible 

to generalise the data and outcomes of the research outside of Wuhan Law College. 

Therefore, it echoes a fourth character of action research added by McDonough and 

McDonough, i.e. context-specific (1997: 27). Nonetheless, some social values are 

also expected. It is hoped that the CBI programme in WLC can be applied to more 

language classes in college level education settings in China and other EFL contexts. 

Characteristics of action research are embedded in the process of action research 

itself. The next section illustrates my action research framework in practice. The 

overall design of the framework matches the spiral of 'planning, acting, observing 
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and reflecting'. 

2.3 Action research in action: Implementation of my CBI programme 

This section focuses on reflection on my action research. It is found that elements of 

spiral cycle in action research comprise a developmental progress. However, these 

elements do not occur in a strictly linear order, and the stages are not rigidly 

separated from one another. For example, reflecting, planning and observing may 

take place during action. The concurrent existence of these elements can be seen in 

the framework of my action research. 

2.3.1 Procedures of the CBI research in WLC 

My research starts with general planning about how to carry out a CBI programme in 

WCL and the expected outcome of the programme. Self-reflection is conducted 

concerning my teaching experience and the situation in WLC. Following the stage of 

general plan, more preparatory work is carried out for a smooth implementation of 

the CBI programme in WLC. The pre-implementation includes planning the 

implementation, action for administrative and academic support and reflection on 

received data and information. The implementation and post-implementation stages 

involve the cycle of action, observation and reflection. However, further recurrence 

of the cycle happens during the implementation of the programme. A brief glance of 

the procedures of my action research is as shown in table 2.2, which is followed by a 

detailed explanation. 
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General planning (based on self-reflection of my 

teaching experience and situation in WLC) 
r-~--~--------~ ------

Pre-implementation: 

planning ~ action ---.. reflection 

Implementation: a recursive process of 

action-' observation---+ reflection---+ planning 

I I -- ---
Post-implementation: 

action ~ observation ~ reflection 

Table 2.2 Procedures of the CBr action research in WLC 
(loosely based on Kemmis, 1993) 

2.3.1.1 General planning 

As the first step of the spiral framework of action research, a general plan is made on 

the basis of my teaching experiences as well as the situation in WLC. The result of 

self-reflection detennines the design of my research. 

My experience includes the following factors: 

• r had a rich experience in English language learning, and r was, and indeed 

still am, learning it for personal and professional purposes. 

• r had been teaching in Wuhan Law College (WLC) for nine years and 

maintained good relationships with administrative and teaching staff in WLC. 

• The students' feedback on my EFL classes was always positive, but r was not 

satisfied with my teaching because 
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.. My students' general English proficiency remained low, and they seldom had 

the chance to use the English language in their real life. 

.. I believed the combination of English language learning with law study 

would be beneficial, although the integrative teaching could be challenging to 

teachers and students. 

The background of the action research, i.e. what I know about the situation in WLC 

and about content-language integration in general, is that: 

.. There was always a dramatic increase in students' interest and attention to 

law-related English language items. 

.. No formal content-language integration was conducted in WLC. 

.. CBI has been adopted by some universities in China, and the number is 

increasing remarkably. 

On the basis of the reflection above, a general plan of my research is designed: 

.. Conducting a wide literature review on the integrative approach of content 

and language; 

.. Carrying out an analysis of students' needs in WLC; 

.. Undertaking a practical innovation using CBI in Wuhan Law College; 

.. Developing a CBI model appropriate for WLC students; 
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• Evaluating the CBI practice in WLC through systematic data collection and 

analysis; and 

• Developing a better understanding of CBI and identifying problems with the 

CBI approach for further professional practice. 

As can be seen, the phase of planning involves self-reflecting, which can be related 

to one's pervious action and observation. It is not difficult to understand that the 

interplay of planning, acting, observing, and reflecting may take place in each step of 

the overall plan, either collectively or selectively. 

To provide an insight into this interplay, I shall use my CBI practice in WLC as an 

example of an action research cycle. 

2.3.1.2 Implementing the CBI programme in WLC 

As part of my overall plan, a piece of action research is conducted in WLC. In this 

process, spiral cycles playa central role, with the possible co-existence of 'planning, 

acting, observing, and reflecting' (Kemmis, 1993: 178) in each step of the cycle (See 

table 2.1). Other approaches such as questionnaires, interviews, field-notes, and 

diaries, etc. are used before, during, and after implementation of CBI practice. The 

following action-reflection sequences offer an example of action research in WLC as 

a micro-context. 

a) PRE-IMPLEMENTATION 

Planning 

• A positive enviromnent needs to be prepared for my CBI programme. 

• A survey should be carried out about information and materials that are already 
available and lacking. (Reflection) 
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• Approaches and access to participants, collaboration and infonnation, etc. 

demand thorough consideration. (Reflection for further planning and acting) 

Action 

• Fonnal and infonnal contacts with administrative staff are made for political and 

financial support for the CBI programme. 

• Questionnaires (see Appendix IV) are distributed to the WLC students. The 

purpose is to gain infonnation on learners' needs. The pre-implementation data 

are to be compared with those collected after the CBI programme. 

Questionnaires are collected by the CBI teachers in person. Simultaneous 

conversations with the students take place during the collection. (Reflection and 

observation involved) 

• Questionnaires (see Appendix V) are distributed to teaching staff in WLC in 

order to evaluate teachers' attitude to CBI before the programme. Follow-up 

interviews are conducted for further infonnation. (Reflection and observation 

required) 

• Interviews with teachers in other colleges and universities in Wuhan (see 

Appendices III and VI) are conducted. The purpose is to learn related knowledge 

and infonnation from teachers with experience in CBI. (Reflection and 

observation demanded) 

• Data collected need to be analysed immediately and collaboratively with 

participants. 

(No observation in this cycle) 
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Reflection 

• What lessons and suggestions should be learned from the implementation of CBI 

in other colleges and universities? 

• Are there any specific factors in the WLC context? What are they? How are 

these factors going to affect my CBI practice? 

• What else is needed before the first CBI class in WLC? (Planningfor further 

action, with reflection involved) 

These cycles take place before implementation of the CBI programme in WLC. The 

following cycle starts with the first CBI class. Acting is the first step in the cycle. 

b) IMPLEMENTATION 

Action 

• The first unit (see Appendix VIII for course materials, lesson plan and teacher 

diary entries, etc.) of English for the Legal Profession (Dong & Zhao, 1997) is 

introduced in English by me as a language teacher. The teacher's talking speed 

and difficulty of the language used is adjusted according to students' reaction. 

(Observation and reflection involved) 

• A summary of unit one rs given in Chinese by one of my collaborators, a lecturer 

from the law faculty, while I am listening. (Action, observation and reflection 

employed) 
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Observing 

• Students show great interest in this new teaching model. They pay great attention 

to the class and engage actively in various activities. 

• Students try to remember all the new words in the text written in English. 

• Chinese is still the dominant language in group discussion. (Reflection initiated) 

Reflection 

• Why do students' reactions to the first CBI class differ greatly from the teachers' 

expectation? For example, many students drop out of the programme afterwards, 

complaining that the course is too difficult. 

(Action: A set of formal contacts with collaborators are carried out for a group 

decision. Reflection initiated) 

• The low level of students' English language proficiency is still the main problem 

in the class. In spite of the Chinese educational culture which may shed some 

light on the students' quietness in most subject classes, Should we be more 

tolerant towards students' silence in CBI courses? Or should some immediate 

change be made to encourage students' active engagement? 

(A new cycle of planning, acting, observing, and reflection initiated) 

• How can an updated judgement ofthe students' development in language and 

content abilities be made? Can the law lecturers help with the assessment? 

Should the students have more say? 
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Planning 

III Without hindering students' content development, some effort should be made to 

facilitate students' language mastery. 

(Reflection on my language teaching needed) 

III Students are to be required to keep study diaries, preferably in English. 

III More attention should be paid to programme students' perfonnance in law 

classes. 

Action 

III English oral presentation is made compulsory for students. Suggestions are 

given for them to search for relevant language and content support before the 

class. 

III Background content knowledge and infonnation are introduced in Chinese 

before English-medium content teaching. 

III English language items are introduced along with their use in the content area. 

III Adjustment in language speed and difficulty is made according to students' 

reaction. (Observation applied) 

Observation 

III Students seem more comfortable in class. (Reflection started for further 

planning) 
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.. Students show more enthusiasm since they are being treated as participants in 

the research project as a whole. 

.. Teachers from other content departments ask to attend CBI classes. 

.. Suggestions are given by teacher attendants that direct feedback and comments 

be offered on students' oral presentation. 

Reflection 

.. Due to the frequent adjustment and modification of CBI procedures, a work 

diary should be kept. 

.. Group meetings should always welcome students' attendance and their opinions 

should be taken into account in decision making. 

.. Content teachers' feedback is extremely valuable. So is the students'. How can 

the information channel be broadened? 

(Another cycle started involving planning, action, observation, and reflection) 

c) POST-IMPLEMENTATION 

The cycle continues throughout my CBI practice. The sequences of cycles illustrate 

the development in my thinking and action. This development is based on continuous 

interaction with other teachers and students as participants in the research. A 

WLC-specific CBI model is established as the result oftearn effort. 

In order to evaluate the effectiveness ofthe CBI model in WLC, a series of actions 

are taken after the programme. 
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Action 

• End-of-programme questionnaires (see Appendix XI) are distributed to student 

participants. 

• An end-of-programme discussion is held for students to exchange their 

experiences and gains in the CBI programme. 

• Content lecturers, as collaborators in the programme, are asked to write a report 

(see appendix XII) on their CBI experiences. 

Observation 

• All of the participants sigh with relief! 

• A sense of achievement overwhelms the discussion and subsequent party. 

• Many students ask questions about learning strategies. 

• Both students and teachers wonder ifthe outcome of the programme has 

satisfied the original expectation. 

Reflection 

• Is the outcome worth the effort during the programme? 

• Why does the content teachers' reaction to CBI differ so enormously from that of 

the language teachers? Compared with the content teachers, most language 

teachers in WLC have shown little interest in the progress of the course. 
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• What are the factors that contribute to the success of the programme? 

• How far is this short honeymoon of CBI in WLC from the use of CBI as an 

approach in the regular curriculum ofWLC? 

Some of these questions may be answered after systematic analysis of data collected 

in the programme. Some calls for further research. Answers to these questions will 

always be open to other professional development activities (Wallace, 1998: 14), 

such as conferences, discussions and journals, etc. Problems that have arisen may 

call for further actions and research, including action research. 

As seen from above action-reflection cycles, other methods have also been employed 

in my research. The following section provides more details. 

2.4 Other methods applied to my research 

Just as action research is more a practice than a type of research, methods and 

teclmiques used for action research, e.g. interviews, questionnaires, observation, 

teaching diaries, personal reports, etc. are not action research specific. Since most of 

the methods have been introduced in the first three sections, this section will focus on 

other methods including interviews and questionnaires. 

Before reporting on the application of interviews and questionnaires in my research, I 

would like to present a clearer view of the link between my research questions and 

methodologies used for the answers. The table below is regarded as helpful. 
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Research questions Sources for data collection 

Is CBI an appropriate methodology for WLC 1. data collected for questions 2 to 6 10 

as a further education college? questionnaires for students 

2. interviews with lecturers in other colleges in 

Wuhan 

How effective is CBI in developing students' 1. oral presentations reporting on reading 

EFL proficiency? content materials 

2. homework and learner diaries 

3. classroom activities (e.g. discussions and 

evidence of listening comprehension) 

4. questionnaires 

5. end-of-programme discussion 

How and how much do CBI courses contribute 1. homework including learning diaries 

to students' content mastery? 2. content teachers feedback 

3. questionnaires 

How effective is CBI in developing students' 1. critical thinking adopted in classroom 

cognitive maturity? discussion 

2. learning strategies summarised in learning 

diaries, end-of-programme discussion, and 

questionnaires 

What kind of reaction does a CBI programme 1. interviews 

elicit from other language teachers in WLC? 2. informal conversations 

What kind of reaction does a CBI programme 1. questionnaires for both participants and 

elicit from content teachers in WLC? non-participants 

2. interviews with participating teachers and 

heads of three content departments 

3. course reports from participating teachers 

4. informal conversations with both participants 

and non-participants 

Table 2.3 Methodologies applied for my research questions 

In order to facilitate the action research cycle, questionnaires are distributed to 

students before and at the end of the CBI programme in Wuhan Law College. The 

pre-programme questionnaire aims to elicit information about students' needs in CBI, 

whereas the end-of-programme questionnaire intends to evaluate the effectiveness of 

the CBI approach with regard to students' language proficiency, content mastery and 

their cognitive abilities. 
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To fonn a complete impression for further analysis, unstructured follow-up 

interviews, inter-personal communications and in-class observations are conducted in 

addition to questionnaires. The theme of these infonnal contacts is recorded in my 

work diaries. 

Interviews are administered to a number of content and language lecturers in some 

higher and further education settings. The focus of these interviews is on language 

and content teachers' experience in and attitudes to the pedagogical practice of CBI 

as well as students' reaction to it. Infonnal communications, theme of which is also 

recorded in my work diaries, are also conducted to supplement these interviews. 

2.4.1 Questionnaires before the programme 

The pre-programme student questionnaire (see Appendix IV) is an essential method 

to gather infonnation about learners' needs. There are two major reasons for using 

this methodology for my research. First, questionnaires provide an effective means to 

get precise and clear infonnation (McDonough & McDonough, 1997: 171). In order 

to gather a set of data with high precision on learners' language needs, language 

attitudes, learning experience and strategies, 106 questionnaires are given to a broad 

range of student infonnants. To ensure a good level of accuracy, all the 

questionnaires are distributed and completed within the same period of time, i.e. in 

the evening supervision, when all the infonnants are present in their respective 

classrooms. The responses of questionnaires for students enrolled in CBI teaching 

programmes are treated more systematically than the responses from non-programme 

students. This is because that the purpose of the programme is to evaluate the 

effectiveness of CBI. The data collected before the programme will also be used for 

course evaluation. 

The second reason for using questionnaires is because they are administered in a 
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fonn that eases the tension between the teacher and the students. It fulfils the 

conversational process of asking and answering questions, but avoids the potential 

discomfort of the students when they encounter their teachers face to face. 

Meanwhile, the confidentiality secured by questionnaires encourages students to give 

the most precise and honest answers within their ability of understanding. Particular 

to this research programme is the observation that students are more willing and 

comfortable to fill in the questionnaires in evening supervision time, since it is less 

stressful than doing homework or attending additional lectures. 

Although more than one type of question is asked in my questionnaires, the majority 

of questions are close-ended. The students need only to tick the boxes of Yes or No. 

Simple and direct questions are asked to get responses with high precision and low 

ambiguity. However, a disadvantage of this kind of questions is that little room is 

allowed for the infonnants to explain and fewer choices are given to them. Therefore, 

some multiple-choice and open-ended questions are provided in the questionnaires. 

These questions aimed to find out about leamers' language leaming experiences and 

strategies, as well as their favourite teaching modes. 

Students enrolled in my teaching programme are the major informants, and their real 

names are preferably required to secure full rate ofretum. However, pseudonyms are 

also acceptable since the true and precise answers are more important than the 

identity of the respondents. The retumed pre-programme questionnaires are not 

exposed to either other teachers or staff from the administrative department. This is 

because the teachers' reaction to the questionnaires may affect their attitude in the 

cooperation during the CBI programme. For example, a positive feedback on EGP 

(English for general purposes) courses may encourage language teachers to stick to 

traditional teaching approaches, while students' enthusiasm in CBI as a new 

approach may cause competition between CBI lecturers and language teachers. The 

reliability of findings in the action research can thus be reduced as a result of poor 

intra- and inter-disciplinary coordination. 
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The questionnaire is written in Chinese in order for all the students to completely 

understand every question. As shown in Appendix IV, thirty-five questions are 

included in the questionnaire; it was assumed that twenty-five to thirty minutes 

would be required for the completion. Questions one to eleven aim to gather 

information on students' language attitudes and their experience in language learning. 

Questions twelve to twenty-three concern factors that affect students' motivation in 

content, language, and content-language integrated learning. Questions twenty-four 

to thirty-two are focused on learners' language opportunities and learning strategies. 

At the end of the questionnaire, the learners have the opportunity to express and 

comment on their needs in language instruction. Appreciation is expressed at the end 

of the questionnaire. 

To ensure and maintain the accuracy ofthe data collected through questionnaires, 

follow-up semi-structured interviews, inter-personal communications, and in-class 

observations are conducted during and after the CBI programme in the fieldwork. 

The questionnaires and interviews are translated in English in appendices. Although 

the original Chinese version is well understood by the WLC teachers and students as 

informants, some of the questions may not be fully understandable by the readers 

from other linguistic and cultural contexts. In question nine of the pre-programme 

questionnaire, for example, 

9. Do you agree with the saying that 'I did not pass the English exams because 1 love my 

own country'? 

Yes No 

the saying that 'I did not pass the English exams because I love my own country' is 

closely related to the Chinese students' learning experience. Patriotism is used by 

many Chinese students as an excuse for their low English language proficiency. It is 
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therefore worth mentioning that a certain degree of attention should be paid to the 

translation issue when more than one language is used in a research project and the 

related methodologies. 

2.4.2 Interviews with teaching staffin colleges and universities 

A great advantage of the interview as a method of data collection is its adaptability 

(Bell, 1999: 135). However, that is not the major reason for using the method in my 

fieldwork. The interviewees are lecturers in colleges and universities in Wuhan, 

China. As a group with high social status in the Chinese context, they may be 

reluctant and unwilling to fill in questionnaires. Questionnaires are normally less 

time-consuming than interviews; however, they may cause the feeling of being tested 

rather than consulted and result in a low rate of response. 

There are two outstanding challenges of interviews: the difficulties in data analysis 

and the control of time. The interviewer has to make the best use of the time to 

generate information while keeping a comfortable conversational atmosphere. Even 

if sufficient data are gathered through interviews, analysing them is another problem. 

The two problems are closely related: Time spent on interviews limits the number of 

interviews, and the form of data collected by means of interview is normally not 

quantitative. While qualitative data gathered through interviews can be extremely 

useful, but generalisation is always problematic. 

The issue in interviews is the balance between eliciting information and focusing on 

the theme. A combination of structured and less-structured interviews is adopted as 

the solution of this issue. Structured interviews take the form of questionnaires that 

are completed by the interviewer, whereas less-structured interviews are carried out 

by a set of leading topics. Moreover, the same proportion of structured and 

semi-structured questions and topics is maintained for all respondents from Wuhan 

Law College and other universities. The selection of this format is expected to reduce 
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the difficulty in data analysis 

The purpose of interviews with CBI teachers in colleges and universities (see 

Appendix III) is to collect information about their experience in teaching through the 

CBI approach and the students' reaction to it. Because the interview is conducted 

during the winter vacation, most students are not available. Another reason for 

choosing teachers as the informants is because of their experience in CBI course 

assessment. 

Since CBI has never been conducted in WLC, content lecturers from WLC are asked 

about students' content needs, including the relationship between English language 

proficiency and students' content success. Interviews with language teachers in WLC 

(see Appendix V) focus on issues in language teaching, e.g. teaching materials, 

communicative activities, and teaching strategies in language classrooms. The 

interviews also touch on the feasibility of CBI in college level education in terms of 

teachers' development and students' language needs. 

A pilot study is conducted in advance in order to time the interview and to ensure the 

clarity and adequacy of the questions. The interviewees include several EFL learners 

in school settings, a few retired professionals with experience of learning a foreign 

language and many graduates ofWLC. Feedback from these informants contributes 

greatly to the final fonnats of the questionnaires and interviews. 

Before the interview, agreements are made on the date, place, duration, form, and 

purpose of the interview through interpersonal communication. Either English or 

Chinese language is used in the interview according to the interviewees' preference. 

In fact, all the informants chose Chinese as the language for interview since it is the 

mother tongue of shared between them and me as the interviewer. A shared Ll has 

led to smooth communication during the interview. All the interviews were audio 

recorded, transcribed and translated with the interviewees' permission. However, as 

discussed previously, translating the audio-recorded Ll interviews into English as 
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another language may cause comprehension issues. Linguistic and cultural factors 

are to be considered in order to solve these issues. 

The interviews are carried out in casual and quiet settings and completed before the 

teaching programme. An on-going interaction with the informants is regarded as 

necessary during and after the programme. 

2.4.2.1 Interviews with content lecturers in the universities 

To explore the popularity of the CBI approach in China, the first sets of interviews 

(see Appendix III) are conducted with teaching staff in tertiary education settings of 

China. Lecturers from academic and language faculties are interviewed. 

Students in Chinese universities majoring in academic subjects are required to learn 

English as their English language proficiency influences the award of degrees. A 

Bachelor's degree demands English proficiency of National English Test (NET) 

Grade 4, whereas a Master's degree Grade 6. Therefore, university students in China 

encounter English language in both language and content classrooms. However, little 

contact and coordination has taken place between the language and the content 

departments. Due to the high interest in this issue, my interview with university 

professors from language and content departments aimed at 1) application of CBI in 

content classrooms, 2) CBI course assessment and 3) the roles oflanguage and 

content teachers in students' language and content development. 

Questions and topics of interviews with academic experts focus on the application of 

CBI in content classrooms and its effectiveness. Six content lecturers from four 

universities are interviewed. These universities are, respectively, Wuhan University, 

Mid-southern University of Political Science and Law, Huazhong (Central China) 

University of Science and Technology, and Central China Nonnal University. The 

format is as follows: 
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As can be seen in appendix III, the interview consists of two parts. Part one 

resembles the format of a questionnaire. It focuses on the interviewee's instructional 

background, i.e. academic subject, years of teaching and length of time in the current 

university, etc. Part two of the interview is less structured. The topics focus on the 

application of CBI in teaching subject matter courses, students' reaction, course 

assessment, and the content teachers' attitudes towards inter-disciplinary cooperation. 

The purpose of getting sufficient information accounts for the less-structured form of 

this part of interview. 

2.4.2.2 Interviews with language teachers from colleges and universities 

Four English teachers were interviewed. One of them is from Wuhan University, one 

from Wuhan College of Railway Transportation and two from Wuhan Institute of 

Economics. 

The format of interviews (See Appendix VI) with language teachers is similar to that 

with content lecturers. However, the aims are different. In the first part of these 

interviews, primacy is given to the purpose oflanguage teaching, pedagogical 

techniques in language classrooms and teacher development. Questions are asked 

about the teachers' language learning and teaching experience (e.g. questions one to 

five) as well as relative training they have received about their students' subject 

courses (e.g. question seven). 

The second part of the interview (questions eight to fourteen), which is much less 

structured, allows more room for the interviewees to express their attitudes towards 

and confidence in the CBI approach, as well as their willingness to participate in the 

inter-disciplinary cooperation. As mentioned previously, these questions are asked 

and answered in Chinese as the Ll for the interviewer and the interviewees. Efforts 

have been made for a clear explanation of the interviews, although the reader may 
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still need to be aware of the potential issues caused by translation. 

2.4.2.3 Interviews with content teachers in WLC 

The interviews with content teachers in WLC (See Appendix V) resemble those with 

academic professors in Wuhan universities. However, the limited integration or even 

separation of language and content teaching aims the interviews at the students' 

needs and content teachers' attitudes to CBI. 

All the twenty interviewees are law lecturers with no training and experience in using 

English as the medium of content teaching. In addition to the heterogeneity of the 

interviewees, the long-term and good relationship between the interviewer and 

interviewees made the interviews more straightforward and less structured. 

The questionnaire part of the interview is distributed to forty-six content teaching 

staff in WLC. The focus is on their teaching experience and attitude to both the CBI 

approach and team-teaching. The questions are written in both Chinese and English. 

Since the English language involved in the questionnaires is simple, the interviewees 

might show more interest in reading and answering the questions. 

Either real name or a pseudonym is accepted. This is mainly because some teachers 

do not wish their viewpoint be taken as personal by the administrators. Pseudonyms 

make it problematic to link the written questionnaires with the oral interviews. In 

order to solve this problem, the research should collect the questionnaires in person 

and take notes about the unnamed questionnaires or those with pseudonyms. 

After the questionnaires, heads of the two law departments, respectively the 

department of civil law and the department of criminal law, are interviewed. Based 

on the questiomlaires, the interviews are either semi-structured or unstructured. The 

follow-up topics and questions are designed and adjusted after the questionnaires and 

during the interview. 
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Since none ofthe content teachers in Wuhan Law College has experienced teaching a 

law course in English, the topics of the interviews focus on three dimensions: their 

attitudes to content-language integration, their willingness to develop their legal 

English proficiency, and their potential contribution to team-teaching. 

2.4.2.4 Interviews with language teachers in WLC 

Four language teachers in WLC are interviewed before the CBI programme. 

Unstructured interviews and infonnal conversations are the fonn to elicit infonnation 

from language teachers in WLC. It is hoped that the unstructured interviews help to 

develop a close relationship with WLC language teachers so as to elicit profound 

infonnation about and enthusiastic participation in the programme. 

There are two purposes of this set of interviews : 1) to compare English teaching in 

colleges and universities in tenns of teacher resources, aims oflanguage teaching, 

and the students' needs, and thus 2) to evaluate the necessity, feasibility and 

effectiveness of CBI in college level education. Questions and topics for language 

teachers in college settings were similar to those for language teaching staff from 

other Wuhan colleges and universities (See Appendix VI). 

2.4.2.5 End-of-programme questionnaires for CBI students 

The questionnaire (See Appendix XI) at this stage focuses on differences the CBI 

programme has made in tenns of students' in-class opportunities, after-class 

activities and their cognitive abilities. In order to obtain adequate qualitative 

infonnation, more open-ended questions are provided. The original questionnaires 

are written in Chinese in order to obtain precise data for further analysis. Translation 

issues are therefore to be aware of by the reader. These questionnaires are distributed 

to the programme students only. Responses to the questions have been categorized as 
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positive, negative, and neutral. 

The questionnaire is not the only means of course evaluation. A post-programme 

celebration/discussion is held with the attendance of the student and teacher 

participants. The students and teachers who are not involved in the programme are 

also invited so as to broaden the influence of CBI in WLC. The celebration provides 

an extra opportunity for the students to exchange their CBI experience. As a result of 

CBI team meeting, and with the support of administration in WLC, students who 

have received most positive feedback from the CBI teachers are rewarded with 

certificates of the legal English training course, which is accepted as a synonym of 

CBI in WLC. As a matter of fact, all of the thirty-six students have received the 

certificates due to their active participation in CBI classes. 

Summary 

This chapter has introduced case study and action research as the main approaches 

for my PhD research project. The process of evaluating the effectiveness of CBI by 

applying it to teaching practice echoes McNiff's (2002: 13) statement that action 

research is not a fixed framework, but a process of learning from experience, a 

dialectical interplay between practice, reflection and learning. 

A number of research methods are used in the case study and action research, 

including questionnaires, interviews, work diaries, participants' report and 

observation etc. The use ofthese methods helps to collect both qualitative and 

quantitative data for the research project. A combination of the two types of data 

aims to increase the credibility of the result gained from the research. Meanwhile, 

being deeply involved in the CBI programme allows me to obtain accurate and 

detailed information about the programme as well as the setting itself. 

There are many similarities between Chinese colleges due to the government 

guidance in Chinese education. This helps to increase the generalizability of my 
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research results. However, it is risky to apply the results to other colleges without 

adaptation to the specific settings. For many reasons, the number of the programme 

students is limited to thirty-six, which may affect the representativeness of the case. 

Meanwhile, outcomes of the two-month CBI practice in WLC are to be evaluated 

critically ifthe CBI approach is used for a long-tenn effect. 

Research questions in this thesis derive from my EFL teaching experiences. They 

also reflect my hypotheses concerning the effectiveness of CBI. Action research 

provides an approach to test these hypotheses in real world practice, and a case study 

in WLC provides valuable infonnation for the present and future CBI practice. 

Since action research is systematic inquiry involving data collection and analysis 

(Wallace, 1998), more detailed illustration of the CBI programme in WLC is 

introduced in the next chapter, while the data collected is analysed and the outcome 

discussed in chapter four. 
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Chapter 3 CBI in Further Education Setting in China: 

A case study in Wuhan Law College 

Introduction 

Chapter two introduces methodologies applied to my research. It is the aim of this 

chapter to present a substantive narrative account of my project: CBI in further 

education in China. 

The CBI case study for my research was carried out in Wuhan Law College (WLC) 

between January and March of2006. It involved delivering a two-month CBI 

programme to a group oflaw students. 106 students enrolled in the programme and 

the number dropped to 36 after the first week. However, all the 36 students attended 

the classes consistently till the end ofthe programme. As a language teacher with a 

diploma in law, I intended to present a series of law-based English language lessons 

inWLC. 

These courses are classified, according to Dudley-Evans (1984: 132), as 

pre-experience, since the students have never engaged in real-world communicative 

tasks in the content area. Nor have I as a language teacher. The involvement of the 

law lecturers is therefore crucial in terms of syllabus design and lesson preparation, 

as well as course presentation. 

Although it was a two-month programme due to the schedule of my research, CBI 

classes were offered every day with 80 to 120 minutes for each lesson (see Appendix 

II). As can be seen in Appendix II, one third of the time was spent on teaching while 

two thirds was spent on supervision. The supervision was the time when the 

programme students study independently without teachers' active interference. There 
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was no formal presentation or other group activities. The language and the content 

teachers were, however, ready to provide linguistic, academic and strategic help 

whenever required by the students, on an individual basis. 

This chapter consists of five sections. The practice of CBI in further and higher 

education in China is introduced in the first section, which includes course books, 

teacher preparation and participants' reactions to CBI. Section two aims to introduce 

the background ofthe case study including the institutional context ofWLC as a 

college education setting, student population and a profile of the teaching staff in 

WLC. Sections three and four provide detailed information about course procedures, 

students' progress and teachers' involvement at each stage of the CBI programme in 

WLC. Features of the programme are summarized in section five ofthis chapter. 

3.1 Practice of CBI in further and higher education in China 

As introduced in chapter one, the history of CBI in China can be traced back to the 

nineteenth century, although the approach is carried out in different fonns and the 

features of the settings vary. It is the aim of this section to introduce the practice of 

CBI in China in terms of course materials, teacher preparation and the participants' 

reaction to the approach. 

3.1.1 course books 

Course books are the 'core' in most education settings in China. They are widely and 

frequently used in and outside the classroom as the guide to teaching and learning. 

Students are offered one course book for each regular schooling subject except some 

optional courses. These books are distributed to each student on the day when the 

new term starts. Concerning CBI, mainly three types oftext books are used in further 

and higher education in China: translated versions ofL1 content books, teacher 

developed books and books with imported copyright (see table 3.1). 
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Book type 

Translated Ll 

content books 

Teacher developed 

CBI course books 

Course books of 

imported copyright 

Teaching Institution Students' age 
objective 
Language Colleges 16 to18 years of 

age 

Content and/or Colleges and 16 to18 & 18 to 

Language uni versi ties 22 age group 

Content Universities 18 to 22 years of 

age 

Table 3.1 Three types ofCBI course books used in 
Chinese further and higher education 

3.1.1.1 Translated L 1 content books 

Teachers 

Language 

teachers 

Language or 

Content teachers 

Content teachers 

or language 

teachers with 

content training 

The translated versions of students' LI content books are normally published by the 

People's Education Press. These L2 or English content books are used in private 

schools, without an official evaluation of the effectiveness. The related teaching is 

normally for content and language purposes. Some universities have introduced these 

books into students' language classrooms. For example, an English version of middle 

school mathematics is used in English classes for mathematics students in their first 

semester in Hubei Open University. Language in this type of books is accommodated 

to the students' present level, while content complexity is also reduced. The aim is to 

provide students with comprehensible L2 input in the content area without increasing 

their workload. Ll teachers as the users of this kind of content book may also feel 

less stressed. 

3.1.1.2 Teacher-developed course books 

Teacher-selected or teacher-developed books are most popular in college-level 
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education settings. Unlike primary or intermediate teaching materials which are 

approved and issued by the State Ministry of Education, there is no official guidance 

for the college-level curriculum. Course books for university students are hardly 

applicable to college students since those materials are normally produced by leading 

universities for tertiary education. This means that college teachers need to select or 

develop course books according to students' specific need and subject proficiency, as 

well as their level of language proficiency. 

To select a course book can be as challenging as to develop one. This is mainly 

because there is a limited supply of books for college students. Although many 

teachers tend to use commercial materials that are content-specific and closely 

related to students' current language and academic competence, they still develop 

their own curriculum and teaching plan through collective use of a set of selected 

materials. 

The difficulty in developing a CBI course book lies in the limited supply of valid 

resources. Most L2 content materials in the library are, according to college teachers, 

out of date. The academic authority of many on-line materials needs to be proved and 

therefore can only be used as references. Copyright is the major concem when a 

large amount of quoting is needed to develop course materials. 

Interdisciplinary collaboration is recommended to resolve difficulties and problems 

during course book development. Teachers from the language and the content 

departments should make the most of their expertise and develop an integrative 

course book on the basis of students' previous experience and present level of 

competence. These kinds of materials are better related to students' background and 

focused on their actual needs. 
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3.1.1.3 Books of imported copyright 

The books of imported copyright are generally used for university students to learn 

content knowledge at an international level. Content mastery is the main focus of 

university CBI classes. CBI teachers are normally from the content department. 

The original teaching materials written in English are for students who are native 

speakers of the language. These materials are normally expensive to purchase. On the 

suggestion of scholars in language and content areas, the Ministry of Education in 

China started to import copyright of some original text books and materials. For 

example, Calculus (Varberg, et aI, 2002) is used for mathematics students in 

Huazhong University of Science and Technology, and Java: How to Program (Deitel 

and Deitel, 2002) is the core text book for students of computer science in Central 

China Normal University. Many students find these materials challenging and 

motivating due to high originality and authenticity. As for students with less 

advanced language ability, much more effort needs to be invested by both the 

teachers and the learners. 

The three types of teaching materials used for Chinese college and university 

students reveal a different balance between language and content. The balance 

difference is also related to teacher resources in CBI classes. 

3.1.2 Teacher preparation 

Although CBI is encouraged by the government, hardly any specific training has 

been given to the teaching staff. In other words, very few Chinese CBI teachers have 

received fonnal and systematic education in CBI as a new approach (Zhao, 2004). 

Currently there are two resources of CBI teachers: the external resource and the 

internal resource. The external resource refers to content experts who are native 

speakers of English. They are, in most cases, visiting lecturers with a one-year 
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contract with the university. The internal resource refers to Chinese teachers who 

share a mother tongue with their students. These teachers can be from either the 

content or the language department. 

3.1.2.1 External resource 

Foreign experts are skilled in specific content areas and in English as the target 

language of Chinese students. To a certain extent, these visiting experts contribute 

more to students' EFL development than to their academic success. Language attracts 

more notice in classes provided by foreign lecturers. Chinese colleges and 

universities provide rich Ll content resources and a large number of Chinese content 

experts. L2 content materials are in limited supply. L2 content classes with foreign 

experts are regarded as of high linguistic benefit to the students. Since English is the 

only language used for teacher-student communication, students are pushed to 

produce comprehensible L2 output. Authentic L2 communication is viewed as the 

main attraction of classes run by the foreign teachers. 

Another contribution of visiting experts lies in CBr staff development. According to 

the data collected through interviews with university CBr teachers, Chinese content 

teachers seldom consult language faculty with linguistic problems in their classes. 

They insist that consulting and communicating with the foreign experts is a more 

effective way of learning accurate L2 expressions in the content field. 

An increasing number of foreign teachers are invited for bilingual education in 

primary and secondary schools in China. These teachers are also desirable in college 

education settings. By contrast, many Chinese universities tend to employ domestic 

teaching staff even in CBr courses. There are mainly three reasons for this current 

tendency. First, there are an increasing number of Chinese content experts with high 

English language proficiency. The majority of this teacher group have received a 

Master's or PhD degree in universities in English speaking countries. Secondly, the 
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foreign experts lack adequate knowledge about the Chinese educational system and 

culture, which may affect the pedagogical impact of their classes. Economic reasons 

also account for the preference for domestic teaching staff. Visiting lecturers are 

normally paid twice as much as Chinese teachers in China. 

3.1.2.2 Internal/Domestic resource 

The domestic resource of CBI teaching staff refers to teachers as native speakers of 

the students' mother tongue. They are from either the language or the content 

faculties. Being non-native English speaking teachers (Non-NESTs), they may also 

provide effective help to develop students' English language abilities. As pointed out 

by Medgyes (2005: 45), there is a bright side of being Non-NESTs because they can: 

1. provide a better learner model; 

2. teach language-learning strategies more effectively; 

3. supply more information about the English language; 

4. better anticipate and prevent language difficulties; 

5. be more sensitive to their students; 

6. benefit from their ability to use the students' mother tongue. 

All of these points are highly relevant to the Chinese situation in general and to the 

CBI programme at WLC in particular. According to the CBI programme at WLC as 

well as interviews before the programme, non-NESTs also have a better 

understanding to the local educational culture than NESTs. By fluently switching 

between students' L1 and L2, non-NESTs stand a better chance of balancing the 

language skills and content infonnation introduced in CBI classes. 

Most college CBI teachers are from the language department. They build competence 

in the content area by attending content lectures or through content-area literature 

and on-line resources. In their CBI classes, more emphasis may be placed on 
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language skills due to the teachers' occasional uncertainty in some content-related 

knowledge and infonnation. 

In university settings, most of CBI teachers are content teachers with competent 

English language proficiency, which is built during the process of their professional 

development or due to their experience of English-medium content subject study. 

Selection of CBI teachers is based on a strict judgement by English specialists and 

experts in the relevant content field. Although these lecturers nonnally receive 

double payment, many of them feel reluctant to take the position. As some teachers 

claimed in interviews before my CBI programme, they need more time and energy 

for academic research. 

3.1.3 Participants'reactions to eBl 

Being new and having official approval are the two strong points of CBI in China. 

The 'honeymoon' has just begun. A hannonious combination of CBI and education 

in China certainly depends on a positive attitude. However, real life is serious and not 

always as sweet as honeymoons. It is the focus ofthis section to introduce some 

negative reaction from the CBI teachers and students. The purpose is to add some 

cold water to the heat generated by CBI so as to provide a realistic background for an 

effective application of the approach in China. 

3.1.3.1 Students are frustrated 

English-medium content teaching is attractive to students at the first stage. They are 

interested in this type of instruction, thinking that they might learn both the language 

and the content in one class. Nonetheless, 100 per cent English communication is 

hard to realise. Despite 'English only' as an administrative requirement for these 

classes, students ask for Chinese illustration when most of them, good or bad learners, 
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cannot understand the complicated content knowledge delivered in English. Most of 

the students believe that content is what they want to learn, although through English 

rather than their L1. Those who possess very limited English proficiency finally tend 

to ignore in-class teaching. They find it more effective and realistic to read Ll 

content texts. 

Many teachers believe that difficulty in understanding the L2 content teacher is the 

pain that all the learners have to suffer before reaching a proficient academic 

language level. However, considering that students are entitled to comprehensible 

input, most of them resort to L1 whenever there is such a demand by the students 

(from personal communication with university CBl teachers). 

3.1.3.2 Teachers complain 

As mentioned previously, CBl teachers receive double payment in most of the 

universities in China. However, the increased pressure and workload make these 

teachers give up the high reward. Many ofthem prefer to concentrate on research in 

their own field. 

CBl teachers from either language or content faculties have to invest much time and 

effort in the other area. Even to those who are competent in both English language 

and the content concerned, teaching techniques demanded in CBl classrooms and 

students' competence are their major concern. A CBl teacher in China once said: 

Personally, I have no problem with teaching Computer Science and Technology in English. 

However, I do worry a lot about how much my students can understand when it is 

illustrated in a language that they are not familiar with. 

(Translated from personal communication) 
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3.2 Background of the case study 

The aim of this section is not only to introduce the background of the CBr 

programme in WLC, but also to illustrate the desirability and feasibility of CBr in 

WLC. The context in WLC, as the macro-background of the case study, points to the 

necessity of integrating language learning with students' subject matter study. The 

particular population of students in WLC, as the micro-background, indicates that the 

CBr approach may be feasible for college students whose present subject matter 

study is closely related to their future career. Finally in this section, a profile of the 

teaching staff indicates the possibility of CBr in WLC in terms of teacher 

preparation. 

3.2.1 The institutional context ofWLC 

Wuhan Law College was established in 1982 under the administration of the 

Judicial Ministry of China. The students are graduates of junior secondary schools. 

All the students are studying law as their major subject. Chinese, the students' LI, is 

the only medium for communication in all the content classes, except English 

classes. The teaching mode and course materials used in English classes are mostly 

based on traditional methods including grammar-translation and aimed at language 

use for general purposes. 

A set of factors differentiates the CBr programme in WLC from the integrated 

language-content courses for international students that are often found in British 

universities (e.g. Dudley-Evans, 1984; Johns & Dudley-Evans, 1980; Dudley-Evans 

& Johns, 1981). These factors include: 

3.2.1.1 Content and language teachers share the same Ll with the students. 

Like many other colleges and universities in China, the teachers and students in 
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WLC originally have various local accents and dialects. However, they share 

Mandarin Chinese, which is also called Pu Tong Hua, as the only language used for 

general communications. This is because Mandarin is the official and standard 

language of the country, and the language is also understood nation-wide. English, as 

a foreign language in China, is scarcely used in content classes. Even in English 

classes, most of the spoken interaction, including the introduction of linguistic rules, 

is conducted in Chinese. English language is used only when teachers and students 

have no other choice, for example, when reading the English text material, doing 

Chinese-Engli~h translation and filling blanks in an English text. 

This factor indicates that, unlike the English-only teacher-student communication in 

English speaking countries, the use of Chinese is taken for granted in many language 

classes in China. On the one hand, language teachers tend to use Chinese to 

introduce lexical, syntactical and grammatical features for the sake of effective 

communication. Eventually they end up using Chinese more frequently than English 

because the former maximises student reaction. On the other hand, the students, 

despite their language proficiency, feel embarrassed when they talk in English even 

in language classes because it sounds "strange and unnatural". 

3.2.1.2 All the subj ect matter courses are taught in L 1. 

In college-level education in China, all the content subjects are taught in Chinese. 

The teachers have to pass the test of standard Pu Tong Hua before they are qualified 

to teach. This qualification is also required of the English language teachers in order 

to make sure they are understood when Chinese is used for classroom 

communication. 

It is worth mentioning here that once the language teachers are employed by the 

college, their language teaching techniques are considered more important than their 

proficiency in the English language itself. The only language exam they are required 
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to take is a test of their second foreign language proficiency (e.g. French, Japanese, 

and Russian, etc). Although this test is compulsory for promotion, it is questioned by 

a number oflanguage teachers since the second foreign language is rarely used either 

for their teaching profession or in interpersonal communication. 

3.2.1.3 English is introduced as a compulsory subject. 

English is not the medium of subject matter study for college students in China; 

however, the importance of English as an international language is well recognized 

by the central government. Since 1977 English has been taught as a compulsory 

subject in China, from primary schooling to university education (Boyle, 2000). The 

educational policy of compulsory English learning might have provided some 

Chinese with a 'neutral language for commerce' and a 'standard currency of 

international travel and communication' (Bowers, 1996: 3). 

However, for most students in WLC, as well as those who are studying in other 

colleges in China, there is a dilemma of motivation for English language learning. 

On the one hand, they are required to learn English. This means the students have to 

learn the language even if they do not like it or they are not going to use what they 

have learned from the language classes. On the other hand, most students are 

fascinated by the wide use of English in global communication. They want to learn 

the language. However, it is hard for them do decide what to learn and how. The 

frustration is shown by a student representative during a meeting before the CBI 

programme. As he says, 

I know English is the only language that is widely used all over the world. However, I 

cannot see that it makes much difference to my own life. I work hard on it just to get good 

marks in exams. I am sure I will forget all about my language knowledge once I finish my 

schooling, and I will not be interested in it any more. 

(Translation from the Ll conversation) 
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Concerning how to learn English, the student says, 

We know that learning strategies are very important in English study. We need them to learn 

English better and faster. The teachers also advise us to pay more attention to learning 

strategies. However, we don't know what they really are. We ask our teachers and fellow 

students, and even buy books on learning strategies. But we still do what we normally did 

in our English study. All that is in our minds is to get the job done. 

(Translation from the Ll conversation) 

Language teachers also face a dilemma between what to teach and how. The same as 

students in many other Chinese colleges, the WLC students do not have to take the 

national entrance examinations for university education. They can get the certificate 

if they pass the English language tests designed by their own teachers. This situation 

relieves the college language teaching from the standardised English examination. 

However, the language teachers are lost in this pedagogical freedom. On the one 

hand, traditional approaches seem easier due to their familiarity with the materials, 

course design and the fixed format of assessment. Moreover, traditional approaches 

seem effective in introducing linguistic knowledge including grammatical rules, 

sentence structure and word formation, which is the core of traditional English 

language exams. 

On the other hand, other non-traditional approaches including CLT (communicative 

language teaching) and CBI may have more potential in college education. First of 

all, the major content subjects that college students are learning are closely related to 

their future job. For example, law is the main subject of all the students in WLC. 

Most of them are going to work in the judicial field when they graduate. This means 

language classes in WLC can well be focused on law rather than other fields. The 

focused language teaching through the CBI approach may be motivating for students. 
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For language teachers, however, it means more challenges in terms of the curriculum, 

course design, teaching materials and assessment etc. Students' limited language 

proficiency is also a large concern. To a certain extent, CBI creates a conflict 

between the students' need and the teachers' provision. 

3.2.1.4 English is rarely used by the learners for their real-world personal or 

professional purposes. 

As mentioned previously in this section, Chinese is the predominant language in all 

college content courses. Even in language classes, students read, listen, speak and 

write in English solely for the sake oflearning English as a linguistic 'code'. The 

language teachers' over-accommodation to students' present language proficiency 

reduces the learners' practice opportunities. 

Another reason for the students' rare use of English is the lack of real-life 

opportunities. Not many students will go abroad for further education or engage in 

international trade. In the meanwhile, competition for working in international finns 

still remains strong. Most of the students, after college and university education, will 

stay in China, as there are many employment opportunities for them. A higher level 

of English language proficiency may enhance the chance of employment, but cannot 

guarantee it. Very few WLC students will have the opportunity to use English in their 

everyday lives. For those who may use English in the future for professional or 

academic purposes, training courses in English for specific purposes may be helpful. 

However, these courses are normally organised by agencies and are open to 

professionals rather than students. 

In sum, this outline of the institutional context ofWLC reveals a situation whereby 

students are required to learn English, but the English they have learned in 

traditional language classes may not be used effectively in real life. Therefore, it 

might be sensible for language classes to integrate some subject knowledge that the 

students are concurrently learning. A major advantage of this integration lies in its 
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potential to enhance the students' motivation for English language learning. In 

China as an EFL context, most students would rather learn the language skills that 

have some realistic value in their future professions. In pedagogical practice, 

however, is language-content integration merely the teachers' fantasy or their 

pedagogical accommodation to the educational policy of the country? The outcome 

and analysis ofthe CBI programme in WLC may provide some answers. 

3.2.2 Student population 

As reflected by the pre-programme questionnaire (see Appendix IV), students 

choose to study at WLC as a professional institute out of their free will and personal 

interest. First of all, most of these students have little chance to pass the national 

entrance for university education. Therefore, they choose to attend colleges rather 

than junior high schools for further education in China. Secondly, without the 

national examination pressure, they can concentrate on their major subject, i.e. law. 

This new subject also provides a new start for all the students, indicating no 

inferiority or superiority arising from their previous study. A third reason for them 

to study in WLC stems from the high social status of the legal practitioners in China. 

Most graduates ofWLC will be working as assistants and secretaries of courts and 

law offices. During this period, they can prepare for the national qualification 

examination of legal professionals, which is essential for those who want to work as 

lawyers, judges and public persecutors. They may also choose to work for big finns 

and companies as legal personnel. 

The age of students in WLC is between 16 and 18. Before enrolling in this college, 

they have received at least three years offonnal education in English as a subject. 

However, their English language proficiency is not as advanced as senior secondary 

students, for whom the national entrance exam for university education is the target 

of their present study. College students in China may take the national English test 

(NET). However, this test is not a must for their graduation certificate as it is for 
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university students. This indicates that the ELT courses at colleges like WLC do not 

have to focus on general linguistic features including GPE-oriented lexical items 

and grammar rules. 

According to factors mentioned above, integrating language teaching with students' 

subject matter study will not have a negative effect on their college education. On 

the contrary, the integrated approach, i.e. CBI, may provide a new route to effective 

English language learning since a) the language skills that are introduced in CBI 

classes might be more relevant to the students' professional needs, and b) the 

courses have a 'one stone' effect (Shaw, 1997), which means that students can learn 

the language and the content knowledge in CBI classes. During this particular 

process oflanguage learning, students' content knowledge may be applied and 

therefore reinforced. 

3.2.3 Teaching staff 

The analysis of the student population and the pre-programme questionnaires for 

students in WLC indicate that there is a strong demand for combining students' 

language study with their present and future needs (Robinson, 1991). The present 

needs are related to their motivation for English language learning in WLC, while 

the future needs are related to their real-life career. In order to make the 

combination possible in college education settings, the issue of teaching staff should 

be taken into consideration. 

According to the data provided by the administrative office, there are fifty teachers 

in WLC (see table 3.2). Among a total of twenty law teachers, six take 

administrative responsibilities. At the time of the CBI programme, all the law 

teachers in WLC had obtained a BA degree in law, while six had a Master's degree 

and one was studying for a PhD degree in law. 
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Compared to teaching staff in the two law departments, there are four English 

language teachers in WLC. They have all received a BA degree in English language 

and culture, while two have also obtained a diploma in law. 

Although there is a remarkable difference in the number of EFL and law teaching 

staff, they share a similar work load on average. This is because the four language 

teachers are responsible for language classes only, while the twenty law lecturers 

have to cover the teaching in a series oflegal subjects, from foundational legal 

theories and economic law to civil litigation. Therefore, teachers in language and 

law departments may have the same average workload of twelve lessons a week, 

although the number varies every semester. However, all the law teachers in WLC 

also work as solicitors for extra income and practical experience. 

A comparison of population between language and law departments can also be 

seen from table 3.2 below. 

English department Law departments Other content 

departments 

Number of teaching 4 20 26 
staff 

Teaching staff with 0 6 3 
administrati ve 

responsibilities 

Teaching staff with a 4 20 19 
bachelor degree 

Teaching staff with a 1 6 2 
master degree 

Number of teaching 1 (in progress) 1 (in progress) 0 
staff with a PhD 

degree 

Table 3.2 Teachers population in WLC 

As mentioned earlier in this section, two of the four language teachers in WLC have 

a diploma in law. However, a systematic knowledge oflaw is rarely demonstrated in 
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their classes. By contrast, several teachers from content departments, e.g. law, IT 

and Chinese literature, have rich experience in teaching English, linked to a 

shortage of staff due to a large student population. Disregarding some pronunciation 

problems of these non-English specialists, their language classes have received 

positive feedback from the WLC students. 

Although there has been no inter-disciplinary collaboration in WLC before the CBI 

programme, language classes presented by the non-English lecturers indicates a 

combination of language and content. As commented by these cross-disciplinary 

lecturers, a major reason for the popularity of their language classes is that this kind 

of classes is considered less boring since they are not linguistic-specific. Knowledge 

in law, computer science and Chinese literature introduced by content experts is the 

major attraction of these classes. As commented by the head of the teaching 

administration department in WLC, language classes presented by these 

non-English teachers are of greater interest and value to students since they take 

advantage of the teachers' content expertise. 

The profile of teachers in the language and law departments in WLC implies the 

possibility of content (i.e. law) and language (i.e. English) integration in 

pedagogical practice. All of the law lecturers should possess a certain degree of 

English language skills since the National English Test (NET) 4 is a prerequisite for 

Bachelor's degrees in universities in China. Training opportunities in universities 

subsidised by WLC provide language teachers with convenient access to legal 

knowledge and information. 

3.3 Preparations for the CBI programme in WLC 

Being encouraged by good personal relationships with colleagues in the law 

departments in WLC and a strong belief in the effectiveness of the CBI approach, I 

decided to undertake a CBI programme in WLC. A series of activities including 

questionnaires, interviews and personal conversations were conducted before the 
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programme in order to secure administrative and pedagogical support. 

3.3.1 Seeking administrative support 

I maintained a good personal relationship with the administrative staff after nine 

years of working in WLC. However, a successful CBI programme was not possible 

without official administrative approval. It was not difficult to understand the 

concerns of administrative staff when approached about the CBI programme. First 

of all, the CBI approach remained unknown in WLC as well as many other colleges 

in China. Secondly, administrative approval may not necessarily guarantee 

cooperation from the law departments. Moreover, the limited English language 

proficiency of the WLC students was the major concern of the administrative staff 

for content and language integration. Last but by no means least, financial support 

was crucial due to materials and teachers' workload demanded by the programme. 

In order to gain official approval, I conducted several personal conversations with 

the principal ofWLC before starting the CBI programme. The main purpose was to 

establish confidence in the CBI approach and CBI teachers. In those conversations, 

I introduced my academic progress at Southampton University, including my 

interpretation of CBI. 

Following the personal communications with the principal, I submitted a proposal 

ofthe programme (see Appendix I). In the proposal, I introduced the theme and 

duration of CBI in WLC, research problems concerned, requirements in student 

population, as well as the pedagogical demand on teachers and teaching materials. 

The proposal was photocopied and distributed to heads of other administrative and 

content departments. Overall support for the CBI programme was officially 

announced by the principal at the opening ceremony of the new semester. 

The official approval from the principal did not automatically lead to the support 
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from each department. Every department was required to offer help. However, it 

was not clear to the staff what kind of help was needed and how they could help. 

Therefore, while keeping contact with the principal and deputy principals, I visited 

the college library to select and photocopy course materials. I also contacted the 

teaching administration department to book classrooms. At the same time, I made a 

request to be introduced to the students' union in order to get help with the 

programme posters and student recruitment. 

Prior to and at the beginning of the CBI programme, I played the role of 

co-ordinator, contacting each department, searching for co-operators and arranging 

pre-programme activities, etc. During this process I realised that official approval 

would not bring about effective support without personal willingness ofthe staff. 

Personal relationships with the administrative staff and teachers from each 

department should always be taken into account in doing educational research. The 

effort before the programme proved to be a good investment: 

3.3.1.1 The CBI programme was open as a supplementary course in WLC. 

At the beginning, the principal in WLC was reluctant to open the CBI programme 

although she was personally willing to help with my research project. The 

principal's concern was understandable. In WLC, as well as in many other colleges 

in China, all the courses run by semester instead of by month. The two-month CBI 

programme therefore conflicted with the normal course arrangement in WLC. 

However, convinced by my theoretical knowledge of CBI and teaching experience 

in WLC, the principal was willing to offer me the opportunity. With regard to the 

curricular arrangements, the two-month CBI programme ran as a credit-free training 

course and was open to all the students at WLC. 
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3.3.1.2 Full support was promised by the relevant departments. 

Attaining the official approval was the first step in gaining a general support. In 

order for the smooth running of the CBI programme, close co-operation from each 

relevant department was needed. For example, the content teachers in the CBI team 

might not have been able to attend every meeting of their departments due to the 

time schedule of the CBI programme. They needed to have the permission from the 

department if they wanted to attend the CBI classes. After talking with the head of 

each law department, it was agreed that any CBI-related events should be prioritized 

over intra-departmental activities. Full support was also promised by staff from 

other departments. They agreed to the provision of free photocopying, classroom 

booking and the use of any facilities whenever needed. All this support proved 

crucial during the process of the CBI programme. 

To show appreciation of their support, all members of staff in WLC were welcome 

to attend the CBI classes. The principal and academic departments were infonned of 

the progress at each stage of the programme, either in writing or via conversation. 

3.3.1.3 Students were well informed of the CBI programme. 

The students at WLC were informed of purposes and the timetable of the CBI 

programme through posters (see Appendix II) and were encouraged to reflect on 

their language and content abilities when deciding to participate in the programme. 

With the help of the students' union, non-CBI programme students at WLC were 

informed of the progress of the programme through other channels in the college, 

such as internal radio and class meetings. As a result, 106 students joined the 

programme, although the number dropped to 36 at a later stage. Nonetheless, these 

36 students attended all the courses provided by the programme. 
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3.3.2 Seeking pedagogical support 

Along with the contact and communication with the staff in WLC, actions were also 

taken to seek academic and pedagogical support from both inside and outside the 

context ofWLC. Two law lecturers from the law departments in WLC were 

contacted as potential CBI group members. Meanwhile, a set of interviews were 

conducted with CBI teachers from some colleges and universities in Wuhan, China. 

The interviews aimed at eliciting information on course materials, teacher resources 

and classroom activities in CBI classes. 

Frequent contact between the two law lectures and me in WLC was established in 

December, 2005, when I was still in the University of Southampton, U.K. One of 

them was from the department of criminal law and the other from the department of 

civil law. The contact was conducted in the fonn of on-line chat. The aim was to 

update information about the WLC students' content background and to establish a 

CBI team before the programme commenced. After the confirmation of their 

willingness and availability to participate in team teaching in the CBI programme, 

the contact started to focus more closely on the language and content background of 

the current student population at WLC. It was agreed that the first CBI group 

meeting would be held in January, 2006, when the new semester began. 

The next step was to devote the majority of time and energy to interviews with 

teachers in other colleges and universities with experience in CBI. The focus was on 

pedagogical advice and suggestions. 

The interviews (see Appendix III) were carried out a week before the new semester. 

Owing to the winter vacation, only six CBI lecturers were available. All the 

interviewees were introduced through friends and colleagues. Agreements on the 

time and place of the interviews were made through telephone contact. This way of 

booking an interview has its own advantages. First of all, genuine voices from the 
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interviewer and interviewee may help reduce the distance between them as strangers. 

In addition, it helps to receive quick and straightforward replies compared to 

communication bye-mail or transferring messages via a third party. Moreover, 

telephones and mobile phones are more convenient and effective in dealing with 

unexpected changes and other emergencies. However, the contribution of e-mail 

and other communicative forms to long-tenn contact with the interviewee is by no 

means unimportant. 

The first interview was conducted by strictly following the original structure 

designed in advance. That is, the interviewee provided infonnation by answering a 

set of pre-determined questions on the list. The whole process took around 

forty-five minutes. Although I had received all the answers I wanted, it seemed that 

the information that had been collected through this interview was inadequate. For 

example, the interviewee answered question nine "Please specify the extent to 

which your students use English in their subject matter study" by arguing that 

Students are required to discuss content subjects in English, and their homework and 

projects are to be written in English as well. The reading materials used in class are all in 

English. However, only students with competent English proficiency are keen on and 

comfortable with talking about content information in English. Those with less advanced 

English are most likely quiet. 

(Transcribed and translated from the interview) 

This answer revealed a scenario in a CBI class in this university. The interviewee, as 

the CBI teacher, had noticed students' different reactions to the approach. However, 

it was not implied in the answer whether the teacher had analysed the reason for the 

difference and therefore modified his teaching mode. 

The second interviewee was a mathematic lecturer and had many years of teaching 

mathematics through the medium of English. Being an experienced CBI teacher, the 
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interviewee seemed to know what kind of infonnation I was specifically looking for. 

He took a look at my question list and agreed to have the conversation 

audio-recorded. The interview took over ninety minutes and the interviewee showed 

consistent enthusiasm during the process. Although questions in this interview 

remained the same as the first one, I was, most of the time, a listener apart from 

clarifying the infonnation occasionally. 

Being more familiar with the questions and expected answers, I withdrew the 

question list from the following interviews. Course materials, teaching techniques 

and students' reactions remained as the central topics. Personal details and 

educational and professional background of the interviewees were clarified at the 

beginning and the end of the interviews. This fonn seemed more infonnative and 

appropriated for what I was aiming to do. 

I interviewed the third interviewee at her home. She then introduced me to 

interviewees four, five and six as her friends and colleagues. The fourth interview 

was conducted at the interviewee's home later during that day. It was accomplished 

in a meeting room with concurrent attendance of interviewees five, six and their 

mutual friend interviewee three. Although the last two interviewees were 

interviewed one after the other, opportunities were offered for all the attendants to 

exchange opinions on particular topics. That is, a small-scale spontaneous 

discussion might take place when a mutually-concerned issue occurred among the 

interviewees or between the interviewer and the interviewees. This fonn of 

interview may be seen as conjunction of individual and group interviews. 

On completion, interviews with different interviewees were transcribed separately 

since each ofthem represented a particular institution and CBI setting. Personal 

opinions of each interviewee expressed during the collective interview were 

recorded as part of the respective individual interview. 
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All the interviews were conducted in Chinese and audio-recorded with the 

pennission of the interviewees. They also agreed that I could translate and 

transcribe the answers to all the questions in the list. Copies of interview reports 

were distributed to the interviewees for ethical reasons. Some interviewees did not 

wish their names to be identified, and some asked me not to reveal their comments 

on educational and political policies. 

3.3.3 Student questionnaires for need analysis 

One of the purposes of the pre-programme questionnaire (see Appendix IV) was to 

conduct a students' needs analysis. Questionnaires were distributed solely to 106 

students who registered in the CBI programme. There were mainly two reasons for 

the control of the number: 1) a large number of questionnaires might add to the 

teachers' workload and make it difficult to provide an immediate response to all of 

them; and 2) questionnaires from programme students should be given priority since 

the aim of the research is to evaluate the effectiveness of the CBI approach. 

The questionnaires were distributed and collected by the three CBI teachers (i.e. the 

two law lecturers and me) in person in a large classroom. This setting not only 

showed their appreciation for students' contribution but also provided a good 

chance for the first interactions between the CBI teachers and the programme 

students. When collecting the questionnaires, the teachers also took the opportunity 

to match each student with hislher name and particular needs indicated in the 

answers. As a result, the teachers were able to provide comments on some answers 

as soon as they finished collecting the questionnaires. This raised students' 

confidence in the teachers' enthusiasm and work efficiency, and therefore generated 

more interest in the future classes. 
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3.3.4 Eliciting disciplinary information in WLC 

Inter-disciplinary co-operation is regarded as significant in content-language 

instruction. In WLC, there has not been any previous example of English-medium 

law classes. Detailed information about the teachers' attitudes towards the content 

and language integration was desirable and valuable to a successful CBI 

programme. 

Questionnaires were the main means of gathering information on teachers' attitudes 

to the use of English to law students, as well as their attitudes to law and English 

integrated teaching. Eleven questions were asked in the questionnaire designed for 

the forty-six teachers from different content departments in WLC (see Appendix V). 

A lawyer who used to teach in WLC was invited to help with the pilot study. He 

finished the questionnaire in fifteen minutes. Bearing in mind that the law lecturers 

and practitioners in WLC might be too busy to take the questionnaires seriously, I 

chose thirty minutes before the regular meeting as my questionnaire time. Among 

the forty-six questionnaires, twenty were distributed to the law lectures in WLC 

with a full rate of response. 

Data from the returned questionnaires were analysed and the results ofthe analysis 

were reported to the heads of the departments. After a short conversation with the 

heads of the two law departments, respectively, the civil law department and the 

criminal law department, informal interviews were booked to discuss questions 

arising from the questionnaires. 

Since the theme ofthe CBI programme in WLC is rather legal English centred, 

teachers from other content departments including Chinese literature and history, etc. 

were not obliged to fill in the questionnaires. However, semi-structured interviews 

based on the questionnaires for law teachers were conducted with teachers from 

these departments but with English teaching experience. 
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Questionnaires and interviews were also designed for language teachers from other 

colleges and universities in Wuhan (see Appendix VI). As a member of teaching 

staff and head of the language department, I believed that informal conversations 

with my former colleagues might be more appropriate. Therefore, communications 

with EFL teachers in WLC were conducted in the form of casual conversation, 

which was summarized in my work diaries afterwards. 

3.3.5 Seeking for financial support 

In WLC, as well as in many other colleges in China, the teachers' salary is a 

combination of a fixed payment and a payment based on the number of classes they 

are teaching. The rate varies according to their professional posts. 

It might be hard for all the CBI teachers in WLC to receive a double payment, as 

CBI lecturers do in many Chinese universities. The two law lecturers in the CBI 

team expressed willingness to teach the courses voluntarily. Being the co-ordinator 

and based on my knowledge in CBI, I was aware ofthe potential heavy workload in 

the CBI programme in WLC. Therefore, efforts were made to convince the principal 

that the two law lecturers should receive normal payment for the CBI classes they 

attended during the programme. As a result, the three CBI teachers in the team all 

received the payment for the CBI courses at the end of the programme. 

The CBI courses in WLC did not bear credit. In order to encourage students to enrol 

in the programme, administrative leaders in WLC agreed to make these courses free. 

Students with distinctive progress during the programme were rewarded prizes and 

certificates from the college. 

Although finance was not always the central issue in research and teaching practice, 

the CBI programme in WLC would not be successful without the financial suppOli 
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of the college. To a large extent, the financial support encouraged student enrolment 

and the teachers' effort was fairly rewarded. 

3.4 Implementation of the CBI programme in WLC 

There was frequent modification in the CBr course procedures in WLC. Adjustments 

were made in conjunction with the decisions of the CBr group meetings. Based on 

students' reactions to the integrated course, CBr teachers adjusted the teaching 

method and course procedures. This process of modification echoes McNiff's 

suggestions about action research (1988: 1), in which observer as participant is "a 

powerful method of bridging the gap between the theory and practice of education". 

It is the aim of this section to describe how a WLC-specific CBr model was 

established during the seven-week programme. 

3.4.1 Initial stage (Weeks 1 and 2) 

At the initial stage, all the pedagogical decisions were made through CBr group 

meetings. To a certain extent, advice and suggestions provided by CBr teachers from 

other colleges and universities had considerable impact on the group decision. For 

example, according to the interviews with experienced CBr teachers from some 

colleges and universities, it took time for the students to get use to this new approach. 

The teachers should be prepared for the students' panic when they had to manage to 

learn the language and the content at the same time, especially at the beginning stage 

ofthe CBr programme. Abrupt justification and accommodation at this stage were 

therefore not a recommendation. As a result, programme students' reactions were 

observed and analysed but not immediately responded to in the first two weeks of the 

CBr classes. 
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3.4.l.1 The first CBI group meeting 

The first CBI group meeting was held on Monday morning of week one. Decisions 

were made about CBI team building, teaching mode, course materials, course 

schedule, course assessment, student enrolment and programme recording, etc. 

a) Group building 

In addition to the three teachers as the teaching team, two students were accepted as 

members of the CBI group. These students proved to playa significant role in linking 

the CBI teaching team and the programme students. 

At the beginning stage, the team building aimed to enhance students' responsibility 

and to reduce teachers' workload. One of the student members functioned as a 

representative of the programme students, reporting to the CBI group on students' 

reactions to and requirements for the CBI classes. She was responsible for checking 

students' attendance at each CBI class. The other student took the responsibility for 

programme reports. With his help, the progress of the CBI programme would be 

reported on time to all the other staff and students at WLC. He would also help to 

inform students of changes to the time and place for CBI classes. 

b) Team teaching 

Another decision concerned the role of the language and the content teachers in the 

team. Although collaboration was central to the CBI team, clarifying the 

responsibilities encompassed in the team was regarded as important for high working 

efficiency. 

As the language teacher, I myself worked as the leader ofCBI teaching team. I took 
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the responsibility for materials selection, programme design and negotiations with 

the administrative departments. Law lecturers spent more energy on the 

appropriateness of content materials. They were also required to monitor the 

programme students' content development. Every CBI class had to be attended by 

the language teacher as the leading lecturer and one or, preferably, both of the 

content teachers for content support. 

Both the language and the content teachers had a heavy workload during the CBI 

programme. As team leader, the language teacher selected legal materials based on 

the target language skills and features of the content course. As the main presenter of 

the CBI classes, the language teacher developed a general syllabus and teaching plan 

for each CBI lesson. As the supervisor of the programme, the language teacher 

marked students' writing, and shared the experience with content experts. 

The main reason for appointing content lecturers as programme supporters was due 

to their existing heavy workload. Besides the CBI courses, both of the law lecturers 

had to teach ten law classes every week. The roles of content teachers were as 

content consultants, language learners, and programme advisors. As content 

consultants, they provided advice on the content information introduced by the 

language teacher. They also provided details of what the programme students had 

learned, were concurrently learning, and would learn in content classes. Sitting in the 

CBI classroom, the law lecturers developed their English language skills with the 

programme students. With their experience in content teaching and language learning, 

they therefore were able to provide valuable advice on the CBI course progress. 

c) Material selection 

The CBI course material selection in WLC reflected the following three criteria: 1) 

students' academic and professional needs should take priority over the originality of 

the materials, although the significance of original texts should by no means be 
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ignored, 2) the materials selected should be helpful, interesting and useful and 3) the 

new content knowledge in the materials should be within students' reach, and the old 

should not be a repetition of what they had learned before the programme. 

Because of students' limited English language proficiency, texts and materials for 

CBI courses in WLC were selected from English for the Legal Profession (Dong & 

Zhao, 1999) and Legal English (He, 1997). The former was chosen as the core 

material for students, since the language in the content texts of the book was adjusted 

to the level of college students in China. The latter, due to the difficulty of the 

language involved, was used as supplementary material for students with particular 

interest in English or with higher language proficiency. Trial reports and law cases in 

the two books provided exposure to original legal texts. 

Since the CBI programme ran as a seven-week course, the course materials covered 

several law subjects instead of focusing on in-depth instruction in a particular area of 

law. Four legal units were selected in the CBI programme. The first unit, Definition, 

classification, and sources of law aimed to introduce general vocabulary and 

sentence structures used in the legal area. The units on Lawyers and Contract 

formation and classification were closely related to most programme students' future 

careers. Finally, the unit on Civil litigation extended students' vocabulary from 

substantive law to procedural law. 

Appendix VII provides an overview of the whole CBI course. Appendices VIII to XII 

show the materials and teacher diary entries involved in the programme. 

The four units covered several subjects in the regular content curriculum ofWLC. 

Nonetheless, they were not simply a repetition of students' legal courses. Additional 

information on Western legal systems, for instance, lawyers and legal systems in the 

United States, as well as some classic law cases, including Marbury v. Madison (see 

Appendix XII), were applied for teaching and group discussion. It was expected that 
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students should reinforce their legal knowledge, increase their law-specific English 

language skills, and develop their cognitive strategies in the CBr classes. 

d) Course scheduling 

Although the CBr programme received official approval from the administrative 

department, it could only be run as a set of supplementary courses rather than a 

regular subject in the curriculum. This was mainly because the term time in WLC, as 

well as in many other colleges and universities in China, was ten months, which 

would be divided equally into two semesters. The scheduling issue was therefore 

problematic. Another reason related to the administrator's uncertainty about running 

a CBr as a new approach in WLC. 

Through the group meeting, the seven-week CBr programme was scheduled before 

and after regular subject classes. The unusual scheduling, as shown in table 3.3 as 

well as Appendix II, affected the student participation in the programme and added to 

the two law lecturers' workload. However, the full attendance of content lecturers 

was guaranteed since the CBr course ran when no other content classes were 

undergoing. 

Monday 3.S0pm---S.30pm Room 608 Supervision 
Tuesday 7.00pm---9.00pm Room 608 Teaching 

Wednesday 12.30pm---l.SOpm Room 608 Supervision 
Thursday 2.00pm---3.40pm Room 608 Teaching 

Friday 12.30pm---l.SOpm Room 608 Supervision 

Table 3.3 Timetable for the CBr programme in WLC 

As shown in table 3.3, CBr courses were offered every day (Monday to Friday) 
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during the programme. Each class ran for 80 to 120 minutes with around 10 minutes 

break. However, not every CBI class was focused on teaching. As can be seen in 

table 1.3, two thirds of the CBI classes took place in the form of supervision. 

Teachers and students took the opportunity to ask questions. Questions from the 

teachers aimed to check students' development, whereas students asked questions for 

language and/or content assistance. 

e) Course assessment 

As agreed by the CBI group, students would take a set of exams at the end ofthe 

programme. English language and law knowledge would be assessed as the form and 

content respectively in the exams. The four basic language skills, i.e. listening, 

speaking, reading and writing were involved in different forms of the tests. 

The tests would be jointly marked by the language teacher and a law teacher. Firstly, 

students would be asked to give a five-minute oral presentation in English on a legal 

topic. English conversation with the language teacher might be involved during or 

after the short speech. The writing test would be on a similar topic to the spoken one. 

Students were required to reveal their own viewpoints on some legal issues in 

English. 250 words would be the limit of the length of the essay. Apen-and-paper 

test would be used to assess the students' law-based language proficiency. 

Vocabulary and sentence structures would be the focus of this type of test. 

f) Student enrolment 

Students were informed of the CBI programme by poster (see Appendix II) before 

the programme. All the students at WLC were welcome to register on the programme. 

However, they were reminded to take into consideration their current language and 

content proficiency due to the potential challenge ofthe CBI classes. 

In order to collect precise data collected for my research project, students who failed 
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to attend the CBI classes three times would not be taken into account for data 

evaluation. 36 out of 106 of the programme students continued to attend the classes. 

The reason for other students' dropping out was sought and by CBI teachers and is 

analysed in later in this section. 

g) Programme recording 

Work diary was the main method to record the process and progress of the 

programme. Work diary also recorded themes from informal communications and 

notes taken from the group meetings. They were all used as a memory aid. 

Due to the unavailability ofthe technical staff during the period of the CBI classes, 

no video recording was made for the programme. Nor was the teaching 

audio-recorded due to the length of each CBI class. However, digital pictures were 

taken by teachers in the CBI group when they were not teaching. These pictures 

might help to provide some vivid description ofthe programme. 

3.4.1.2 CBI procedures at the initial stage 

The first CBI class in WLC followed a strong form of the CBI approach. That is, the 

content subject was taught completely in English. Considering the students' 

unfamiliarity with the language, a general introduction to law was selected as the 

content of the first unit (i.e. Definition, classification, and sources of law). Moreover, 

the language for content teaching was modified and simplified to students' average 

level. In order to reduce the language difficulty, the teaching embraced elements 

found in the traditional EFL classroom. For example, teacher-led core text reading 

and word study were conducted before the delivery of the content. The rationale was 

that students could be more confident in content comprehension and discussion if 

they were familiar with the meaning and pronunciation of each word involved. 
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The pedagogical methodology was also traditional at the beginning of the 

programme. The classroom activity followed the procedure of presentation, practice 

and production, as shown in table 3.4. 

Presentation in L2 by language teacher 

~ 
Practice and production by students with 

interventions by teachers 

~ 
Summary in Ll by content lecturer 

Table 3.4 Initial CBI procedures in WLC 

During the stage of presentation, two types of knowledge were introduced: the 

language point and the content point (see table 3.5). The language point included 

English for specific academic (i.e. law in this case) purposes (ESAP) and English for 

general academic purposes (EGAP) (Blue, 1988). The former referred to legal terms 

that were obligatory for understanding legal texts, while the latter included linguistic 

structures that might also exist in texts in other academic disciplines. The content 

point included some conceptual and controversial issues involved in the legal area. 

The former focused on the illustration oflegal concepts, while the latter aimed to 

foster critical skills including analysing, synthesising, comparing and contrasting, etc. 

Some controversial issues related to the content texts were introduced by teachers in 

order to encourage critical thinking at the initial stage of CBI. 

Table 3.5 provides further explanation of content and language integration for the 

course presentation provided by the language teacher. The table was based on the 

core text and teaching plan applied in the first CBI class (See Appendix VIII). 
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Language point ESAP items (e.g. tort, statute, legislation, etc.) 
EGAP items (e.g. depend on, classify into, etc.) 

Content point Conceptual issues (e.g. classification and sources oflaw) 
Critical issues (e.g. why should law be classified? Compare legal 
systems between China and the United States.) 

Table 3.5 Content and language points presented by CBI teachers 

After the presentation given by the language teacher, students were divided into 

groups of five to eight to practise the language and content knowledge acquired in 

the CBI class. In the first unit, for example, four topics were discussed concerning 

the definition, classification and sources oflaw, as well as the understanding of the 

statement that' law is the instrument of change and the result of changes' (a sentence 

in the original text). After discussion, a representative from each group was required 

to give an oral summary in English. To reduce the language difficulty in group 

discussion, linguistic and content prompts were provided by the CBI teachers in 

advance on the white board in the classroom. 

The law lecturers started to intervene in the practice stage. They joined the group 

discussion as peer language learners and content assistants, discussing the content 

topics with the students in English and providing in-depth legal information in either 

English or Chinese depending on the complexity of the content. Chinese was used 

most of the time due to the students' preference and time pressure in the CBI class. 

The control of the CBI class was then handed over to the law lecturers. The content 

knowledge was recalled and reinforced in Ll to ensure the accuracy of what had 

been presented in L2. Critical questions were asked such as 'what problems will be 

raised and avoided if the common law system is adopted in China?', and practical 

tasks issued such as 'finding examples of law as the instrument of change, and as the 

result of changes'. Students were encouraged to answer and discuss questions in 

English. However, priority was given to content meaning at the early stage of the 
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programme. 

The content summary, however, was not always the ending of each eBI class at this 

stage. If there was some time left after the summary, students could be required to 

study and comment on the learning strategies of their peers. The purpose of strategy 

analysis was for students to generate learning strategies suitable for their individual 

situations. Study in learning strategies might take place in the form of either group 

discussion or learners' diaries. 

3.4.1.3 Students'reaction 

Originally, 106 students registered in the eBI programme. The number varied 

during the programme. Thirty-six students continued to attend the classes. The 

variation of the number was mainly due to the schedule ofthe eBI courses in the 

programme (as shown in table 3.3 on page174). Another reason lay in students' 

unfamiliarity with the teaching modes and procedures in CBI classes. They were 

either not confident with their language proficiency or not willing to spend extra 

time in the classroom. 

Programme students showed great interest in and enthusiasm for the eBI approach 

from the stage of pre-programme questionnaires. They believed that language skills 

learned from the eBI classes would be helpful for their current content study and 

their future career. Therefore, they were better motivated to practise language skills 

in eBI classes than in traditional EFL classes (from learner diaries and personal 

communications with the students). 

Enhanced motivation and enthusiasm, however, seemed not enough for an effective 

eBI class. There was still considerable addiction to the traditional 

grammar-translation approach. Students were reluctant to undertake any formal 

discussion in English until they were sure about the meaning of each word. They 
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would rather practise oral skills by reading the text on their own than talk with their 

peers in English. They also preferred to express their viewpoints in written fonn. As 

mentioned by some programme students, they felt that they could only speak in 

English when they thought they were ready. In most cases, to speak meant to be able 

to recite what they had written on paper in advance. 

Many students dropped out of the programme because of the 'incredible difficulty 

and stress' in the CBI classes. They did not see the CBI classes "making a dramatic 

difference" and attributed the poor perfonnance to their limited English language 

ability. A student's opinion was shared by most of those who left the programme 

early on: 

I registered on this programme because I really want to improve my English and I believe 

the combination of English language study and learning law is a great idea. However, after 

the first few classes, I cannot see I am improving at all. I do not want to disappoint my 

teacher with my poor performance. Why should I continue if the programme leads nowhere 

for me? 

(Excerpted from personal conversation with the student; Translation mine) 

Since enrolment was entirely voluntary, students did not have to ask for pennission 

to leave the programme. Due to the time limit and heavy workload, the CBI teachers 

did not invest much effort to persuade these students to continue their CBI classes. 

However, it was agreed by all the CBI team members including the student 

representatives that most of the students might benefit greatly if the programme bore 

credit and the students were obliged to stay until the end of the programme. 

3.4.1.4 Students' progress 

Most students had a low self-esteem about their English language proficiency and 

their development at this stage was not dramatic. However, the effect of initial CBI 
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classes was in fact quite encouraging. The teachers were delighted with students' 

improvement in a short period. A learner's diary (see figure 3. I on page 182) was 

used as written evidence to illustrate students' progress during the programme. As 

suggested by members of CBI team as well as the student herself, this student's 

language product should be used to evaluate students' progress since it represented 

the general ability of all the programme students. 

First of all, being able to compose a learning diary in English indicated a substantial 

development since most of the programme students' previous language production 

was limited to sentence level. In other words, none of these students had written a 

diary in English before. 

It could also be seen from students' learning diaries (see Appendix VIII) that they 

had grasped the theme of the content text introduced in CBI classes, although some 

basic linguistic mistakes were made as a result of carelessness (According to 

personal conversations with the students). As a student wrote in the following diary, 

the definition of law depends on its purposes or functions. Law is both (aJ rules of 

conduct and a(nJ instrument to resolve a dispute. 

Moreover, they started to acknowledge the importance of strategies in language and 

content learning, although strategies that they had recognised were at the preliminary 

level. As she claimed later in the diary, the most important, 1 have learned that if 

want to learn English well, open mouth is very important. It implied that producing 

oral output is a painful but meaningful stage for Chinese students as EFL learners. 

They needed or wanted to use the language fluently and accurately. However, much 

effort was required from the teachers and the learners. 
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Figure 3.1 Student's sample learning diary 1 

This diary was transcribed as follows: 

Diary 

In the first class, I have learned something about law. For example, the definition of law depends on 

its purposes or functions. Law is both a rules of conduct and a instrument to resolve a dispute, it is 

also to enforce social justice. 

The most important, I have learned that if want to learn English well, open mouth is very necessary 

and finish homework on time. I have learned some new words and word groups about law. English 

teacher let us see some pictures of English. Environment in English is very nice. I hope our city will be 

the same of England. 

The effectiveness of CBI classes was also reflected by students' performance in 

content classrooms. As commented on by the two law lecturers in a CBI group 

meeting, programme students showed higher confidence than non-programme 

students and students who dropped out of the programme. They understood content 

materials more quickly and engaged more actively in group activities. According to 

the law lecturers, CBI classes gave students some broader background knowledge of 

the content area. 

Programme students' better performance might not have resulted directly from the 

CBI approach itself. However, participating in the CBI programme, where a certain 
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degree of English-medium content teaching was involved, might have enhanced the 

students' self-esteem and elicited a feeling of being part of the elite. In a sense, 

programme students were self-motivated to outperform non-programme students. 

The effectiveness of CBI classes at the initial stage proved that English as a medium 

of instruction could be an access rather than a barrier to content study. However, 

students' learning diaries also revealed very limited language and content output, 

which contrasted with the abundant input in the CBI class. Therefore, some changes 

were made after the first unit, which lasted for two weeks involving ten lessons 

including supervision. 

3.4.1.5 Involvement of other language teachers and the content lecturers 

At the initial stage, CBI classes also attracted the attention of teachers from other 

departments. Two teachers of Chinese literature attended the classes to learn the 

content and the language. They found it not difficult to understand the English 

language used in the CBI classes, and claimed that the course materials were very 

helpful. These visiting learners also provided valuable pedagogical advice. As 

suggested by one of the Chinese lecturers, more attention and commitment should be 

paid to group discussion. Students expected feedback on their performance, and their 

efforts for speaking as group representatives needed to be appreciated. Teachers' 

comments were important to students and therefore would be memorised by them. It 

was agreed by the CBI team that teachers' comments might enhance students' 

confidence and reinforce their memory about the knowledge involved in the 

language product. However, since group work was undertaken after the teacher's 

introduction, there might not always be enough time for teachers to comment after 

each student's presentation. The issue was resolved at the second stage with 

modification of the CBI procedures. 

Although CBI classes were led by the language teacher, other teachers from the 
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language department were consistently absent during the programme. They did not 

attend any CBI class, nor did they contribute any pedagogical advice to the CBI 

programme. The feeling of resistance might derive from a sense of challenge and 

threat raised by content and language integration. Language teachers' attitudes to 

CBI is further analysed in chapter four. 

3.4.2 Progression and modification (weeks 3, 4 and 5) 

Experience from the first two weeks of CBI classes provided foundation for the 

modification of the CBI procedures. During the progress of the programme, CBI 

teachers' attitudes as action researchers increased the students' responsibility not only 

as course receivers but also as programme participants. In addition to observation 

and contact with programme students, CBI team meetings were held before and/or 

after each CBI class. Based on the teachers' and the students' feedbacks, teaching 

procedures were under continuous modification. Being influenced by the teachers' 

effort and enthusiasm, programme students made a great effort to learn the language 

and content. They also showed more interest in the research project and reflected on 

their progress during the programme. 

3.4.2.1 Modification of the CBI procedures 

There were continuous changes applied to the procedures in CBI classes due to 

course progress and student reactions. Although feedback from the students and the 

teachers from other departments was considered and analysed carefully, not all of the 

feedback was taken into account for changes of the course procedures. One reason 

for keeping a reasonable stability of CBI procedures was that it was not possible to 

respond to each individual participant's feedback with a immediate pedagogical 

change. The other reason was related to the teachers' cautiousness to over 

accommodating students' requirements. According to the experience ofCBI teachers 

in other colleges and universities, a certain degree of difficulty might add reasonable 
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pressure for the students to study harder and adjust their learning strategies. It took 

time for the students to get used to a new teaching model and acknowledge the 

benefits. 

Based on the experience of the initial stage, systematic modifications ofthe eBI 

procedures took place between the third and the fifth weeks of the programme. These 

changes were made to enhance students' language opportunities and broaden their 

access to content information. A new form of course assessment was established after 

group meetings with student representatives. 

Student oral presentations were the first change in eBI classes in order to provide 

more opportunities for students to 'open their mouth', i.e. start speaking in English. 

These presentations were designed as the start of each eBI class. Two to three 

students were nominated by the teacher to give a short speech (around five minutes). 

Oral presentations pushed the students to use English as the target language. Students 

with less advanced language proficiency had to spend more time learning the 

language outside the classroom context. The equal opportunities of presentation 

enhanced the average chances of language use by every student in eBI classes. 

In order to encourage students to do the oral presentations, eBI classes allowed free 

choice on the topic ofthe presentation. At the beginning stage, non-content topics 

such as 'my favourite season ofthe year', 'my family' and 'an interesting film', etc., 

were very popular. These topics were regarded as less difficult since students could 

either compose a short paragraph on their own or simply recite a sample text from 

junior secondary English books. 

After a few weeks' practice, students found the self-chosen topics boring due to the 

repetition of the content and limited space to develop their own opinions. From the 

fourth week, there was an increased range of content-related topics for student 

presentations. They found content-related presentations more authentic and therefore 
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interesting. Presenters found it easier to practise the language skills and discuss the 

content knowledge that they were learning in CBI classes 

A second change in this period lay in the language used for classroom instruction. 

Pedagogical procedures at the early stage of CBI in WLC had proved fairly effective 

regarding students' language development and performance in content classes. 

However, teachers were concerned about students' dropping out of the programme. 

According to the feedback collected by CBI teachers and student representatives, the 

main reason was the language difficulty. As explained by a student interviewee, 

The English language used in the class was not really difficult; it is by no means easy either. 

Moreover, I can only concentrate for so much time on the language. I was terribly 

exhausted after the class. 

(Translated from the Llconversation) 

From week three, Chinese, as the students' Ll, was used by the CBI teachers to 

present complicated but fundamental content knowledge. The Ll was used not only 

to teach some content knowledge, but also appeared in Power Point to introduce 

content-related information (See Appendix VIn for example). The rationale behind 

the use of Ll is that appropriate resort to Ll might broaden students' access to 

content knowledge without increasing the language difficulty. The time and energy 

saved could be used for practice on key language items and content concepts 

embedded in the core text. 

From this stage, the clear-cut distinction between EGAP and ESAP began to vanish 

in the CBI classes. Both the students' and the teachers' attention were on the content 

knowledge and the language used for interpreting the information (See Appendix IX 

for example). It was at this point, i.e. when the focus was fully on the knowledge 

itself, that language, no matter it was categorized as EGAP or ESAP, became a tool 

rather than a subject. The focused attention on content meaning helped the students 

to reinforce content knowledge and become familiar with the language involved in 
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content texts. 

There was no linguistic emphasis on the meanings and structures of the new words. 

For example, in the unit on 'contract formation and classification', there was a 

statement that 

A contract is a manifestation of the mutual assent of the parties. 

(Dong and Zhao, 1999: 165) 

Instead of guiding the students to study the meaning of the words manifestation, 

mutual and assent, the teacher explained the sentence in English by saying that 

The validity of a contract is based on meeting of the minds. Or 

A contract is valid if one party accepts the offer of another party. Or 

A contract may have legal effect when the contracting parties reach an agreement. 

Some EGAP knowledge was taught through content-specific examples. Taking a 

sentence from the same unit as an example, 

The intention of the parties is determined not by what they think, but by their outward 

conduct; that is, by what each leads the other reasonably to believe. 

(Dong & Zhao, 1999: 165) 

The teacher explained the meaning and use of the phrase 'be determined by' through 

sample sentences such as 

The definition of law is decided by how people look at its purposes and functions. 

The validity of a contract depends on the capacity of the parties. 

The first sample sentence concerned the knowledge in the previous CBI unit, and the 
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second was related to what was delivered as the content of the present unit. 

The two main changes of the CBI procedures at this stage (see table 3.6) aimed to 

reduce language teaching time and increase students' language using opportunities. 

Student Oral Presentation in L2 

t 
Content Instruction by language teacher in 

L1 +L2 

t 
Practice and Production by students in L2 

Table 3.6 Modified CBI procedures 

As shown in the modified model (see table 3.6), students were encouraged to speak 

in English in oral presentations in the second phase of the programme. It was also in 

this phase that the Ll was used to reduce students' workload, i.e. stress. A fonnal Ll 

summary by content teachers was removed from the course procedures. However, 

the content teachers' role was by no means weakened since the increased student 

practice time made the teachers' facilitation more desirable. 

In addition to the modification of CBI procedures, another change was made so as to 

maintain a reasonable number of students in the programme. After consulting student 

representatives and other programme students, CBI teachers found that students 

dropped out ofthe programme not only because of the challenge raised by 

English-medium instruction, but also due to the fear of examinations. 

As mentioned previously, the CBI programme in WLC was non credit-bearing. 
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Students who passed the end-of-programme exams would be issued with a certificate 

oflegal English proficiency from the college. However, most programme students 

worried that their effort for the CBr classes could be fruitless if they did not pass the 

exams. As a result of a decision made by the CBr team, all the formal exams were 

removed from the programme. rnstead, any forms of student performance, including 

oral presentation, group discussion, learning diaries, etc would be taken into account 

for course assessment. Students were also encouraged to evaluate their own progress 

and report to CBr teachers. 

3.4.2.2 Students' reactions 

Students felt more comfortable with the modified CBr procedures. The long duration 

of each CBr class (80 to 120 minutes compared with 45 minutes in regular classes) 

was by no means tiring to the students. As noted in my work diary, 

In the second half oftoday's lecture, a content teacher introduced in Ll some background 

information on lawyers in China and the United States, which is the topic for the next 

lesson. Students, in spite of over an hour's CBI course, remained enthusiastic. 

The combination of Ll and L2 used for the teaching at this stage reduced the 

students' pressure. Cancellation of end-of-programme exams indicated that the 

students' performance would be evaluated according to their actual effort rather than 

the exam results. Being relieved from the pressure oftests, students were encouraged 

to concentrate on their own performance instead of guessing what the teachers might 

test in the exams. This way of assessment was regarded by students as fairer than 

exams. As a result, they engaged more actively in classroom activities. It seemed that 

students were still pushed to learn. At the same time, however, they also were willing 

to learn since they would see a fair reward for their efforts. As reported in my diary, 
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One student gave the oral presentation without a written draft in their hands. Moreover, two 

students offered to do it for the next session. 

The modification of teaching procedures also changed students' attitudes to the 

programme. At the beginning, the CBI programme was regarded as a set of training 

courses. Students attended the classes, joined in the group activities and did the 

homework. They played a role of no more than passive knowledge receivers. The 

programme was merely an extra chance for them to learn the language and the 

content. 

During the process of the CBI programme, students witnessed the teachers' effort to 

seek an appropriate teaching method. They also realised how seriously their feedback 

and reactions were treated by CBI teachers. In return, they expressed their gain, need 

and other feedback in the form oflearners' diaries, e-mails and personal 

conversations, etc. In this sense, students became active participants in the CBI 

programme. They showed their concern for the success of the programme and their 

willingness to contribute to the research. In other words, students played the roles as 

learners and research participants. 

3.4.2.3 Students' progress 

With more opportunities to practise their English, students made progress in speaking, 

which was their weak point in traditional language classes. In oral presentations, for 

example, an increasing number of students started to talk about content infonnation 

acquired in CBI classes, with apparent ease. Many students expressed a wish to 

speak standard or native-like English during informal conversations with CBI 

teachers. However, not much time was spent by the teacher on correcting students' 

pronunciation in CBI classes since it did not cause difficulty in understanding the 

content meaning. 
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Students' English writing abilities also developed remarkably. Most students' diary 

entries were around 180 words, though they tended to be somewhat shorter at the 

beginning of the course and rather longer as the course progressed. A diary entry of 

the previously mentioned student might serve as a good example. Compared with 

102 words in her diary at the initial stage, the student produced a learning diary entry 

of212 words (see figure 3.2). 

Figure 3.2 Student's sample learning diary 2 

The following is the transcription of this diary: 

Study Report 

Introduction: Through lesson 3, I have learned contract formation, contract classification and what's 

the contract. 
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I. Contract Formation 

The contract has two parts. They are offer and acceptance. One party make an offer, another one 

accept an offer. It must be reached on mutual assent. The contracting parties must have legal capacity, 

if one party lacks this capacity, the contract will be void contract or voidable contract. Those people 

generally involve minors, mental independents, intoxicated persons and drug addicts. There are some 

contracts because fraud, duress, unconsiderabilities, misrepresentation and unjust enrichment to 

being void or voidable. 

II. Contract Classification 

The contract has four forms, they are expressed, implied, orally and spoken. The implied involve 

implied-in-fact and implied-in-Iaw. The form may also affect the contract's validity. According to 

performance, contract is divided into executed and executor. According to the promise, contract is 

divided into bilateral and unilateral. According to validity, contract is divided into valid, void, voidable 

and unenforceable. 

Summary: Through this knowledge, I know that what's the contract. Contract is a set of civil conducts. 

It is formed through offers and acceptances. It is by meeting of the minds. 

These are my understand. There are other things need to know, but I will try my hard to learn them. 

The student also showed a certain degree of content development in the diary. She 

gave a full introduction about the participants of a contract, a detailed description of 

the process of forming a contract and the legal capacity of the parties. The language 

items including legal terms and sentence structures were also applied correctly in the 

learning diary. A large amount of work was needed to increase students' academic 

writing and related linguistic skills. However, time was an issue since the CBI 

teachers and students concentrated more on the content knowledge at this stage. 

The other two language skills, i.e. reading and listening, still needed to be developed. 

The teacher had to reduce the speaking speed when delivering content information in 

English, or switch to Chinese. In terms of reading, some students still struggled with 

the spellings and pronunciations of each new word in order to understand the 

meaning of long sentences. 

Programme students' performance in content classes was also impressive. According 
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to the two law lecturers in the CBI team, CBI students were more active in content 

classes. Content knowledge gained and reinforced in CBI classes facilitated their 

interpretation of regulations and definitions in content areas. Therefore, they were 

confident in accomplishing content tasks and homework compared with most 

non-programme students. 

Students' cognitive growth during this period was mainly reflected by their diaries 

and study reports. As seen from the sample diary (figure 3.2 on page 191), there was 

still a long way to go before the students achieved a high level of academic writing. 

However, they started to show increased abilities in synthesizing and summarizing. 

Moreover, students realised the difference between Chinese and English academic 

writing through the study of authentic content texts in CBI classes. As shown in the 

sample learning diary 2, the student composed a study report by introducing the main 

argument before presenting the evidences. This way of writing is different from or 

opposite to writing a Chinese article. 

3.4.2.4 Cooperation of content teachers 

It seemed that some previous roles of content teachers ceased in the modified 

procedures. No formal content instruction was offered by the two lecturers from the 

law departments. Neither did they have regular opportunities to summarise the 

content knowledge in Ll. However, collaboration from content teachers was by no 

means reduced. In fact, support from the content lecturers was even more important 

in the modified CBI classes. 

At this stage, the two law lecturers contributed their own teaching plans concerning 

the content knowledge and pedagogical advice before each CBI class. These teaching 

plans were highly valuable for the language teacher as the main course presenter. In a 

sense, knowledge delivered in the CBI classes was based on the joint contribution of 

the content and the language teachers. 
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The role of content lecturers as assistants in CBI courses became more noticeable in 

students' practice and production. Since the basic content knowledge was interpreted 

and delivered by the language teacher, students' questions at this stage demanded 

rich content-area infonnation and working experience in the legal field. Content 

teachers' attendance and assistance in CBI classes were therefore essential. 

Since the two content lecturers also taught programme students in law classes, they 

were able to provide feedback on programme students' content demands and 

development. With their help, content knowledge introduced in CBI classes was 

connected to students' subject matter study. 

In sum, the teachers from the law departments played a central role in course 

preparation and course assessment at this stage. Their role as teaching assistants 

appeared to be even more important since more content-related questions were raised 

due to the increased student practice time. 

3.4.3 Final stage: Establishment ofWLC-specific CBI model (weeks 6 and 7) 

As revealed in the previous sections, the first two weeks of the CBI programme in 

WLC were dedicated to building a constructive environment among the teachers and 

the learners. The initial framework ofCBI procedures was based on the teachers' 

previous pedagogical experience. Students' reactions to CBI classes were highly 

valued throughout the programme. According to the feedback from students and 

content lecturers, as well as experience accumulated at the initial stage, CBI 

procedures were modified during the following three weeks. The modification was 

conducted gradually and continuously. It was during the last two weeks that the 

procedures were developed to a WLC-specific CBI model, although this model was 

by no means final and must be subject to further research and practice. 
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3.4.3.1 Modified CBI procedures 

A feature of the modified procedures in the WLC programme was the increased 

opportunities that students had to communicate in English. This feature was reflected 

by the student-led content-based communication as a new procedure added to the 

WLC model. Three main factors contributed to the new procedure in CBI classes at 

this stage: students' development during the second stage (i.e. weeks three, four and 

five) ofthe CBI programme, learners' diaries and advice from other content teachers 

at the initial stage. 

According to the group meeting at the end ofthe second stage of the programme, 

students' skills in L2 reading remained limited. They found it hard to read the 

supplementary materials recommended by teachers with full understanding. The 

limited reading ability also hindered the students' development in academic writing. 

Students needed wider access to authentic content materials. 

The issue of reading materials was resolved when a programme student's diary 

caught the teacher's attention. As was noted in my work diary: 

A student's diary was very interesting. It seemed to me that the diary was copied from 

somewhere else. After talking with the student, I was told that it was from an article on the 

internet. I was glad that the students started to find other resources for content information 

in English. However, I was concerned about how much they could learn when they were 

copying these ideas with little paraphrasing. 

Although students should not be encouraged to copy others' idea as the major part of 

their assignment, seeking references might be a good way of broadening the students' 

exposure to the L2 content information. Being inspired by this finding, teachers 

started to encourage students to prepare their own reading materials for each CBI 

class. Collecting L2 articles from relevant journals, newspapers, other course books 
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and web sites was recommended. Content infonnation provided by students through 

these sources enriched the content topic in CBI classes. This kind of information was 

introduced and discussed in L2 by students in the fonn of oral presentation (see table 

3.6 on page 188). In order for all the students to share their materials, student-centred 

discussion was added after the presentations by their fellow learners (see table 3.7 on 

page 197). 

The discussion (see Appendix X for example) was led by student presenters. Content 

teachers joined in when specific clarifications were needed. This also provided an 

effective way of commenting. As suggested by teachers from other content 

departments, comment should be given on student presentations. However, it was not 

practical for the CBI teachers to provide direct comments. Time was the first concern 

since most presentations required further discussion rather than a yes-or-no comment. 

Doubtlessly, a negative comment would have been discouraging to some of the 

students, while an over-positive one misleading. 

Moreover, comments focusing on particular students' presentations were not always 

perceived as relevant by the others. It was not practical for CBI teachers to spend 

much time commenting on the presentations. Even several minutes of commenting 

and explanation on each presentation might be too short for the student himlherself 

as the presenter. 

Last but not least, student-led discussion and student-prepared materials established 

an effective learning enviromnent with the learners as leaders and participants. After 

the student oral presentation, all the other students were required to provide comment, 

discuss the topic, and compare the infonnation that they had collected themselves 

from different sources. English language was preferred during the process of 

discussion. 
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Student oral presentation 

1 
Student-led content-based discussion 

1 
Content-based instruction by the L2 teacher 

1 
Students' refined language - content integrated output 

Table 3.7 WLC-specific CBr procedures 

Content and language teachers played a role of assistants during student discussion. 

They supported the discussion with their respective specialties. Being equipped with 

content knowledge prepared before class, as well as infonnation provided in content 

teachers' teaching plan, the language teacher was also able to answer most content 

related questions. 

Although a small amount of language and content knowledge was introduced to 

individual groups to support the discussion, the core infonnation was delivered by 

the language teacher after the group discussion. The instruction was based on the 

joint teaching plan with contribution from content lecturers. Texts in the course book 

were used to facilitate the teaching. 

A traditional language approach was adopted by the language teacher in explaining 

the L2 content text. That is, each paragraph in the core text was explained sentence 

by sentence in order for most, if not all, students to understand the meaning. The 

theme of each paragraph was introduced by the language teacher in English before or 

after the explanation. The purpose was to reduce language difficulty and reinforce 
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content knowledge. The same as in the second stage of the programme, there was no 

separation between the ESAP and EOAP knowledge during the teaching as this 

stage. 

After intensive explanation of the content text, students became the centre of the CBI 

class again. As group members or working individually, they were required to 

accomplish content-related tasks or exercises after each unit in the course book. They 

might also be asked to summarize in L2 what they had learnt in the class. The 

summary was either in the form of oral presentation or as a written study report. 

3.4.3.2 Students' progress 

By the final stage of the CBI programme in WLC, the students had achieved 

remarkable development in their language, content and cognitive skills. In addition to 

the learners' diaries and their in-class performance, the success of the programme 

was confirmed by students' responses to the end-of-programme questionnaires (see 

Appendix XIII) and by the content teachers' programme report (see Appendix XIV). 

At this stage, students participated more actively in CBI classes. Those who had 

dropped out at the beginning of the programme came back to the CBI classroom. 

Programme students showed increased confidence in oral presentations. They made 

an effort to introduce content infonnation elicited from self-prepared/collected 

materials. They also showed great interest in materials presented by other students. 

Student-led discussions became academically and cognitively beneficial. During the 

study of the unit on Lawyers, for example, students started to question the role of 

lawyers in keeping social order and justice. There was a hot debate among them 

about the relationship between the judge and the lawyer. At the end ofthe discussion, 

the two content teachers were asked by programme students to compare the Chinese 

and British attorney systems. 
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Content-area infonnation prepared for and demanded by the discussion enriched CBI 

classes. However, students' interest in content-related language knowledge was not 

diminished. In fact, many students turned to dictionaries and course materials for 

linguistic assistance when the language teacher was not available. 
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Figure 3.3 Student's sample learning diary 3 

The diary was transcribed as follows: 

Classification and roles of lawyers 

This week I learned about lawyers. I am very interested in this job and want to be a lawyer in the 

future. In this report, I'd like to discuss classification and roles of lawyers. 

Lawyers may be divided into several types, According to if the lawyers participate in a law suit, the 
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lawyers can be classified into trial lawyers and office-practice lawyer. Trial lawyer participates in a law 

suit, office-practice lawyer deals with matters such as preparing documents, advising business or 

settling estates. Office-practice lawyer never take part in a law suit, but leave litigation to trial 

lawyers. 

According to the client, the lawyer can be classified into general practitioners and house councils. 

General practitioners may settle every matter that is brought to their offices. House councils are 

employed by business to assist in the internal operations of the company by preventing and solving 

legal issues. 

Lawyers playa leading role in the society. First of all, they are advisors. Their advices may involve 

business decisions or family affairs. Second, lawyers are advocates for their clients. Third, lawyers are 

negotiators of compromise. 

I have learned so much in this class. It is also combined with my major. I am looking forward to the 

next unit. 

The improved content and language abilities were also revealed by students' diaries. 

As seen figure 3.3, there was a growth in the breadth and variety of content-related 

L2 vocabulary. Content information acquired in CBI classes was clearly synthesized 

and classified. It seemed that students were not very critical as far as the diary was 

concerned. However, that might be related to the students' cautiousness in producing 

written output. As said by the student in an informal conversation, 

Criticality is certainly a significant component in good academic writing. However, since it 

is in written form, we should be more cautious about what we write. This is especially true 

for the legal profession. Secondly, personal opinions are subjective, but they should not be 

confusing or misleading. We should be responsible for the readers and for ourselves as the 

writers. 

I am not saying we should not be critical. I just do not think I am able to be at the moment. 

Therefore, I will work harder to develop my abilities in English language and law. I think I 

will be more critical when I am supported with sufficient content knowledge and 

professional experience. 

(Translated from the original L1 conversation) 
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The end-of-programme questionnaires (see Appendix XU!) and a celebration held in 

the last CBI class helped to elicit information about students' cognitive improvement. 

Before the CBI programme, a learning strategy was an abstract concept. Most 

students knew the significance of learning strategies in effective and efficient 

learning. However, they lacked the opportunity to learn and practise those strategies. 

As said by a student before the CBI programme, 

We know that learning strategies are very important in English study. We need them to learn 

English better and faster. The teachers also advise us to pay more attention to learning 

strategies. However, we don't know what they really are. We ask our teachers and fellow 

students, and even buy books on learning strategies. But we still do what we normally did 

in our English study. All that is in our mind is to get the job done. 

It was during the CBI programme that students started to practise learning strategies 

in language and content learning. They also realised that strategies functioned 

differently from one individual to another. Learning strategy was the most popular 

topic in the end-of-programme discussion. Students paid close attention to strategies 

introduced by teachers and their fellow students. They expected to establish their 

own strategic framework in the near future. 

Students' cognitive growth was also recognized by teachers from the content 

departments. As stated in the reports of the two law teachers in the CBI team (see 

Appendix XIV), programme students participated in content classes with greater 

confidence and enthusiasm. With more accurate answers and better perfonnance, 

these students enjoyed more positive feedback from the teachers. Negative feedback, 

on the other hand, was considered by them as guidance to the in-depth study of the 

related content issues. As commented by a content teacher, programme students' 

active engagement in classroom activities and their right attitudes to teachers' 

feedback helped to establish a constructive learning environment. 
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3.4.3.3 Reaction of content teachers and the administrative staff 

As mentioned in previous sections, two law lecturers attended consistently during the 

programme. Apart from helping the language teacher with the content-based 

instruction, they also provided feedback on students' content development. At the 

final stage of the CBI programme, the two content teachers were asked to compose 

reports on their overall opinion about the programme (See Appendix XIV). The 

report revealed the influence of this CBI programme on the learners and the teachers. 

As argued by one of the law lecturers in her report, it was encouraging to see that the 

students were actively involved in classroom interaction and developed their_ 

academic and cognitive skills in CBI classes. Both of the two law teachers agreed 

that the students enjoyed the programme because they felt needed not only as the 

learners in education practices but also as the participants in educational research. 

According to the content lecturer, 

Unlike other students, the programme students appreciate their opportunities of any form of 

classroom activities including individual presentations and group discussions. They 

engaged in various content-related tasks without being afraid of making mistakes. Effort 

invested by the cm teachers also inspired the students. They felt highly respected and 

concerned in the programme. There was pressure in CBI classes, especially when the 

students were asked to lead the discussions. However, it was an enjoyable and valuable 

experience. The students showed great interest in the results of the CBI programme. 

(Excerpted and translated from programme report 

of a content teacher in the CBI team in WLC with permission) 

Improved inter-disciplinary cooperation was reported as another achievement of the 

programme. There was consistent cooperation between the language and the content 

teachers during the CBI programme in WLC, although they played different roles 
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during the three stages of the programme. Working as a team provided opportunities 

for the language and the content teachers to appreciate each other's academic 

specialty and pedagogical philosophy. Mutual respect was thus established for 

harmonious and effective cooperation. As commented by one of the law lecturers in 

the team, 

There was inter- and intra- departmental communication in WLC before the CBI 

programme. However, everyone kept their teaching method and techniques secret because 

of the competition for promotion, which related closely to the pay rate. During the CBI 

programme, the three teachers from the language and the law departments worked as a team. 

They exchanged teaching experiences and shared the result of classroom observation, 

assessment and analysis of students' development. Teaching methods and procedures were 

frequently modified as group decision for effective instruction. 

(Excerpted and translated from programme report of a content 

teacher in the CBI team in WLC with permission) 

Feedback from other teaching and administrative departments was also encouraging. 

The principal ofWLC said in a personal on-line conversation that the CBI 

programme was viewed as a pedagogical reform in WLC. An official report on the 

CBI programme was composed by the administrative office in WLC and submitted 

to the Judicial Bureau of Wuhan City. 

3.5 Features of the CBI programme in WLC 

There are four distinguishing features ofthe CBI programme in WLC. These features 

concern language learning, course assessment, speaking opportunities and concept of 

homework. Some of them differentiate the CBI course in WLC from those in other 

Chinese colleges; some make CBI in WLC distinguishable from CBI in other 

countries. It is expected that the CBI programme in WLC provides valuable 

information for practising the approach in other settings. 
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3.5.3 Priority of language learning in content-language integration 

One of the aims ofthe CBI programme in WLC was to encourage language learning 

by integrating information in the content area. The students might not necessarily 

have adequate opportunities to use the language in real life, but they had to learn the 

language since it was a compulsory subject. Integrating the students' content subject 

with language teaching might increase students' opportunities to use the language 

and therefore make language learning bear practical value. The traditional approach 

impacted on the language learning process of the EFL learners as well as their 

interest in CBI as a new approach. 

In the CBI programme in WLC, students experienced three stages oflanguage 

learning: l)learning the language as an isolated linguistic subject when students pay 

more attention to the linguistic elements in a legal text; 2) learning the language used 

in the content area when the unfamiliarity with the language is reduced by their 

understanding ofthe legal texts; and 3) learning the language by using it as a means 

to content mastery when students are able to use language as a tool to receive and 

retrieve infonnation in the content area. 

This process was not linear. In most cases, each stage during the process was likely 

to be a mixture of the three stages. Even at the initial stage of the programme, for 

instance, some students tried to memorise the meaning of a legal term, study its use 

in a legal context and practise it in group discussion. Features in some stages seemed 

to be stronger than the others due to the different focus of attention. At the final stage, 

for example, students focused more on the content meaning than on the linguistic 

structures. 
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3.5.4 Learning diary as means of teacher-student communication and course 

evaluation 

Students in the programme were required to write learning diaries almost every day 

as part of their homework. The main components of the diary were the legal 

information, language knowledge and students' comments on classroom instruction. 

The learning diary worked multi-functionally. First of all, it provided opportunities 

for students to review the content and language knowledge they acquired in the CBI 

classes. During the process of reporting and commenting, students had to apply 

cognitive skills such as synthesising, analysing and criticising. 

The learning diary also served as a bridge between the teacher and the leamer, hence 

teaching and learning. This written form of communication, as well as e-mails, was 

welcomed by most programme students. Being relieved of the time limit and 

pressure of the face-to-face interaction, students could 'talk' with their teachers more 

comfortably and confidently. 

In addition, the learning diary was used as a particular record of each student's 

improvement. Considering students' variety in their language proficiency and 

background knowledge, it might not be appropriate to assess their development in 

CBI classes with a same standard. The improvement should be evaluated against 

students' individual starting point when they enrolled in the programme. The learning 

diary provided the opportunity for the students to evaluate their development as 

individuals. 

It is worth mentioning the marking issue of the learning dairy. Since the diary was 

regarded as means of teacher-learner communication, all of the students' learning 

diaries were marked with detailed comments in English. Students were required to 

read the comments very carefully and discuss them with their peers. According to the 
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end-of-programme questionnaires, this way of marking was regarded as one of the 

most attractive factors of the CBI course. Some students even said that they would 

have shown higher motivation for traditional language learning if their homework 

was marked in this way because the comments made more sense and therefore more 

helpful compared with scores. 

It seemed that higher motivation and attention were generated when the result of 

marking did not lead to student-student competition, but a form ofteacher-student 

communication. This may be particularly true when competition was not the aim of 

language instruction. 

3.5.5 Student oral presentation as a starting point for authentic talk 

Another feature of the CBI programme in WLC was the oral presentation. Students 

were grouped to discuss content area information they have acquired in CBI classes 

and a summary was presented in English by the group representatives. Although 

most students realised that practising was important in learning a language, they were 

not confident in using the language. In order to increase students' practice 

opportunities and push them to use the language, oral presentation was the first 

procedure of the CBI classes from the third week of the programme. 

At the early stage, topics of the student oral presentation were chosen freely by 

students. For example, they could talk about their family, a favourite book, or 

personal hobbies, etc. The aim of the free choice was to encourage students to 'open 

their mouths' and speak in English. With the progress of CBI courses, students had 

grasped some content information and language knowledge. Therefore, 

content-related topics started to take over. For students at this stage, talking about 

legal knowledge they were learning concurrently with the language was much easier 

than reciting abstract texts in traditional language course books about food that they 

had never eaten, people that the students had never met and incidents that they had 
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never experienced. 

The students' confidence was also built in the process of presentations. As noted in 

my working diary, they became more confident to speak in English if the information 

involved was relevant and meaningful. Meanwhile, they were also greatly 

encouraged and motivated when their peers' presentations ended up with active 

responses and positive feedbacks. 

To a certain degree, oral presentations based on the content-area communication 

increased the opportunities for students to speak in English. Every presenter set an 

authentic model of the use of English language to the fellow students, even if some 

presentations were somehow deficient. 

3.5.6 New concept of homework 

At the beginning of the CBI programme in WLC, students were nonnally required to 

complete sentence translations and write short assignments based on some legal 

cases (see Appendix VII). This was because of influence of traditional teaching 

models on the concept of student homework. In the traditional Chinese educational 

system, it was believed that homework consisted of additional written or oral 

exercises issued by teachers. 

During the process of the CBI programme in WLC, the concept of homework was 

re-defined by CBI teachers. They found that the homework should not just refer to 

what the teachers thought the students should do but what the students thought they 

need to do after class. 

According to the pre-programme questionnaires, over ninety-five percent of students 

in WLC spent less than one hour per week learning English after their language 

classes. Eighty-seven percent admitted that they were happy when less homework 
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was assigned by the teacher. However, too little homework or no homework was 

voted as the most disappointing part of their traditional language classes. They 

assumed that little homework indicated that the teachers were not keen to know how 

much their students had learned. 

The idea of re-defining the concept of homework was initiated at the beginning stage 

of the CBI programme in WLC. According to a general test in a CBI class during the 

first week, the students, as the centre of learning, seemed to know more about what 

they needed to do as individuals. As was written in my work diary: 

One day the students were required to read the text five times or more after class However, 

only 4 students have done it. To the surprise of the CBI teachers, the new words and content 

knowledge introduced in the class have been well remembered by most of the students. 

Moreover, in-class discussion and questioning and answering in English are much more 

promising than the previous days. English conversation and teacher-student interaction have 

started. 

(Excerpted from my CBI programme diary) 

It can be seen from the case above, what is learned by the students can be more than 

what is taught by the teacher when the learners are involved in the learning process 

actively and individually. Homework should include everything that students need to 

learn through their own effort after class. In other words, it is the students themselves 

who decide the content and the amount of their homework. 

The new concept of homework was then applied throughout the CBI programme in 

WLC. Apart from some compulsory exercises including learning diaries, students 

were encouraged to decide what else they were going to do after each CBI class. 

Revision of previously learned knowledge, preparation of new lessons and collection 

of relevant information were all included as homework. 
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Summary 

This chapter reported on a case study of a two-month CBI programme conducted in 

Wuhan Law College. The aim of the programme was to evaluate the effectiveness of 

the CBI approach by applying it to the actual context ofWLC. Continuous 

adaptation and modification were made during the programme in order to achieve 

satisfactory outcomes. 

The CBI programme in WLC was divided into three stages, which reflected the 

process of establishing a WLC-specific CBI model. Teaching procedures, students' 

development and involvement of content teachers were reported in the description of 

each stage of the programme. 

At the initial stage, the CBI classes followed a traditional procedure of presentation, 

practice and production. English, as the students' L2, was used as the main medium 

of instruction. The roles of content and language teachers were clarified and their 

responsibilities for the CBI classes were fairly shared. The language and the content 

teachers took advantage of expertise in their respective fields. Based on close 

co-operation, the language teacher led the English-medium presentation of the 

content knowledge, which was concluded in Ll by the content teachers at the end of 

each CBI class. 

Students were interested in and enthusiastic about the new approach. They found the 

English-medium content teaching understandable but stressful. It was hard for them 

to concentrate on the unfamiliar language throughout the CBI class. The rich content 

and language input in the first few weeks did not significantly improve students' 

output. They were still dependent on the traditional grammar-translation approach 

and lacked confidence in participating in content-related L2 activities. 

Group meetings were held before and after each CBI class. Students' reactions to the 
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course and other teachers' advice were discussed in order to improve the 

effectiveness ofthe approach in WLe. At the second stage, the eBI procedures were 

modified to enhance students' language opportunities and deepen their involvement 

in the programme. Exams were removed as a fonn of course assessment. Students' 

development was to be evaluated from their in-class perfonnance, learner diaries and 

the homework. 

Students were encouraged to give oral presentations at the beginning of each eBI 

class. They were also encouraged to search for L2 content infonnation before the 

class. The clear-cut distinction between content and language knowledge diminished 

since pedagogical emphasis was placed on content area infonnation. Depending on 

the complexity of the content infonnation, both Ll and L2 were used as medium of 

instruction by the language teacher as course presenter. With full attendance, content 

teachers played the role of assistants mainly in students' group discussions. During 

this stage, the modified procedures reduced teacher talk time. The modification 

resulted in students' development in two dimensions: academic success including 

their language and content mastery as eBI learners and critical thinking skills as 

participants in a eBI research project. 

Encouraged by students' development in the second stage, CBI teachers decided to 

provide more opportunities for student activities. At the final stage of the eBI 

programme in WLe, a student-centred eBI model was established. The eBI classes 

were initiated with student oral presentations. These presentations involved content 

infonnation collected by the students before each eBI class. Group discussions were 

conducted on the basis of the presentations. Student presenters led the discussion by 

providing topics for discussion and eliciting feedback from teachers and their fellow 

learners. 

The leamer-centred teaching mode encouraged students to engage more actively in 

eBI classes. It also enhanced the teaching efficiency ofthe CBI teachers. Rather than 
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delivering a whole pack of content area knowledge, CBI teachers provided assistance 

according to students' individual needs and requirements. These needs and 

requirements were genuine because they were elicited from student group discussion 

and the information collected by students themselves. 

There was no distinction between ESAP and EGAP in the CBI classes at this stage. 

Nor was there a separation between the language and the content teaching. The 

language problems were raised and resolved naturally during the process of content 

learning. Each individual learner was at the centre ofhislher content-language 

integrated study. The teachers, in most cases, acted as learning assistants and 

classroom controllers. They provided any sort of help needed by the students for 

their content and language study. They also monitored classroom activities as well as 

the range of knowledge involved in the CBI classes. 

The WLC-specific CBI model was established in relation to students' needs and their 

reactions to each CBI class. Although teachers were not at the centre of the model, 

they contributed enormously to the establishment ofthe CBI model in WLC. The 

next chapter provides a thematic account of the CBI programme. Data collected in 

the programme are analysed in the chapter with respect to the six research questions 

addressed in the project. 
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Chapter 4 Data Analysis 

Introduction 

Chapter three explained how a CBI programme was conducted in WLC as a college 

setting in China. A general narrative account of the students' development and the 

teachers' role at each stage was also provided in the chapter. It is the focus of this 

chapter to analyse thematically the data collected before, during and after the 

programme. The purpose of the analysis is to evaluate the effectiveness of CBI in 

developing students' language, content and cognitive abilities. As well as the effort 

invested by the teachers and the students in the CBI classes, administrative support is 

considered as crucial to a successful CBI programme, although the issue itself was 

not mentioned in my original research questions. The six research questions will be 

answered in this chapter and summarized later as part of conclusions of the thesis. 

The student is at the centre of the first two sections of this chapter. The first section 

of this chapter provides answers to research question one about the appropriateness 

of CBI in WLC as a further education college. The section introduces information 

about WLC students' needs and analyses the effectiveness of the traditional 

approaches in the development of the students' four basic language skills and 

learning strategies. It is argued that the students have learned some linguistic rules 

for general L2 communicative purposes. However, the WLC students are not 

motivated to learn and practise these linguistic rules. There seems to be a mismatch 

between what is introduced in traditional language classes and what is needed by the 

WLC students in real life. 

The second section illustrates the effectiveness of CBI in increasing the students' 

motivation and practice opportunities in L2 learning. In order to answer research 

questions two, three and four about the impact ofCBI on students' language, content 
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and cognitive development, this section analyzed the WLC students' development 

during the CBI programme according to their language abilities, performance in the 

content classes, as well as their progress in cognitive thinking and strategic learning. 

The teacher is the key word for sections three and four. Section three introduces the 

content teachers' and language teachers' attitude towards the necessity and feasibility 

ofCBI in WLC before the programme. The students' less advanced English language 

proficiency is the teachers' major concern, which leads to a general argument that 

'CBI may not be feasible in WLC as a college setting'. 

There is a systematic introduction of many CBI teachers' experiences in section three. 

Some of these teachers are from the language department and some from content 

departments of other colleges and universities in China. The content teachers seem 

more confident due to their expertise in the content area and content-related language 

abilities. The language teachers, however, place more emphasis on language skills 

rather than a profound introduction of the content knowledge in their classes. These 

classes nonnally involve content infonnation but are not taught through 

team -teaching. 

Following the introduction ofWLC teachers' attitudes to CBI and the CBI teachers' 

pedagogical experience, section four documents the involvement of the content and 

the language teachers in the CBI programme in WLC. Data and analysis in this 

section aims to provide answers to research questions five and six, which concern the 

content and the language teachers' reaction to the programme. 

Administrative support is portrayed as important for the success of the CBI 

programme. Section five discusses some administrative issues in conducting the CBI 

programme in WLC. The WLC case may provide some suggestions about how to 

seek administrative support in similar settings in China. 
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4.1 Students' needs and language learning experience: answers to research 

question one 

This section is relevant to research question one: Is CBI an appropriate methodology 

for WLC as a further education college and, by extension, for other specialist further 

education/colleges in China? Data in this section, which are collected through 

student questionnaire and personal communications, focus on WLC students' 

language learning experience, content knowledge and cognitive abilities. Data 

collected through pre-programme questionnaires are analysed in order to see the 

extent to which the students' skills in language and content learning are developed in 

traditional language classes. Results of the analysis indicate that CBI, as an 

integrative approach, is desirable for students at WLC since it meets the students' 

needs for language learning, academic/professional success and cognitive 

development. 

4.1.1 WLC students' language learning experience 

Questionnaires were distributed to 106 students before the programme in order to 

gather infonnation about the learners' needs and their language learning experience. 

Findings in this section indicate the limited effectiveness of traditional language 

classes in developing WLC students' English language proficiency. 

4.1.1.1 Three to five years of fonnal English language learning 

As shown in table 4.1, all of the 106 students who responded to the questionnaire 

received three years general English language education in junior middle school 

before they entered WLC. Nearly fifty-four per cent of them also learned English 

for over two years during their five- or six-year primary education. In other words, 

over half ofthe programme students had at least five years' English language 

learning experience. 
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Total Student With only 3yrs With an additional Confident in 

Number English language 2yrs or more inter-personal L2 

learning English language conversation 

experience in learning 

Junior middle experience in 

school primary school 

Male students 47 25 22 1 

Female 59 24 35 1 

students 

Sum 106 49 57 2 

Table 4.1 Language background of the programme students and 
their self-evaluation of oral proficiency 

Forty-six per cent of the students had only three years of English language learning 

experience. They started to learn the language when they entered junior middle 

schools at the age of twelve or thirteen. The three years of language education 

focused on language items for basic interpersonal communications. According to 

the national curriculum, the students were expected to acquire basic rules for 

English pronunciation, word formulation and sentence structure. Grammatical items 

introduced in this period included basic use of personal pronouns (e.g. the singular 

and plural forms of the first, second and third personal pronouns), tenses (e.g. 

simple present, simple past and present/past progressive), and moods (e.g. 

declarative, imperative and interrogative). 

Fifty-four per cent of the students had over five years of experience as EFL learners. 

They stmied to learn English in the third year of primary education. These students 

were expected by the national curriculum to have a larger amount of vocabulary, 

and be familiar with expressions for daily conversation. Most grammar rules were 

introduced before the students entered into the next level of education. The 

subjunctive mood was generally the only grammatical item that had not been 

introduced in this period. 
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In brief, after three to five years of fonnal English language education, basic 

language skills were introduced to the Chinese students. With a reasonable 

investment of diligence and practice, the students would therefore be expected to 

manage interpersonal communications in English. However, this may not be true for 

the students in WLC. That is, the WLC students may not have learned to use what 

they have been taught in traditional language classes. 

4.1.1.2 Language skills and activities introduced in WLC 

Traditional language approaches may benefit most Chinese EFL learners as an 

effective way of introducing linguistic rules. Some diligent Chinese students even 

outperfonn other ethnic group including British pupils in pen-and-paper exams (The 

Independent, Feb. 16th
, 2007). However, students in WLC, as well as other college 

students in China, did not seem to benefit from the traditional language classes as 

much as other junior middle school or university students. According to their junior 

secondary school record cards provided by the department of teaching affairs in 

WLC, these students' average English graduation mark was 56, which was four 

points under the passing grade. 

WLC students might have not worked hard enough to improve their language 

proficiency. As shown in table 4.4 (see page 222), for example, most programme 

students spent less than an hour per week on learning English after class. However, 

it might not be reasonable to accuse them of being lazy. According to the 

pre-programme questionnaire, 10 1 students out of 106 expressed their frustration by 

the low marks of their English exams (see question 10 of the questionnaire). They 

also expressed their need for motivation, practice opportunities and strategies in 

language learning, which are analysed in the following sections. 
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a) Speaking 

Most of the students, i.e. 104 out of 106 programme students in this case, showed 

hardly any confidence in their language abilities after years of English language 

learning. Although two students claimed that they were confident to conduct basic 

interpersonal communications in English, none of the programme students 

participated in English conversation outside of their language classes. 

Practice opportunities seemed to be one of the biggest issues for the WLC students 

to practise their English speaking skills. They learned to speak in English only in 

language classes. With text books as the main course material, the topics for 

classroom conversation were normally text-based. Instead of communicating for 

authentic purposes, the students conducted oral sentence level drills with the lexical 

and grammatical items introduced by the language teacher. 

The students' mother tongue is used for any kind of conversations even in language 

classes. Speaking in English seemed neither necessary nor nonnal in real life. As a 

result, the WLC student lacked opportunities to practise the language and to 

evaluate their language abilities through various types of communications. 

b) Reading 

Reading aloud and silent reading were the main two types of activities in order to 

develop WLC students' reading skills. The former aimed to help the students 

memorise English pronunciations and sentence structures, whereas the latter 

focused more on strategies required by understanding the L2 texts. 

For most WLC students, reading activities mainly involved verbally repeating 

vocabulary and texts guided by the teacher or other audio resources such as tapes or 

disks. The main purpose was to improve phonetic performance rather than search 
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for infonnation. Reading materials were nonnally short texts in the English course 

books. The students did not seek other English materials, although many of them 

also read the texts outside of language classes. 

Reading skills including skimming and scanning were introduced by language 

teachers. Due to the limit supply of L2 texts in the language classes, the students 

hardly had any opportunities to practise these skills. Moreover, none of the L2 texts 

applied in language classes were related to law as the students' major subject. 

According to the pre-programme questionnaire (see question 30 of Appendix III), 

ninety-six per cent of the students chose dictionaries, course books and grammar 

books as their favourite tools in English language learning. As explained by many 

students during the infonna1 follow-up conversations, it took more time to 

memorise reading skills taught by the teacher than looking up the new words in 

dictionaries. 

In sum, reading was regarded by WLC students as an opportunity to develop their 

vocabulary and memorise grammatical rules. Apart from answering questions after 

the texts, the students did not feel a particular need to find infonnation when 

reading English texts, although some of the infonnation might be interesting. 

c) Writing 

According to my own teaching experience and as confinned with language teachers 

from WLC and many other colleges, writing was the main fonn of students' 

homework in language classes. The writing exercises involved non-creative drills 

such as sentence making and translation. Instead of expressing authentic feelings, 

the purpose of this kind of writing was to help the students memorise vocabulary 

and sentence structures. The teachers marked students' writing and corrected 

linguistic mistakes. 
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According to infonnal conversations with language teachers in WLC and my 

personal experience as a language teacher, marks of the student homework were 

used along with exams to evaluate the students' development. The written 

homework was nonnally completed after class. Since most of these exercises 

required standard answers, the students might have the opportunity to copy others' 

answers without the teachers' supervision. Very few students failed the homework 

and the teachers' marks and correction were rarely taken seriously by the students. 

d) Listening 

Compared with the other three language skills, less time and energy was spent on 

teaching listening skills. Listening was referred to as comprehension exercises 

based on text-related audio or audio-visual materials. The students were required to 

pay attention to the key words and the contexts of the conversation in the listening 

materials. 

According to my teaching experience and conversations with language teachers in 

and outside WLC, most students found the listening lessons enjoyable since they 

felt more in control: they could ask the teacher to replay the tapes or disks when 

they thought the material was difficult. They could also record the materials and 

listen to them whenever they were ready. 

Table 4.2 provides an outline of the four basic language skills introduced and 

practised in WLC before the CBI programme. 
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L2 Skills purposes activities 
Speaking • Practise lexical and Oral sentence-level drills 

grammatical items 

Reading • Improve phonetic Verbally repeat what was read 

performance by the teacher and audio 

• Memorize lexical items resources 

and structural rules 

• Comprehend L2 texts Reading skills were introduced 

by the teacher but rarely applied 

by students 

Writing • Memorize lexical items, Sentence-level writing exercises 

grammatical rules and sentence 

structures 

Listening • Comprehend L2 audio or Text-based listening exercises 

audio-visual materials 

Table 4.2 Language skills introduced in WLC before the CBI programme 

4.1.1.3 Students' interest and motivation in language learning 

As seen from table 4.2, the practice of the four basic language skills in WLC was 

focused on sentence level with little relevance to the students' real world life or 

subject studies. When curiosity in English as a foreign language faded away, the 

students found that language classes 'were not as interesting and helpful as they 

should be' (from personal communication with the programme students). For most 

of them, interest in learning English decreased since they started studying in WLC. 

As shown in table 4.3 (on page 221), over half of the students admitted in their 

questionnaire responses that they were not as interested as they were when they first 

began learning English. 
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Time Level of Student number Percentage 
interest in 
EFL 

Year 0-1 Interested 104 98.1% 
Not 2 1.9% 
interested 

Years 3-5 Decreased 57 53.8 % 
Increased 31 29.2% 
Unchanged 18 (including the two who were 17.0 % 

not interested in the language 

from the beginning) 

Table 4.3 Change of students' interest in English language learning 

The change of interest in language learning may be closely linked to a decrease of 

intrinsic motivation (see Deci and Ryan, 1985). In the beginning, most students 

possessed high curiosity and enthusiasm in English as a foreign language, although it 

was introduced as a compulsory course. As revealed by the pre-programme 

questionnaire (see question 3 of the questionnaire in Appendix III) and shown in 

table 4.3, 104 out of 106 students insisted that they were interested in English when 

they started learning the language. However, the curiosity did not last long. And the 

enthusiasm started to drop since the role of this international language was not fully 

relevant to the students' daily life. In this sense, English language was learned only 

as a subject course. 

The low intrinsic motivation resulted in students' devoting less time to language 

learning. As revealed in table 4.4 (on page 222), no more than an hour per week was 

spent on learning English by most of the students. As a matter of fact, most students 

spent this amount of time to finish class work as their homework (from interviews 

with the programme students). 
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Time spent per Less than 1 hour 1 to 5 hours 5 to 10 hours Over 10 hours 

week 

Student number 100 3 1 2 
Percentage 94.4% 2.8% 0.9% 1.9% 

Table 4.4 Time spent on language learning by WLC students after class 

So far it seemed that the limited language proficiency ofWLC students should be 

related to the insufficient investment of time and interest. Hard work was regarded 

as the only path to language acquisition. Phrases like 'I should have worked harder'; 

'I did not work hard enough' were the most frequently used by the students when 

they answered question 32 of the pre-programme questionnaire. To them, the 

process of English language learning was hardly joyful; although they were aware 

that learning is not always fun. 

However, there remained a high extrinsic motivation (also see Deci and Ryan, 1985) 

among the students as EFL learners. On one hand, learning English was a 

requirement in most education settings in China, from primary schools to universities. 

The students felt that they had to learn the language because it was a compulsory and 

credit-bearing subject. As indicated by interviews and personal communications with 

language teachers before the programme, good students were more willing to learn 

English since their effort was rewarded immediately with high marks and positive 

teacher feedback. Students who would not normally get good marks were pushed to 

learn the language so as to pass the exams. They might not have learned English 

willingly, and language learning was viewed as an unpleasant but unavoidable 

process. 

The students maintained levels of anxiety in English language learning. According 

to their answers to question 8 of the pre-programme questionnaire (see Appendix 

IV), all the 106 students wished to acquire a high level of language proficiency. As 
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shown in table 4.5, there was a common understanding of the significance of 

English as lingua franca. Many WLC students felt that a good level of English 

language proficiency was important for their future careers, while some hoped to be 

able to use the language fluently in interpersonal communications. 

Learn English as Would learn Learn English for Learn English for 

an important English even it daily future profession 

lingua franca was communication 

non-credit-bearing 

Student number 106 106 43 63 
Percentage 100% 100% 40.6% 59.4% 

Table 4.5 Students' motivation and purposes for language learning 

It seems that the students needed and wanted to learn English. However, what they 

were taught may not be what they wished to learn, and the way they were taught 

may not be the way through which they wished to learn either. 

4.1.2 Professional and academic needs 

As mentioned above, there was a common understanding of English as a tool of 

international communication. The students were also well aware that a good level of 

English language proficiency might increase their employment opportunities in the 

future. However, the link between English language study and its practical 

contribution to the students' present studies and future career remained vague to 

both the students and the teachers. It is the purpose of this section to analyse the 

relationship between English language learning and students' academic and 

professional needs. The analysis is based on data collected through student 

questionnaires, teacher questionnaires, interviews and personal communications. 
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4.1.2.1 Professional needs 

In WLC, all the subject courses, apart from English, were introduced in Chinese. 

Students could get basic ifnot sufficient content knowledge through the Ll. 

Moreover, it was unlikely for most of the students in WLC to study or work abroad. 

However, according to the pre-programme questionnaires, English was rated 

important or very important by most of the law teachers in WLC (see table 4.6 on 

page 226). The importance of English was based on the following facts provided 

through lecturer interviews. 

a) As future law practitioners, the students in WLC must pass the national 

examinations for the legal profession. The proportion of marks awarded for 

the English language test increases every year in the exam. 

b) English language proficiency is important for students of international law. 

With globalization, more international cases will concern domestic affairs. 

c) Students with high English language proficiency are always preferred by 

employers. 

In terms of the four language skills, reading was considered as most desirable for 

the legal profession by the law teachers. According to their experience as part-time 

legal practitioners, the heads of the law departments in WLC argued that success in 

most legal professions was closely related to accurate comprehension and 

interpretation of the written materials. These materials such as regulations, 

documents, contracts and reports were used as basis and evidence of legal activities. 

A good level of knowledge in both law and English was a prerequisite in 

interpreting legal materials written in English. 

Reading skills might be understood by the content teachers as abilities in general 
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comprehension of articles and legal literature. Considering the students as EFL 

learners, however, the teachers should not overlook the importance of language 

knowledge and reading skills required by L2 reading. 

Writing was also regarded as prominent by the heads of the two law departments. It 

was seen as an ability that developed with reading practice. As commented by a 

content teacher in personal conversation, 

In composing a legal document in L2, the meaning of each word is far more important than 

the form of the whole article ....... an accurate word selection depends heavily on rich 

legal vocabulary, which can only be achieved through reading a large amount of legal 

literature. 

(Transcribed and translated from the conversation) 

It is true that an accurate lexical selection may contribute considerably to precise 

meaning transfer. However, neither Ll nor L2 users should underestimate the 

importance of other language and content abilities demanded by good writing. 

These abilities include, on the one hand, awareness of genre, appropriate use of 

discourse markers, correct selection of lexical items for cohesion and coherence, etc. 

and profound knowledge and information about content areas on the other. 

Compared with reading and writing, L2 listening and speaking skills were less 

frequently used by legal practitioners. As explained by the heads of the two law 

departments, professional interpreters were employed in most international legal 

activities. However, the lecturers believed that law students should take 

opportunities to develop their listening and speaking abilities. Practice in L2 

listening and speaking helps to improve the students' L2 proficiency. Although the 

students may not need to speak in English and listen to the English legal statement, 

they do need to possess general skills to explain their viewpoints clearly and 

perceive other people's ideas accurately. 
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Table 4.6 is based on the interviews with the heads ofthe two law departments in 

WLC. It is approved by the interviewees and other law teachers in WLC. The table 

summarises the content teachers' views about the importance of the four language 

skills for WLC students as the future legal profession. 

Skill Importance Practical use 
Speaking Not very important Not frequently used by 

domestic law practitioners 

Reading Very important Accurate comprehension 

and interpretation of the L2 

legal materials 

Listening Not very important Not frequently used by 

domestic law practitioners 

Writing Important Accurately Composing L2 

legal documents 

Table 4.6 Content teachers' views about the importance of the four language skills 

4.1.2.2 Academic needs 

While the teachers viewed students' needs from the perspective oftheir future 

profession, the students worried more about their present studies. A reasonable 

integration oflanguage skills and legal information was welcomed by WLC 

students. 

As indicated in the pre-programme questionnaires, 96 per cent of the students (i.e. 

102 out of 106) would be more deeply and actively engaged in language classes if 

some legal knowledge and information were introduced (See question 18 of the 

questionnaire). According to the follow-up interviews and conversations, many 

students said that they would feel less embarrassed by content mistakes in language 

classes. 
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Although most (100 out of 106) students regarded it as essential for their language 

teachers to possess some basic legal knowledge (See question 20 ofthe 

pre-programme questionnaire in Appendix IV). Only few (2 out of 106) would be 

disappointed if the language teacher did not possess as much legal knowledge as the 

students (See question 21 of the pre-programme questionnaire). It seemed that what 

the students needed was the language teacher's awareness oflaw as their content 

subject while keeping a high level of English language proficiency. As revealed by 

their responses to question 22 ofthe pre-programme questionnaire, 100 per cent of 

the students preferred a language teacher with proficient language knowledge and 

basic legal knowledge to the one with very good legal knowledge and basic 

language proficiency. 

In WLC as an educational setting, the content teachers viewed English language as 

a set of skills that would enhance students' employment opportunities, whereas 

students wanted content information to enrich their language classes. 

4.1.3 Students' needs for cognitive skills and language learning strategies 

Language learning strategies seemed to be most needed by WLC students. According 

to the pre-programme questionnaire (See question 30 ofthe questionnaire) and as 

shown in table 4.7, using reference books and asking peers and teachers were the 

only strategies applied by WLC students. 

Strategy Rate of application 
Asking good students 1.2% 
Asking peers sitting nearby 1.1 % 
Asking teachers 1.7% 
Using reference books, e.g. dictionaries, 96% 
course books, grammar books, etc. 
Using other strategies 0 
Giving up 0 

Table 4.7 Learning strategies used by WLC students 
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As explained later by many students through informal interviews and 

communications, they wished to learn more strategies and apply them to language 

learning. However, they hardly remembered any strategies that were introduced by 

teachers. 

4.1.3.1 Lack of clear conception of learning strategies 

Learning strategies were needed by the students but often ignored in the actual 

learning situation by both the students and the teachers. As complained by a student 

representative in the first CBI group meeting, 

We know that learning strategies are very important in English study. We need them to learn 

English better and faster. The teachers also advise us to pay more attention to learning 

strategies. However, we don't know what they really are. We ask our teachers and fellow 

students, and even buy books on learning strategies. But we still do what we normally did 

in our English study. All that is in our mind is to get the job done. 

(Transcribed and translated from the first eBI group meeting) 

It seemed that the students realised the importance of strategies in their English 

language learning. However, most of them lacked a clear interpretation of learning 

strategies. For these students, learning strategies were similar to knowledge in 

academic areas, which were introduced by the teachers but rarely questioned by the 

students. Once some strategies were introduced explicitly in the class, students 

believed that all they needed to do was apply these strategies without justification or 

accommodation, if opportunities were provided. 

4.1.3.2 Inadequate opportunities to practise learning strategies 

With knowledge delivery as the centre of teaching, it was normally impossible for 
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the teacher to check where, when and how the strategies were to be used by each 

individual student. The students, on the other hand, tended to blame themselves for 

misunderstanding or misusing the strategies. For example, the teachers would 

introduce skimming and scanning as strategies in L2 reading. Followed by the 

instruction, some articles might be distributed for the students to read. The students 

would then use these strategies to comprehend the articles. The aim of the reading, 

however, was to complete the related exercises rather than evaluate the effectiveness 

of these strategies. As seen from the transcription above, the students consider these 

strategies as effective since they were written in the teacher's book and introduced by 

the teacher. If the students failed to understand the articles correctly, they would 

attribute the failure to their misuse of the strategies or inadequate language and 

content abilities as opposed to the lack of in-depth understanding of the strategies as 

well as rich practice opportunities. 

4.1.3.3 Influence of traditional approaches on language learning 

As indicated by student questionnaires and the follow-up communications with them, 

learning strategies were not often introduced or emphasised by the teachers. Nor 

were the students provided with much opportunity to practise the strategies. 

Concerning English language learning, the students were dependent on the teachers 

and traditional approaches. They therefore viewed the study of English as an 

accumulation of vocabulary and grammatical items. 

The students' understandings about English language learning were influenced by 

their role in traditional language classes. As seen from the data collected in the 

pre-programme questionnaires (see table 4.8 based on students' responses to question 

29 of the questionnaire), a good amount of vocabulary was regarded as very 

important by most of the students, whereas exposure to authentic use was seen as the 

least important. 
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Very important Important Not very important Unimportant 

Vocabulary 52% 48% 0% 0% 
accumulation 

Grammar 48% 52% 0% 0% 
learning 

Frequent practice 0% 0% 56% 44% 
Exposure to 0% 0% 44% 56% 
authentic use 

Table 4.8 Students' view on the four factors in EFL learning 

As knowledge receivers in traditional language classes in WLC, the students used 

text books with new words listed after each unit. Grammatical items were introduced 

to explain the word formulations and sentence structures. Vocabulary and 

grammatical knowledge were practised by exercises such as word grouping, sentence 

making and translation. With the teachers as the centre of the language classes, 

language learning was a temporary activity in academic settings. Although most 

students thought they may need to learn the language even after graduation, they 

would feel lost without the teacher's in-class guidance. A student expressed his 

concern when answering question 32 of the pre-programme questionnaire: 

I don't think English has received enough emphasis in WLC. I was disappointed to find that 

English lessons were cut down after my first year of study. I like English very much. I am 

worried my language abilities will drop quickly without a teacher's guidance. I think I wiII 

attend some language courses provided by other agencies. 

(My translation from the student's questionnaire) 

4.1.3.4 Students' need for cognitive skills 

It is indicated by teacher interviews and communications that the content and the 
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language teachers seemed to have different views on the significance of cognitive 

skills in developing the students' content and language abilities. However, they all 

agreed that cognitive skills including information formulation, interpretation, 

analysis, synthesising and evaluation, etc. were important for the students' general 

development. 

a) Importance of cognitive skills viewed by the content and the language teachers 

Cognitive skills were considered as important to the students' content study by the 

content teachers. As commented on by the two law lecturers in the CBI group 

meeting, students, whatever subject they are learning, were required to possess a 

good level of interpreting and synthesising skills in content classes. These skills, 

along with analysing, reasoning, summarising, and so on are significant in their 

future career in the legal field. 

Cognitive skills were rarely introduced or emphasised in language class. These skills 

were considered Ulmecessary by some language teachers. As was often said by a 

language teacher to the colleagues in her office, 

I always say to my students that it is fine if you do not understand it (e.g. a grammar item); 

you do not have to anyway. It is a foreign language, and all you have to do is just learn, I 

mean, remember how the foreigners use their own language. We do not ask why we speak 

Chinese in this way rather than that way, don't we? It is language! 

(My transcription and translation) 

What that language teacher said seemed to have met with the approval of her 

colleagues. 

Ignoring the cognitive skills might also be viewed as a cognitive skill. Linguistic 

rules might help the learners to understand or memorise the language structure. 
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However, the learners might not be able to use the language unless the non-linguistic 

factors including the content and the context are taken into account. The language 

teacher's viewpoint might be better expressed by Widdowson 1983: 103), who 

argued that problems confronted by the language learners might be more effectively 

solved by extra-linguistic thinking style. 

b) The learners' use of cognitive skills 

Since the students regarded themselves as learners, or knowledge receivers, they 

rarely questioned what was introduced in the books or by the teachers. The in-class 

discussion normally showed how the students interpreted knowledge rather than 

commenting on it. The students' inactive engagement in applying cognitive skills 

concerned the teachers. A content teacher in WLC said before the CBI programme, 

I always encourage my students to ask questions, and always leave up to ten minutes as 

students' question time in class. However, it is often a time of silence. Instead of answering 

questions, I then ask students questions. However, I do not always get response, especially 

from the poor students. 

(My transcription and translation) 

According to the content teachers in WLC, some good students with confidence in 

their content knowledge background were more active in using cognitive skills. They 

could question, analyse or sometimes comment on newly learned knowledge by 

referring to previously learned knowledge. Since they were good students, their 

questions or opinions were not normally considered unintelligent or irrelevant. The 

content teachers considered that the less advanced students, on the other hand, often 

struggled receiving knowledge and questioning their own intelligence or effort when 

they encountered problems in content or language learning. These students were also 

concerned about the value of their personal opinions. 
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During personal communication with me, some students admitted that they often 

asked the teacher to re-introduce or explain the language items. They also asked how 

to use those items, but they seldom asked why those items should be used. It seemed 

that the language teachers' ignoring of cognitive skills had considerable influence on 

the students. 

c) Revisiting cognitive skills 

Cognitive skills may not necessarily be performed fonnally since they refer to a 

series of mental and intellectual abilities. That is, the students do not have to ask 

questions in class, or analyse and comment in written or spoken forms. These actions 

may stay at an unspoken or unobservable level. In order to supervise students' 

cognitive development, the teachers should also encourage the students to practise 

cognitive skills both overtly and covertly. 

4.2 Students' development during the CBI programme in WLC: answers to 

research questions two, three and four 

The students' reactions and progress at each stage of the CBI programme in WLC 

were introduced in chapter three along with the description of the programme 

implementation. It is the aim of this section to analyse in more depth the impact of 

CBI on the WLC students' language, content and cognitive development. In other 

words, the analysis is relevant to research questions two, three and four. Sections 

4.2.1 and 4.2.2 provide answers to research question two: How effective is CBI in 

developing WLC students' EFL proficiency? Section 4.2.3 helps to answer research 

question three: How does CBI contribute to WLC students' content mastery? Data 

analysis in section 4.2.4 focuses on research question four: How effective is CBI in 

developing WLC students' cognitive skills? Data presented in this section are based 

on student diaries, student questionnaires, the CBI teacher's observation of students' 

performance in CBI classes, the theme of which was recorded in my work diaries, 
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and programme report composes by content lecturers as members ofthe CBI team. 

4.2.1 Increased motivation in language learning 

The CBI programme seems to have contributed to students' language improvement 

in the four basic skills, which is discussed in the next section. Closely related to the 

students' language development, the students' motivation in language learning 

increased during the pro gramme. 

4.2.1.1 Increased motivation 

As revealed in the students' end-of-programme questionnaire (see Appendix XIII), 

language activities on content topics and content-related course materials were the 

most attractive factors in the programme. The students seemed better motivated and 

more interested in language learning. The feeling was expressed by a student in her 

end-of-programme report: 

I found that familiar feeling again, familiar and strange. It was just like when I started 

learning English five years ago. I was eager to speak in the class, although sometimes I just 

could not find the appropriate words. I was happy when I was doing my homework. When I 

finished the homework, I would spend some time revisiting the texts and vocabulary I had 

learned earlier in the day. 

(My translation from the original version in Chinese) 

According to the statement, there seemed to be an enhancement of the students' 

intrinsic motivation. They enjoyed the CBI classes and were willing to participate in 

the language-related activities. In other words, they were not forced to learn the 

language although the CBI courses were non-credit-bearing. Compared with their 

feelings of 'I am required to learn' and 'I want to learn' in responses to the 

pre-programme questionnaire, students expressed a different feeling by saying 'I like 
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learning' in the end-of-programme questionnaire. 

The students' extrinsic motivation remained high during the programme. First, the 

students felt special and excited with the concurrent attendance of the language and 

the content teachers in the CBr classes. Secondly, the three devoted CBr teachers and 

their effort for each CBr class also had significant impact on the students' 

enthusiastic participation. Last but not least, the integration of subject matter 

information made the programme meaningful because language skills introduced in 

the programme were closely related to students' content background, while some 

new and relevant content area infonnation was introduced and old content 

knowledge was reinforced in the programme. 

4.2.1.2 High rate of course attendance and more time investment 

Although the student number dropped from 106 to 36 after the first week ofthe CBr 

programme, these 36 students continued to attend the CBr classes and were 

considered by the CBr team as programme students. Data presented in table 4.9 

about credit-bearing courses is provided by the department of teaching affairs of 

WLC. The CBr classes in WLC were non credit-bearing. However, as shown in table 

4.9 (on page 236), 83.7 per cent ofthe programme students achieved a full 

attendance, the occasional absence being due to unavoidable reasons such as illness 

or family emergencies. The figure was nearly ten percent higher than the average 

attendance in credit- bearing courses. However, this could be related to the length of 

the course: It was easier to maintain a full or nearly full attendance for two months 

than for four to five months. 
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Credit-bearing courses 74.2% 

CBI classes 83.7% 

Table 4.9 Percentage of students with full attendance 

in CBr classes and credit-bearing courses 

Closely related to the high attendance rate, the students in the CBr programme spent 

much more after-class time on content-integrated English language learning. Before 

the programme, according to the 36 students' response to the pre-and end-of 

programme questionnaires, they spent on average less than an hour a week on 

learning English, that is, a maximum of twelve minutes a day. During the CBI 

programme, they spent at least 45 minutes a day on language learning. The increase 

rate was 267 per cent. 

Period Time per day Time Rate of increase 

per week 

Before CBI 12 min (max.) 60 min (max.) 

267% 
During CBI 45 min (min.) 225 min (min.) 

Table 4.10 Time devoted to language learning more than tripled during CBr 

As shown in table 4.10, the students' English learning time more than tripled by the 

integrative approach. In fact, there might be a bigger difference between the time that 

students spent before and during the CBI programme. The former data collected from 

the pre-programme questionnaire was based on students' self-beliefs. Most of the 

students admitted afterwards that they over-estimated the amount of time that was 

spent on learning English. The latter data in the table was only the amount of time 

that students spent on their homework. The time that students invested in other 

activities including information preparation for oral presentation and the follow-up 

group discussion was not taken into account due to the high variety. Therefore it is 
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reasonable to say that the time for language learning was greatly increased during the 

CBr programme. Again, the length ofthe course may be a factor. It is easier to work 

hard and maintain motivated for a shorter time on a more intensive course. 

4.2.2 Language development in the four basic language skills 

With more time investment in CBr classes, students believed they made progress in 

their language skills. According to the end-of-programme questionnaire, all the 

programme students reported improvements in content-related language skills, while 

development in general-purpose language skills was reported by nearly two thirds of 

the student participants (see table 4.11). Data presented in this section are mainly 

based on student questionnaires, learning diaries and teachers' classroom 

observations. Analysis in this section helps to answer research question two about the 

effectiveness of CBr in developing students' language abilities. 

Increased Decreased Unsure 

EFL skills for 65.2% 0% 34.8% 
general 

communication 

Law-related EFL 100% 0% 0% 
skills 

Table 4.11 Effectiveness ofCBr on WLC students' language development 

It seemed that the content-based approach was particularly effective in developing 

content-related language skills. 

4.2.2.1 Development in reading 

Reading in a second or foreign language can be used to develop the students' reading 

skills and language skills (Blue, 1992). Language skills include the learners' 
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familiarity with lexical items, sentence structure, discourse markers, and cohesive 

and stylistic devices used in the reading materials. Reading skills refer to basic 

strategies such as scanning and skimming for information searching and processing, 

and advanced strategies in summarising, synthesising and criticising. 

The CBI programme students experienced three developmental stages in L2 reading, 

respectively intensive reading, discourse-oriented reading and content-oriented 

reading (see table 4.12). 

Intensive reading 

Discourse-oriented reading 

Content-oriented reading 

Table 4.12 CBI students' development in reading skills 

At the stage of intensive reading, the students focused on the pronunciation, 

construction and meaning of the content vocabulary. An effort was made to develop 

standard or nearly standard pronunciation. Imitating the language teacher's 

pronunciation and resorting to dictionaries for phonetic transcription and L 1 

translation of each lexical item were the main strategies used in this stage. By no 

means unproductive, the students achieved a good amount of legal vocabulary. 

Moreover, they practised the use of the new content words in homework and 

learners' diaries. 

Having accumulated a certain amount of content vocabulary, the students started to 

pay attention to sentence structure, discourse markers and cohesive devices in 
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content reading materials. Acquisition of these reading skills depended heavily on the 

guidance of the language teacher, and the students were encouraged to use a variety 

of discourse markers in their follow-up writing. This can be seen in a student's 

sample diary 2 (figure 3.2 on page 191). 

With the progress of the CBI programme, classroom procedures such as student oral 

presentations and discussion on content topics demanded a broader base of content 

information. Being encouraged by the language and reading skills acquired in the 

first and second stages, the students accessed journals and internet websites for 

content infonnation. At this stage, the students aimed their reading at content 

information embedded in the materials. 

Reading speed was not tackled during the programme since there was no rigid time 

limit for the students to do their reading after class. The students tended to select 

short articles instead of lengthy literature. This made the assessment of other reading 

skills including scanning and skimming impractical. However, there was anecdotal 

evidence that these skills were reasonably well acquired by some students. A student 

wrote in the end-of-programme questionnaire: 

I always read aloud each new word I came across in the programme. I also highlighted 

sentences that I thought useful. I spent less time in reading because I could know the main 

idea of a paragraph by working on the key sentences. 

(My translation from the original version in Chinese) 

4.2.2.2 Development in writing 

Writing was used to assess students' development in language and content 

knowledge during the CBI programme. Viewed as a language skill, the students' 

writing developed along with the improvement in reading L2 content materials. 

According to many programme students, teacher-guided reading helped them 
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appreciate the importance of writing skills whereas writing tasks including learning 

dairies provided them opportunities to practise and develop these skills. 

At the initial stage of the programme, the students produced diaries and reports with 

limited length (e.g. 102 words in figure 3.1). Very few diaries had a word number of 

over 100. There was a great increase in word length during the programme (e.g. 212 

words in figure 3.2). Most students' diaries consisted of over 100 words. The 

development of the students' legal vocabulary was the major factor that encouraged 

the students to write at more length (see table 4.14). The length of students' written 

product became stable at the later stage (see figure 3.3 for example). This was mainly 

because the students needed to spend some time practising other language skills. 

The development ofthe use of content-related lexical items was noticeable during 

the programme. The students experienced a process of using the lexical items that 

they were familiar with, practising the newly learned items from the content texts, 

and finally using any items, either familiar or new, to meet the need of expressing the 

content meaning ofthe written output (see tables 4.13 and 4.14). 

Writing is restricted to familiar language and lexical items only 

l 
Writing is an opportunity to practice newly learned language 

items 

~ 
Writing is aimed to express content meaning 

Table 4.13 Progress of the students' view about L2 writing 

At the beginning, most of the programme students were over cautious about using 
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content vocabulary. They stuck to simple words to reduce potential linguistic and 

content mistakes. Being encouraged by the language teacher and by their 

development in other language skills, the students started to use new words acquired 

in the CBI classes. During the last few weeks, some students even tried to use lexical 

items they picked up in supplementary materials. The increased use of new lexical 

items, however, did not affect the comprehensibility and accuracy of their writing. 

There was also some development in students' academic writing skills. At the very 

beginning of the programme, some students' writing bore little or no resemblance to 

academic writing. Both cohesion and coherence were lacking in their writing. In 

spite of the remarkable effort students invested in these content-based compositions, 

the writing seemed rather a poorly-presented expression of random thoughts. Apart 

from an abrupt opening, the theme of the writing was unclear, and the ending was 

missing (see figure 3.1 for example). Progress was seen when a clear structure was 

presented in the students' writing. An introduction, main body and a conclusion were 

recognized as three major parts for academic writing (see figure 3.2 for example). 

The academic-like writing style was further developed in the later stage of the 

programme (see figure 3.2 for example). More discourse markers appeared in the 

students' writing. A variety oflexical items were used to reduce risk of repetition. 

Topic sentences and supporting sentences were found in most of the paragraphs. In 

brief, the students' writing was becoming academic-like. Table 4.14 offers an 

overview of the students' development in L2 writing. 
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Stage one Stage two Stage three 

Length of the writing .. Short (e.g. 102 .. Increased .. Stabilized (e.g. 205 

words in figure 3.1 ) considerably (e.g. 212 in in figure 3.3) 

figure 3.2) 

Lexical items .. Scarce use of new .. Increased use of .. Creative use of new 

vocabulary (see in figure new vocabulary (e.g. the vocabulary (e.g. new 

3.1) students try to extend the words that the students 

variety of words and have learned from other 

sentence structures by resources are used in the 

applying new words in students' learning diaries 

the content text to the and oral presentations. 

diaries. See figure 3.2) See figure 3.3) 

Discourse skills .. Poor structure .. Clear structure of .. Maintained clear .. Lack cohesion and introduction, main body structure 

coherence and summary .. Variety in lexical .. Increase in cohesion items and discourse 

and coherence between markers 

paragraphs .. Increased cohesion 

and coherence within 

paragraphs 

Table 4.14 Students' development in L2 writing 

4.2.2.3 Development in speaking 

As revealed by the three CBI teachers' observation of students' performance in 

classes, the theme of which was recorded in my work diaries, content and confidence 

were the main factors in students' speaking skills development in the programme. 

Student oral presentation and discussion were used in the CBI classes to develop 

students' skills in L2 speaking. The increasing confidence in L2 speaking was 

reflected by the students' increasing independence from the script during the 

presentation as well as their role in group discussion. There was also a shift in the 

content of the oral presentation. This shift indicated the students' growing interest in 

the content subject and related language use. 
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a) Increased confidence in L2 presentation 

During this programme, the students' confidence in L2 speaking grew through 

reading, talking and communicating. At the reading stage, the students repeated what 

was written as a script before the oral presentation. At the speaking stage, they tried 

to orally present the content without frequent reference to the script. At the final 

stage, the students took the presentation and the follow-up discussion as an 

opportunity to elicit, exchange and discuss content-area infonnation. This 

developmental process was not applicable to all the programme students: nearly 

twenty-five per cent ofthe students progressed slowly and eighteen per cent did not 

reach the third stage at the end of the programme. 

At the beginning of the programme, very few students offered to give presentations. 

Those who made the effort to present orally did so because they took the oral 

presentations as a task rather than an opportunity. They were generally more 

confident in English than most other students. Completing the task of the oral 

presentation was regarded as a favour to the teacher and their fellow students. Being 

encouraged by positive feedback from the CBI teachers and their own progress in the 

presentation, these students became more active and comfortable. They therefore 

received more practice opportunities than the others. 

In order to balance the opportunities of speaking, the CBI teachers then had to force 

the rest of the programme students to take turns in oral presentations. It was 

understandable that these students encountered various difficulties when they gave 

their first presentations. They had to write each word they were going to use for the 

presentation including general greetings and their own names. Those who had very 

limited confidence in their language abilities even asked other students to make a 

draft for the presentation. The oral presentation itself, in most cases at this stage, was 

simply word-for-word reading of the scripts. The CBI teachers might be the only 

members of the audience maintaining consistent eye contact with the presenters. 
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With teachers' encouragement and increased opportunity for practice, the students 

felt more relaxed during the presentations. They became comfortable when facing 

their peers. Drafts were used as a reminder during the presentations, but the students 

no longer read from a script. 

In the later stages of the programme, the student presenters were also the leaders for 

follow-up discussions. The added responsibility required the students to spend more 

time on collecting necessary materials and information for their presentations. With 

adequate preparation, the students became more confident. They started to be 

independent of the scripts. Moreover, interaction including eye contact with peer 

students also helped to focus the presenters' attention on the content of the 

presentation. As the leader of the follow-up discussion the student presenters built 

content-driven communication with their peers. They discussed and exchanged 

content area information based on materials collected by the students themselves. 

However, English was not always used as the main medium of the group discussion. 

b) Shift of the content topics involved in the presentation 

As reported in the previous chapter, there was a shift of the content in student oral 

presentations. At the beginning ofthe programme, the oral presentations were on 

topics that were not related to their studies. In fact, the topic selection was not 

random. The students had to choose the topics carefully without involving too many 

new words and complicated phrases. 

With the deeper involvement in the programme and broader exposure to 

content-related language materials, an increasing number of students found 

content-based presentation more practical. Material selection became purposeful, and 

the texts in the course book provided central lexical items to facilitate mutual 

understanding between the presenters and student audiences. 
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Most students valued as important the follow-up L2 group discussion after the 

presentation because it provided opportunities to practise the language. It also 

broadened the students' access to content information. However, some students 

insisted that Ll discussion was more effective. As argued by one of the programme 

students in the questionnaires, 'Using Chinese may enhance the quality of group 

discussion. Moreover, it will make me feel more comfortable because we are all 

Chinese anyway'. (Translation mine) 

Although L 1 was still used by many students in group discussion at the end ofthe 

CBI programme, there were an increasing number of students who tended to use 

English in CBI classes. There was also development in the students' confidence and 

competence in content-area L2 communication during the process. It was reasonable 

to expect that a long-tenn CBI programme might encourage more students to use the 

language with enhanced fluency and accuracy due to the increased practice 

opportunities. 

4.2.2.4 Development in listening 

Based on the CBI teachers' classroom observations and my work diaries, there was 

limited development in students' L2 listening abilities compared with their 

development in other language skills. With emphasis on lexical items in content area, 

the students concentrated better when the relevant content knowledge was the centre 

of classroom communication and instruction. English language used for interpersonal 

communication for other purposes including class organization was not more 

difficult than the content-area language. However, it was impractical for the students 

to focus all the time on the L2 expressions in CBI classes. They therefore decided to 

pay more attention to the L2 transmission of content knowledge. In this sense, the 

CBI classes were conceived by the students as ESAP- or ESOP-oriented. 
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The L2 interpersonal communication was regarded as difficult and unnecessary by 

many students in CBI classes. Students expressed their concerns through the 

end-of-programme questionnaires. As some of them suggested, it was not necessary 

to use English when the students discussed their personal opinions in groups. One 

student suggested that the teacher should ask two students to summarize the result of 

group discussions. One of them should speak in English and the other in Chinese, so 

that all the students could understand the result of the discussion. The students' heavy 

workload due to the unfamiliarity with the language and sometimes with the content 

was understood by the teachers. 

Some pedagogical modifications were made to ease the students' anxieties. For 

example, time was spent on teaching the language through the traditional approach 

(see table 3.4), and Ll was used to explain some content information (see table 4.6). 

However, the CBI teachers unanimously agreed that the students should be pushed to 

practise the language skills by consistently using them. Since English language is 

scarcely used outside of the CBI classrooms, the students were advised to make the 

most of the in-class opportunities to speak in L2 during the programme. This also 

provided their peers with opportunities to develop L2 listening skills. 

Although listening skills might not have been as important as reading for the students 

at WLC, seeking pedagogical strategies for the students' development in L2 listening 

is certainly worth the effort. The experience of the CBI teachers in other colleges and 

universities also indicated that practice time was the central issue in students' 

language development. The learners would not obtain enough confidence if they 

lacked any of the four basic skills in their English language proficiency. 

4.2.3 eBI students' performance in content classes 

The CBI programme enhanced students' interest in studying law as their content 

subject. According to the end-of-programme questionnaires, over eighty per cent of 
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the programme students said that they were more interested in law classes. Some 

students even claimed explicitly in their programme reports that in spite of the aim of 

learning both English and law, they gained more legal knowledge than English 

language skills. 

Instead of repeating the law knowledge delivered in content classes, the CBI 

programme in WLC aimed to broaden students' access to content information. The 

focus of CBI classes was on background infonnation and conceptual knowledge in 

the content areas. The former served as a supplement to content classes to meet the 

students' curiosity and interest, while the latter clarified or reinforced conceptual 

issues that had been forgotten by or remained unclear to the students. 

The programme students outperfonned the other students in content classes. Their 

performance was also better than it had been before the CBI programme. As a 

content lecturer commented in the programme report, 

Some of the legal knowledge had been introduced before the CBI programme. However, it 

was either forgotten or incorrectly understood by the students. This programme reinforced 

the legal knowledge and deepened students' understanding of some fundamental theories in 

law. Thus it helped students not only to know what but also how and why. 

(My translation from the original report in Chinese) 

The CBI programme also enhanced the students' opportunities in content practice 

outside the classroom. According to an on-line chat with a content teacher, a 

programme student helped a foreign visitor with the English and legal knowledge he 

acquired in the CBI classes. He was very happy and proud of his performance. He 

expressed this exciting experience in the group discussion in a content class. 

Although there may not be many such opportunities in WLC students' real-life 

situations, this incident proved to be a source of motivation to the whole group. 
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4.2.4 Students' development in cognitive skills and learning strategies 

In addition to the enhanced motivation and language and content competence, the 

programme students also started to notice, practise, and generate specific learning 

strategies. The students' development in cognitive skills and learning strategies was 

noticed by the CBI teachers through CBI and content classroom observations and 

recorded in my work diaries. Students' responses to the end-of-programme 

questionnaire also reflected this development. Most of these strategies were 

EFL-oriented since language learning were still emphasised by the language teacher 

as the main course presenter and students as EFL learners in the programme. Some 

of the strategies, however, were transferable and therefore applied to students' study 

in content areas. 

Regarding lexical items as the most important factor in content-based language 

learning, the students paid considerable attention to effective strategies in vocabulary 

acquisition. They listened very carefully to the teachers' explicit instructions on these 

strategies and applied them to their practice immediately. Some of the strategies were 

new to the students, such as reading and memorizing the new words with their 

spelling rather than phonetic transcription. Some other strategies had been introduced 

previously in language classes. However, they were not practised by the students due 

to the insufficient emphasis of the teacher or the lack of opportunities. These 

strategies included speaking aloud in English, selecting important words according to 

the frequency of their appearance in the texts, guessing the meaning of words 

according to the context, etc. 

After being pushed or encouraged to practise these strategies, the students were able 

to evaluate the effectiveness of different strategies in their own learning and to build 

their own strategic framework. Many of the strategies introduced in CBI classes were 

perceived as bold and risky by the students and they were surprised by the 

effectiveness of these strategies for their English language study. As expressed by a 
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student in his learning diary, 

I have never taken the risk to use the words that I was not sure about the meaning or the 

usage. My teachers always told me to be very careful and always use the safest words and 

expressions, even if they might look or sound strange. We should bear in mind that we are 

learning and using a FOREIGN language. Therefore we should obey the foreign rules that 

we only know for certain. 

A few days ago, my eBI teacher encouraged me to use as many new words appearing in the 

text as possible. So I did. Then I found a lot of words that used to be new and strange to me 

were like myoId friends. I recognise their faces and know their meanings. I am making 

progress! 

(Excerpted from the students' diary 

with some correction for the readers' understanding) 

Strategies in note taking were also mentioned by most programme students. As 

reported by law lecturers in CBI group meeting and in their course report (see 

Appendix XIV), students tried to use these strategies in their content study and found 

them very helpful. These strategies included when and how to take notes and what to 

record. Opinions varied on note-taking strategies. Concerning the time for taking the 

notes, for example, some students insisted on simultaneous note-taking while the 

teacher was writing on the board so they could concentrate on the teachers' further 

explanations. Some argued that the most effective note-taking took place after the 

teachers' full instruction, so that the notes would be used as summary of the learners' 

understanding and comments for further study. Some even argued that pre-class notes 

were very helpful because questions marked from the preview made the learning in 

class concentrated. 

The two law teachers said in a CBI group meeting that the CBI classes enhanced the 

students' content study. Some learning strategies that were introduced in or acquired 
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from the CBI programme were applied effectively by the students to their learning in 

content areas. 

A special class meeting was held at the end of the CBI programme. CBI teachers and 

programme students sat together to discuss and comment on the programme. 

Learning strategies were the centre of the discussions. The students took the 

opportunity to ask their peers about effective language and content learning. 

Introducing learning strategies might not the distinguishing feature of CBI. Many 

strategies acquired by the students were not CBI-specific either. However, the CBI 

programme in WLC focused students' attention on learning strategies as well as their 

effectiveness to develop the learners' sense of independence and individuality. The 

programme also raised the question whether more time should be spent on teaching 

learning strategies. 

4.3 Content and language teachers' attitudes to and experience in CBI: 

answers to research questions five and six 

The teacher is the centre of the analysis in this and the following sections. This 

section focuses on WLC teachers' attitudes towards CBI before the programme, 

while the following section analyses their involvement and reaction during the 

programme. Although some direct answers to research questions five and six (i.e. 

what kind of reactions does a CBI programme elicit from the content and the 

language teachers in WLC?) are provided in the next section, data in this section 

provide background information about the answers. Data presented and analysed in 

this section are based on teacher questionnaire and interviews before the CBI 

programme in WLC. 

The content and the language teachers' attitude towards the feasibility and the 

necessity of CBI in WLC is introduced in the first half of this section. Most content 
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teachers in WLC think that CBI meets the students' language needs. However, they 

are concerned about issues including the students' background, the teachers' 

development and other administrative problems in conducting a CBI programme. 

The language teachers in WLC hold a negative attitude and view CBI as neither 

necessary nor feasible due to the students' limited language proficiency. 

Analysis of the WLC teachers' attitudes to CBI is followed by an introduction ofCBI 

experience of the content and the language teachers from other colleges and 

universities in China. It seems that the CBI teachers from the content department are 

more confident in teaching the content knowledge through the medium of English, 

whereas those from the language department are less confident about their expertise 

in the content area. Although language skills seem to carry more weight in these CBI 

classes, the language teachers show great interest in the content subject and are 

willing to develop their knowledge in the area. 

4.3.1 WLC content teachers' attitudes 

Twenty questionnaires were distributed to the twenty law teachers with a full 

response rate. Among these content lecturers, eight were female whereas twelve were 

male. With an average age of thirty-five, these teachers were aged from twenty-five 

to forty-five. They had, on average, thirteen years of experience in content teaching, 

which ranged from three to twenty-three years. As mentioned in chapter three, all of 

these teachers had a BA degree or a diploma in law, while six had received a 

Master's degree and one was studying for a PhD degree in law. 

4.3.1.1 Content teachers' viewpoints on the importance of English to WLC students 

It was shown from the questionnaires that most content teachers regarded English 

study as important or very important to WLC students. However, there were still 

twenty per cent of the teachers who insisted that English was not important or not 
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very important to the students (see table 4.15). 

Importance of Number of the Educational degree Percentage 

English teachers and average years of 

teaching 

Very important 4 MA and PhD (in 20% 
progress),16 

Important 12 BAand MA, 13 60% 
Not very important 3 BA,8 15 % 
Not important 1 Diploma in law, 13 5% 

Table 4.15 Content teachers' view of the importance of English to WLC students 

a) Two types of English 

The content teachers' views on the importance of English to the students seemed to 

contradict what they said in informal conversation before the CBI programme. The 

teacher who claimed that he was not sure about the importance of English in the 

conversation answered in the questionnaire that English was very important. The 

main reason for the apparently inconsistent answer to the same question concerned 

the teachers' perception of two different types of English: general English and legal 

English. As explained by the teacher, 

The (general) English that our students learned from the language classes would not make 

much difference in their real life. They are law students and expect to work in the legal 

profession. I don't know how much the employers will be impressed even if the students 

have high marks in this kind of English. However, I am sure it will be helpful if our 

students have a reasonably good level of legal English. 

(My translation from the original Chinese conversation with the teacher) 

According to content teachers' opinions, law-related English language skills were 

important and practically meaningful to the WLC students. In contrast, English 
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introduced in traditional language classes in WLC would not make much difference 

to the students' future career. However, due to the teachers' professional 

responsibility and the high appreciation of education in the Chinese culture, no 

teacher has discouraged the students' language study any more than their studies in 

any other field. 

b) The value of English and the teachers' academic qualifications 

Content teachers' views on the importance of English seemed to bear some 

relationship to their own learning and teaching experiences. As can be seen from the 

table above, the higher the degree received and the more years of teaching 

experience obtained by the content teachers, the more they value English study for 

their students. As asserted by the Principal ofWLC, who was currently studying for a 

PhD degree in law, a good mastery in English provided a broader source of content 

information and therefore might enhance one's opportunities for academic study or 

professional success. 

Those who argued that English was not very important supported their view with the 

fact that English was hardly used by themselves either as former law students or as 

present law teachers and part-time practitioners. As said by a content teacher who 

regarded English as not very important: 

My English was never good when I was a student, but it was good enough for me to get my 

degree finally. I am not saying that I am a successful lawyer. However, none of my cases so 

far has involved a high demand for English. 

(My translation from the follow-up interview) 

The only teacher who considered English as not important failed to get a BA degree 

because he did not pass the English exam. Interestingly, he used to spend a lot of 

time studying English in his spare time as a law teacher. Maintaining a good 
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interpersonal relationship with me as an EFL teacher in WLC, he always asked me 

about problems he encountered in English language learning. 

4.3.1.2 Content teachers' attitude to the necessity of CBI in WLC 

As discussed previously, eighty percent of content teachers considered English, 

especially legal English, as important to the WLC students. However, a lower 

percentage of the content teachers considered the CBI approach, in which English 

and law was taught concurrently, as necessary in WLC. 

Attitude N umber of the teachers Percentage 

Positive 13 65 % 
Negative 3 15 % 
Unsure 4 20% 

Table 4.16 Law teachers' attitude to the necessity of CBI in WLC 

It can be seen in table 4.16 that sixty-five percent of content teachers held a positive 

attitude to CBI, claiming that the integration of English study with the content 

learning was needed by the students. Not surprisingly, their attitude was closely 

related to their view of English as important to the students. 

Although they agreed with the importance of English, some content teachers still did 

not think the integration of English and law instruction was necessary. Certainly 

neither did those who regarded English as unimportant to the students. As one of 

them said in a personal conversation after the questionnaire: 

English is obviously important, and it would be ideal if our students can learn law and 

English at the same time in the same class. The problem is, can they? Meanwhile, who is 

able to teach this kind of class? How long and how much does it take to train a qualified 

CBI teacher? How much should they be paid? Considering the uncertain teaching result and 
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the problems during the process, I would certainly not bother. 

(My translation from the transcription of the conversation) 

Lacking experience in teaching with the CBr approach was the major concern of the 

rest of the content teachers. Therefore, they were very cautious about the necessity of 

applying CBr to classes in WLC. Due to the shortage of information about the 

effectiveness of CBr in other educational settings in China, these teachers would 

rather insist on a neutral answer to the question. rn addition, they were also 

concerned about the demands of CBr for students' general abilities and the teachers' 

qualifications. 

4.3.1.3 Content teachers' attitudes to the feasibility of CBr in WLC 

The content teachers' concerns about the demands ofCBr on the learners and the 

teachers inevitably affected their attitude towards whether the approach was feasible 

in WLC. Although many teachers thought that CBr was needed by the students, they 

were concerned about the potential problems including teacher training, students' 

background and financial issues, etc. It seemed to them that however necessary the 

CBr approach was to the students; it might not be practical for WLC to offer CBr 

classes. Therefore, compared with their attitudes to the necessity of CBr in WLC, the 

content teachers were less positive about the feasibility of the approach (see table 

4.17). 

Attitude Number of teachers Percentage 

Positive 11 55 % 
Negative 3 15 % 
Unsure 6 30% 

Table 4.17 Content teachers' attitude to the feasibility of CBr in WLC 

As seen from table 4.17, two content teachers who regarded CBr as necessary to the 
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students in WLC were less confident about the appropriateness of CBI in WLC. 

According to the conversations with and between these teachers, the qualification of 

the teachers was the major concern. As they said, the approach might be needed by 

the students, but a big problem was who was able to teach them. However, instead of 

switching to a negative attitude, these teachers were willing to keep an open mind 

about the practice of CBI in WLC. 

It was not surpnsmg to receIve negative attitude agam from the three content 

teachers who considered CBI unnecessary in WLC. During personal conversations, 

one of them claimed that CBI was beyond WLC teachers' ability and responsibility. 

The students should and could join special training courses offered by companies or 

agencies when they actually encountered some particular needs in their future work. 

So far, it can be seen that the content teachers' positive attitudes to CBI dropped with 

the concerns about practical issues raised by the approach (see table 4.18). However, 

it was encouraging to see their being cautious rather than negative towards the 

practice of CBI in WLC. Moreover, a persistent positive attitude by over half of the 

content teachers in WLC indicated a high expectation of the approach. In addition, it 

should be borne in mind that some content teachers' consistent negative attitude to 

CBI provided valuable information for effective CBI classes since they may raise 

issues that might have been overlooked by CBI teachers. Their reaction to the CBI 

programme in WLC was also worth serious consideration. 

Attitude Importance of Necessity of CBI in Feasibility of CBI in 

English WLC WLC 

Positive 80% (very important or 65 % 55 % 
important) 

Negative 20% (not very 15 % 15 % 
impOliant or unimportant) 

Unsure 0% 20% 30% 

Table 4.18 Summary of content teachers' attitudes to CBI 
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4.3.1.4 CBI pedagogical suggestions from the content teachers 

Although content teachers' attitudes towards CBI varied, there was a high rate of 

agreement on the attention to the students' particular knowledge background during 

the practice of CBI. Table 4.19 provides an overview of the importance of the four 

factors for a successful CBI class. 

Rank Factor Number of teachers Percentage 

1 Students' knowledge 17 85 % 
background 

2 Legal knowledge of 2 10% 
the language teacher 

3 Administrative 1 5% 
support 

4 Cooperation between 0 0% 
language and law 

departments 

Table 4.19 Importance of the four factors in CBI classes ranked by content teachers 

As seen in the table above, the students' knowledge background was emphasised by 

most of the content teachers as the most important factor in CBI classes. Some 

content teachers even provided specific pedagogical suggestions at the end of the 

questionnaire. Most of these suggestions took into account the students' needs based 

on their learning background, such as accommodation to the students' level in EFL, 

introduction of infonnation on learning and working abroad to increase the students' 

interest in the class, etc. 

Since the content teachers believed that language skills should be introduced by 

language teachers, they seemed to be fairly tolerant oflanguage teachers' knowledge 

level in law. As revealed in the table, only two content teachers regarded language 

teachers' knowledge in the legal area as the most important factor in the CBI classes 
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in WLC. 

Most teachers viewed teaching as an activity involving the teachers and the learners 

as the major participants, so that administrative support received a lower rank in 

table 4.19. The college administrators seemed to have a large amount of power over 

students and staff as they controlled the finances. However, their power was 

generally reduced when particular pedagogical issues were involved. 

Due to such complex reasons as workload and barriers between departments, 

inter-disciplinary cooperation was ranked as the least important by content teachers 

in WLC. According to the questionnaire (see Appendix V), sixteen out of twenty 

content teachers said that they would help the language teachers as much as they 

could, while only four claimed that they would provide as much help as needed by 

the language teachers. 

The limited degree of help offered by the content teachers might be related to their 

modest estimation of their abilities. Low confidence about inter-departmental 

co-operation was another reason. As a content teacher wrote in the programme 

report: 

It was not very common for teachers from the same department to discuss problems in 

teaching because of competition for promotion. Inter-departmental communication was 

even rarer. Sometimes there was even implicit hostility between teachers from different 

departments since they didn't have to maintain a good personal or working relationship. 

(My translation from the original version in Chinese) 

Although they did not feel they could give a great deal of help to the language 

teachers, twelve content teachers claimed that they needed very much to develop 

their legal English with the help oflanguage teachers. Seven of them said that not 

much help was needed from the language teachers, and only one insisted that he 
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needed no help at all from the language teachers to develop his language skills in the 

legal area. The content teachers' linguistic independence was also revealed in 

interviews with CBI teachers from other colleges and universities. They respected the 

language teachers' expertise. However, they insisted that (general) English language 

teachers would not be helpful as far as the content-specific English was involved. 

4.3.2 WLC language teachers' attitudes 

There were four English language teachers in WLC. They had all obtained a BA 

degree in English language and culture. Two of the four English language teachers 

had obtained a diploma in law. However, their study in law was as an opportunity for 

a better professional position provided by WLC as a law college. Students' potential 

needs, legal English, for instance, were not originally taken into account. The four 

EFL teachers' ages ranged from twenty-three to thirty-six, with correspondingly one 

to fourteen years of experience in teaching English as a foreign language to Chinese 

students. 

Compared with the diverse attitudes to CBI from the content teachers, there were 

unanimous answers to the necessity and feasibility of the CBI approach in WLC. 

Without hesitation, the four EFL teachers claimed that they would not introduce any 

content-area knowledge or information in their language classes unless there was 

such a requirement from the administrators. As said by an English language teacher 

who had been teaching in WLC for fourteen years: 

The CBI approach sounds ideal, but it is just not what the students can cope with. The 

students may think they need law-related language skills. However, it is not possible for 

them to understand the lowest level of legal knowledge delivered in English. I am so sure 

about this. Therefore I would not try even ifI could teach law in English. 

(My translation from the transcription of the conversation) 
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The rest of the EFL teachers in the department showed their agreement with what 

was said above during the group interview and the follow-up personal conversations. 

The language teachers' negative attitudes to CBI seemed to derive from factors in 

three dimensions: low estimation ofthe students' abilities, feeling uncertain about the 

integrative approach, and their dominant roles in English language teaching in WLC. 

4.3.2.1 'The students are not ready for CBI' 

After a few communications, teachers from the language department in WLC 

realised that CBI distinguished itself from ESP by concurrent emphasis on both 

language skills and content knowledge. However, they were concerned that the 

language used for content teaching in CBI classes might be well above the students' 

present level of proficiency. Most students entered WLC with general low marks (e.g. 

56 in English compared with 60 as the passing grade) in most of their subjects 

including English. As discussed in the first section of this chapter, students' English 

language proficiency was not developed remarkably in the traditional language 

classes in WLC. The teachers attributed their students' less advanced language 

proficiency to inadequate investment of time and energy in language learning. As 

claimed by the language teachers, "our students need more discipline than motivation, 

more diligence than learning strategies". 

4.3.2.2 'We do not want to teach in CBI' 

A second reason for the language teachers' negative attitude to CBI related to their 

inadequate knowledge about the approach. According to language teachers in WLC, 
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ESP is challenging enough due to the involvement of a large number of scientific 

terminologies. However, I can still manage the class since it is just a matter of vocabulary. I 

haven't heard of CBI. I do not think I can teach any other content course in English. Why 

should I? 

(Excerpted and translated from the Ll conversations) 

The CBI approach may appear as a challenge or threat to both language and content 

teachers: Having degrees in English and law did not mean the teachers could teach 

law in English or legal English. From language teachers' perspective, traditional 

language teaching is rather safe and easy. However, one needs to try the approach to 

know what is like. 

4.3.2.3 'We do not have to teach in CBI' 

Another reason for the language teachers' attitudes to CBI lay in the local culture in 

WLC. None of the administrative staff in WLC had experience in language teaching. 

Therefore, teachers from the language department had most say, if not all, in 

choosing course materials and teaching methods. They seemed to be the only experts 

and authority in EFL teaching in WLC. CBI was neither suggested nor mentioned to 

the administrative staff as an approach to language and/or content teaching. With 

their insistence or resistance, CBI was not required officially in language classes in 

WLC. The CBI approach might be conducted only if it was an administrative 

requirement, which, in the case ofWLC, depended heavily on the educational policy 

of the government. 

The WLC language teachers' attitude towards CBI was shared by many language 

teachers in other colleges and universities in China. However, teachers with teaching 

experience in CBI who were interviewed for this project viewed the approach from a 

very different angel. Some of these CBI teachers were from language departments, 

while the others had experience in teaching content courses; their views are reported 
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in the next section. 

4.3.3 eBI experiences of the content lecturers 

A series of interviews was conducted with some teachers from colleges and 

universities before the CBI programme in WLC. The aim of these interviews was to 

collect pedagogical information from experienced CBI teachers. The focus of 

interviews with CBI teachers from the content departments was on their language 

background, language use in. the classroom instruction and student assessment, 

selection of teaching materials and pedagogical comments from their own 

expenences. 

4.3.3.1 The content teachers' language educational background 

Four CBI teachers, three male and one female, from content departments of different 

colleges and universities were interviewed. They all had ten to seventeen years of 

teaching experience. However, none of them had taught through CBI for over five 

years since it was a new pedagogical approach in China. Through the medium of 

English, these teachers taught content subjects such as physics, mathematics and 

computer science. 

Three out of the four content teachers had experience in learning a content subject 

through the medium of English. They had received a Master's or PhD degree from 

universities in Finland or Canada. The other teacher who taught mathematics in one 

ofthe top ten universities in China had no working or studying experience in 

English-speaking countries. Nor had he received English medium content teaching in 

China. However, his mathematics classes taught through English were very popular 

in the university and received a full rate of satisfaction among the students. 

With proficient content knowledge and experience oflearning content through the 
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medium of English, three ofthe content teachers never consulted the language 

department for linguistic assistance. They were confident in their content and 

language abilities. As said by the CBI teacher from the department of physics: 

I have never consulted language teachers. Even if I happened to be unsure about some 

terminology or grammatical items, I will solve these problems by referring to content 

dictionaries and related literature. 

(My translation from the transcript of the interview) 

It seemed that the mathematics teacher was more cautious about his English-medium 

teaching. According to the interview, he would contact language teachers when 

language became a problem to his students or himself. Bearing in mind practical 

issues such as time and other inconveniences, he collected all the questions and 

contacted the language teachers in person. 

As can be seen from the interviews, CBI teachers from content departments 

possessed sufficient content knowledge and a reasonable degree oflanguage skills. 

They might come across language problems in content teaching. Consulting original 

documents or their colleagues as native English speakers were preferred by some, if 

not most, content teachers. However, due to personal relationships or factors in the 

local educational settings, it was unusual for a content teacher to consult the 

language teachers for some language issues. 

4.3.3.2 The content teacher's use of English language for teaching 

All the four content teachers taught subject courses in English since it was required 

by their colleges or universities. Although all the interviewees as content experts 

claimed that they had conducted full English-medium instruction, they admitted that 

language accommodation was made to increase content comprehensibility. This kind 

of accommodation can be explained through the teachers' statement in the interview: 
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Namely, our CBI classes are full English-medium content teaching. It is the main attraction 

of the course since most of the students enrolled in the course attempt to study abroad after 

graduation. However, this does not mean these students possess a high level of English 

language proficiency. Ll illustration is demanded by the students when some complex 

content problems are introduced by the teacher. Of course, the use of Ll should be agreed 

on by the teacher. 

(My translation of the transcribed interview with teacher A) 

I have no problem with English-medium instruction, but I do worry about students' 

competence in understanding content knowledge introduced to them in a foreign language. 

(My translation of the transcribed interview with teacher B) 

Closely related to the students' language abilities in interpreting content knowledge, 

characteristics of the content subject was another reason for the CBI teachers' 

language accommodation. Teacher C and teacher D were from the same university, 

but they taught different courses. English was used in both of their classes, i.e., 

business English and computer science. Full English-medium teaching was adopted 

in the business English classes, whereas the teacher in the computer science classes 

sometimes resorted to Ll. As explained by the teacher, due to the students' previous 

experience in learning English for general purposes in traditional language classes, 

Business English was taught completely in English because the subject did not contain 

specific content difficulty. However, computer science was a bilingual course, which means 

both Chinese and English are used for instruction. 

(My translation of the transcribed interview with teacher D) 

It might be arguable that business English was more likely an ESP course. However, 

according to teacher C, the aim of the course was to teach business content and the 

related language skills. The teachers were from the content departments and tended 

to accommodate English language use according to the content difficulty. 
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4.3.3.3 English language used for students' discussion and course assessment 

According to the interviews with the CBI teachers, the students were required to 

discuss content topics in English. At the beginning, the students found the L2 

discussion interesting because ofthe involvement of a different language. However, 

the enthusiasm vanished very quickly due to the difficulty of L2 communication. 

Some students found they needed to invest extra time and energy before and after 

each class to improve their language skills for content-related L2 communicative 

purposes. Some students became quiet in group discussion and preferred to work on 

the topics on their own. "Only students with competent English proficiency are keen 

on and comfortable with talking about content information in English. Those with 

less advanced English skills are most likely quiet" (From the interview with teacher 

D). 

Apart from their inadequate interest or confidence in content-related L2 discussion, 

these students' inactive engagement in the discussion might be related to the 

influence of the traditional Chinese cultural and their personalities. As one of the 

content teachers said in the interview: 

Classroom discussion is required to be in English. However, some Chinese students do not 

like discussing, and an unfamiliar language makes the discussion even more difficult. They 

prefer independent thinking, which is strongly encouraged in the traditional Chinese 

educational culture. Some students are just as quiet as they are in other classes. Some are 

unwilling to participate in the group discussion since they think it is unnecessary compared 

with discussing the topics in Ll. 

(My translation of the transcribed interview with teacher A) 

Core texts and supplementary materials in these CBI classes were written in English. 

The students were required to do their homework and dissertation in English too. 

However, content mastery was the sole standard of marking by CBI teachers from 
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the content departments. Language mistakes affected the students' mark only when 

they caused misinterpretation or confusion. As claimed by a content teacher, 

The only thing I focus on when marking is students' content knowledge. No points will be 

deducted unless very serious grammatical mistakes occur to affect the expression and 

comprehension. I do not judge students' language accuracy at all. 

(My translation of the transcribed interview with teacher A) 

It seemed that in CBI classes presented by teachers from the content departments, 

content knowledge was the focus and final target of teaching. Content 

comprehensibility was prioritised over English language abilities. Both teachers and 

students resorted to Ll in order to clarity the content meaning. The priority of 

content knowledge in these classes set a contrast to that in CBI classes provided by 

teachers from the language department, which will be discussed in the following 

section. 

4.3.4 eBl experience of the language lecturers 

Three CBI teachers from the language department oftwo colleges and one university 

were interviewed. They were all female with respectively five, nine and sixteen years 

of teaching experience. Two of them were interviewed face to face, and one through 

on-line conversation. Similar to those with the content lectures, the interviews with 

the language experts focused on the teachers' content background, the use of 

language for teaching, learning and course assessment. 

4.3.4.1 The teachers' content background 

Two of the three teachers from the language department taught international trade 

and one taught logistics as the content subjects. However, none of them had received 

any training in the respective areas. Neither did they have working experience related 
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to the subjects. 

In these colleges or universities, there was an official requirement that at least one or 

two subject matter courses should be taught in English. According to the language 

teachers, the content teachers refused to teach their courses in English mainly 

because they were not confident in their English language proficiency. Another 

reason was that they did not want to sacrifice content meaning as their pedagogical 

target to language as the medium ofteaching. As a result, the language teachers had 

to take the responsibility. However, all the subjects taught by these language teachers 

in English were either non-credit bearing or optional. The students registered in these 

classes due to their interest in the content-related language or infonnation in the 

content area itself. The study ofthese subjects was not significant to the students' 

future career. 

Lacking sufficient training in the content area, the language teachers had to either 

'encourage students to search for content infonnation themselves and share with the 

teacher' (according to the interview with language teacher A), or 'buy some basic 

reference books and learn with the students' (translated from the interview with 

language teacher B). As a result, the teachers either 'admitted their insufficient 

content knowledge to the students', or 'narrowed their content instruction to what 

they knew for sure' (translated from the interview with language teacher C). 

4.3.4.2 Language as the centre ofthe CBI classes 

Owing to the inadequacy or uncertainty of the language teachers' content knowledge, 

these teachers placed more emphasis on developing the students' language abilities. 

In these classes, English was used as the medium of instruction, and the students' 

EFL level decided the content topics involved in the classes. As said by a language 

teacher in the interview: 
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I check the word list after the core text before each CBI class. I will use simplified materials or 

change the content topic if the language knowledge involved is above my students' English 

language level. I make this kind of adjustment even in the classes when my students' facial 

emotion makes me think I am teaching something too difficult for them. 

(My translation from the transcribed interview) 

According to the interview, content materials were used by the CBI teachers from the 

language department for language teaching purposes. Although the teachers 

integrated content information in the CBI classes and learned it along with their 

students, the accuracy and sufficiency of the content knowledge gained by the 

students needed to be questioned. 

4.3.4.3 Language used by the students and the course assessment 

The priority of the target language over the content infonnation in the language 

teachers' CBI classes was also reflected by the classroom interaction and course 

assessment. The students were required to answer all the questions in English. 

English language was also the only 'legal' language for group discussions. However, 

English-medium discussion as one of the student activities was abandoned by some 

language teachers when they noticed that the students' language proficiency was not 

sufficient for group discussion. As said by one of the interviewees, 

All my questions were based on the content knowledge introduced in the CBI classes. They 

should not be overly difficult and therefore the students are required to answer the question 

in English. There is no L2 group discussion in my classes because my students are not able 

to do it. I cannot force my students to discuss in English and it is not possible for me to 

supervise all the discussion groups and make sure they talk in English. At least they are 

speaking in English when they are answering my questions and I can help them one by one. 

(My translation from the transcribed interview with language teacher A) 
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The language teachers' preference for language knowledge and skills was also 

revealed in students' course assessment. According to the interviews, students were 

normally required to finish their exercises or essays in English. Language skills were 

taken into account in the teachers' marking. Some language teachers agreed that the 

students could answer questions in the exams in L 1. However, extra marks were 

given to the students who answered in English but with the same or similar content 

accuracy. 

Infonnation elicited from the interview with these teachers should not be generalized 

to all the CBI classes offered by language teachers. However, it indicated that 

language teachers' linguistic emphasis was related to their language expertise and 

their limited content background. It might be safer for these teachers to focus more 

on the language before they receive systematic education in the content area. 

4.4 Content and language teachers' involvement in and reaction to the CBI 

programme in WLC: answers to research questions five and six 

The CBI teachers from the content and language departments in other colleges and 

universities provided valuable information and pedagogical advice. Pre-programme 

questionnaires and interviews in WLC revealed the language and the content 

teachers' attitudes towards the necessity and feasibility of CBI classes. Information 

collected before the programme as well as the corresponding preparation contributed 

to the CBI programme in WLC. 

Based on my understanding about the content and language teachers' different 

attitudes towards CBI, I was prepared for their different degrees of involvement in 

the programme. However, the actual difference was still beyond my expectation. 
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4.4.1 The content teachers' involvement in and reaction to the programme 

Teaching staff from content departments provided valuable information for my 

research project. Pre-programme questionnaires, interviews and informal 

conversations with the content teachers in WLC revealed their diverse attitudes to the 

necessity and feasibility of the CBI approach in WLC. Two content teachers from 

law departments joined the CBI programme with positive attitudes. Their 

involvement in the programme was reflected by their roles in CBI classes. Other 

teachers from the content departments also showed interest in the programme and 

contributed advice and suggestions. 

4.4.1.1 The content teachers' role as members of the CBI teaching team 

As explained in chapter three, two lecturers, one from the department of civil law 

and one from the department of criminal law, joined the CBI team. They played 

different roles during the three stages of the CBI programme in WLC. The 

adjustment of these content teachers' role in CBI classes also reflected the process of 

applying the CBI approach to the specific educational setting in WLC. 

At the beginning stages, the content teachers shared the role of lesson presenters with 

the language teacher. There was a fairly shared workload between the language and 

the content teachers in CBI classes. As can be seen from table 3.4, content teachers 

summarised or provided brief repetition ofthe content knowledge in L1 and 

facilitated student discussion with content-related information, while I, as the 

language teacher, delivered content knowledge in L2 and assisted student practice 

with my language expertise. 

The similar workload between content and language teachers might derive from their 

mutual respect. Moreover, since none of these teachers had experience in CBI, an 

evenly shared workload might be reasonable at the beginning ofthe programme. 
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However, this formalistic interpretation of inter-discipline cooperation seemed to 

reduce the effective teaching time and therefore lead to a decrease in the 

effectiveness of CBI. For example, the L1 summary provided by the content teachers 

was almost a repetition of what had been presented in L2 by the language teacher. 

Moreover, language and content teachers based their instruction on individual lesson 

plans. There might be a poor link between the content knowledge involved in the 

language teacher's lesson plan and that in the content teachers'. 

During the second stage ofthe CBI programme, the content teachers' role as course 

presenters seemed to change from formal knowledge delivery (see table 3.6 on page 

188). However, there was an increase in their role as teaching assistants during this 

stage. They provided the language teacher with lesson plans and pedagogical advice 

for each CBI class. They also offer supplementary explanation about complex 

concepts during the period of student practice and production. 

The content teachers' role as teaching assistants in CBI classes was developed during 

the final stage (see table 3.7 on page 197). Having acquired some practical 

experience from CBI classes, the content teachers were then able to build a closer 

link between the CBI classes and their content lessons. For example, it was the 

content teachers' idea to bring student-collected content information to CBI classes. 

Meanwhile, their expertise in the content area was effectively used to guide students' 

information searching. Table 4.16 demonstrates the development of the roles of 

content teachers in CBI classes in the WLC programme. 
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Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 
Roles l. Course presenter CBI teaching assistant l. CBI teaching 

2. Content assistant assistant 

2. Programme 

adviser 

Examples • Preparing their own • Providing L2 • Facilitating 

content lesson plans (role teacher with content students'infonnation 

1) lesson plans searching (role I) 

• Summarising • Assessing the • Preparing students 

content knowledge students' content with relevant background 

delivered by the L2 improvement knowledge in content 

teacher (role I) • Offering students classes (role I) 

• Providing supplementary • Providing 

content-area facilitation explanations and pedagogical advice for 

in student discussions clarifications the eBI programme (role 

(role 2) 2) 

Table 4.20 Content teachers' role in the CBr programme in WLC 

4.4.1.2 Other content teachers' involvement 

As mentioned in chapter three, the heads of the two law departments and four 

lecturers from other content departments also attended CBr classes. They attended 

CBr classes to show interest in the particular CBr teaching form. Their attendance 

was also inspired by the two law lectures as the CBr teachers' feedback on students' 

development in the programme. 

The other four content teachers were from the foundation department. They taught 

courses like Chinese literature, history and geography. rn the beginning, their 

attendance was motivated by the desire of integrated learning in law, as the main 

subject of their students, as well as the related language skills. These teachers 

regarded the CBr programme as an opportunity to refresh their own English language 

proficiency acquired through university education and to learn some basic 

knowledge in law. 
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The content teachers were interested in the pedagogical effectiveness of the CBI 

approach applied in the programme. As said by one of the teacher observers during 

the short break of a CBI class, 

I just want to know whether my English language proficiency is enough to understand English 

legal materials presented in this kind of classes. I rarely used English after I graduated from the 

university. It is nice to pick it up again ....... I do not intend to be a lawyer or a law teacher. 

However, since all my students major in law, it is nice to keep pace with them. ...... I would be 

very happy to do both at the same time. 

(My translation from the conversation in Ll) 

These content teachers were also interested in CBI as a pedagogical approach which 

has enjoyed increasing popularity in higher education in China. They joined the CBI 

classes and evaluated the practicality of the teaching materials and the English 

language for the CBI classes. It should be borne in mind that this assessment was 

made by these teachers against their own learning and teaching background rather 

than that of their students. 

Pedagogical suggestions provided by these teachers contributed considerably to the 

establishment of a WLC-specific CBI model. As noted by a member of the CBI team, 

'one will know better about how the students feel when one is in the same situation 

as the students' (my translation from the programme report of a law lecturer in the 

CBI team). 

4.4.1.3 Content teachers' reactions to the programme 

Content teachers' different levels of involvement in the CBI programme resulted in 

their different reactions to the approach. The two content lecturers who worked as the 

CBI team members in the programme found that CBI was feasible in WLC and had a 
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positive impact on the programme students' content and language study. Other 

content teachers who were not involved in the team-teaching showed great interest in 

the CBI approach but were concerned about running CBI courses in the regular 

curriculum. 

a) The law lecturers' reactions 

After participating in the programme as members of the CBI team, the two content 

teachers showed a new attitude to inter-disciplinary cooperation. The programme 

also developed their views about students' learning abilities. Cooperation with the 

language teacher during the CBI programme developed their mutual understanding 

and respect, which proved helpful for data collection and analysis after the 

programme. 

Inter-disciplinary co-operation was regarded as key to the success ofthe CBI 

programme. Harmonious cooperation required clarified responsibilities, focused 

contributions, and led to high working efficiency. As expressed by a content teacher 

in the team in her programme report (see Appendix XII): 

I have never realized that cooperation between faculties can be so powerful. ... Frequent 

communication helps to harmonize our team teaching. There use to be ignorance and 

hostility between the departments .... The CBI programme could not have been so successful 

without close coordination between language and law teachers .... The spirit of 

team-teaching should be introduced to the college as a whole. 

(Excerpted and translated from the original programme report in Ll) 

Another lesson learned from the CBI programme was the importance of developing 

the students' learning potential. Having witnessed the effort and subsequent progress 

their students made during the CBI programme, the content teachers realised that 

they might have underestimated their students' potential abilities. As reflected by the 
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programme schedule (see table 3.3), the CBI classes in WLC were an added course. 

However, most programme students were willing to make an extra effort for the 

integrative study. Consequently, the students were rewarded with enhanced language, 

content and cognitive abilities. Being inspired by the students' active engagement in 

the programme, the two content lecturers acknowledged the significance of providing 

opportunities for the students to develop their learning potential. As they argued in 

the programme reports and on-line communication with me after the programme, "it 

was the teachers who were to blame for not giving their students enough chance to 

show how much and how well they could learn about a subject course even through a 

foreign language". 

b) Other WLC content teachers' reactions 

Content teachers who attended CBI classes as learners thought that the CBI approach 

was effective in WLC. They were delighted to see the development achieved by 

themselves as well as their students. However, the feasibility of CBI was challenged 

by some practical issues. These issues included the demand for devoted and qualified 

teaching staff, the students' low English language proficiency and a number of 

administrative problems. The worries were shared by teachers who were interested in 

the approach but did not visit the classes. They expressed their concern after the 

programme: 

This programme has been successful. I was moved by the devotedness of the CBI teachers 

and admire the smooth cooperation in the team. However, I doubt that this case can be 

widely applied to all the other departments in WLC or other colleges. Moreover, I am not 

sure how much the CBI teachers should be paid and how much the college is willing to pay. 

Having said this, the programme is good, honestly. It is definitely good for the students. 
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It was not surprising that not all the content teachers in WLC found CBI desirable. 

Those who held a negative attitude to the necessity and/or feasibility of the CBI 

approach were not interested in the CBI programme. Neither did any of them pay 

particular attention to programme students' perfonnance in their classes. That might 

have been because of their unwillingness to develop their content-related language 

proficiency or to work as a team with teachers fonn the language department. 

Some of the content teachers' negative reactions might have also resulted from the 

feeling of being ignored by the programme. Due to the heavy workload during the 

programme, I kept in very close contact only with teachers who participated or 

showed interest in the programme. Their comments and suggestions were treated 

seriously and carefully analysed. 

4.4.2 Language teachers' involvement in and reaction to the programme 

One aim of this section is to demonstrate and analyse the impact of the language 

teachers' negative attitude to CBI on their involvement in the WLC programme. As 

discussed previously in this chapter, the language teachers in WLC unanimously held 

a negative attitude to the CBI approach. They argued that there was an unbridgeable 

gap between CBI and the WLC students' English language proficiency. In the 

teachers' own words, "our students are just not ready to learn law through English". 

The language teachers also regarded the approach as challenging to themselves due 

to the dual requirement about the teachers' knowledge in the language and the 

content areas. 

The other aim of this section is to demonstrate how I, as the language teacher in the 

CBI team, adjusted my roles with the development of the CBI programme in WLC. 

The demonstration may indicate that CBI is challenging, but an effective CBI 

programme is achievable with considerable effort. 
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4.4.2.1 The WLC language teachers' involvement 

According to the pre-programme interviews, the language teachers in WLC thought 

CBI was not an appropriate approach for college level students. However, it was 

important to take on board their advice and suggestions during the progress ofthe 

programme. It was also expected that they might change their attitudes towards CBI 

by attending the courses or receiving related information from their students. 

Efforts were made to engage the language teachers in the CBI programme. 

Considering that these teachers might feel uncomfortable helping me as the fonner 

head of the department and a PhD student in a British university, a private party was 

held before the programme. The party aimed to refresh the personal relationship with 

the language teachers in WLC and encourage them to visit the forthcoming CBI 

courses. 

It seemed that the language teachers retained their principled objection to CBI since 

they showed little concern during the programme. They did not offer to attend the 

CBI classes or to provide pedagogical suggestions. However, the private party did 

help to rebuild cordial relations with every teacher in the language department. This 

relationship helped me with follow-up data analysis and future research after the CBI 

programme in WLC. 

Language teachers' objection to CBI mainly resulted from their concern about 

students' limited English language ability. As agreed by WLC language teachers in 

the interview, '(our) students are not ready for CBI'. They complained that the 

WLC students' language proficiency was decreasing every year since more and more 

of the kind who used to corne to WLC can now enter universities by paying an extra 

tuition fee. They also said that they had to lower the standard of marking or choose 

easier course materials for language classes. 
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Another reason related to these teachers' inadequate understanding ofthe CBI 

approach. Considering CBI as English-medium content teaching, some language 

teachers worried that they might be the only ones who would understand the course. 

In fact, wide use of English in CBI classes at the beginning stage did cause a number 

of students to drop out of the programme. A combined use of Ll and L2 was the 

feature ofthe WLC-specific CBI procedures. It was hoped that these language 

teachers would develop a better understanding of CBI by participating in or visiting 

the CBI classes in WLC. 

4.4.2.2 My roles as the language teacher in the CBI team 

With limited support from the language department in WLC, I was the only language 

teacher involved in CBI classes during the programme. Corresponding to the change 

of content teachers' role at different stages of the programme, my role changed as 

well. 

At the initial stage, I worked as the main course presenter while the law lecturers 

summarised the content in Chinese. This role was based on the conception of CBI as 

an approach in which the target language was the only medium of content instruction. 

Taking advantage of my English language proficiency, I modified the language to the 

students' level of comprehension. I also provided linguistic assistance in order for the 

students to discuss content topics in English. 

At the second stage of the CBI programme, there was no drastic change in the 

language teacher's role. However, English was not the only language used for 

delivering content information. The use of both Ll and L2 (i.e. English) was 

dependent on the complexity of the content and the difficulty of language knowledge 

involved. Since the two law lectures focused on preparing the teaching plan and 

assisting content-centred discussions, I was the only teacher responsible for the 

formal knowledge presentation. The presentation was underpinned by a combined 
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lesson plan from the three teachers in the CBI team. Linguistic assistance was 

provided upon the students' demand during the group discussions. 

At the final stage, the CBI classes became more student-centred. The presentations 

and discussions were led by the programme students. The language teacher shared 

with the content lecturers the role of assistant in CBI classes. They helped the 

students with their respective expertise. However, being equipped with some basic 

legal knowledge and information, I, as the language teacher, was able to explain 

conceptual issues in the legal field. The law lecturers, on the other hand, were able to 

provide students with linguistic assistance, although not necessarily in English. 

The language teacher also took responsibility for marking the homework and 

commenting on the learners' diaries throughout the programme. This was mainly 

because all the homework and diaries were written in English. The roles of the 

language teachers during the programme are summarised in table 4. 21. 
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Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 
Roles 1 Course presenter 1 Course presenter 1 CEl teaching 

2 Language 2 Language assistant 

assistant assistance 2 Marker of 

3 Marker of 3 Marker of students' homework 

students' homework students' homework 

Examples • Preparing the • Preparing a • Facilitating 

language lesson plan combinative lesson students' information 

(role 1) plan (role 1) searching and group 

• Providing content • Providing content discussions (role 1) 

instruction in English instruction in English 

(role 1) and Chinese (role 1) 

• Providing • Providing 

linguistic facilitation in linguistic facilitation in 

student discussions student discussions 

(role 2) (role 2) 

• Marking the • Marking the 

exercises and exercises and 

commenting on commenting on 

learners' diaries (role learners' diaries (role 

3) 3) 

Table 4.21 Language teacher's role in the CBI programme in WLC 

4.4.2.3 Language teachers' reactions to the programme 

As mentioned previously, teachers from the language department ofWLC did not 

participate in the programme, nor did they show interest in the progress of the 

programme. This also seemed to affect the personal relationship between them and 

me as former colleagues. There was neither personal nor professional contact 

between us during the period of the programme. Due to the heavy workload and 

course schedule during the programme, I was not able to talk about the issue with 

these language teachers. 

An e-mail from a language teacher ten months after the programme broke the ice. 
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This teacher had over ten years of experience in English language teaching and 

possessed a degree in law. In the e-mail, she expressed her concern about the 

progress of my field research. Her attitude to the CBI programme, however, seemed 

still negative. As she repeated in a telephone conversation: 

It sounds a good idea .... However, it is not practical. ... Anyway, I would not do it in my 

classes. I am not qualified, and the students' language proficiency is just not competent 

enough for that. 

(My translation of the conversation in Chinese) 

Interestingly, since the new semester after the CBI programme, this teacher started 

teaching business English. The course seemed to be ESP-oriented, which was closely 

related to CBl. As the teacher said in an on-line conversation, the course was open as 

an administrative requirement, but the teacher had the choice of the course materials. 

The teacher also said that her teaching would be focused on some basic language 

skills required in foreign trade and commercial negotiations. It would be interesting 

to see how much business knowledge was introduced in the course. 

The teacher's argument about the impracticality of CBI was based on her 

understanding of the students' language abilities rather than the experience of 

learning or teaching through the CBI approach. Pedagogical practice in many 

contexts had proved that CBI could be applied to students in various educational 

settings, from primary schools to universities. Understandably, teachers might need 

to know more about the CBI approach before they decide to apply it in their classes. 

However, a full understanding of an approach including CBI could not be obtained 

without applying and adjusting the approach in pedagogical practice. Moreover, 

there is a difference between 'I cannot do it' and 'I do not want to do it'. The 

teachers need to keep an open mind to new pedagogical approaches and the 

willingness to learn about them. As an educational fact, it is not always the case that 

the teachers teach what they want to teach. The students' needs and administrative 
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requirements may also decide the content of teaching as well as the method of 

teaching. 

Although language teachers in WLC did not attend the CBI classes during the 

programme, they revealed a certain degree of attention to the approach after the 

programme. According to the follow-up communication with these language teachers, 

the programme not only increased students' interesting in language learning but also 

inspired students to be responsible for their own study. A teacher from the language 

department said that some students complained that the two-month course was too 

short. Most students finished the homework of the last CBI class and asked their 

teachers to mark it. 

According to the language teachers' reactions to the programme, it might be 

reasonable to say that CBI had potential in WLC, although efforts are needed for 

teachers to understand the approach and practise it appropriately with their students. 

4.5 Administrative issues 

According to teacher questionnaires before the programme, administrative support 

was considered by many WLC teachers as less important for a successful CBI 

programme than the students' knowledge background and the teachers' content and 

language abilities. However, the programme could not even start without the 

agreement from the administrators in WLC. The importance of administrative 

support was shown through its role in helping with the course design, financial issues 

and inter-disciplinary co-operation. Data presented and analyzed in this section are 

based on my personal communications with the Principal ofWLC. 

4.5.1 Concerns in course design 

It is the routine in WLC as well as many other Chinese colleges and universities that 
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the curriculum for the new semester should be designed at the end ofthe old semester. 

One semester, which equals to five months, is the minimal teaching time for each 

subject course. Therefore, the two-month CBI programme brought about issues 

concerning course design. Although frequent on-line and telephone contact was 

conducted with administrative departments, these issues were not resolved until a 

week before the programme. 

The teaching period involved in the programme was the first concern of the 

administrative staff. According to the Principal, there was no two-month subject in 

the curricular history ofWLC. It was doubted whether two months was sufficient for 

the students to acquire a reasonable amount of knowledge in an academic area. 

However, it was regarded as risky to allow a whole semester for the practice of a new 

approach. 

After several meetings within and between the administrative departments and the 

department of teaching affairs, the CBI programme was approved as a two-month 

training course (see Appendix I for the programme proposal) in addition to other 

regular subjects in WLC. The approval was based on the following factors: 

4.5.1.1 Administrator's confidence in my language teaching experience in WLC 

The administrative departments had confidence in my pedagogical skills in EFL 

classes. I had been teaching in WLC for nine years and my language classes won 

high degree of popularity among the students. The administrators believed that the 

CBI classes might at least result in extra opportunities for the students' language 

development. 
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4.5.1.2 A good personal and professional relationship between staff in 

administrative and academic departments and me 

The Principal ofWLC and the heads of relevant administrative departments agreed to 

provide official support for the CBI programme. However, it was not difficult to 

understand the importance of a good personal relationship for the smooth conduct of 

an administrative requirement. Considering the fact that I maintained a good 

relationship with most staff in WLC, the administrators were positive about the 

potential support I might receive as the coordinator of the programme. 

4.5.1.3 Administrators' confidence in my qualification in teaching the CBI classes 

The administrators noticed that the integration of language and law knowledge in the 

programme might call for co-operation from the content departments. However, my 

educational background in law relieved them from the concern about problems that 

might be raised in the cooperation. As an experienced EFL teacher with a diploma in 

law, I was regarded as qualified to teach content-related language skills. As said in a 

personal conversation with the Principal ofWLC, "We have law lecturers to take the 

responsibility for teaching legal knowledge. Language skills in the legal area should 

be at the centre of the programme" (Translation mine). 

Taking into account the programme proposal as well as my study experience in CBI, 

the administrators were convinced that the programme could be a good way of 

trialling CBI in WLC. As the final administrative decision, the CBI programme was 

introduced as a two-month training course. The course was open to all the teachers 

and students in WLC. The feature of the programme as a series of training classes 

also avoided time conflicts between the CBI programme and the regular subject 

courses in WLC. As can be seen from table 3.3, all the CBI classes were at lunch 

time or in the evenings. 
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4.5.2 Financial issues 

Financial issues in the programme included students' payment for the course 

materials, use of teaching devices such as multi-media classroom, printers and 

photocopiers, etc. and the payment for the three CBI teachers. 

In order to support the programme, the administrative departments decided not to 

charge the students any tuition fees. The free training aimed to maintain a reasonable 

student enrolment in the course for the research. Due to the short duration of the 

programme compared with regular subject classes, the students were not required to 

purchase any course materials. Texts and other supplementary reading materials were 

selected by the CBI teachers, and the college offered free printing and photocopying. 

At the beginning of the programme, a multi-media classroom was used for the CBI 

classes since there were over a hundred students (106 in fact) enrolled in the 

programme. A language laboratory with computers was used at the later stage since 

36 students attended the classes consistently. The CBI teachers could use all the 

utilities free of charge. 

Most CBI teachers are paid at double rate in most universities in China. Some 

receive a payment which is one and a half times the payment for normal classes. The 

CBI teachers in the WLC programme were paid at a normal rate. However, since the 

CBI classes were running as extra training courses in addition to the teachers' nonnal 

workload, the two lecturers received a higher salary during the two-month CBI 

programme. 

4.5.3 Inter-disciplinary cooperation 

There was no cooperation between the language and the content departments in the 

history ofWLC, although cooperation between the law departments was not unusual. 
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Being aware that the CBI programme might require cooperation from the English 

and the law departments, the administrators were worried that the cooperation might 

not be conducted successfully if it was only announced as an official requirement. 

Teachers would make more effort if they were willing to cooperate. 

The Principal held a few meetings with the heads ofthe language and the law 

departments. The aim was to elicit the departmental understanding and support for 

the programme. As a result, the language teachers in WLC agreed to withhold their 

negative attitude towards the approach from their students. However, they could not 

guarantee to attend the CBI courses due to their work load. The heads of the two law 

departments offered me the opportunity to choose two law lecturers as the CBI team 

members. 

4.5.4 Administrative reaction to the programme 

The influence of the CBI programme caught official attention and the approach 

involved was regarded as a 'rehearsal of an educational reform'. Shortly after the 

programme, an official report on the programme was composed by the administrative 

office and distributed to each department in WLC, the higher authorities and other 

colleges in the city. Integrative teaching and inter-disciplinary cooperation were 

reported as the main features of the programme. Legal English as the title of the 

programme in the report might result from the author's confusion about the 

difference between CBI and ESP (English for specific purposes). However, the 

content of the CBI approach as a reasonably new teaching model deserved more 

attention than what it was given by outsiders such as news reporters. 

Summary 

This chapter has introduced the WLC students' needs and their language learning 

experience. Traditional approaches were normally used before the students entered 
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WLC. These approaches might have provided the students with basic language rules 

and skills. However, the students rarely had opportunities to practise the language in 

real life since English is not the language for daily communication in China as an 

EFL context. Inadequate practice opportunities also restricted the students' 

development in L2 learning strategies. Most language teachers in WLC attributed 

students' less advanced L2 proficiency to their low investment of time and energy 

investment in language learning. Other factors including motivation and language 

opportunities were rarely taken into consideration in English language teaching in 

WLC. 

Many teachers from the content and the language departments in WLC held negative 

attitudes towards the feasibility of CBI. However, most content teachers considered 

the approach as necessary in WLC. According to the content teachers, if students had 

to learn English, they needed to learn some useful English that might benefit their 

future career. In contrast to the content teachers, teachers from the language 

department ofWLC insisted that CBI was neither necessary nor feasible due to their 

concern about students' poor language background. However, their negative attitude 

might also be related to their perception of CBI as a challenge. For many language 

teachers in WLC, applying the CBI approach means extra workload resulted from 

specific training in the content area or close co-operation with the content 

department. 

With pedagogical and academic support from the content departments, the CBI 

programme in WLC received positive feedback from the students, team teachers and 

the administrative department. The content teachers' reaction to the programme is 

largely influenced by their involvement in the CBI classes. Many teachers also 

changed their attitude to CBI after the WLC programme. In a sense, teachers can 

only appreciate the practicality of an approach by practising it. 
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Conclusion 

It is the aim of this final chapter to summarize the research findings drawn from the 

CBI programme in WLC. These findings are presented as answers to the six research 

questions. New questions that have been raised from the programme are also 

discussed in this chapter. Some factors may limit the generalizability of the 

findings. These factors include student numbers (i.e. 36 law students participated 

consistently in the programme), programme duration (i.e. the programme ran as a 

two-month course) and the setting (i.e. the programme was conducted in WLC as a 

particular setting), etc. However, due to similarities between WLC and other further 

education colleges in China, methodologies introduced in this thesis as well as the 

research findings may help others to practise CBI in similar settings. 

The effectiveness of CBI in further education in China: research findings 

Six questions were raised at the beginning of the thesis: 

1. Is CBI an appropriate methodology for WLC as a further education college 

and, by extension, for other specialist further education colleges in China? 

2. How effective is CBI in developing WLC students' EFL proficiency? 

3. How and how much do CBI courses contribute to WLC students' content 

mastery? 

4. How effective is CBI in developing WLC students' cognitive skills? 

5. What kind of reaction does a CBI programme elicit from content teachers in 

WLC? 

6. What kind of reaction does a CBI programme elicit from other language 

teachers in WLC? 
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Answers to questions two to six will be introduced before those to question one. This 

is because research findings from these five questions (i.e. questions two to six) 

contribute to evaluating the appropriateness of CBI for further education in China as 

the leading question of my research project. 

eBI develops students' language skills through increased motivation,jocused 

language learning and enhanced opportunities 

Some researchers (e.g. Hu, 2002) argue that CBI should be restricted to a small 

number of elite schools and universities. The students' limited English language 

proficiency is the major concern which might limit the practice of CBI in further 

education college settings. This concern is echoed by teacher questionnaires, 

interviews and personal communications before the CBI programme in WLC. Many 

language teachers believe that college students are too lazy and their language 

proficiency is too poor to learn through CBI. However, there is little evidence to 

prove that language skills introduced in CBI are more difficult than those introduced 

in traditional language classes. Moreover, there is a difference between 'being lazy' 

and 'not being motivated'. Outcomes of the CBI programme in WLC prove that 

college students are able to develop their language skills in CBI classes. 

College students are often regarded as lazy by teachers and even by themselves. 

According to the pre-programme student questionnaire, most WLC students spent 

less than an hour per week in learning English outside of classes. During the CBI 

programme, however, they spent nearly four hours per week in language-related 

activities after class. As revealed by the end-of-programme questionnaire, students 

are motivated by the CBI approach and by the teachers involved in the programme. 

Once motivated, students are willing to make the effort to learn the language. 

According to their responses to the end-of-programme questionnaire and 

communication during the programme, the students attended the CBI classes with the 
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feeling of 'being required to learn' at the beginning, 'wanting to learn' at the middle 

stage of the programme and 'enjoying the learning' at the final stage of the 

programme. The CBI procedures in WLC (see tables 3.4,3.6 and 3.7) aim to enhance 

student' practice opportunities. However, it is the involvement of content information 

in the CBI classes that encourages students to take the opportunities and participate 

in various activities, although there was a stage when some students had to be pushed 

to take up the opportunities. 

According to the end-of-programme questionnaires, all the programme students 

believe that they have made progress in law-related EFL skills while over half of 

them think that their language skills for general communication have also been 

developed during the programme. As analyzed in chapter four, students' development 

in the four basic language skills followed a pattern from linguistic-oriented reading, 

writing, speaking and listening to content-oriented (see tables 4.12, 4.13 and 4.14). 

As shown by the course materials and teaching plans (see Appendix VII for example), 

content-related language skills introduced in CBI classes are not necessarily more 

difficult than those in traditional language classes. Students' perfonnance in the later 

stages of the programme also helps to prove that content-area language skills are 

more easily practised and therefore effectively acquired due to the involvement of the 

content knowledge that they are concurrently studying. It seems that CBI is effective 

in developing content-related language skills, which are desirable for college 

students who are learning the knowledge in a particular field. 

eBI helps students' content development through increased learning and practice 

opportunities 

As mentioned previously, the CBI programme in WLC was an extra course, running 

concurrently with the L1 law classes. The aim was to provide some new content 

information and reinforce the old knowledge introduced in L1 classes. Although the 
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content infonnation was introduced by the teachers through both Ll and L2 (see 

Appendix VIII for example), the students were encouraged to present and discuss the 

infonnation in L2. Since the presentations and discussions took place in the fonn of 

language activities, the students, according to their response to the 

end-of-programme questionnaire, were not embarrassed with some of their content 

mistakes. This provided the opportunity for the CBI teachers to correct the mistakes 

and clarify the related conceptual issues. 

The particular teaching mode in the programme (e.g. student presentation and 

student-led discussion) facilitated students' autonomy in the content study. The 

students were encouraged to search other sources for content infonnation so as to 

obtain a broader access to content knowledge. This mode can also be adopted in 

students'Ll content classes. However, it was the aim of the CBI programme in WLC 

to help students find the content infonnation and solve the content-related problems 

in L2. 

CBlfacilitates students' development in cognitive skills and learning strategies 

Integrating content infonnation with language learning not only helps students' 

content development but also leads to their cognitive maturity. WLC students' 

learning experience indicates that language skills can only be developed when they 

are introduced by teachers and practised by students. Before the CBI programme, 

according to their representative, most WLC students did not know what learning 

strategies were and how they functioned to improve learning efficiency. As 

commented on by the teachers and students in the programme, the CBI classes 

provided students with opportunities to decide on what to learn and how to learn it 

effectively. During this process, the students practised and established their own 

learning strategies. 

Students' cognitive progress in the CBI programme shows that when students start 
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learning strategically, they gain independence and their learning becomes more 

personal. The students' role therefore changes from being passive receivers (i.e. learn 

what is taught or given) to active searchers (learn what they want to know). At the 

end ofthe CBI programme, students showed concern about the success of the 

research project. This indicates that the position ofthe students is not opposed to that 

of the teachers any more. Instead, they stand on the same side of education with their 

teachers, helping the teachers to know what they already know and what they still 

want to know. In this sense, both teachers and students are working for the same 

purposes. 

Content teachers' reaction to CBl 

According to the pre-programme teacher questionnaire (see Appendix III), most 

content teachers consider CBI as necessary in WLC since they believe that the 

students need to develop law-related language skills. They think that if the students 

have to learn English as a foreign language, they need to learn some useful skills in 

the language. However, the students' background is understandably one of their 

major concerns and teacher development is another. According to many content 

teachers, even if the students can learn through the CBI approach, can the teachers 

teach? There is only one way to find out the answer. 

Many content teachers attended the CBI classes in WLC and were surprised to see 

'the enormous efforts' the students made during the programme. It seems that the 

strength of CBI lies not in the approach itself but in the motivation and effOli it 

inspired from the students. However, the teachers may not understand the demands 

that CBI makes on them until they fully participate in the programme. Most WLC 

teachers were not confident about their qualification for teaching the CBI classes 

because they were not experts in both the language and the content field. 

Teaching CBI classes is by no means an effortless job. Due to the tight course 
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schedule, every teacher in the CBr team had a heavy workload. However, according 

to the programme reports (see Appendix XII), the two law lecturers experienced a 

sense of achievement and self-development during the programme. As indicated by 

the case study in WLC, team-teaching is an effective way of introducing a successful 

CBr programme in college settings where neither the content nor the language 

teachers are experts in the other field. The practice of CBr in these settings is 

challenging but feasible even at the beginning stage. 

By participating in a CBr programme, the content teachers are able to understand 

their roles in the CBr classes and appreciate the change/adjustment of these roles. 

The teachers' fulfilment of these roles is essential in order to establish CBr 

procedures that are suitable for a particular student group in a particular setting. It is 

also in this process that the content teachers came to appreciate better the CBr 

approach and realize that it is not an abstract concept but a pedagogical framework 

that can be applied in different forms. 

Language teachers' reaction to CBI 

Similar to the content teachers' reaction, language teachers in WLC were concerned 

about the students' background abilities. According to interviews and 

communications with these teachers, CBr might meet the students' needs but be out 

of their reach. rn their original words, it was not possible for WLC students to 

understand the lowest level of legal knowledge delivered in English. 

Students' development during the programme proved that an appropriate fonn of 

CBr is within students' reach. Teachers should not underestimate their students' 

potential before opportunities are given to them and outcomes are analyzed in 

pedagogical practice. 

Another concern of the language teachers was about their own capabilities in 
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teaching the CBI course. This was based on their misunderstanding of CBI rather 

than their personal experience of learning or teaching through the approach. 

According to these teachers, CBI was as an approach where the target language was 

used as the only medium to teach the content course. Not feeling confident about 

their abilities to take the responsibility for' L2 content teaching', the language 

teachers did not participate in the CBI programme. 

Although the language teachers missed the opportunity to practice CBI in WLC, their 

attitude towards the approach was changed by programme students' language 

development. Since the new semester after the CBI programme, Business English 

has been taught by language teachers in WLC. These courses bear more 

characteristics of ESP; however, they can be seen as a pedagogical tendency from 

GPE to CBI. 

The WLC language teachers' reactions to CBI indicate that a fruitful programme of 

CBI, as well as that of any other new approaches, depends very much on the 

teachers' awareness of the students' needs and requires them to keep an open mind to 

the new approaches. A full understanding of an approach including CBI can only be 

obtained through the teachers' applying and adjusting it in their pedagogical practice. 

eBl is an appropriate methodology since it meets the needs of college students 

Students' development and teachers' reactions during the CBI programme help to 

answer the leading research question: Is CBI an appropriate methodology for WLC 

and other further education colleges in China? 

By the time they finish junior secondary education, college students in China have at 

least three years of experience in English language learning. Most of them, if not all, 

have learned the language through traditional approaches. As seen from students' 

responses to the pre-programme questionnaire, the traditional language classes seem 
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effective in introducing linguistic rules but ineffective in providing ample 

opportunities for students to practise these rules. According to the pre-programme 

questionnaires, most WLC students had lost interest in learning English as a foreign 

language and were not motivated to participate in language activities. They could 

hardly find opportunities to practise in real life what they were taught in the language 

classes. 

CBI is appropriate for college education in China because it meets college students' 

needs in language learning. English is a compulsory course in Chinese further 

education. However, unlike students at senior secondary schools or universities, 

college students do not have to take the national English test (NET) for their 

graduation certificates. Meanwhile, students at WLC and other colleges in China 

learn a subject which is closely related to their future career (e.g. law as the major 

subject of students at WLC). By integrating language learning with students' subject 

study, CBI classes enhance students' motivation in language learning and increase 

their practice opportunities. As seen from the pre-programme student questionnaire, 

96 per cent of students said that they would be more deeply and actively engaged in 

language classes if some legal knowledge and information were introduced. Many of 

them said that they would feel less embarrassed with content mistakes they made in 

language classes. 

CBI also helps college students' academic success and meets their professional needs. 

As shown in the WLC-specific CBI procedures (table 3.7), teaching plans (e.g. 

Appendix VII) and content teachers' programme reports (see Appendix XII), the CBI 

classes in WLC are neither English-medium content teaching nor legal English 

courses. These classes provided opportunities for students to get access to new 

content infonnation and to clarify conceptual issues introduced in Ll content courses. 

Since the CBI classes in WLC involved a selection of content units instead of the 

content curriculum as a whole, more time and energy were spent on introducing and 

practising learning strategies. 
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Questions and implications for future research 

It can be seen from the case study of CBI in WLC that CBI is an appropriate 

approach for college education in China. It links English language teaching to 

students' content learning and therefore meets their language, academic and 

professional needs. The CBI approach also seems effective since the outcomes echo 

most advantages of CBI introduced in the first chapter of the thesis: It enhances 

students' motivation, meets learners' needs and increases practice opportunities. 

However, as mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, some factors may limit the 

generalizability of the findings from the case study. The case study also raises three 

new questions for future research and practice in CBI. 

How effective is CBI in a long-term course? 

Although 1 06 students registered for the CBI programme in WLC, only 36 attended 

the two-month course consistently. Most of them are good students: they are either 

interested in both the language and the content or highly self-motivated. The CBI 

course received a high attendance rate from the 36 programme students. However, it 

is yet to know how much more effort will be needed in order to maintain students' 

motivation and the effectiveness of CBI if it runs as a long-term (over five months) 

regular course. 

How to make CBI meet teachers' needs? 

The case study in WLC proved that one ofthe advantages of CBI is that it meets the 

learners' needs. However, teachers also need to be motivated to participate in and 

contribute to a CBI programme. An unanswered question in the programme is 

whether CBI meets the teachers' needs. 
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As seen from the case study in WLC, the effectiveness of the CBI course is closely 

related to the co-operation from the two law lecturers. They joined the programme 

with positive attitudes towards the approach and a good personal relationship with 

me as the course co-ordinator. They also established an in-depth understanding of the 

approach by participating in the programme. However, are a good personal 

relationship and/or positive attitude the only factors that motivate the content 

teachers to join the programme? 

The language teachers in WLC did not take part in the programme. They viewed CBI 

as a full English-medium content teaching approach and may therefore have seen it 

as a challenge or threat. Apart from a clear understanding of CBI, close analysis of 

the teachers' needs may help to motivate teachers to participate in a CBI programme. 

Only by doing so can they develop a full understanding of the approach. 

Whatfactors compose successful team-teaching? 

Closely linked to the second question, the research showed that team-teaching is an 

effective method in a successful CBI programme. It requires the involvement of both 

content and language teachers. However, a new question has been raised from the 

CBI case study in WLC: What composes successful team-teaching? 

In the CBI programme in WLC, both the language and the content teachers as 

members of the CBI team reached a better understanding of the knowledge and 

teaching skills in the other field. However, according to the law lectures' programme 

reports, the process ofteam-teaching itself was also stressful. 

It may be sensible to suggest that CBI teachers adopt team-teaching as the beginning 

stage of a CBI programme or use it as a way of teacher preparation. This may 

provide teachers with an extra opportunity to establish a better understanding of the 

knowledge in the other field and appreciate other teachers' pedagogical experiences. 
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Since every teacher has their own personality and attracts students in different ways, 

the final purpose of team-teaching should be freeing teachers from the team and 

developing the teachers' pedagogical independence and individualism. Components 

of successful team-teaching and its effectiveness should be subject to future research 

and practice. 

This research project has shown that CBI is an appropriate approach for further 

education in China. Although practising CBI in different Chinese colleges may 

encounter various problems and questions, the approach itself is well worth 

exploring in China and other EFL and ESL contexts. 
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Appendix I 

Proposal for the CBI programme in WLC 

Theme of my research: 
The research focuses on a new approach to EFL teaching, in which legal information 
is used as the content. The rationale is that WLC students may be better motivated to 
learn English and more actively engaged in language activities when the language 
introduced in the classes is relate to their subject study and future work. It is the aim 
ofthe research and the related CBI course to develop WLC students' English 
language proficiency and mastery of law. 

Duration of the course: 
Seven weeks with six hours ofteaching and/or supervision per day. 

Research questions concerned: 
7. Is CBI an appropriate methodology for WLC as a further education college? And, 

by extension for other specialist further education/colleges in China? 
8. How effective is CBI in developing WLC students' EFL proficiency? 
9. How and how much do CBI courses contribute to WLC students' content 

mastery? 
10. How effective is CBI in developing WLC students' cognitive skills? 
11. What kind of reaction does a CBI programme elicit from other language teachers 

in WLC? 
12. What kind of reaction does a CBI programme elicit from content teachers in 

WLC? 

Requirement to students: 
1. A stable number of student participants with full attendance to the course 
2. A basic understanding about law and English 
3. Appreciation of constructive educational environment 

Requirement to teachers: 
1. Appreciation of team spirit. 
2. Appreciation of fairly-shared workload during the course and the research 

outcome after the course 

Core course materials: 
1. Legal English (1997) published by Publishing House of Law. 
2. English for the Legal Profession (1999) published by Fudan University Press. 
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Appendix II 

Poster of the CBI programme 

A two-month legal English programme will be presented by Ms Du Jianying, a 
former English lecturer from WLC and PhD student in Applied Linguistics from the 
University of Southampton, and two law lecturers from WLC. The programme aims 
to introduce law-related English language skills and a certain amount of legal 
information. Please refer to the time table as follows for course schedules. 

Monday 3.50pm---5.30pm Room 608 
Tuesday 7.00pm---9.00pm Room 608 

Wednesday 12.30pm---1.50pm Room 608 
Thursday 2.00pm---3.40pm Room 608 

Friday 12.30pm---1.50pm Room 608 

All welcome! 

Deadline for registration: 15t
\ January, 2006 

Place for registration: WLC Student Union 
Starting date: 1 i\ January, 2006 
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Appendix III 

Interviews with content lecturers from Chinese universities 

1. Q: What subject are you teaching in the university of ______ (name ofthe 
university) 
A: ------

2. Q: How many years have you been teaching? 
A: years. 

3. Q: How many years have you been teaching in this university? 
A: years. 

4. Q: Is your subject instruction III English a compulsory requirement of the 
university? 
A: ---

5. Q: Where and when did you achieve your academic degree? 
A: At the University of in the year with the 
degree of 

--------------

6. Q: When and where did you receive your English language education? 
A: At the University of in the year with the 
degreeof ____________ _ 

7. Have you received any training in teaching in English? If yes, specify. 

8. Please describe the use of English language in your classrooms from the aspect of 
teaching. For example, the proportion of English as a medium of content 
instruction, the constitution of teaching material, etc. 

9. Please specify the extent to which your students use English in their subject 
matter study. For example, the role of English in classroom discussion, 
homework, content reading comprehension, dissertation, etc. 

10. Do you consult language faculty for any language problems met by you or your 
students? If so, how? 
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11. How do you assess the students' L2 output including assignments and 
dissertations? Is content mastery the sole standard of marking? 

12. Please specify students' reaction to this content-language integrated form of 
teaching. 

13. Please provide some comment on content instruction in English as the medium 
according to your own experience. 
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Appendix IV 

Pre-programme Questionnaire for WLC students 

Name --- Sex --- Age __ _ Date 

Instruction: There are a total of 35 questions in this questionnaire. Most of the 
questions are to be answered with Yes or No. Please fill in the blanks or circle the 
letters of your answers. Your honest answers will be greatly appreciated. 

Confidentiality: Your real name is preferable only for the sake of return rate of this 
questionnaire. However, you can use a pseudonym or nickname if you feel more 

comfortable with it. 

1. How long have you been studying English as a fonnal school subject? 
I have been studying it for years. 

2. At what age did you start learning English language (fonnally or informally)? 

I started when I was 
----

3. Were you interested in English when you started learning it? 
Yes No 

4. Has your interest in English increased or decreased during your studies? 
A. Increased B. Decreased C. Remained the same 

5. English is an international language. Does this make it important for you to learn 

it? 
Yes No 

6. English provides access to academic study and the professions. Would you like to 

learn everyday English or the language that will be useful to you in your future 
profession? 
A. Everyday English B. English for my future profession 

7. Would you still enrol in the English course if it was not a compulsory subject? 
Yes No 

8. Which of the following describes your situation best? Please choose ONE 
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answer. 

A. I hope to speak very fluent English for my daily interpersonal conversations 

B. I hope that I could acquire English language knowledge and skills sufficient 
for my career in law 

C. A good career in law is enough for me; so I do not need English 

D. My English language proficiency will be built up more easily and naturally if 
I study law in an English-speaking country. 

9. Do you agree with the saying that 'I did not pass the English exams because I 
love my own country'? 

Yes No 

10. Has an unsatisfactory mark in your English exam ever bothered you? 

Yes No 

11. Did you choose law as your major subject because your parents wanted you to do 

so? 

12 Did you choose to study law because you think it is interesting? 

Yes No 

13 Do you believe that your present study in law will provide you a good chance of 

making money? 

Yes No 

14. Do you think that your study in law will lead to a reasonably high social status? 

Yes No 

15. Above all, do you think studying in law is the right choice for you? 

Yes No 

16. Do you think the English language knowledge you are currently acquiring 

benefits your daily life? 

Yes No 

17. If your answer to the previous question is 'Yes', please specify up to 3 examples. 
A. __________________________________________________ ___ 

B. ---------------------------------------------------------
C. __________________________________________________ ___ 

18. Will you be more interested in the English course if some legal knowledge and 

infonnation are introduced in English classes? 

Yes No 
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19. Will you be more involved in law courses if you know some legal English? 

Yes No 

20. Do you think English teachers in law colleges should possess some knowledge of 

law? 
Yes No 

21. Will you be disappointed if your English teacher does not possess as much legal 

knowledge as you do? 

Yes No 

22. What kind of language teachers impress you most? Please choose ONE answer. 
A. teachers with very proficient language knowledge and basic legal 

knowledge 
B. teachers with very good legal knowledge and basic language knowledge 

23. Do you fully take the chance of participation in language activities when you are 

confident in the language and the topic concerned? 

Yes No 

24. Do you participate in classroom activities when there is combined challenge in 

language and content? 

Yes No 

25. Do you participate in classroom activities when you are not very sure about the 

content topics? 

Yes No 

26. Do you participate in classroom activities when you are interested in the topic but 
not very confident about your current English language knowledge? 

Yes No 

27. Do you ask for help when you do not feel competent in taking part in language 

activities before the answers are given by the instructors? 

Yes No 

28. How much time do you spend on English language learning per week after class? 
A. less than 1 hour B. 1 - 5 hours 
C. 5 - 10 hours D. over 10 hours 

29. Which of the following factors do you think are more important in English 

language learning? Rank the given items with numbers 1 to 4, with 1 standing for 

the most important and 4 the least. 
A. Vocabulary accumulation B. Grammar learning 
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C. Frequent practice D. Exposure to authentic use 

30. What are you most likely to do when you encounter difficulties 111 English 
language learning? Choose ONE answer only 

A. ask good students 
B. ask peers sitting around you 

C. ask teachers 
D. use tools in hand, e.g. dictionaries, course books, grammar books, etc. 

E. use other strategies not mentioned 
F. leave it 

31. How much do the following interest you in language classes? Rank in order with 
numbers 1 to 4, with 1 standing for the most interesting and 4 the least. 
a.Audio-visual materials, including classic English language films 
b.Text-book based language teaching 
c. Group language activities, including discussion, problem solving, games, etc. 
d.Law-oriented learning and teaching activities 

32. Please give a brief comment on how you feel when you are learning English 

33. Please give a brief comment on your present English language proficiency. 

34. Please give brief comment on the English language teaching in this college 

35. Thank you very much for completing this questionnaire 
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Appendix V 

Questionnaires for content teachers from WLC 

1. How many years have you been teaching in Law? 
__ years. 

2. When and where did you receive your highest degree in Law? 
I received it at the University of in the year of __ _ 
with the degree of ________ _ 

3. How important do you think English is in students' law study in general? Choose 

ONE answer and circle. 
A. very important B. important C. not important D. irrelevant. 

4. Would you explicitly encourage your students to study English? 
A.Yes B.No 

5. Do you think English classes in this college should be integrated with law 

instruction? 

A. Yes B. No C. Unsure 

6. Do you think the integration is possible in this college? 
A. Yes B. No C. Unsure 

7. Please rank the order of the importance of the following factors in 
language-content integrated instruction, with 1 standing for the most important 

one and 4 the least. 
A. the administrative support 
B. the language teachers' content competence 
C. students' anxiety 
D. cooperation between language and content teachers and faculties 

8. How much are you willing to help language teachers with their content 

competence? 
A. as much as I can B. as much as they need C. not at all 

9. How much would you like to get help from the language teachers in this college 
with your legal English? 
A. very much B. not much C. not at all 
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10. Do you think my attempt to integrate language and law instruction will be 
effective? 
A. yes B. no C. unsure 

11. Please give your advice and suggestions for my forthcoming field work. 
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Appendix VI 

Interviews with language instructors in the universities 

1. Q: What is the name of the English course book are you using in the university of 
(name of the university) ------

A: ------

2. Q: How many years have you been teaching English? 
A: years. 

3. Q: How many years have you been teaching English in this university? 
A: years. 

4. Q: Is English a compulsory course for your students in this university? 
A: ---

5. Q: Where and when did you receive your degree in English language education? 
A: At the University of in the year with the 
degree of _________ _ 

6. Q: Have you received any tertiary education in the subject your students are 
currently learning? If so, specify. 
A: No. / Yes. I did at the University of in the year 

____ with the degree of _________ _ 

7. Q: Please specify the purpose ofthe English course that you are teaching, relating 
to students' needs in reality. 
A: It is GPE/ESP. The students' academic needs are strongly/weakly concerned, 
and their language needs carry more/less weight. (The interviewer ticks the 
answer based on the interviewee's explanation). 

8. On the basis of your experiences as a language learner and then teacher, please 
specify the salient difficulties faced by Chinese students in English language 
learning. 

9. How do you help the students in English language learning in and outside of the 
language classes, for example, your teaching techniques, use of teaching 
resources and facilities, advice and suggestions in language learning, etc.? 

1 O. Do you think English language teaching will be more interesting and useful for 
the students if some subject matter information is introduced? Why do you (or do 
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you not) think so? 

11. Would you like to share your language expertise with lecturers from the content 
departments? Please explain the reason. 

12. Would you like to develop your content knowledge? Please explain why or why 
not. 

13. Please specify the main channels for you to acquire content-related information if 
the answer to the previous question is YES. 

14. What do you think worries you most if language teaching is required to be 
integrated with content teaching? 
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Appendix VII 

Overview of the CBI programme at WLC 

Unit One: General introduction: Definition, classification & sources 

1. Language teacher as the main instructor introduces definition, classification and sources 

of law in simplified English. 

2. Language teacher as the main instructor introduces key legal words involved in the core 

text. 

3. Based on their own studying and understanding of the core text, students discuss in 

groups about the definition and classification of law. They are also required to express 

their understanding of the statement that 'law is both an instrument of change and a 

result of changes' . 

4. Content teachers help students to develop extra understanding of the unit as well as 

related issues through course summary and informal in-class interaction with the 

students. 

Unit Two: Lawyers 

1. Supported by a joint lesson plan, language teacher as the main instructor introduces 

different types of lawyers and their roles in different legal systems. 

2. Language teacher guides the students to study the core text. 

3. Students are required to express their own understanding of the roles that lawyers play in 

human society in general and in the Chinese legal system in specific. 

Unit Three: Contract fonnation and classification 

1. Students present any relevant information about contracts they have collected before the 

class. 

2. Language teacher guide the students to study the core text. The aim is to make sure 

students have good command of the language and content knowledge introduced in the 

core text. 

3. Students are required to develop a good understanding offonnation, classification and 

validity of a contract. A sample case is given to facilitate and evaluate students' 

understanding. 

Unit Four: Civil litigation 

1. Language teacher as the main instructor introduces civil rights law and civil litigation in 

the United States. The introduction is conducted in Chinese. Some key content words are 

translated into English. 

2. Students are required to develop a good amount of vocabulary used in civil litigation. 

They also need to be able to compare the characteristics and procedures of civil litigation 

in the Chinese and the American legal systems. 
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Appendix VIII 

Core text, lesson plan, teacher and students diary entries for Unit One 
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Appendix VIH- 1 

Core Text Shared by Teachers and Students 

u 

Text 

What is law? Though we use the word "law" in everyday conversation, we use it in so 

many ways that there is no simple answer to the question, 1 

The definition of lavv depends on hovv we look at its purposes or functions. 2 

A basic purpose of law in our society is to maintain order and to resolve disputes. In 

,this connection we must bear in mind that law is not simply a set of rules of conduct. It is 

also the means to impose responsibility and to enforce social justice. 3 

Lav" has also been defined as a command from a superior to an inferior. The tax layv 

fits in well with this concept of law. 4 

Law is also a method of social control. The law brings about changes in gur society 

and society brings about changes in the law. In this sense law is both an instrument of 

change and a result of changes. 5 

La"ws can be classified in many ways too. Laws are sometimes referred to as substan

tive or procedural, 6 Substantive law defines rights, and procedura.llavv establishes the pro

cedures by which rights are protected and enforced. 7 

Law is also frequently classified into areas of public and private law. Public law in

cludes laws that affect the public generally, It can be further divided into constitutional 

la"w, administrative law and criminal law. Private law deals with the relationships between 

individuals in an organized society. It covers contracts, torts and property, each of which 

can be subdividec;Unto several subjects. 

The;ph;;~r;ources or law'is used here to describe methods and procedures by which 

law is createCI---:nd'developed. American law comes from four basic sources: constitutions, 

legislation, judicial decisions, and administrative rules and regulations. 

Judicial decisions as pan of law is a unique characteristic or American law. This con

cept of decided cases as a source of law is often referred to as the common lay" system 9 

which must be contrasted with the civil law system developed in continental Europe. 8 The 
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civil la-\A,i couIltries have codi£iea their lavi so that tbe mEln source or Ia\J~i h: thOSe CO-L1DTZies 

is IO be found in the statutes rather than in the ,cases. 9 Under the common la-\iV sys"Cem 3 

stBtutes as ij\rell as cases aTe SC-UI"ces of laIN. 

definition [;defi'nifau] ". 

function ['fi\.lJkJcm] n. 

resolve [ri'zolv] 

dispute [dis IpjU:t] 

vt. 

to resolve a dispute 

connection [ke'nekf an] 

in this connection 

conduct ['k::mdakt] n. 

rules of conduct 

impose [imlpauz] vt. 

enforce [in'b:s] vt. 

justice ['d3i\.stis] n. 

define [dil£ain] vt. 

to be defined as 

command [ke'ma.:nd] n. 

superior [sju:'piariaJ n. 

infc;rior [in'fiaria] n. 

to fit in with 

concept [kmseptJ 

to bring about 

n. 

instrument ['instrumantJ 

classify ['klresifaiJ vt. 

refer [ri'fa:J vt. 

to be referred to as 
'. . [I 1 • l sUDStantlve SADstantlv_ 

procedure [pre1si:d3a J n. 

procedural [pre'si:d3erel] 

establish [is 'trebliJ] vt. 

public law 

private law 

divide [di'vaidJ vt. 

n. 

n. 

adj, 

adj. 

constitutional [bnsti'tju:fanelJ 

administrative [adlministrativJ 

Jj~~5 

~~ 

ff7g 
1=r~r1~JAU 

5&:t1O 
nb"';- -hit /.- -h jp 
~,at!1, !/·\tTr, .JJIJ.t: 

IEx.,~~ 
,.A -,::-r'-.'" ""'~ 
~""'" I fEX. ,3rhE 

fltW 5£75'" ". , 5£x.~ 
1fP9 

r~3Z. 

fi"it 
~:~ 

<:@:;SJG 

I~ 

:tB· .. ,,·7t~ 

~f:f 

~f:fE8 
1ifE 1/ 

0~ 

ft. 
'Jl;:-,';.l-Ah a. 7C{Z;p~ 

1=r~83 
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cri::nir.al 

LorI LtJ:tJ n. 

subdivide [lsi1.bdi!vaidJ vt, 

to be divided/subdivided into 

legisla.tion Lled3is'leif onJ n. 

adj. 

regulai:ion [Iregju lIeU en] n. 

unique uu:1ni:kJ ad}. 

characteristic [,kcerikto'ristikJ 

common law (system) 

civillavv (system) 

continental Europe 

codify [llLJdifai] vt. 

statute [lstcetjU:tJ n. 

n. 

-t=:-Jj~ 

-tffi:)~' (~JT)~ 

'i§'j~~ 

~~ll ,~llJnU 

tifJ:,~~ ,J$~~ 

Notes 

1. '" we use it in so many ways that there is no simple answer to the question. , 
~., r:;:;".)...' ,U"""'",b (i#'-'-Al';:;1llH''J}.-'-'"''''''"''Ahfo.t,-''''' I::: alJ m ;'z;:}l'IT.!t.L~g7, 't5t:u i 11:1.1 ;i!l)'.x./fj iRl 7' P':;~7f-: 0 

2. The definition of law dep~nds <?n how' we look at its purposes or functions. 

~~i¥J~~~~~am~M~~i¥J§i¥J~~~. 
3. tTl this connection we must bear in mind that law is not simply a set of rules of con

duct. It is also 'the means to impose responsibility and to enforce social justice. 

i}t§0:1! § ~ffJ:!6)®\'iC'b: ,~~~ljt~-~1-T7.J~JrrJnU , b i:l;~gg~Jff ~ ·f:Eifrrj]{g:j±~lt.3(E-t 

4. The tax law fits in well with this concept of law. 
, . 

'"'!"'~ .. u......{I=I,~ A "~~'\1.J,.)'-I../'±'6_!..r" r ·"rr 
Vt.i'z;:'1iX:'i'T i=l Ja.,ll''!' /\'j 1z;:'I'¥->J:;1!\ JY,. 

5. In this sense la'1fT is both an instrument of change and a result of changes. 

»\:1!J~~.l.1.5t,it~~~1N.ti¥JI~X~1£1ti¥J~*o 
6, Laws are sometimes referred to as substantive or procedural. . " 

/g st1!fftt~!iUpt'ff~{2is:i¥J~~tfg~ 0 

7, Substantive law defines rights, and procedural law establishes the procedures 

which rights are protected and enforced. 
'*" I+ 'IL !;';! ~ b-o "",1 = p;. '.,L. ITi'I-~ -'- {o.l.".2.u ""'I ""'" I~i:t' L1 _':-1- " ~r:1 ~ 
:*'t+1z;:Jr JE1~!rt '1SIT;Z;-!J(hlOO_!C~:Jrlt,.(Jr~;7t'LP,2.7"'<':::E;;;)(El'J1sif 0 

8. This concept of decided cases as a source: of law is often referred to as the common law 

system, which 17lust be contrasted' with the civil law system developed in continental 
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Lurope. 

)cRIf?3:~ 0 

9. The civil lavv- countries have codified their lay-v ~o that the main source la vv in those 

countries is to be found in the statutes rather than in the cases. 

1. so ... that ... :tzI:)J1:toooo··ld-.(~1:T 

follow hiT'}. 

2. to depend on J1;:'Z~T 

We have done everything we can for the trip. Now its success depends on the wea

ther. 

"Is teaching a r~specta ble profession 7" 

"That depends on how you look at it. " 

3. in this connection: when we are mentioning this, i5t~1J ~~ ,t&;;;~,g 

In this connection a word of caution must be added. 

4. to bear in mind: to remember i2'(:]: 

Bear me in mind if you vvant to go shopping. I want you to give me a ride any time you 

go downtown. 

She did not make a good job of it. But bear in mind that she was ill at that time. 

5. to fit in (well) with :f,"T-E-
I will try to fit my holidays in with yours so that we can go to Beijing together. 

Does my idea fit in well with your plan 7 

6. in this sense 1:E~-t-;@:5Ct 

Lawyers help resolve disputes. In this sense lawyers are peace-makers. 

7. to refer to '" as :j£·",,·;f1\fp: 

In his speech he referred to his running mate (R.JzMk'(=f) as an up-and-coming politi-

Clan. 

He is often referred to as the founder of this university. 

8. to classify ... into :J'Ci"· .. ·?tM·· .... (~JJU) 
Books are classified according to subject area. 

Workers are often classified into two types: white collar and blue collar. 

9. to divide (subdivide) ... into :j£ .. ",,?tC.f}?t)mt 
The travellers should be divided into tYvO teams. The first team starts out on Monday 

and the second on Tuesday. Each team can then be subdivided into groups of three, 
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1 

vvith one group taking one bec.roo:cc... 

contr2.st 

Chinese legal traditions contrast wiTh IN estern traditions. 

Exercises 

L There are many "vays to define law, but no single definition is completely satisfac

tory. 

2. All people agree that the purpose of law is to achieve social justice. 

3. Law brings abeut changes in society, so it is an instrument of change. 

5. Judicial decisions are also an important source of law in France and Germany. 

6. Private laws are mostly statutes. 

7. Laws can be classified according to their sources. 

8. Common law countries have only case law. 

9. Judicial decisions are an important part in the body of American law. 

10. Constitutions are public law. 

II . An§';'l'eT [111e j]'Onnowllng questions: 

L What are the .purposes or functions of law? 

Z. Are laws just a set of rules of conduct? Why or why not? 

3. \tVhat is substantive law? 

4. What is procedural law? 

5. What is public law? 

6. vVhat is private law? 

7. Give the names of laws that are defined according to their sources. 

8. Name one unique feature of the American legal system. 

9. ,ii/hat is a common la'll' country? 

10. "iNhat is a civilIaw country? Name as many civil law countries as you can. 

1 L Classify and describe the following Ia ws in as many ways as you can: 

contracts 9 torts 9 property, criminal law, constitutions, criminal procedure, civil 

pl"Ocedme, legislation 9 administrative law 9 case la'll' 

TIl • wm TILrJl ~ll1!e j]'llilllllliWTIIrJlg lbll21nn{§ wftltll1! jpl1ropreJr wQ]JIr:ills: 

1. The word law is used in so many ways a simple 1S aLllost impossi------- ------
ble. 

Z. Some people think that the basic purpose lav\T is to order and to resol ~'e ---
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3. ¥litnou! the mea!::; to 2.:lC to social jus~ice;< "ii1le call ---
not have orde: ~ 

4. The tax lay,,; is a goed e::ca!:1pie of the concept of IayV'" 2.5 c. froLl the superior ---
to the ---

5, THe must remember that as a method of social control law is an of change as ---
well as a of change. ----

6. Substantive laws rights while procedural layvs establish procedures by 

which rights are and enforced, ----
7. American law comes from four main sources: constitutions, deci-----

sions and rules and regulations. 

8. In the civil law countries law i5 __ '.' -This means that the main source of law is 

.father thi:ii1 decided cases§ ---
9. Public laws __ ' __ the public generally, while ___ laws deal _____ the rela-

tionships between individuals or private parties. 

Lavv can be defined according to (1) functions. If we see law as a ---
(2) by which we maintain social ____ (3) and resolve disputes, then law is not only 

(4) of conduct but also means to (5) liability and to enforce social ----- ---~ 

(6). If we see law as a method (7) social control, then law is an ----- ---- ------
(8) of change as well as a result of ___ (9). Law is also seen as the (0) 

from the ruliT-lg class to the ruled, Although there are many (11) of law, you 

must bear in (12) that no single definition (13) completely satisfactory 

and no definition fits in (14) alllaws. ---
Laws can also be classified in different , ___ (15). They can be divided into 

(16) and procedural laws 9 public and (17,) laws, statutory and case --- ---
laws, Laws ___ (8) also be classified according to their sources. By this. way of 

C1 9) there al'e constitutions, legislation, judicial decisions and administrative ----
rules and (20), 

---\ 

L English to Chinese 

In the United States, common law has been the predominant influe,TIce. Since 

most of the colonists 'Nere of English origin 9 they naturally followed the lavvs and 

cuswms of their mother counTrY. But in Louisiana, and to some extent Texas and 

California, the civil law has influenced the legal systems, because these states, 

were founded by the French ,and Spanish. However, much of the law in every state 
r 1 + f ~ '.'__ ,.l ___ +_ 1 ,. 1 or tne United States is S~-'fl.Ul..O~y 9 a:11...o. SLatULcS are oecoming IncreaSIngly impOl·-
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t2.I::. Case lavv j or comnOD laiN 9 reTl12.ins an important source of la'i'l because of the 

e:~,:"eme difficulty in reducing all law to writing in advance of an issue being raised. 

2. Chinese to English 
\".l../c'--r.-s ~e{-" -lo",mrl 'S -.",,-k~I..,...u.{l;::'-lJ.."-' /"-,,,';"-E1]. 

L jA'f9~;/1" X7E--=--fJ /'J h~YL ,i:E7E-fF ~1:J~Al ~1:r:::rJ·w:;zt'rI 'z ltx.Erj :- -b,- 0 

2)7&1,*1Rff~-;,*1~jLt~-;ZxtT~3Zti~w4':i!-7E)(o 

) -I\r==''''-/'~Ah;rJ'I'''''''Hn'-L/'~'' d':'li:::-'i-l- S 6..--'-"+ -'-'-"'11''-4::;'',/'--' ',.l...J.m 4 i=lJ?'> Ift:<.:Vi!:JA'{=P:P:i vi'l'ilrT-.:n . .Jl'z;:·f;p:JTJJ)(,7CIA" ~ -::;. J,L'fl;;;, PJjZ2:T~:0'.Jrw{TJtz:~p)1:. 0 

5)'r±~!2I, E~?U~r¥J~ TiiL~;~r¥J-1-tJfJW: ,J2£l::J::kIiITf$tV+I/f,~ 0 j§' ~j~~B~ 2. ~ 

V*1¥~kM)(1~;g. 0 
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Appendix VIII-2 

Lesson plan for Unit One 

UNIT ONE GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Definition, Classification & Sources 

Step 1. Oral presentations given by 2 students individually (3 to 5 minutes) 

The presentation should be based on pre-class reading of the text in the lesson. 
However, since this is the first lesson, students can choose anything that interests 
them as the topics of their presentation. The rationale behind it is that the students 
might be discouraged by the difficulty of the content knowledge and the 
unfamiliarity with English as a foreign language. 

The aim of the oral presentation, which is also called duty report, is to foster 
students' abilities in reading and speaking. Content knowledge and cognitive skills 
are addressed to support students' performance. 

Step 2. Group work (25 minutes) 

Students are grouped to discuss linguistic, content, and cognitive knowledge 
contained in the text. Very different from linguistic knowledge taught in GPE classes, 
word study carries more weight than grammar and sentence structure in this legal 
text. Simple present is the only tense in the reading material, and compound 
sentences and clauses are rarely used. Students are required to study and practise the 
use of the following phrases, which help students in giving definitions, drawing 
categories, and making comparisons, etc. 

So ... that ... , to depend on, in this connection, to bear in mind, to fit in (well) 
with, in this sense, to refer to ... as, to classifo ... into, to divide (subdivide) ... into, 
and contrast with. 

In terms of content knowledge, students are supposed to gather information in 
the various definitions and classifications of law, as well as the sources of each 
classification. Exercises I & lIon page 5 of the text book are to be distributed to 
study groups. To maintain satisfactory performance on the content topics, students 
have to make the best use of language knowledge listed above, and recall content 
knowledge in the text of CBI classes as well as that in subject matter classrooms. 

Being assisted by group work, students' cognitive abilities are also developed. 
These abilities are mainly in defining, summarizing, exemplifying, comparing, etc. 
Group work also provides opportunities for students to gain learning strategies from 
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peers and modify their own strategies. 
A very important factor in group work is teacher's clarifying the tasks in 

language and content study. A presentation is given by representative of a group, 
summarizing language and content items to be acquired. 

Step 3. Teacher-student interaction (10 minutes) 

This is the time for the teacher to check students' mastery in language and 
content by asking relevant questions. Meanwhile, students also have the chance to 
ask the teacher about unsolved language and content problems. Learning strategies 
can be demonstrated explicitly according to students' situation. 

Step 4. Homework 

Homework is issued after each class. At the beginning of the classes, students are 
nonnally required to complete sentence translations in Exercise V. Written 
assignments based on legal case reading will be accomplished with the development 
of the eBl programme. 
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Appendix VIII-3 

Teacher's dairy entries for Unit One 

Day 1 

It is the first time that students accept whole content-based instruction in class. The 
class is from 7pm till 9.30pm. Considering the unfamiliarity of the content and 
language to the students, procedures and methods used in traditional language 
classrooms are still adopted in my CBI courses. For example, teacher-led text and 
word reading are conducted before the content illustration and discussion. This is 
because students would not speak in English if they are not confident about the 
pronunciation. 

Language point in this lesson (Definition, Classification & Sources) is, as it will be 
in the following lessons, special vocabulary and expressions in law. For example, 
administrative, tort, property, etc are used to name different kinds of law. Academic 
English point in this lesson is to give definition, make classification, and analyse the 
sources of law. Expressions such as to be referred to as, be classified / divided 
(subdivided) into, depend on, are frequently used. Content knowledge in this lesson 
is the general introduction about the definition, classification of law. Content lectures 
play a significant role in reinforcing the background content knowledge students 
have learned before, and in clarifying some content concepts. 

Students are grouped after the study of the text. Four topics were discussed 
concerning the definition, classification and sources of law, as well as the meaning of 
'law is the instrument of change and the result of changes'. Although the specific 
vocabulary and long sentence structures add great difficulty to students' 
content-related discussion, they are highly motivated to make great effort in 
content-based language learning. A boy student offered to give a presentation after 
group discussion. The expression is not perfectly accurate; however, the teachers 
were impressed and other students were encouraged. 

The language instructor gave way to content teachers at the end of this lesson. 
Content knowledge was concluded by content lecturers in Chinese as a summary of 
the theme of the English text. This provides another opportunity for language 
teachers to recall and broaden their information in content field. It is not difficult to 
imagine how helpful content-based language instruction is to content instructors in 
terms of law-related English. In this sense, CBI helps to establish meaningful 
cooperation between content and language faculties. As a result, content and 
language teachers can both lead CBI courses independently. 
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Day 3 

After yesterday's class, students were required to read the text five times at least, and 
write a dairy on whatever they have learned from the first two lectures of my CBr 
teaching programme. However, only 4 students said they have read the text. Under 
this situation, r emphasised the importance of practice and the meaning of homework, 
i.e. the work that needs to be done in accordance with students' individual need 
rather than what they are told to do by the teacher. 

To my surprise, a good number of students remembered the new words and some 
content knowledge they learned the previous day. Moreover, in-class discussion and 
answers in English are much more encouraging than the last two days. Simple 
conversation and teacher-student interaction occurred. Some students even came to 
the teacher to ask questions in English. 

Teaching materials were decided upon in the team meeting after class. The time-table 
and teaching format have already been established and practised. However, team 
members agreed that teaching method, format, procedure, etc. are subject to 
modification in accordance with feedback from students and teachers. 
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Appendix VUI-4 
Sample learner diary entries 
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Appendix IX 

Core course materials, lesson plan and teacher diary entries for Unit Two 
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Appendix IX-l 
Core materials for Unit Two 

UNIT TvVO 

Text 

Lawye1."smay be divided into severaLtypes, Tri8.1 18.'NY21." i" ene type. Office-p:;:-actice 
1 ., 

maLLC:CS SUCH as prepanng aocuments, 

advising business, or settling estates. Many office-practice la 1'1yer:: never pal"tici21te in a 
-~,---. 

lawsuit, but leave litigation to trial lawyers. 1 General practitioners, especially in small 

communities, may handle every matter that is brought. to theil" offices. House counsels are 

another large group of attorneys. They are employed by business to assist in the internal 

operations of the business by preventing and solving legal problems. 2 

Lavryers pl;y important roles in society. First of all, they are advisors. A layvyer's 

product is advice-advice on an: infinite variety of subjects. Much of the advice is not on 

legal matters, but may involve business decisions or family affairs. S~cond, lawyers are 

advocates for their clients. Office lawyers negotiating a contract are advocates just as trial 

lawyers al'e; their advocacy is directed at other attorneys and their clients, rather than to 

judges and juries. 3 Th~~) Lawyers are negotiators of compromise. They seek to avoid the 

difficulties and expenses of litigation by finding a mutually satisfactory alternative. 4 

To be a good advisor, advocate and negotiator, lawyexsmusLbe cultured. They must 

be able to appreciate the historical relevance of our fundamental freedoms and the role of 

law in our society,S They must be keenly aware of the world in which they live, .what is 

right about it and what is wrong, so that they can fulfil their role as instrument of 
,~ '~ 

'. J /change,!6 They must be compassionate and sensitive to human problems and weaknesses, 
":::-;"--..=-~~ 

. because the practice of law is a very personal matter, 

Lawyers must be courageous and willing to represent unpopular causes, because the 

right to counsel exists as a necessity. 7 They must be willing not only to defend such 
......., - ..... -....-> 

causes ,~ut to defend the system that requires such representation', 

law-yer ['b:jaJ 

trial la v"yer 

n. 

Vlords & Expressions 

1~yfjJ 

iJFi01$JfrjJ 
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r .~. , 
OI:IlCe-practlCe 

concern [ksnJsa:n-< vt. 

estate [is'teit] n. 

to settle estate 

participate (in) [pa;ltisipeitJ 

litigation [;liti'geifanJ n. 

vz. 

practitioner [prrek'tifanaJ n. 

general practitioner 

counsel ['kaunselJ n. 

house counsel 

attorney [a'ta:ni] n. 

internal [in'ta:nl] adj. 

infinite ['infinit] adj. 

variety [vairaiati] n. 

a variety of 

involve [in'volv J vt. 

advocate ['redvakit] n. 

advocacy ['redvakasi] n. 

client ['klaiantJ n. 

negotiate [ni 'gaufieit] vt. 

negotiator n. 

direct [dai'rekt] vt. 

rather than 

jury ['d3uari] n. 

compromise ['kompremaiz] n. 

alternative [o:l'ta:nativJ n. 

cultured ['kAltfadJ adj. 

appreciate [a'pri:fieit] vt. 

relevance ['relivans] n. 

fundamental [,Lmda'mentlJ 

compassionate [kem'pref anit] 

sensitive ['sensitiv J adj. 

courageous [k8Ireid3as] adj. 

represent [,repri'zent] vt. 

representation n. 

unpopular ['An'p;)pjula] adj. 

cause [b:z] n. 

right to counsel 

adj. 

adj. 

(12) ,±1I!.F,:@:F 
)Zt;JglQt,rz 

iJf-Ji1. 
1-A3fit:yg 
wJ]1]T .ill:.1¥1IfP 
O*i¥) J®r [,PJ 

lblt r*i¥ J®r rPJ 
1-lt~A , i¥ J1i1i 

pgtffHfJ 
7G~&.~ 

#~,##,$1if 

$#!¥J 
-(~~A,*ltP 

~Hp A, :j;I'IHp:yg ,~1~;g 
~¥tp ,:m:,{~ ,:±31E 
~? , (W-ii,I.) ~1tA 

i3~~U 
\/kili'rl·::!z. 
W(7'~1'=l 

1B""":fg~ 
rm/F~ 

~*aJ 

~ x-ftfi$#!¥J 
R-~ tDlz;;-

1-t* ) 
'f-t~ 
/F~xj(jf]Hi~ ,/F1~AJL.'!¥J 
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1. IVlany office-practice lawyers never participate in a lawsuit, but leave litigation to trial 

lawyers. 
/.8.A7 "~ '''''/.~ II;;; I I -",,-' ''- ';,1. f"" ('-tm ,,- ';,\. "T.1 bA ,.- ';,\ /.~ II;;; 
'rt'(3?\::rWJl*yfj1tJ\.~'\~:ua-j,)fj,l.' u:.IHl...,1J'FJ;,C; ~ ;:i'ij,JF1'l.-'i~yfj1 0 

2. They are employed by business to assist in the internal operations of the business by 

preventing and solving legal problems. 

~~~~T~~,~~m~~~~~.~m*~&~~~~~~~. 
3. '" their advocacy is directed at other attorneys and their clients, rather than to judges 

and juries, 

'(1k (f] ~ 3l1H? % #-M:=t 11k. Jffli 2Z. A~rt: A B~ , rm ~ ;@1~ riij;',* 1§ ~ ~ 'i¥ !2B gJ • 
4. They seek to avoid the difficulties and expenses of litigation by finding a mutually sat-

~~~~~*~~~.~~A~.~*.~w~~m~~~.~ 
5: They must be albe to appreciate the historical relevance of our fundamental freedoms 

and the role of law in OUT society. 

~~~~n~~~~~~*~~~~~~m~.~,~R~.~~~tt~*~~m. 
6. They must be keenly aware of the vv-orld in which they live, what is right about it and 

whit is wrong, so that they can fulfil their role as instrument of change. 

{1k(fJ&)~x;f tJT/tzl~tlt3T'-~~H3t~ ;i i}~, rm B:l!tlt3T'-x;f~{iJj !ll~1±{iJj!ll, :l!#M-t!!. ffl/j ~E~ 
~U1£:'r-tg~T ~:l!-'YFm. 

7. Lawyers must be courageous and willing to represent unpopular causes, because the 

right to counsel exists as a necessity, 

.Jffli&)~~~* E.5F:::F1-tJ!H'\1~AJL,a~~~, I2Si]tTM1*Yfii~;t£7fJ%-;;:+&)~. 

1,Nord 

1. to be concerned with *~ 

This lesson is concerned with the roles lawyers play in society. 

2. to leave ... to 1B"""~~ 

She went looking for jobs and left her little baby to the care of her mother. 

They left nothing to cha:lces when they prepared for the triaL 

3. to involve ~~A,i'!YR 

The scandal involves many high-ranking government officials. 

Judge Jackson can not take this case because some of his family members are involved 

in it. 
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v' tc be 

\IV ten he 5:.2..1:5 '3 be is neve.::" aVirare tll-r:e passes. 

J,~r2 you avvar2 the cnallges in the v\teathe::-? 

EXercises 

1. House counsels usually do not participate in litigation. 

2, General practitioners can also be trial iawyers, 

3, La'iV~yers participate in litigation while attorneys only give advice, 

5, Lawyers should encourage litigation because other alternatives are rarely satisfac-

tory, 

6, Defense lavvyers in a criminal C2.se defe.2Q the legal system as well as the accused, 

7, Lawyers must hold fast to the belief that he is defending a perfect legal system. 

8. Lawyers are first of all legal scholars, Knowledge about the actual vvodd and about 

human nature is of little importance, 

g, Lawyers must b~ cultured. This means that they must have higher education, 

10. As an instrumem, of change, lawyers mustn't think that the world in which they 

live is perfect. 

j[ • A~'!l§wce" ~lilce qUIIe§itj<Q)!l1l§ : 

1. How many types of lav-vyers are there in China? What are they? 

2. (If you are a lavvyer) V-V-hat kind of work do you do? 

(If you are a law student) 'IV-hat kind of lawyer do you vvant to be? 

3., What roles do lawyers play in society? Which or them is the most important in 

your view? 

4. Abraham Lincoln, one of the greatest American presidents, said that lawyers 

should be peace makers. ~vVhat does he mean? 

5. If a lawyer knows much about law but very little about anything else, will he be a 

good layvyer? 

6. iNhat are the qualities lawyers should have? 

7. Vilhat does the author mean by saying that lawyers must be cultured? 

8, Describe the 'ivork of a defence lawyer in a criminal case. Why should a lawyer be 

willing to defend a person alleged to have committed a crime? 
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iiI, 

1. If you want to a business conuact a corpore. tion , better go to e.n 

lawyer. ----
2. By negotiating for , law-yers seek to seIde disputes and to the di{£i----

cubes and expenses of litigation. 

3. An office lawyer's arguments are ____ al: the opposing party ____ than to the 

judge and the jury. 

4. House' counsels and office practitioners are often employed not to resolve disputes 

but to them. ---
5. Lawyers offer advice to their on an infinite of subjects. ---
6. To their role as of change, law'yers must be keedy of the ---- ----- -----

problems of societ~T B.!ld m:.:!st be ____ tc nUTIlcti.1 problems and vveaknesses. 

h1 a. c:cimllwl case must know that, though he is representing an 

cause, such is required by the system as a --- --- -----
8. The general practitioner said this case many complicated tax problems. It ----

should be to a specialist in tax lavv. ---

IV , Cll~;ze 

Law-yers play very important (n in modern society. They help settle 

___ (2) and in this w~y they help maintain (3) in a civilized society. 

Lawyers' product is (4). They advise people not only on (5) matters but 

also on many other subjects. Lawyers also (6) their clients in legal disputes. In 

___ (7) so, they must bear in ___ (8) that to resolve disputes through __ _ 

(9) and compromise is in the best ___ (0) of their clients. Good honest 

(1) always help their clients to (12) the difficulties and expenses of litigation. 

Some people think it is hard (13) lawyers to be honest. Bur Abraham Lin-

coln, (4) was a lawyer before he (15) the president of the U. S. , be-

lieved that lawyers • (16) and must be honest. His advice (17) law stu-

dents is: be an honest ___ (8), and if you think you can (19) be an honest 

lawyer, be honest without (20) a lavvyer 1 

v , 'lfl."alIrJl§Hai!;n<DIItll 

1. English to Chinese 

The leading rule for the lawyer, as for the man of every calling (~.ill:,) , is dili

gence. Leave nothing for tomorroYv that can be done today, Never let your corre

spondence fall behind. 

Discourage litigation. Persuade your neighbors to compromise whenever yOil 

can. Point our to them how the nominal (45 5(J:Er:O winner is often a real loser-in 
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Iees Jane. ex;;e::SeS ~ alld ~i\ia::"Ce of time . .[~s a r:eace-Elake2:' the la:vilyer' has a supe:rior 

oppocunity of being a goed carr. There will still be business enough. (Abraham 

Lincoln) 

2. Chinese to English 

) 
'J:;'. J:\./.~ '- f" ~ ~ '-) -'" I:::: 'r- '" 'iT- ,~/.~ ,r;;:: '" 1 "1= b -'- (;J. v' /i II .'"' Ill. 'iT-'~ "h -~ m-'-1 1-)I'~L:. '~1lrp-'--C:--v--::~1t \..~--:J ~fFrL'-J ~rRJ'I~JffI l4~{j:::% AlT 9 ~~ £::...!~'j~ e~~J 9 )-U....t§)rrJ 

3 ) /.~ Jr;;:: r.7;' '-"- -L. --"'- '0;;';- ,,... '/, I' r '~ ,1',1--"- -;- J.,l. 
-($ yfjJ J::L }~) J )J'.J:!!E 32. iJf1L,' , ~ 1;!<.rIJ )j<. * [:}} 0 

4) ~iifj;i~Yifl J.J ~~-EA;r:j~ll' i:B 
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Appendix IX-2 

Lesson plan for unit two 

UNIT TWO LAWYERS 

1. Concepts related to the legal profession 
• The Bar association, the Bar Exam, to practise law, the practice oflaw, client, 

lawsuit, court, litigation 

• Legal professions in the States: 
Lawyers, judge, procurator/attorney/public prosecutor 

• Roles of lawyers: 
Advocacy, counselling, drafting 

2. Classification of lawyers 
• Trial lawyer & office-practice lawyer or Barrister & solicitor (UK) 
• Single practitioner & partner + associate 

3. Group Discussion 
• 1'd like /1 want to be a lawyer because ... 
• I hope I can be a judge because ... 
• What constitutes a good lawyer? 

4. Homework 
• V. Translation of the exercises in the core material 
• Read the texts of unit 1 and unit 2 (five times recommended) 
• Review the in-class note 
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Appendix IX-3 

Teacher diary entries for Unit Two 

Days 14 and 15 

Students' learning dairies were marked with detailed comments. 46 dairies were 
handed in. Some talked about their personal feeling about the programme, some 
about what they have learned in the course, some copied or recalled vocabulary and 
content-related sentence structures. On the whole, the diaries revealed that students 
were learning language and content knowledge with practical uses. In spite of their 
development in the English language proficiency, all the students showed high 
motivation under this mode of teaching. 

One student's diary is very interesting. It seems to me that the diary is copied from 
somewhere else. After confirming with the student, I was told that it is an article she 
found from the internet. I am happy that the students started to find other resources 
for L2 content information. However, I wonder how much they can learn when they 
are copying these ideas with little paraphrasing. I also wonder why they do this. 

The difficulty raised by the content integrated language instruction is also mentioned 
by some students in their dairies. 

Day 24 

The text of Lesson two was finished today. The teaching mode is fairly traditional. 
Paraphrasing and translation are the main pedagogical methods used to explain long 
and complex sentences. 

Although most students have no background knowledge about lawyers, they have 
grasped the main language and content points introduced in class. 

One student starts doing the duty report without a written draft in hand. Moreover, 
two students offered to do the duty report for next time voluntarily. From this change 
it can be seen that students are encouraged to speak in English if they are told the 
final purpose of language class is to use it for communication rather than for 
studying as a school subject. They are also better motivated when they have seen 
their peers have done the duty reports with satisfactory effect and positive feedback. 

Day 26 

Today, the lecture is mainly the revision of lesson 2. Language and legal points, as 
well as issue of references and plagiarism in academic writing are introduced in the 
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class. 

A great progress in students' duty report is that they all started to talk about content 
infonnation in English, and it did not seem frustrating at all! ! 
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Appendix X 

Course materials, lesson plan, Power Point and teacher diary entries 
for Unit Three 
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Appendix X-I 
Course materials for Unit Three 

UJ\IlT THP~E h ({'.7.: S' v J. . 

Text 

r4:?~~); 
fil"st of all, an agreement. It is a manifestation of the mutual assent of 

The mutual assent, or the ag:eement, ~ typically ~.ached when one party 

n:akes an of5e: to, another party (the offeree) who accepts the offer. 1 Offer 
, h ~f,I",U~ h' h h' ". r h . d " are tl e ~ by Wl IC t le partIes come to a meetIng 01 t e mms . 

there is ho meeting of the minds, thel"e is no valid contl"act. To determine 

minds have met, both offer and acceptance must be analyzed. The, offeror may 

"~'~~' .•• ~~ something in mind quite different from that of the offeree. Notvvithstanding, the 

;;;;,;"'"eCUL!.UH of the parties is detf'r~g not by what they think, but by their outvvard con

is, by what each leads the other reasonably to believe. 2 

an agreement to be a valid contract, the contracting parties must have legal capac

enter into transactions. Apany lacks capacity to contract if he is inc@able of a full 

"'LllUlU)!, of his righIs and the nature, purpose and legal effects of the contract. Ca

Issues generally involve minors, mental incompetents, intoxicated per-

.contract is also a bargain. This means that a contractual promise is never made as a
1 

;.,' . an£"pust lJ,<;., pased on considera~. A contract without C;@!fsi!;l~rgtiol1 is not binding' 
,-" '. : .-. ~;~ oW, y",,_ P, ri f -:" J . : :;t;~1> 

:a~ddoes not fy,;'wsh a claim. ',. ~;' 
Je.~~ 

The doctrine of consideration requires that the promisor receive a benefit for the 

',promise he makes and the promisee, while gaining the benefit of the promise, relinquish 

:-'s1JInething or incur a detriment. 3 Consideration may exist in the form. of performance or in r 
a counterperformance. " 

. Tv-vo well-established general principles are very helpful in determining whether =-
'lder"~' J' , " . h.f 1- . 'b 1 1 .cr" .c 1 'd' " . __ ::':L.1.9n rea.ly eXIStS. une IS t" atl:iiTuat matters IS t.e ega sU"IlClency 01 tne consl era-
"io' Ie-:---.. ' . 1", r , '.. r b 
L. n In contr O~,lts econOffilC adequacvj';Anotnel' IS that past perrormance cannot e cen-

• 'F' '\... • _ , 

slderation for present promise. '\ 
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f'----------------~~~=-~~\ 
f The above cliscussior: ShO'5l5 ;tb.a:: be void 01." voidable if 1) Oi:.E cf 

o:t octh laci~ ca}JC.L~Y J 2) the necessary 
/" f' ,1':;r-:if7>'?:I"J • \,:;,,-c~~~4 

or one or tne p2X':les Vlas brou"ht about 
- ----------------

the ILin.ds does not exist ~ or 

£Y2ud? r!1isrel?resenta~ion J or 

c.uress 9 or i£ the agreement is founded on mistake f or 3) tne contracmal promise IS not 

- supported by consideration. Another importam racwr that may aHect the validity or a con

tract is illegality, If a contract is made for an illegal purpose, or if its content is tainted by 

illegality, it does nOL exist in the eye of lavy. Closely related to illegality is the concept of 

unconscionability. 5 If a comract is made against public policy, it is often said to be uncon

scionable and therefore unenforceable. 

The form of a cont::-act may also affect its validity, <d:P_%t from)special contracts (such 

as negotiable instruments and insurance contracts) which must be in writing, contracts 

which fall under the old EngliBh Statutes of Frauds also need a signed writing. This ap

"7j plie:'} to, a:::eilg ether:;, 1) pro!:!2ises to pa~r tb" debts of QnG~ts concernmg 

~~ real property; 3) promises in contracts not to be performed vvithin one year; and 4) con

tractB of sale exceeding $ 500. If contractual pr'~:i~~s fall under the statutes of Jr..auds, 
,,: \',:l(l.~::" 

suit viilllie only.if ther.e exists a writing by the party who resists performance which docu-

ments his contractual obligation. 6 

voidable, and unenforce~Jtl.~':contracts mzy be class i-Til addition to being valid, void, 

1 fied in various other ways. A contract is either"~ (a promise for a counterpromise) 

or unilateral (a prbmise for performance). A contract may be referred to as~(one 
fully performed by the contracting parties) or executory (one that is yet to be performed). 

A contract may also .be~mplied-1n:=fac!1.,,,9!.jrilpl~avy. An expres~ contract 

occurs when the parties state their agreement orally or in writing.' Vi/hen the parties mani

fest their agJ:eement by conduct rather than by words, it is said to be implied-in-fact. 

'. Implie,9i:rl:tCl.~':':I:_SEmracts are quasi-contracts, because the obli,gation is created by law in 

a bsence of agreement, to prevent unjust enrichment. 

The bulk of American contract law is judge-made case law. Special areM of contract 

law such as labor law and insurance lavY have been partially codified, but even in these 

areas the primary source of applicable legal principles are found in the written opinions of-

the courts. ~'"' b ~~ ,,,,1~ Q ,,- !, .', " .~ \ \ll Q I: H l'>'~ ~., -,,,'-"-,.,.,,",,-,, ;>4:",!f Ifi"" 
.--,1 _ ... "(" <..;;.Ut>I~:- !J:)";J. , 1 • . • tG"?:=C?l:»_-r> 
1 he UnlIO?m CommercIal Coae onngs some contracts under Its prOVls1.0ns. Howeyer, 

the scope of its applicability is limited. For our purpose it is sufficient !2:G'fnow that sales 

comracts are governed by the Code. l\llost other contracts (genel'al business, real proper

ty, employment, construction and the like) still folloyV' the common law rules as developed 

-----. In cases. 

'vVords & Expres§ions 

'..c • r 'f'! 'f -, mailllestanon LffiE'::nneS tel SIlJ n. 
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-/:!!P/~ S &.{,. 

assent Lalsent] n~ 

offer [I;)£e i n. 

offeror ['der&J n. 

n. 

acceptance [ek'septens] n. 

meeting of the minds 

analyze ['cenelaiz] vt. 

ounvard ['autwed] adj. 

capacity [ke'peesiti] n. 

minor ['main&] n. 

mental [Imentl] adj. 

incompetent [in'kJmpitent] 

n. 
o . 

addict ['cedikt] 

bargain ['ba:gin] n. OlVZ. 

consideration [kenside'reiJ en] 

bind [baind] vt. 

furnish ['fe:nif] vt. 

to furnish a claim 

promisee [lpr;)milsi:] n. 

benefit ['benifitJ n. 

incur [in Ike:] vt. 

detriment ['detriment] n. 

n. 

n. 

to incur a detriment (a loss, expenses ... ) 

to exist in the form of 

promisor ['pr;)misa] n. 

performance [palfJ:mens] 

counterperformance [kaunt&-] 

adequacy ['cedikwasi] n. 

void [v;)id] adj. 

voidable ['v;)id&bl] 

fraud [fr;):d] n. 

adj. 

n. 

n. 

misrepresentation [misriprisen'teiJenJ 

duress [djue'res] n. 

found [faundJ vt. 

to be founded on 

mistake [mis'teik] n. 

validity [va'liditi] n. 

illegality [ili: 'geeliti] n. 

JHti"IEB 
az;:~ J: i¥J ) ~!U] 
%J1Jt~A 
~ (J: ) i¥J ,;rH$l¥J 
76~Ej]a~A 

xti'H'r, gig 12§ 

glg;P: 

~,(# 

~'f#tVfU .:Esi.E (i¥J *tw ) 
-J,,;z: 2? A .;=.t.±<. 
:I~...;:4....JL!'l'I-J-;:; 

:if)¥:~'~ C3:lnx ,1-i::~V, rrz;:; 
J2,( ''''''%~f;.1± 
ftt~::§-

Jii17 
x;j:JfItJ Jii17 
JE,@,)V$ 

763'i':fz:i¥J 
1:iJ J2,( ~U~ i¥J 
*ttj:: ,%c Roo 
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1:0 be taimed by 

uncol1sciona bility [An,k;)n! analbUiti] 

unconscionable [ArlikJnfanablJ 

public policy 

negotiable [ni'gaufjablJ adj. 

instrument [linstraI11ant] n. 

insurance [inlJuaransJ n. 

to fall under 

Statutes of Frauds 

suit willEe when ... 

document [Id;)kjumant] 

bila teral [bai 'I&te:cal] 

unilateral ['ju:ni'lretaralJ 
.. Ii "I -1' • ~, 

2:;;:2Ctil:eCi L en:Sll~Ju:I.IQJ 

executory [iglzekjutariJ 

express [iks 'pres ] adj. 

implied-in-fact 

implied-in-law 

vt. 

adj. 

adj . 

adj. 

adj. 

manifest ['nirenifestJ 

quasi-contract 

vt. 

unjust enrichment 

bulk [bAlk] n. 

applicability [aplikalbilitiJ n. 

n. -1'i'-ll:. 

/)v0lt.ErJ 
0~~;;;: 

(j:;J )tlL~aJ 

~~ 

V3)f.i%r 
LZ i'F¥fa5r~ 
~ ''''''EI1JJNtj:pj(; \'t 

m jt·{tj:tiE f!J3 
50011 BJ ,5D(:ff BJ 
? 3ft BJ , i¥L:ff BJ 
EjC)jjtaJ, B~1ii1!:Btr 
~1ii1!:"fBJ 
f!J3ffiBJ 

,'L+/elJ1.P..:;;. 
1A1~n9VJ' 

;i;.f!J3 
Heif/l'fj 
/0~~:fift 

*=$% 
mm'l1: 

Notes 

L The mutual assent, or the agreement, is typically reached when .one party (the 

offeror) makes an offer to another party (the offeree) who accepts the offer. 

YJ!..h ~ffiI±11!.:l2s:pj(;~/I'fj~mi)( .;l~~1:E-:1f(~iJ~) fIiJ ;5-.h (5t~iJ~)£i±J~~J, rro)§'~ 
T"7+z.:ll2.T'-'-]$fhbh c.l.1-
)(.:J3<:X }t\~~"P:JEI'J'Ii3€o 

2. Notwithstanding, the intention of the parties is determined not by what they think, 

but by their outward conduct; that is, by what each leads the other rec.sonably to be

lieve. 

,@!.~:tm lit ,3)£::ffBtr ;ii ~/!~~~i9tTfii1I(]~:.s~ ltf.Btr , mJ~1j;lti<: j 'fifdn;5il<tEBtr1T~, it§t 

~i3-::ff·!3e.x1jf ~ ;@'±{M!H~71t~ 0 

3. The doctrine of consideration requires that the promisor receIve a benefit for the 

promise he makes and the promisee, while gaining the benefit of the promise, relin

quish something or incur a detriment. 
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4. One is that \vhat matters is the legal sufficiency the cor:side:-aticn in contrast to its 

economic adequacy, 
r;:;~rI-"-- '" - ~ -' (f' .!.L. "-l-/'~ L 'f-~p if!-~- E 1- '-'-J: 'H~ 0 if!-
1ffi,:~U.z.. - Jt:.~ /I§ X'fr I'Ef:Hz;;-J=p:LEb Jt.JJ"IX rm "'i":;tE;:::r:jfr El:J Jtf-C'IX, 

5. Closely related to illegality is the concept of unconscionability, 
, c::lI::;::±.J$;"-!-mr:O" ~ "'(-:_A:!i!iCA>-.§.-i=",u../\.~ 

-J '''Pi-''- W.i \:IJ -ti';:$ j:!~ I ·1~,"/t!.,;c/Fi A A -r 0 

6. If contractual promises fall under these categories, suit will lie only if there exists a 

writing by the party Yvho resists performance which documents his contractual obliga-

tlon. 

vVord Study 

A promise of a gift, ever:. if it is written and signed, does not bind the promisor in the 

eye of law. 

The decisions of the U. S. Supreme Coun are binding on state and federal courts 

alike. 

2. to furnish a claim m:'f#ix.5fU:±5iECEt:J1iXJ;W) 
A breach of a valid contract furnishes a claim for the injured party. 

1\lot all wrongs furnish a legal claim. 

'3. to incur losses (expenses, detriment ... ) ;iI~jpJ,j';: Cit ~ ,/f,5fU) 
Expenses incurred in the course of business activities will be reimbursed C~iE). 

Eave you proof that you have incurred losses or detriment? 

4. in contrast to l:§",,"oo,%Pltx>t~,l:§""''''1§R 

In contrast to its thriving neighbor, this village is still a very quiet place. 

In contrast to tort claims, the law usually provides only compensatory (fr~'i1) dam

ages for breach of contract. 

5. to taint 1~*, ~1~, jifJt:li~ 

Greed tainted his mind. 

His reputation is tainted his connection with the drug dealers. 

6. to be said to be j;%ix.~, ~ix.JJj(;~ 

b f d -l;E:::h. E 7.'~' " to e re_erre to as W![?J':7E, i£'(;ffl\7iJ 

A C011tract between an adult and a minor is said to be voidable. The minor can avoid 

the contract during the minority and for a reasonable time after reaching majority. 

Darwin's theory of evolution GtHtit.-) is referred to as one of the most exciting scien-
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tific Geveloprnents in 19th century. 

7. to fall under 

Torts and comraClS fall under the or obligations in civillavv systems. 

This contract falls under our labor law provisions. 

8. Suit will lie only vvhen (if).,. x1fit"",,'ij{5tT~(Lf:)J)t\7 

Suit will lie only when the disputed right is protected by lavv, 

D nder such circumstances 9 suit will lie only if you have a power of attorney (~Jf: ~). 

Exercises 

1 /',. min.dii occurs when an oHer is accepted by the offeree. 

2. The intention of the parties is determined by what they thought at the time the dis

puted contract was formed. 

3. A mental incompetent lacks capacity because he can not understand fully the legal 

consequences of a contract. 

4. A promise of a gift made in writing is a binding contract. 

S. Consideration may exist in the form of a promise for performance. It may also exist 

in the form of performance or counterperformance. 

6. Voidable contracts are void contracts. 

7. Contracts made for an illegal purpose are voidable contracts. 

8. Contracts against public policy are unconscionable and unenforceable. 

9. A unilateral contract is not based on consideration and therefore is not binding. 

10. Quasi-contracts do not satisfy the requirement of mutual consent. But they are 

valid contracts in the eye of law. 

11. A party may sue on contract even in the absence of agreement against a party who 

has unjustly enriched himself. 

12. The Dee and other federal statutes now govern almost all contracts. 

1. Define a contract in as many ways as you can. 

2, Y/hat is the element essential to the existence of an agreement? 

3. In what way may contracts involving minors or incompetents affect their validity? 

4, Why isnJt a promise of a gift a contract? 

5. Does American law provide that consideration be economically adequate? 

6. What are the factors we must examine to determine the validity of a contract? 

7. Is it possible for a valid contract to be unenforceable? If the answer is yes, under 

what circumstances may such a COntract be unenforceable? 
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S, ~fThat are CCLi:::ac:s And 

10. l\ra~e SO~--ne Iypes of C8:ct:aCts that a.:c 

1. 1£ you accept socelhing which IS delivered to you by mistake, you have unjustly 

yourself, ---
2. To allo'i'r governrnen: officials to gain benefits froc doing what they are paid for is 

agamst _______ _ 

3. If you have expenses m tl"yiTIg to save the life of an unCOTISClOl.:S person, ---
you may be alloVv"ect a repayment. The repayment can be explained by the theory of 

which are also called contracts. ---

$ 40 i your friend has made a ______ _ 

5. In ___ , to most European countries, America is a common law country. 

6. Suit will not when the injury is only hypothetical C~ 1& a~) and has not m ---
fact occurred. 

7. The parties conclude a contract when OTIe of them makes an which IS 

by the other. ---
8. In determining the intention of the pa!'ties ltve must consider what each did and said 

and what each the other to belie','e. ---- ----
9. 1£ you drive your car to a filling station and say to the attendant "Fill it up", you 

have made a contract and your conduct constitutes (fJ;j}~Jt) an promise to pay ---
for the gas. 

10. The factors that may aHect the validity of a contl'act are 1) whether there is a 

of the minds; 2) whether the panies have ------ ----- 3) whether the contracr 

Furthermore, if the is supported by ____ ane 4) whether the contract is ___ _ 

contract is an oral agreement, vve have to see whether it under the Statutes ---
of Frauds and therefore requires a ____ writing. 

A writing IS essential to the full enforceability of only some (1) of 

contracts, The most familiar (2) t;",ose ind uded in the Statutes of (3)" ------ -----
Other statutes have expanded the requirelnen"C ---(4) in othel" instances 9 making 

r:: (5) to put in writing, for example, agreements to submit (6) to arhi------- ------
nation. Still , _____ (7) kinds of important transactions are entirely exempt ____ _ 

(8) the requirement of 'Nriting, 

However, there may be reasons for (9) transactions in written form in the ----
absence of st2.tutory (10) to provide guidance to the parties and (11) if ----- ----
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dispu::es should anse 9 or to (12) contract relations begin. ---
When the ___ (13) do put their contract in Yvritten form, either __ _ Ol~ UTI-

der a statutory requirement, they may encounter a number of CI5) concermng ---
the interpretation of the writing. 

v . 'lrrllns]ati'Dn 

1, English to Chinese 

vVhen the parties reduce their contract to writing, the so-called parol evidence 

rule CDj,iiEi%j;)[JXlu) applies. It provides that whenever the parties have e5ta1::

lished a writing which they regard as the final expression of their contractual 

intent, previous or simultaneous agreements may no longer be considered. The 

CC:U:~2:2t: cf the cor:~:Lact in G"L~cb CAS2S 

major difficulty in the application of the parol evidence rule lies in the determina

tion of whether the parties really intended their writing to be the expression of 

their final agreement. The case law therefore employs a variety of tests and pre

sumptions. The parol evidence rule naturally does not apply to subsequent agree

ment5 between the parties. These constitute modifications (Je. i:!Jz:) of the contract 

and, as a rule, require consideration like any other contract. 

2. Chinese to English 

1) ASJ§.:?IT-i:;->l!.-,! ";ft+-h "\1 -I~-kh 'M 1= --'-'ft--'--!-, =-'1= .'1 /::-'-A~ 
I=i ,"i'iJ .rcX~./.J =i :::;:: )'-.P'.i I1ft),- 0 ;::: '1£ l1J'lX .. :7"<"~ ~'J 5F'...-IJ ,)\)<..).) 1.J6'/jiH=g I=i ,iIr, 0 

5) ~~1~7fUEr~-1Jxr~iVl~~-}; ~ x.:ff,J!5Ulr~~r:i:TWR, ITIL~S{~-E-~ 

JJ!Bt l1j§ If Er~ 0 

6) "" ,""-AS ,,-'- ";1;-'- '"I:::""-.k-"- - ~ "-,1 "'+ "" -'-'" S AS ,+ ., I ~!7!\ J17. 1= ""11,,,1 ,,' .s?,.;,;- I=i )PJj:ZS:p'.d=i :'S ~Yt.l!!)(, t::'wCfii~nx;iA~,:: ~ I=i ,r:U tz;.-8'] )\. ~~7.J'-/JJ::ACTUIYG~ 0 
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Appendix X-2 
Lesson plan for Unit Three 

UNIT THREE 
Contract Fonnation and Classification 

1. Contract fonnation 

• What is contract? 

• The process or procedure of contracting 

2. Validity of a contract 

• The validity of a contract is decided by ... 

• Meeting of the minds 

offer, acceptance, thinking/thought, conduct, lead sb. To believe 

3. Legal capacity ofthe contracting parties 

• Be capable of sth.! doing sth. 

E.g. the contracting parties should be capable of participating in trasactions, 
and understanding their rights and the contract itself. 

4. Existence of consideration 
A contract is /should be based on consideration. 
This is because the parties involved cannot furnish a claim if the contract is 
not bound with consideration. 

5. Two basic principles of consideration 

• Legal sufficiency rather than economic adequacy 

• One perfonnance to one contract 

6. Legal points 
Fonn = the way in which a contract is fonned/created/made 
Expressed fonn = contract made through words, either spoken or written 
Implied fonn = contract made by conduct (implied-in-fact) or law 
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(implied-in-Iaw) 
Classifications of law 

• (according to validity) valid, void, voidable, unenforceable 

• (according to performance) executed, i.e. contract has been fully perfonned 

executory, i.e. contract hasn't been fully perfonned 

• (according to the promise) bilateral, i.e. a contract that requires mutual 

promises; unilateral, i.e. a contract that requires promise of one side. 

7. Language points 
apart from = in addition to, besides 
E.g. Apart from the contract law, private law also includes ..... . 

to fall under = to belong to 
E.g. Lawyers that fall under house counsel are employed by big firms and 
compames. 

in addition to, be referred to as, in absence of, either. .. or. .. 
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Appendix X-3 

PowerPoint for Unit Three 

Unit Three Contract Formation and Classification 

What to learn? 
1. Reading, understanding, applying/using legal knowledge in the text 

2. Legal words and language structures in the text 

Background 

(consideration), tlnXXh~~t9HI'9~*(requirement of exchange), ffi].Ei -~~$~ 

2 . .g. rq] 119 #;J PX( contract fonnation).:E~~~~ ~'9 (offer)5fQ 7fxi.:fi(acceptance). PO ~ 

-J.m.g. rq] 119 #;J pX r:p ~~~i.'F~i(fraud), JillL 1~1~*J£(misrepresentation),~mi§( duress), 

im. ~0.sp:(unconscionability)~ ~ ~,Jj!IJ 4:1' $~~)!ff1~iHp. 

3. 1'±.g. rq] 1m. ~T (contract perfonnance) 119 10] ~ ..t , :X-J .g. rq] 119 M f~ (contract 
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Classification 
Valid, void & voidable 
Bilateral & unilateral 
Executed & executory 
Implied-in-law & implied-in-fact 
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Review of Unit Three 

Language point 

1. Vocabulary 

~ Agreement/assent/deal 
~ Conduct/act/performance 
~ Offer, offeror, offeree & promise, promisor, 

promIsee 
~ Party, parties, contracting parties, the third party 
~ Legal effect 

2. Expressions 

~ Reach (come to) an agreement/ mutual assent 
~ Make /accept an offer, make/accept a promise 
~ Be different from, be in contrast to, to contrast sharply with 
~ Be (in)capable of (doing) sth. 
~ Be determined/decided by /be based on ... 
~ (to be)/(to exist) in the fonn of ... 

~ To furnish a claim(::E: 5* n. vt.) 

Legalpoint 

1. What is a Contract? 

~ a set of civil conducts/acts 
~ reached by mutual assent/agreement 
~ formed through offers and acceptances 

2. Validity of a Contract 

~ Meeting ofthe minds(i?;~) 

~ Legal competence/ capacity of the parties involved 
~ Consideration concerned with performance, rights, obligations, and claims, etc. 
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Law case for group discussion in Unit Three 

The Case: 

Company A faxed an order to company B. The quality, quantity, delivering time and 
means were stated in the fax, and a quotation of price was required within 10 days. 
Company B, after receiving the fax from company A, faxed the price quotation and 
asked for a reply in 10 days. Company A accepted the price and faxed company B a 
request for a written contract. 

Company B sent the goods in accordance with the terms required by company A. 
Company A accepted the good but failed to pay. The market price ofthe goods 
dropped afterwards. Company A then required company B to withdraw the goods, 
claiming the absence of a written contract. With strong disagreement, company B 
required the payment for the goods. 

Discuss: 1. the legal characteristics of faxes between company A and company B 

2. Is there the existence of a conformed sales contract? Explain the reasons. 
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Appendix X-4 

Teacher diary entries for Unit Three 

Day 28 

On the way to the campus, I met a student and he told me that he had difficulty in 
reading the text. The new words, especially the long ones, are difficult to read. This 
implied that Chinese students lack the correct way of learning and using a language. 
They memorize the pronunciation of words by following the phonetics and reading 
after the teacher rather than linking the pronunciation and spelling. 

Another issue is the meaning comprehension of the words. For example, in lesson 
two, 'office-practice lawyer' is translated in word study and note as 'advocacy 
lawyer'. The students then think that 'office-practice' carries exactly the same 
meaning as 'advocacy'. They rarely analyze the reason and problem in 
inter-language translation. To equip students with effective and correct learning 
strategy, language teachers should be sensitive to problems and drawbacks of 
language learning among students. 

Considering the difficulty of the language in Lesson Three, 30 minutes in today's 
lecture is spent on content instruction and reinforcement by a content teacher. 

Before the introduction of content background for unit 3, translation exercises in unit 
2 are completed by mutual effort of students and language teacher. It is found that 
mutual work of students and teachers can be impressive and therefore effective. ORP 
and computer are jointly used in the process of joint work. 

Tonight, for the illustration of lesson 3 tomorrow, a power point is made with respect 
to language and legal point. This is supposed to reduce the difficulty of language and 
content knowledge scattered in the text. Power point will be presented and discussed 
before the illustration of the text tomorrow. 

Days 33, 34 

Unit 3 (contract law) is difficult both in the content and the language. To reduce the 
anxiety and increase the confidence of the students, teaching method is re-modified. 

New words and sentence structures are introduced and illustrated before the text 
explanation and discussion. When teaching the words and sentence structures, 
content knowledge is presented and integrated as background and sample sentences. 
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In the way, content and language knowledge is sorted and taught before the actual 
study of the text. Students will not be discouraged by loads of jargons and strange 
sentences containing complex content meanings. The effect of this lesson is very 
positive: students are confident since they have seen that the words are not really 
completely strange, and also they have experienced that these words and expressions 
introduced in class are sufficient to support their oral and written language product in 
related content information. 

The lesson today indicates that traditional approach can and should be applied in CBI. 
Sometimes the traditional ways may carry more weight in classroom instruction. 

Days 38 

The feedback from the content teachers in the team is very positive. Unit three, 
contract formation and classification, is so far the most difficult lesson due to the 
abundance and complexity of vocabulary and legal content. However, both students 
and content teachers feel comfortable in listening and comprehending the text. 

The comfort in class results from the modification of teaching approach. First of all, 
key words and expressions related to content comprehension are introduced before 
the general review of the vocabulary. Besides, main content knowledge is integrated 
along with the word study. For example, contract is agreement/mutual assent. The 
process of contract formation requires offer and acceptance. The validity of contract 
depends on/is determined by 'meeting of minds', capacity of the parties which 
involves minors, mental incompetents, intoxicated persons, and drug addicts. 

The students expressed sense of achievement when they have mastered the content 
vocabulary and legal knowledge with the help of the teachers in class. However, they 
kept forgetting language and content knowledge, especially linguistic transference of 
content knowledge after class. Therefore, I would argue that teachers have completed 
their in-class instruction when students master language and content knowledge with 
reasonable comfort. However, students should be pushed to review what they have 
learned by doing a lot of homework. Meanwhile, the significance of practice should 
be stressed all the time so that good learning habits can be formed for future study. 

Day 42 

There is great improvement in students' duty report. One student started to introduce 
some learning strategies, which include reading, speaking, keeping using new words 
and expressions, etc. Meanwhile, she realized the importance of self-confidence in 
language study. Two other students have summarized content knowledge they have 
mastered with high linguistic accuracy. 

Discussions are carried out again under the supervISIOn of teachers in the team. 
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Students showed more confidence and active participation this time since they have 
become more familiar with the language and content knowledge concerned. 

By the end of the class today, contracts are classified by the teacher without students' 
referring to the text in course book. The reason for doing this is, first of all, the 
knowledge is not well arranged in the text. Secondly, there are a lot of unnecessarily 
complicated new words in this part of the text. Finally, student will feel more 
comfortable and confident if they have learned the key words and content knowledge 
before facing the text. 

Day 43 

Classification of contracts is introduced without referring to the text in course book 
since the content is conveyed with complicated language in the text. The rest of the 
text is to be finished tomorrow. Students are given chance to express their idea on the 
significance of classifying contracts. They said that classification of contracts made it 
convenient to study contracts systematically. Some others said that by defining 
different kinds of contract, lawyers and judges can resolve contractual disputes more 
efficiently and accurately. 

In their duty reports, students showed increased confidence in studying legal and 
linguistic knowledge in CBI classroom. However, more time and effort are needed 
for solid progress of content-language integrated study. 

Homework for today is to compose a study report on contract classification or 
formation. 

Day 44 

Arrangements for next week have been discussed with students. On Monday, key 
words, expressions, and content knowledge on Civil Law will be presented through 
power point. A course meeting will be held on Tuesday in the form of small party. 
Students will have chance to present and exchange what they have gained from the 
training programme of CBI. Questionnaires will also be distributed. In addition, 
students who have persevered with this course will be rewarded in the party. The 
general summarization is to be conducted on Wednesday. Linguistic points, content 
knowledge, and learning strategies taught in this course will be summarized clearly 
and briefly through teacher-student, student-student interaction. 

One thing worth mentioning is that more and more students have come back to the 
course since they know that there won't be a formal exam at the end of this 
programme. As explained by many returned students, they like this teaching mode 
and believe the course is very helpful. They just did not want their effort to be 
assessed by exams only. 
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Appendix XI 

Core course materials and lesson plan for Unite Four 
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Appendix 

Course materials shared by teachers and students 

UN: I IT P'OU1=? 
- --'-- ......... .......L '-.:l...\.. L 

The law of procedure can be divided into criminal and civiL Civil procedure is the body 

of rules by which the panies in civil litigation use the court to settle disputes. 

Generally, the party bringing the lawsuit to the coert is called the plaintiff ,.and the 

party against .whom the action is brought is called the defendant. On appeal, the appealing 

party is usually referred to as appellant, and the winning party at trial is called the 

appellee. 

In mO'lt states and in the federal COUTtS, all persons may join in one lawsuit as plain

tiffs if the causes of action arise om ill the ~ transaction or series of transactions and 
#.~ -- ~~.~------------~ 

@yQbre co~~n questions of law or fact. j In addition, the plaintiff may jo'irifq,s, defendants 

all persons who are neces'lary to a complete determination or settlement of the questions. 2 

1£ a defendant alleges that a complete determination of a controversy cannot be made with

out other panies, that defendant may bring in new third parties as third-party defen

dants. 3 The procedure is usually followed when someone is liable to a defendant who, in 

turn, is liable to the plaintiff. 

A distinctive element of the Anglo-American judicial procedure is the adversary 
-~-system. Within this system, the responsibility for beginning seit, for shaping the issues, 

and for producing evidence rests almost entirely upon the. parties to the controversy. 4 The 

coun takes almost no active pal"!. It does not do its own investigating. It rarely even asks 

a question. Most ofren it is only responsible for guiding the proceeding according to certain 

procedm"al rules and for making decisions on questions of law that arise. 

The reasons for the prevalence of the adversary system are manifold. First, it is be

lieved that a truer decision will be reached as a result of a contest directed by interested 

parties. 5 Second, since the parties have a direct interest in the resolution of the dispute, 

they should bear the burden of the time and energy requi.red. Third, setting up sides re

duces the determination of the sui:: to some yes-or-no questions, which are easier for an 
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unbiased 6 Fourth J the huwa:J. in.stinct to do bc:Ile is beltel· satisfied c con:est 

that is very much in the hands of the parties. 

Critics of the adversary sys;:em point out tha: the adversary system tends to reduce lit-

igation to a game, in which the outcome will depend more on the skill of the lawyers than 

" - lj' on the true merits of the case. 7 In recent years, there has been a trend toward i::1creasing 

the active role of the court. But the system remains, and it is still true that in the United 

States, the control over almost all phases of the judicial process continues to reside in the 

parties. 

VY ords & Expressions .. 

action [leekJen] n. 

defendant [di'fendent] n. 

appellant [e'pelent] n. 

appellee [leepe'Ii:] n. 

cause of action 

transaction [treen'zeekJen] n. 

to join sb. as plaintifUdefendant 

to make a complete determination of 

a controversy 

to be liable 

to rest on 

adversary [leedv8seri] 

adversary system 

produce [pre'dju:s] 

n. 

vt. 

evidence [Ievidens] n. 

prevalence [Iprevelens] n. 

manifold [Imeenifeuld] adj. 

as a result of 

contest ['k:mtest] n. 

interested [Iintristid] adj. 

interested parties 

resolution [\reze'lju:Jen] n. 

to bear the burden of 

to reduce ... to 

unbiased [IAn'baisst] adj. 

satisfy [Iseetisfai] 7)t, 

iJfi0 
;';:;/\.;j;(E;;;w"th,', §Ij j£:I~i'f~A 

1it~ 

...tWA 
ttf[J:iJfA 

~EEr 

.c. -"- =h- 1--,-
JI..( 1=1 JiJ.IX 

'f&=i~ , 'f&J&~ 
if[-¥- ,xt-¥-
m~i¥wU 
-&!;- ill ill 
~!....Li9E..l.j 

iIEf$ 
VfEiT'§!1T 

fF]g"""i¥J~* 
tt~ 

~5PU~~*Ert 
5PiJ~~:'*A 
1ff!f:~ 
j:f,ia 
iB'" '" Il¥~ ,1B'" ".lj::j ~Jg 

3G'vfffJ~Ert 
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n. 

merit [lmeritJ n. 
1 rt . , pnase c.1e1ZJ n. rlfr~ 

resiele in [ri'zaidJ Vl. ~T ,V3T 

NoteS 

1. .. , all pel"sons may join in one lawsuit as plaintiffs if the causes of action arise out of 

the same transaction or series of transactions and involve common questions of law or 

fact. 

2. In addition, the plaintiff may join as defendants all persons vvho are necessa~y to a 

complete determination or settlement of the questions. 

~~~*,~~~ure~~~~~~~~~~;~~~~~~A~~.~~*~Wo 
3. If a defendant alleges that a complete determination of a controversy cannot be made 

without other pal,ties, that defendant may bring in new third parties as third-party de

fendants. 

4. Within this system, the responsibility for beginning suit, for shaping the issues, and 

for producing evidence rests almost entirely upon the parties to the controversy. 

iEmft¥1Iftl q:; ,~jJ§W10 '~~v;:j)(Uliili;; ilEj7Hf~JL~7t~j&¥}5U~ ~ Aa~§.f 1:£ 0 

5. First, it is believed that a truer decision will be reached as a result of a contest directed 

by intere,sted parties, 
-"-'-!+- 1 {'J'! "-h ' -'-'-,I r-!='''"-- -= "'iT ~~) .u.. -+- E "'iT *'" e r:;T I' f e -1..-J2IA '*"'rr:::: ~'/O MiT ':b. ,-'>-,. ~ 7C ,J\. I i9\./~ s:l1'i /fu ~ ~'* H:.J =1~ \.~.±: >T H:.J:j;S(. ~ H.J l0 >T3')t3e.W P =* wl"wdJw H:.J hIE 0 

6. Third, setting up sides reduces the determination of the suit to some yes-or-no ques

tions, which are easier for an unbiased judge. 

*-=,~ iLxt iLilif{.9!"*{-'t~ 5l.b~~J$t T JL:@:j&~F~ ,f.9!~~1i.lJ2..~l*~~~~5l.b;E§. 0 

7. Critics of the adversary system point out that the adversary system tends to reduce liti

gation to a game, in which the outcome will depend more on the skill of the law-yers 

than on the true merits of the case. 
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ord 

1. to join is' ;i 
It is a good idea to join Tom's employer as defendant, because Tom may not be able to 

pay the damages. 

The victims of the accident joined in an action against the bus company. 

2. to be liable to sb. for sth. ffij 

In this case the employer is also liable for the accident caused by his employee. 

All the persons who signed this note Oti1:~j~. )are liable. 

3. to rest on 'f&~ 

Our hope rests on you. 

The legal counsel is only an advisor. The final decision rests on the board of directors 

(~':$i;-). 

4. to reduce ... to :fE:oo",,~~J3' ,:j'E:"·"'lj:H0J.7g 
After months of negotiation they finally reduced their agreement to a written contract. 

The bat-de was reduced to a fist fight after all the vveapons became useless. 

5. to reside in/with jlT 

The highest judicial authority resides in the Supreme Court. 

\;l1ith which institution does the power to legislate reside in your country? 

Exercises 

L The plaintiff may join all persons as defendants who he thinks are necessary for a 

complete determination of the dispute. 

2. A defendant can not bring in a new party. 

3. Under the adversary system the judge takes an active part in the resolution of dis

putes. 

4. The judge also introduces his own witnesses. 

5. The judge is responsible for guiding the proceedings and ruling on questions of 

law. 

6. The adversary system helps to reduce the cost of litigation. 

7. The adversary system puts the control of the judicial process in the hands of the 

parties. 

8. In recent years, there has been a trend toward strengthening the adversary system 
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in ?:..merica, 

9. setting up sides and ""C"'~lHS the 

adversary SYSlertl tends to reduce litigation to a game. 

10. Critics the adversary system think that the role of the judge should be greater. 

1. VVhat is civil procedure? 

2. Ii-That is a plaintiff? 

3. vVhat is a defendant? 

4. What is an appellant? 

5. VVhat is an appellee? 

6. Can more than one person be joined in a lawsuit as plaintiffs? If so, under what cir-

cumstances? 

7. Can more than one person be joined in a la-wsuit as defendants? If so, under what 

circumstances? 

8. Y~lhat is the adversary sy-stern? 

9. What is the role of the judge in litigation under the adversary system? 

10. What are the advantages of the adversary system? 

11. What are its we.aknesses? 

1. Civil procedure is the of rules guiding the procedure of civil litigation. ---
2. The party who brings the lawsuit to court is the ---
3. The party vvho appeals from the decision of the lower court is generally referred to 

as the 

4. Virhen the causes of action out of the same transactions and common ----- -----
questions of law or fact, all persons may ___ in one lawsuit as plaintiffs. 

5. If a defendant alleges that another party is to him with respect to the same ---
dispute, he may bring in that party as a ___ defendant. 

6. The adversary system is a element of the Anglo-American judicial proce-

dure. It reduces the process of litigation to a contest between parties, who 

have control over almost all of litigation. ---
7. In a court operated under the adversary system, the responsibility ror suit, ---

for the issues and for evidence rests almost entirely the par----
ties, who also the burden of the time and expenses required. 

8. Since the determination of the dispute IS to some yes-or-no questions, the 

job of the judge is made ---
9. ---of the adversary system think that the skill of the lawyers ·should not be 

made decisive to the outcome of litigation~ 
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10. Justice requires that the Ol!tCOille c. case on the of the case. ---

IIi.Ovzc 

The adversary system is a distinctive element of (1) in American courts. ---
Within this system, the pc.rties (2) the controversy playa leading role ---
(3) the litigation process. The judge guides the proceeding (4) to rules of pro-

cedure, and makes decisions (5) questions of la'N. But he takes no active ---
(6) in the process. 

Advocates (7) the adversary system thinks that it has many advantages. ----
First, it tends to result (8) truer decisions. Second, it places the mc.in ----- -----
(9) ot litigation on the parties and saves (0) of the time, energy and money for ---
the court. Third, it makes the job of the (1) easier, since the determination of -----
the suit is (2) to yes-or-no questions. ----

just and efficient determination of legal controversies? Measured ___ (4) this stan-

dard, the adversary system seems unsatisfactory. As many critics have OS) 

out, the adversary system often means that control (16) the litigation process 

will very much be iI!. the ___ (17) of the parties, and victory will depend on the 

(8) of the lavvyers rather (19) on the justice or true (20) of the cause. 
--- ---

v . ']['ran§Rlllt~i(Dn 
I. English to Chinese 

The question of standing to sue CiJfi:4- -+-1* ~ffl) is whether the litigant is enti

tled to have the court decide the dispute. The issue arises because of the limited 

role of eQurts in Qur- society. 

For a court to hear a case, the plaintiff must allege that there is a controversy 

between him and the defendant, and that he has a personal interest in the outcome 

of the controversy, He must also allege that this personal interest is based on the 

threatened or actual injury to him resulting from the defendant's action. 

VVithout the requirement of "standing", courts will be called upon to decide 

abstract questions of wide public significance. Such questions are best resolved by 

the political process. 

2. Chinese to English 

) 
L EE Ibg.J.i=i') *>=....., '''- 'I.I. I'~" E r.=;J- .;., EE ~ . -.J. lb.).'" ~ ~~ 'I.I. Ib~h E -l;ci?!.l.. 1 J<O 7)': vj\),'J 7f;: \.:t<E,~1jFl·'L" '/7]\/'iX7EJffi. pc 5'0 7)':7f::AX~ VJ'i7EJES 1)I'}L. , VJ';'iX7E'Vx. po 

2) rotf&~ fE~1±l ~ jI¥j -1:Ebc~ ,;;:;;'fI'J HJ ~:j:EEJf:tfJ¥j"#-~ Af!=59l*~ i1*1±--t-~ T 
4to 

3)tJit 2" F~F.'t!£:Mxt1iliffi.:tf.9:i 13: ,~m.'tJlli':MfF};~·=AtJit ~ * Ai** 0 

4)1±~§;~~ ,12t~*~:rRfj)t~ TilfJil.o ~E~1$3@Ji-:?-;;Hg ';7~TJ¥jJrtf.¥Jt0t5E~ 

~ riiJ J%!il 0 
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I. About Civil Rights 

Appendix XI-2 
Lesson plan for Unit Four 

UNIT FOUR 

CIVIL LITIGATION 

1964 ~, ~~~~3.mJs!.E~A;3<.$~ (the Civil Rights Act) 

2. About Civil Litigation 

~~8'gB:;$ifFiI~~1[~l'iill.~~,~ : X'.t:l1t9J(;:J1i:¥i$iM(adversary system) ~Q 

~$~~~-~8.(-8~12~)8'g.3.m0&m~~$~.~$~8'g 
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3. Language points 
Procedural law vs. substantive law 
Civil litigation vs. criminal litigation 
Litigation vs. appealing 
Plaintiff vs. defendant 
Appellant vs. appellee 
Judge, arbitration, resolution, result, determination 
Evidence, witness, testimony, hearing 

4. Useful phrases 
to join sb. as plaintiff = to make sb, involved in the suit as plaintiff 
to produce evidence 
to hold a hearing 
as a result of, as a result, to result in, to result from 
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Appendix XU 

Sample supplementary reading materia! 

CASES JF{DR STUlPP1,EMlENTJiJRI( READING 

[The election of 1800 brought a solid victory to Jefferson and his Republican Farty, 
1,',1 1'" " 1',..t...-;;:::.:;"J.,.r-tfr.J.,-',r 'r"" •• ~ 1 ..... ,..,. ~- --"" ~ 

DUL 1L 8.1,>0 reSUlCea ll1 a ue uzg;;:;/fiOl-';j-) ror rreSlUem: oelween Jenerson ana burr. Ihe ae-

cis ion of vvhich of the two should be President was left to the old Federalist Congress. The 

debate went on for several months and gave the Federalists the opportunity to strengthen 

their position before leaving office. 

John Marshall was Fresident Adams' Secretary of State. On February 4, 1801, Mar

shall took office as Chief Justice of the United States while continuing to serve as Secretary 

of State. ,On February 13, the Federalist-dominated Congress enacted a Circuit Court Act 

creating severa! new judgeships. On February 17, the electoral tie vvas decided in favor of 

Jefferson and his inauguration CmtJW.15!.s:\;) was scheduled for March 4. On February 27: 

Cong!ess enacted a bill creating 42 Justices of the Feace within the District of Columbia. 

After the Senate confirmation, Adams signed the commissions (~'fft-t) of all the judges 

a-nd JF's and gave them to Marshall for delivery to the recipients. Marshall's brother James 

was given the job of delivery but did not complete the job by midnight of the 3rd. When 

Jefferson took over the presidency, he found several of the commissions in the Secretary of 

State's office. He forbade their delivery. 

:lVIarbury was one of the JF's whose commission was undelivered. He sued James Ma

dision, who was novv Jefferson's Secretary of State, in the Supreme Court for a writ of 

mandamus C5£ 1llu 4-) ordering that the commission be delivered. His suit was not filed, 

however, until December of 1801. The Court could not decide on the case until February 

1803 due to circumstances. 

Meanwhile, the new Republican Congress attacked the Federalist-dominated judiciary 

in more direct ways. First, the Circuit Court Act was repealed. Second, a federal judge 

named Fickering was impeached and removed from office by the Senate because of alco

holism and a mild bit of insanity, After that, the House of Representatives impeached Jus

tice Samuel Chase, an outspoken Federalist, who was later acquitted at the trial in the 

Senate. 

When the Court turned in 1803 to the Marbury case, the stage was set for a power 

sc-uggle between Federalists and Republicans, between Marshall and Jefferson, and be-
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b:~ .. ~ncl:e5 

have to thOSe "'Tv-nO l:2.d bee~: to uncle:::- the previ_ 

GUS ac.l7lin.is1::'Et:CD.. Eu: the cou.r: also £es..rec rha~ ju::isdictioll Q'ler 

vvoulci i!lvi-::e a s=:ub (i~~) fror:: t.sc Jef£e:soD .i~.l.dilli~:.istralioD.. So the Cour:: to 

iflr:erp~eI tbe constiTutional provision vvith regard to its original jurisciction 9 iHhic~ it found 

did not cover the case; Thus, in declining to exercise a power withheld frow it by the Con-

stitution 01 the SupreSe C01.2.rt' not successfully evaded a poliTical conrroP-tarion bu: also 

asser:ed a far more important povv-er: the pO~prel' of judicial revievv J 
Opinion of the Coun (Chief Justice Marshall) . 

. . . The fi:rst objeCT of inqui:ry is, has the applicant a right to the commission he ctemanc-S"? 

Mr. Mal'bury, since his commission was signed by the President and sealed by the 

Secretary of SLate, ,;vas appointed .... The appointment was not revocable. To withhold 

his commission, therefore, is an act deemed by the court nm warranted by law, but viola

tive of a vested legal right, 

This brings us to the second inquiry, which is, If he has a right, and that right has 

been violated, do the lavvs of this coumry aEord him a remedy? 

The very essence of civil liberty certainly consiSTS in the right of every individual to 

claim the protection of the lavvs, whenever he receives an injury. One of the first dunes of 

government is to afford that protection. The governwem of the United SLates has been 

er::tphatically termed a government of laws, and not of men. It will certainly cease to de

serve this high appellation (1i'F ~), if the laws furnish no remedy for the violaLion or a 

vested legal right. .. 

It remains to be inquired whether, He is entitled to the remedy for which he applies. 

This depends on 1st, The nature of the remedy applied for; and, 2d, The power of this 

court. 

(Chief Justice John .Marshall w·ent on to say that this was not a case in which the ex

eCUIive could exercise his powe? of discretion. It was a case in which a head of a depart

ment was directed by law to do a certain act aEecting the absolute rights of individuals, 

So, the COUrts in the US could not be excused from the duty of giving judgment. ) 

. , . This ... is a plain case for mandamus, either to deliver the cOITh'Tlission, or a copy 

of it frow the record; and it ody remains to be inquired, 

Whether it can issue from this courL 

The act to establish the judicial courts of the United Slates authorizes the Supreme 

COUrt "w issue vvrits or mandamus in cases wananted by the principles and usages of la1i'i 

to persons holding oHice under the authority of the UniTed States. " The secretary of 

Stw~, being a person bolding an office und~: the authority of the United SLates, is precise

ly within the letIer of the description, and if this court is nOl authorized to issue a writ. of 

mandamus to such an officer ~ it must: be because the lavv is unconstitutional J and therefore 
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of the 

The ccnsIiL:Ulion VeStS the "",vhole povver ci -:he lTniteS SIclc5 lfi cne 

COUrL, a:::.d 5uch courts 2B congress shall; Izoe :ine to Ii::le 9 ordair. and establisl:, 

ex-:endec to all cases' of the l::nitec Sta:es; 

and conseCiuently? in scme {orTn J may be exercised over the present case because the right 

claimed is give:1 by a law of the LJ nited Slates. 

In the distribUtion of this pO'Ner it is declared that "the Supreme Court shall have 

original jurisdiction in all cases affecting ambassadors j other public ministers and consuls, 

and those in which a state shall be a party. In all other cases, the Supreme Coun shall 

have appellate jurisdiction. I' It has been insisted, at the bar j that as the original grant of 

jurisdiction to the supreme and inferior COUrtS is general. .. , the power remains to the leg-

··islaLuI2 to a33ign o:i~igirlal jurisdiction to that court in other casts. *. provided those cases 

belong to the judicial power of the United States . 

. . . If congress remains at liberty to. give this court appellate jurisdiction, where the 

constitution has declared their jurisdiction shall be original i and original jurisdiction where 

the constitution has declare,d it shall be appellate; the distribution of jurisdiction, made in 

the constitution, is rorm without substance . 

. . . The question, whether an act, repugnant (~§BZ.Er:J) to the constitution, can be

come the law of the land, is a question deeply interesting to the United States; ... (To 

decide it), it is necessary to recognize certain principles, supposed to have been long ane. 

well established . 

. . . the people have an original right to establish, for their future government, such 

principles, as, in their opinion, shall most conduce to their own happiness. " The exel'

eise of this original right is a very great exertion: nor can it, nor ought it, to be frequently 

repeated:. The principles, so es-rablished, are deemed fundamentaL .. They are designed to 

be permanent. 

This original and supreme will organizes the government, and assigns to different de

partments their respective powers. It may either stop here, or establish certain limits not 

to be transcended (ji;§~) by those departments. 

The government of the United States is of the latter description. The powers of the 

legislature are defined and limited; and that those limits may not be mistaken, or forgot

ten, the constitution is wI'jtten. To what purpose are powers limiTed, and to what purpose 

is that limitation committed to vvriting, if these limits may, at any time, be passed by 

those imended to be restrained? 

... The constitution is either a superior paramount law, unchangeable by ordinary 

means, or it is on a level with ordinary legislative acts, . , . and is alterable when the legis

lamre shall please to alter it. 

If the former part of the alternative be true, then a legislative act contrary to the con

stitUtion is not la w: if the latter pan: be true,' then written constitutions are absurd 
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. 0 r , 1 1'00 0 0 , '1" , 1 1 C ' a"cte:npts J on the paYI or the peop e 11 to llllt a p01/ve:- In Its ovvn nalure 1 llmllao e. ·el"talu-

1y all those who have frarn.ed writter: conslitutions contemplated them as forming the fun

darn.ental and pa::amount law of the narion, and consequently, the theory of every such 

government must be, that an act of the legislamre, repugnant to the constitution, is void . 

. . . If an act of the legislature, repugnant to the consritution, is void, does iL . , bind 

the courts, and oblige them to give it effect? .. This is an absurdity too gross to be insist

ed on .... 

It is emphatically the province and the duty of th.e judicial department to say what the 

law is. Those who apply the rul~ to particular cases, must interpret that rule. If two laws 

conflict with each other, the courts must decide on the operation or each .... 

If the courts are to regard the constitution, and the constitution is superior to any or

dinary act of the legislature, the constitution, and not such ordinary act, must govern the 

case to which they both apply ... 

Thus, ... a lavv repugnant to the constitution is void, and courts, as well as other de

partments, are bound by that instrument. 

QUle§~jljJllllw : 

L What is the claim of Marbury? On what does he base his claim? 

2. Does Chief justice John Marshall think that lVlarbury is entitled to have relief? What 

form vvill the relief take? 

3. i7vhat is Marshall's answer to the question whether a writ of mandamus should issue 

from the Supreme Court? What are the grounds for this answer? 

4, What is the language in this opinion that establishes the doctrine of judicial review? 
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Appendix XIII 

End - of - Programme Questionnaire 

Name ------ Sex --- Age __ _ Date 

Instruction: There are 10 questions m total in this questionnaire. Most of the 

questions are to be answered with Yes or No. Please fill in the blanks and circle the 
letters of your answers. Your honest answers will be greatly appreciated. 

Confidentiality: Your real name is preferable only for the sake of return rate of this 

questionnaire. However, you can use a pseudonym or nickname if you feel more 

comfortable with it. 

1. Do you think the programme has improved your English language abilities in 

general? 

A. Yes. B. No. C. Not sure. 

2. Do you think the programme has improved your legal English proficiency? 

A. Yes. B. No. C. Not sure. 

3. Do you think the programme has encouraged you to invest more in your study of 

law? 

A. Yes. B. No. C. Not sure. 

4. Did the programme increase your participation in language classroom activities 

compared with general English courses? 

A. Yes. B. No. C. Not sure. 

5. What attracted you most in the programme? Circle ONE only. 

A. Language items, e.g. vocabulary, grammar, etc. 

B. Classroom activities, e.g. discussion, group work, student presentations, etc. 

C. Materials uses in the programme, e.g. texts, legal documents, etc. 
D. Homework. 

E. Other. Please specify. 

6. Would you like to take similar courses in the future? Why? 
A. Yes, because ----------------------------------
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B.No,because, ______________________________________________ __ 

7. Please specify some language leaming strategies you have used and/or acquired 
through the pro gramme. 

8. Please specify some other strategies you have acquired in the programme. 

9. Please give your comments on the programme. 

10. Thank you! Good luck for your future studies in law and English! 
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Appendix XIV-l 

CBI programme report 

GongYi 

Criminal law department 

Wuhan Law College 

The two-month CBI course has officially finished and I can now take a deep breath. I 

have been extremely busy during the last two months but all the efforts have paid off: 

1. The students have made a great progress. 

Most students at WLC do not have high marks in the entrance exams for senior 

secondary education. They are normally not interested in study. In the CBI classes, 

however, they all studied really hard and tried to overcome difficulties and get rid of 

their own bad habits including the laziness. I think the students' behaviour echoes the 

teachers' strong influence. During the CBI programme, we three teachers worked as 

a team and showed the highest respect for the course and our students. That is one of 

the major reasons for the CBI students' outstanding performance in the CBI and 

other regular subject courses during the programme. The teachers made the students 

feel special. 

It is also in this CBI programmes that the students are satisfied with their language 

study. Most students have realized the significance of English but did not make 

enough effort to learn the language. The programme provided an opportunity for 

students to learn some useful language. They enjoyed the course and forced 

themselves to learn even when they felt tired. 

Some of the legal knowledge had been introduced before the CBI programme. 
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However, it was either forgotten or incorrectly understood by the students. This 

programme reinforced the legal knowledge and deepened students' understanding of 

some fundamental theories in law. Thus it helped students not only to know what but 

also how and why. 

2. The teachers' received a sense of self-development 

I realized the strength of team spirit after working as a member ofthe CBl teaching 

team. The success of this programme is based on the close co-operation of the three 

CBl teachers. There was high respect between the language and the law teachers in 

the programme. The co-operation was harmonious due to the mutual understanding 

and support. We exchange comments on each CBl course, modify teaching 

procedures, analyze students' development and summarize experiences and lessons 

for the teachers to improve the effectiveness of each CBl class. 

I have never realized that cooperation between faculties can be so powerful. There 

was scarcely any inter-disciplinary cooperation in WLC before the CBl programme 

especially between the English and the law departments. Everyone kept their 

teaching method and techniques secret because of the competition for promotion, 

which related closely to the pay rate. Without adequate communication, teachers 

from different department hardly had any contact. Sometimes there was even 

hostility due to competition for promotion. 

Frequent communication helps to hannonize our team teaching. There used to be 

ignorance and hostility between the departments due to competition for promotions. 

The CBl programme could not have been so successful without close coordination 

between the language and law teachers. During the CBl programme, the three 

teachers from the language and the law departments worked as a team. We 

exchanged teaching experiences and shared the result of classroom observation, 

assessment and analysis of students' development. Teaching methods and procedures 
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were frequently modified as group decision for effective instruction. The spirit of 

team-teaching should be introduced to the college as a whole. 

Another lesson I have learned from the programme is that we, as teachers, should 

never under-estimate our students. One will know better about how the students feel 

when one is in the same situation as the students'. I attended CBI classes as a 

language learner and started to understand my students better. I was moved by the 

enormous efforts the students made during the CBI programme. Most of them 

attended each CBI class, reviewed and previewed each unit and finished homework 

on time. The workload is even heavier than that of students at the senior secondary 

school. Students were proud ofthemselves and found high self-esteem when they 

finished the course. 

In the programme, I have witnessed how intelligent and diligent my students were. 

They did not appear so because they were not given opportunities or encouraged to 

present themselves. It was the teachers who were to blame for not giving their 

students enough chance to show how much and how well they could learn. 
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Appendix XIV-2 

CBI programme report 

WangHui 

Civil law department 

Wuhan Law College 

The two-month CBI course has now come to an end. I am really impressed with my 

students and myself. I feel like that I have never worked so hard and never felt such a 

great sense of achievement. 

During the CBI programme, I needed to teach my own course and attend the CBI 

course every day. No one can say it is not tiring, but I really enjoyed it in spite of the 

heavy workload. However, I believe the longer I am in the course, the less heavy the 

workload. I have refreshed my English language skills and learned legal English 

vocabulary and features of an English document. The programme has also provided 

me an opportunity to know how legal English is taught. I believe this new approach 

is challenging to both teachers and students at the beginning stage. However, we will 

get used to it and appreciate it with the passage of the time. This may be the kind of 

challenge that we all and always need. 

It was not very common for teachers from the same department to discuss problems 

in teaching because of competition for promotion. Inter-departmental communication 

was even rarer. Sometimes there was even implicit hostility between teachers from 

different departments since they didn't have to maintain a good personal or working 

relationship. I developed a great sense of team spirit in the programme and benefitted 

greatly from team-teaching with a law lecturer and a language teacher. 
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This programme also provided an opportunity for me to realise the power of 

motivation to students. Unlike other students, the programme students appreciate 

their opportunities of any form of classroom activities including individual 

presentations and group discussions. They engaged in various content-related tasks 

without being afraid of making mistakes. Effort invested by the CBI teachers also 

inspired the students. They felt highly respected and concerned in the programme. 

There was pressure in CBI classes, especially when the students were asked to lead 

the discussions. However, it was an enjoyable and valuable experience. The students 

showed great interest in the results ofthe CBI programme. 

I have also witnessed students' cognitive development during these two months. 

Programme students participated in content classes with greater confidence and 

enthusiasm. With more accurate answers and better performance, these students 

enjoyed more positive feedback from the teachers. Negative feedback, on the other 

hand, was considered by them as guidance to the in-depth study of the related content 

issues. As commented by another content teacher, programme students' active 

engagement in classroom activities and their right attitudes to teachers' feedback 

helped to establish a constructive learning environment. 

A long term CBI programme may be even more tiring and challenging. However, I 

am willing to make more effort to learn and teach if I all} given the opportunity. I 

shall look forward to it. 
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